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OUR CLUB 
SONG

Good old Greyhounds forever

We know how to play  
the game

Side by side we stick together

For the glory of the Greyhounds name

Hear the barrackers shouting
Come on, show them how we fight

All the premierships are easy
For the mighty black and white
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F ounded in 1980 the Glebe Greyhounds Junior Football Club gives children aged five 
to 17 the chance to play Australian Football.

Our philosophy, every player who wants a game gets a game, means that the club 
prides itself on ensuring all players are treated equally and that our main priority is 

a fun, safe and family environment.
We value all players and keep a record, published in our yearbook, of every game played and 

goal scored by every Glebe player ever.
On field the Greyhounds have a proud history having won 24 Premierships over the last 35 

years and consistently played in finals in most ages.  
Many of our players have gone on to play at higher levels including the AFL, AFL Reserves, 
representative football, Sydney Football League, while another went on to become one of the 
leading punters in American College Football.

The club is one of the largest in Sydney and plays in the famous black and white strip of 
Collingwood. Our home ground, Jubilee Oval on the shores of Blackwattle Bay, is one of the 
most beautiful football grounds in Sydney.

The rules are modified for younger players to emphasise the skills of Australian football – 
this means fun, safe and fair games.

All our coaches are fully trained and accredited with the Australian Football League.
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Glebe Greyhounds JAFC acknowledges the Gadigal of the Eora nation as the original owners  
of the land we play on, and acknowledge their elders past, present and emerging.  

We are proud of the Aboriginal heritage of our area and of the contribution Aboriginal people 
make to our club and our community.

The photos on the front and back cover of this year book are of Emily and Naomi Webb from the U14YG and 
U12YG, and were taken at Uluru. We acknowledge the Anangu people as the traditional owners. The photos 
were taken the day after the launch of the Indigenous jumper at Jubilee Oval. The pictures acknowledge the 
Aboriginal heritage of Glebe and of Australia, and recognise the growth of female participation at our club.
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W hat a season. On 
the field and off 
the field 2019 has 
been an amazing 

year. The club has once again 
gone up another level in so many 
ways. But let’s start with the most 
impressive win of the year. I don’t 
think it’s going too far to say season 
defining. How good is the new 
siren? The iconic blast that just is 
footy. I absolutely love it. As do the 
local residents. And the residents 
of Rozelle. And some in Balmain I 
understand.

Off the field, it has been a big year. 
Busy, like stupid busy sometimes, 
but fantastic. The season started with 
a Welcome to Country from Aunty 
Bronwyn and a smoking ceremony 
from Uncle Max to symbolically 
welcome us all onto Jubilee Oval for 
the season ahead, and they returned 
in May for the launch of our new 
Aboriginal jumper, designed by artist 
Adam Hill AKA Blak Douglas for Sir 
Doug Nicholls round.

The jumper itself is just fantastic, 
and massive thanks to Mike 
Schofield and Bain Stewart for the 
work in championing the concept 
and getting us such an amazing 
design. The jumper embraces the 
Aboriginal history of the local area 
and acknowledges the female and 
male players in our club. It says 
loud and clear that we recognise the 
Aboriginal history of the land we play 
on and the contribution Aboriginal 
people make to our community and 
our club.  

While we’re on inclusion, the club 
ran the inaugural Bring Ya Boots 
Pride round to welcome LGBTQI 
families to Glebe to come and try 
footy. Thanks to Cris Townley and 
her team of Richard Baker and 
Monica Bourke for their work in 
getting this up. All kids should 
have the opportunity to experience 
the benefits of team sport in a 
safe, welcoming, inclusive club 
environment, and that club is Glebe.

The Beer and Gin night was 
another huge success (or just huge) 
with tickets selling out in a matter of 
days. Not sure if it was the beer, the 
gin, the porchetta or sweet choons 
from bona fide rock star Davey Lane 
that did it, but those tickets went 
faster than a well made negroni on a 
balmy evening. Thanks to Bev Walsh, 
Mike Cooney and Luke Macdougall 

for the organising, and to Guy Fitzroy 
and especially Shane McKendry who 
was one minute taking an afternoon 
stroll past the club house and the 
next peeling 20 kgs of spuds and 
making sure we all got fed. It really 
was a great night.

In July, 70 Glebe players and 
accompanying parents, siblings 
and grandparents took over Ocean 
Grove Holiday Park in the third 
annual State of Origin, in support of 
Rivers Gift against the Ocean Grove 
Collendina Cobras. What a weekend 
it was. The Cobras were once again 
fantastic hosts at their magnificent 
home ground, the footy was hotly 
contested, and the holiday park had 
a jumping pillow. Tick, tick, tick. 
Between both clubs $20,000 was 
raised (up from $5,000 last year), 
with money coming from cake stalls, 
donations and the Glebe 2 Geelong 
runathon that saw around 2,500 laps 
of Jubilee run by players across all 
ages. I am very pleased to say that 
we won two out of three games and 

that the trophy came home to Glebe. 
Turns out these inner west kids can 
play footy. The Cobras will be coming 
to us in 2020, and we want to include 
a girls game on the schedule and 
retain that trophy. Look out.

As well the U10s hosted the Sandy 
Bay Lions from Hobart in their 
return match, also in support of 
Rivers Gift, and we are very proud 
they retained their trophy as well. A 
huge thank you to Cain Sarah who 
put in a mountain of work to get 
the trips happening, Dave Sawkins 
who worked tirelessly organising 
the runathon, allocating cabins and 
deciphering spreadsheets for Cain, 
and Matt Smith who helped organise 
the trip and coached the U11s.

On the Friday before Grand Final 
weekend we held the Presidents 
Lunch at Tramsheds. It was a really 

This year we once again grew our 
numbers by 10% to 550 players 
across 38 teams. 

great afternoon with five previous 
Glebe Presidents in attendance and 
entertainment from Titus O’Reilly. 
It was really special hearing about 
the history of the club first hand 
from the people who ran it when 
it really was a hard slog, especially 
Simon Kelly who founded the club 
at just 19 years of age. Players were 
recruited by walking up to them on 
Glebe Point Rd and asking if they 
wanted to play footy. There certainly 
was appreciation from the current 
Greyhounds for the hard work that 
was done, and by the past Presidents 
for the great shape the club is in now.

Now, some people will say that’s 
all good and well, but really it’s just 
a lot of inner west fluffy stuff and 
what about the footy? I mean, aren’t 
we a footy club? The answer is yes, 
yes we are. And all that fluffy stuff is 
important because it helps retain and 
attract players to our club. And when 
we have good numbers, well…

This year we once again grew our 
numbers by 10% to 550 players across 

38 teams. And that’s after capping 
numbers at 60 in an age group. We 
fielded six girls teams (growing to 
seven in 2020 with U16YG), three 
U14s in Div 1, Div 2 and Div 3 in 
the Glebe Newtown Alliance, 200 
Auskickers and big numbers coming 
through in U9s and U10s.

Numbers like that translate to on 
field success. Our three U11 teams 
all made finals, and played in Grand 
Finals in Div 1 and Div 2. Our U13 Div 
1s played in their third successive Div 
1 Grand Final. The three U14 Alliance 
teams all made finals, with the Div 
1 team making the Grand Final. And 
the U15 Div 2 Alliance team made the 
Grand Final. Seven Glebe teams made 
finals and five played in Grand Finals. 
Extraordinary.

And from that, the U14 Div 1 and 
the U15 Div 2 both won Premierships 
in 2019. So when I get asked if that 
fluffy inner west stuff is important, I 
will always answer yes it is. Because 
that fluffy inner west stuff about 
being inclusive and welcoming, is 

us showing that we are the club for 
everyone, where anyone who wants a 
game, gets a game. That fluffy stuff is 
actually tangibly demonstrating our 
values. It’s the shingle we hang over 
our door that tells everyone we know 
who we are and why we do this. 
Because the benefits of playing team 
sport should be available to everyone, 
regardless of your gender or family 
circumstances or financial position 
or footy ability, in a safe, inclusive, 
welcoming club environment. That 
makes our club a great place to be, a 
club where people want to play footy 
because they like it and they stay. 
When you do it for those reasons, the 
right reasons, the on field success 
looks after itself.

Carna Greyhounds.

Simon Tracy
President

2019 GLEBE 
GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
Presidents Forward
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STATE OF ORIGIN
Greyhounds  v Cobras at Geelong
Greyhounds  v Sandy Bay at Glebe

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
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Report by Mike Schofield
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observed clinging to the eager 
participants, many of whom seemed 
to be treating the exercise like it was 
their last chance to be drafted, and 
with an enthusiasm only previously 
seen from our beloved president 
when confronted by an egg and 
bacon roll.

Round 2 of the AFL season saw us 
send a massive 60 kids to the SCG 
for half time Auskick at the Swans v 
Crows fixture… food outlets around 
bay 3 of the ground flew into panic 
as the invasion of hungry 7 & 8 year 
olds famished after living the dream 
on the SCG threatened an Eastern 
Suburbs pie shortage.

Round 10 of the season had 
another 18 Auskickers run on at half 
time during the Swans v Magpies 
game… we’d planned to sport our 
snazzy new indigenous guernseys 
on the field, but were sadly denied 
the opportunity by the corporate fun 
police showing it was perhaps not 
“more than money”.

T he lard in the bucket 
beneath the barbecue had 
barely started to solidify 
when work began again 

for City Auskick Coordinators. 
Rumours began to circulate that 
the very fabric of the system we had 
come to love was about to be torn 
apart. Our City region is the only set 
up in the country to enjoy a home 
and away season in the younger age 
groups, and we were in danger of 
losing our weekend stoushes with 
local rivals and old foes. Over the 
next 6 months covert meetings were 
held, demands were laid on the table 
and compromises were reached… 
Auskickers were still able to live for 
Saturday and it’s pre lunch combat, 
parents were still able to enjoy early 
morning ground set up and canteen 
duty with a hangover, and a new 
training regime was introduced 
imaginatively titled Auskick 2.0 just 
in time for season 2019.

No sooner had balls began to 

deflate in the cage cupboards, 
registrations opened for season 2019 
on 1 September, and by first training 
on 19 March we were approaching 
a magnificent total of 169 kids in 
Auskick. We equalled our record set 
last year for girls at 40 and smashed 
previous numbers in U5s (24) and 
U7s (57).

After the kind of wet week 
only previously seen at British 
holiday resorts in high summer, 
our first training session on March 
14 was cancelled leaving scores 
of disappointed kids to dream of 
booting the Sherrin for one more 
week until we could get things off 
the ground. We lost a few sessions 
over the season, but the weather was 
generally kind.

April fools day rolled around, 
but it was no joke when Swans best 
and fairest Jake Lloyd and the genial 
James Rose strolled across the oval 
to visit the club and put our kids 
through their paces. The Greyhounds 

undoubtedly played a major part 
in young Rose’s form turnaround 
and subsequent selection into the 
first team as we forced him to send 
hundreds of high balls into contests 
over a gruelling half hour. The pair 
were then handcuffed to a table in 
the traditional fashion for autographs 
and a Q&A session designed to ready 
them for Brian Taylor’s painful post 
match interviews in the rooms.

On 2 May the AFL came to give 
parents O-Level training in essential 
footy skills. Spandex was widely 

“our first training session on March 
14 was cancelled leaving scores 
of disappointed kids to dream of 
booting the Sherrin for one more 
week until we could get things off 
the ground”

On the 10th August the Auskick 
season finished with a round of 
games for U5 & U6, and Gala Day for 
U7 & U8. The club PA had been fixed 
in the nick of time and the knobs 
were turned to eleven for the last 
banner run through of the season.

Massive thanks to all our coaches 
who embraced the new Auskick 
training system and ensured it 
worked so well, and of course the 
parents who enthusiastically helped 
out each week, it could not have 
worked without you.

A special shout out to our U5 
coaches Lachlan Radnedge, David 
Sawkins and Brian Nelson who did a 
great job with the group. It’s been a 
few years since I coached the young 
ones, and I had a ball helping you get 
settled in over the first month.

We also had Emily Morrison who 
helped coach and worked in the 
canteen throughout the season as 
part of her Duke of Edinburgh Award. 
Her assistance was really valued 

by the coaches and she was very 
popular with the kids as she worked 
up through the age groups. Good 
luck next season Emily when you’re 
playing with the U16 girls! The club 
is keen to hear from anybody taking 
part in the scheme who would like to 
help out, so feel free to get in touch.

Thanks to all who have joined me 
on the early Saturday shift to set 
the ground up, slice the bread rolls 
and fry the living daylights out of 
unfeasibly large boxes of bacon, your 
contribution helps make this club the 
great institution it is. 

Finally, hats off to members of the 
Executive Committee, most of whom 
already give so much to the club, in 
particular Bev, Simon and Kirsty who 
have all leapt out of bed bright and 
breezy and staggered down to the 
club at first light to get the ball rolling 
at our home fixtures.

Enjoy the break, and see you all 
next season!

Swans best and fairest 
Jake Lloyd and the 
genial James Rose 
strolled across the oval 
to visit.

We recognise the 
Aboriginal history of 
the land we play on 
and the contribution 
Aboriginal people make 
to our community and 
our club.  

Mike and Simon waiting 
for the fog to clear
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UNDER 5s
Report by Lachlan Radnedge
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away with the ball from a group of 
players.
´VAUGHN GORDON (MOST DETERMINED PLAYER)
It was so great seeing Vaughn’s 
development over the course of the 
season. He really started to enjoy 
his footy, particularly kicking goals 
up front in the forward line. He 
contributed positively to the team 
spirit and we look forward to seeing 
him back next year.
´OLIVER GRAHAM-SMALL (MOST COURAGEOUS PLAYER)
Oliver developed an awesome 
ability to read the play and gather 
possessions in all parts of the 
ground. He was a courageous and 
determined player and had a number 
of memorable runs on Jubilee Oval.  
One of the most improved players of 
the season, Well done!
´ FELIX HAGEN (BEST RUCK)
Felix’s knowledge of the game and 
his role in it is outstanding as was his 
efforts in the ruck this season. His 
understanding of how important it 
is to get the tap to our midfielders 
was crucial. Felix has had a stella 
season and is a great team player. 
Congratulations Felix 
´ ELIJAH HEINRICH (BEST TALL FORWARD)
As one of our taller players Elijah 
is a natural target up front and a 
handy ruck interchange. Elijah’s  
understanding improved with each 
game and showed in the number of 
shots he had on goal in the latter part 
of the season. Well done Elijah.
´ FLORENCE HONNER (TEAM ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD)
Florence gained experience and 
confidence as the season went on. 

HEAD COACH Lachlan Radnedge 
ASSISTANT/TEAM COACHES David Sawkins, Brian Nelson  

MANAGER Kate McTiernan

W ow, Auskick U5s 
what an experience 
and season it has 
been. I mean that in 

a good way.
26 registered players, the largest 

U5 group in the club’s history and 2 
rookie coaches, what a start.

From the first training session 
everyone involved knew we had a 
good group but few realised at that 
time just how good a group they 
were to become. Football aside, it’s 
been fantastic to watch friendships 
develop and individuals bonding 
together into a happy positive team. 
The club’s mantra is participation 
and fun (The Glebe Spirit) and by 
the way the kids ran through the 
club banner and sang the club song 
each week that’s exactly what they 
achieved

We enjoyed fantastic training 
and game day attendance numbers 
throughout the season the envy of 
the other clubs.

All players should be extremely 
proud of their skill development, 
their improvement and 
understanding of how the game is 
played and by how they got involved, 
helped each other and challenged 
themselves and their teammates each 
week. The kids overall confidence as 
players, teammates and individuals 
jumped significantly over the season 
all of which added to the team 
environment and their enjoyment of 
footy. 

With 2 rookie coaches and 26 

players it was never going to be 
easy so massive thank you to our 
Auskick coordinator, Mike Schofield 
who set us up and helped out for 
the first month but was never far 
away for the entire season. David 
Sawkins our experienced coach 
who made Lachlan and Brian look 
good at training each week. Kate 
McTiernan who jumped onboard 
as our team manager to organise 
and inject some much needed 
technology. Sean Richardson and 
Stephen Duma our game day ground 
manager and first aid attendant and 
a big thankyou to all our parents and 
carers who pitched in at training and 
on game days. Your engagement and 
encouragement added to a successful 
season. To all our canteen and BBQ 
volunteers thank you.

To our players, thank you for your 
hard work, focus and commitment to 
turn up each week, get involved and 
listen. We look forward to seeing you 
all next season. GO GREYHOUNDS!

26 
registered 
players, 
the largest 
U5 group 
in the 
club’s 
history

Shy and cautious at the beginning 
she became more involved game after 
game. Was strong in the ruck and will 
be a force to be reckoned with in the 
years to come.
´CLANCY KELLY (QUIET ACHIEVER AWARD)
Clancy was a quiet achiever with 
a big impact in every game. A very 
promising season and with his height 
could go a long way in the game. 
Great work - we’ll really miss you 
next season with your impending 
move south! 
´ LENNOX LEITL (BEST READER OF THE PLAY)
Tough from being a younger sibling 
he wasn’t scared to fight for the ball. 
Lenny is both talented and a hard 
worker who in most games was one 
of the highest ball winners for the 
team. Importantly Lenny was also 
unselfish and would share the ball to 
his teammates once he won it. Great 
to coach!
´ JASPER MCGLASHAN (BEST MARK)
Jasper has a great pair of hands, good 
foot speed and a solid kick. Always 
working hard at practice and during 
the games. He developed a good 
understanding of where to be on the 
field to position himself to get the 
ball as it came forward or intercept it 
when he was playing in the midfield 
or back.
´NIAMH MCTIERNAN (BEST FORWARD)
Niamh has a great ability to bag a 
goal, and in most games scored more 
than one to bring her goal tally to 26 
for the year. She put in the work to 
get the ball and then would have the 
ability to get around the defence to 
get the ball through the sticks.
´CHARLIE NELSON (MOST IMPROVED PLAYER)
Charlie’s skill and understanding of 
the game improved out of sight as 
the season progressed as did his love 
for it. From someone at the start of 
the season who thought dad couldn’t 
coach to him saying I didn’t do a bad 
job is reflective of him appreciating 
his development. Congratulations 
Charlie.
´DECLAN PEEL-O’CONNOR (SPIRIT OF THE 
GREYHOUNDS AWARD)
Declan was a pleasure to have in the 
team this year and his skills developed 
immensely as the season progressed. 
He contributed in all parts of the game 
and showed his passion both on and 
off field, which was evident in his 
singing of the Club Song. 
´MAXWELL RADNEDGE (BEST HARDBALL GET PLAYER) 
Maxi was into everything this season. 
He was courageous in the ruck and 
contested ball, often seen bursting 

from the pack with the football 
heading towards goal. He loved 
playing footy with his team mates, 
sharing the ball around and of course 
singing the Club Song! 
´CHARLIE RICHARDSON (BEST TALL DEFENDER)
Charlie was superb in defence 
and saved many opposition goals 
throughout the season. He has 
developed great all-around skills 
which helped the team across the 
field. A real team player who is easy 
to coach and has really grown into 
the game. 
´CHARLIE SAWKINS (BEST RUNNING PLAYER)
Charlie developed through the year 
into a strong and resilient defender 
listening to the coaches on how 
important defence is in the game. 
He was also able to use his speed to 
get to the loose ball and enjoyed the 
opportunity to kick a few goals when 
he was forward.
´NATHAN STONE (TEAM ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD)
Nathan’s energy and infectious 
enthusiasm for training and the game 
was a major win for the entire team. 
His willingness to share the ball 
with his teammates was an example 
for all. He is a true team player. 
Congratulations Nathan.
´AVERY THOMAS (BEST TEAM PLAYER AWARD)
Avery was a true team player. Happy 
to share the ball around and help her 
teammates out in all positions. She 
has natural athletic talent and the 
skills to play in any position on the 
field. Will be missed next year!
´CHRISTIAN TRAJKOVSKI (TEAM ENCOURAGEMENT 
AWARD)
Christian’s enthusiasm, confidence 
and understanding grew with 
each game and by season’s end he 
was playing out most of the game. 
Christian’s positive contribution was 
a major plus for his team mates. Great 
effort Christian
´ LUKAS VALENTA (BEST ATTACKING PLAYER)
Extremely focused and one of the 
hardest workers on the team. Never 
stopped running and used his speed 
to move around the opposition 
with ease. Was a major force as an 
attacking midfielder and used his 
accurate kick to score goals and pass 
to his teammates.
´ JIMMY VERVERIS (MOST CONSISTENT PLAYER)
Jimmy is a valued team player and 
consistently showed his ability to go 
after the ball and win possession. 
Every week Jimmy got better and 
better and can play in any position. He 
contributed immensely to the team 
spirit and is a great team person. 

´ ETHAN BARNES (BEST DEFENDER)
Ethan has had an outstanding 
season across the field, particularly 
in defence were he prevented many 
opposition goals and became an 
opposition nightmare. He is a great 
team man, who contributed greatly 
to the team spirit which is evident 
in his singing of the Club Song. Well 
done Ethan. 
´ LUCAS BUTLER (BEST RUNNING DEFENDER)
Lucas is a valued team man and 
consistently showed great pressure 
in defence, winning the ball and 
then using his burst of speed to run 
forward. Lucas has developed great 
all round skills that will set him up 
for future seasons. Well done Lucas.
´ANTON DUMA (BEST MIDFIELDER)
Anton’s willingness to be first to the 
ball was evident from the first game. 
His determination and burst of speed 
allowed his teammates to enjoy the 
game. Anton has enjoyed a fantastic 
season kicking numerous goals. Well 
done Anton.
´NED FERNIE (BEST KICK) 
Ned enjoyed a fantastic season, 
kicking plenty of goals along the way. 
His kicking distance and accuracy 
improved as the year went on. Ned 
used his height in the ruck contest to 
win plenty of footy which he shared 
so well amongst his team mates. 
´HARRY FORDE (BEST HANDBALLER) 
Was a joy to coach. Harry’s skills and 
understanding of the game improved 
throughout the season. He was solid 
all over the ground and strong at the 
contested possession often coming 
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´HUGH BRISTOW (MOST IMPROVED)
Our most improved player this 
season, Hugh has gone from 
energetic and polite boy, to the man 
with the moves and the excitement 
machine of the team. It has all 
come together for Hugh now and he 
celebrates his successes with gusto.
´ LUCINDA BRYANT (ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD)
Flashes of enthusiasm and curiosity 
emerged in many games, but the cold 
and early mornings eventually got 
the better of Lucinda and she made 
the tough decision to hang up the 
boots before seasons end. We hope to 
see Lucinda back for another crack 
next year.
´CONSTANCE CASEY (BEST TEAM PLAYER)
I hear there is a space opening 
up with the Black Ferns for our 
determined and happy player, 
Connie. With a natural flair for 
welcoming new teammates, 
helping others to feel comfortable 
and included, and collaborating 
for success, Connie was a favourite 
amongst her teammates. She has set 
herself up for a great sporting career 
in the South Island league.
´HUGH CHAMBERS (MOST DYNAMIC)
Hugh watches it all and takes it all in. 
When it is his turn he is explosive. 
Whether it is jumping high in 
the ruck, putting his hands up in 

HEAD COACH Jason Upcroft
ASSISTANT/TEAM COACHES  Mike Casey, Adam Guastella, Richard Hirst, Roz Hirst, Paul Madden, Brian Parkinson, David Penpraze, Eliza Sarlos, Will 

Seabourne, Matt Tooher, Keith Tracey, Lee Weldon, Alex White
MANAGER  Anna Kraegen

Well what an amazing 
season 2019 has 
been. It was such 
a pleasure and a 

privilege to coach the kids this season. 
They are a great group of kids, and 
it is fantastic to see that they are 
developing a passion for the sport of 
Aussie Rules. 

With a brand new Auskick 
format this season our kids have 
learnt new skills, gained self-
confidence, got hurt, been scared, 
been uncomfortable, learnt 
resilience, toughened-up, forged new 
friendships, developed a competitive 
spirit, learnt a sporting ethic, learnt to 
think about team as well as self, and 
most of all they have had a lot of fun. I 
think we have well and truly achieved 

what we set out to do this season. 
As we close out the season we have 

really bonded as a playing group 
and all players are now settling into 
the rhythm of thinking about both 
themselves and their teammates. All 
players are playing within the Auskick 
rules and Glebe spirit, and we are 
consistently playing better footy than 
our opponents - we are doing the right 
things and getting rewarded for our 
efforts. 

It’s pleasing to see the quick and 
skillful passages of play, with players 
now selecting from a range of skill 
options to deliver thoughtfully and 
effectively to teammates, ensuring we 
transition through the lines, retaining 
possession all the way to goal. We are 
looking for each other, going hard 

after the ball and dominating the 
attack. It is also pleasing to see the 
enthusiasm of our players in defence, 
with players using their bodies to 
block opposition run and close down 
their space - this skill will prove 
really valuable in years to come as we 
introduce more complexity into our 
tactics.

All players have risen in confidence 
significantly across the season, 
challenging themselves week by 
week to try new things. The coaches 
have asked the players to stretch 
themselves, encouraged them to 
utilise the skills and tactics learnt at 
training, and focused on enjoyment 
and learning at all times. Overall, all 
players are now involved and focused, 
their skills are now sharp, some have 
added physicality to their game, and 
all players are really enjoying their 
footy.

A massive thanks to our Team 
Manager Anna for all of your time 
and effort this season. Thanks too 
to Mike, Adam, Richard, Roz, Paul, 
Brian, David, Eliza, Will, Matt, Keith, 
Lee, Alex and everyone else who has 
pitched in and made this a successful 
season for our kids.

I am looking forward to seeing 
everyone next year for U7. Go 
Greyhounds!
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defence, or kicking multiple goals 
in a quarter. Hugh is growing in 
confidence and will take a huge step 
into the season next year.
´ EVELYN CHEONG (EQUAL MOST IMPROVED)
In the first half of the season we 
wondered if Evie would make the 
decision to come out and play with 
his friends. Thankfully it was a tale of 
two seasons though – when it clicked 
for Evie it really did click. Now an 
integral player in any lineup, Evie 
plays his footy with passion and joy.
´PHOEBE COULL (COACH’S AWARD)
The look of joy and satisfaction in 
Phoebe’s eyes when she has achieved 
a personal objective on the footy field 
is priceless. Phoebe’s desire to play 
is there and she is implementing 
her gameplay step by step. I can see 
Phoebe having a breakout season 
next year, with the confidence of one 
successful season under her belt.
´CALEB ELLIS (COACH’S AWARD)
A see-ball-get-ball style of player, 
when Caleb gets fired up he is 
unstoppable. If he keeps up the great 
work on the training track I can 
see Caleb developing into an Isaac 
Heeney type in and under player.
´NOAH GUASTELLA (BEST IN AND UNDER PLAYER)
With his lightning quick reflexes, 
hardness at the contest, and naturally 
unpredictable style, Noah channels 

sporting greats like Muhammed Ali 
and Leigh Matthews. It is exciting 
to watch Noah swoop into a pack to 
get the loose ball, then skip around 
dazed opponents on the way to 
deliver to his teammates.
´ TOM HEBBLEWHITE (MOST BALANCED)
A natural eye for following the bounce 
of the ball, a passionate desire to 
get a loose ball, a joyful energy for 
gameplay, and skills that are advanced 
for his age. Tom’s balance on both 
sides allows him to make everything 
look easy as he weaves through traffic 
and kicks goals from the Under 6 
equivalent of 70 metres out.
´ARTHUR HIRST (BEST MIDFIELDER)
Arthur has steadily grown in 
confidence and maturity all season. 
From a coaching perspective the 
hardest thing to teach is hunger for 
the footy, and it is really pleasing to 
see that Arthur has developed into 
one of the teams most intensely 
focused and courageous ball chasers. 
Add to that a fully rounded skillset 
and Arthur is set for an explosive 
footy future.
´BRUCE HOOPER (ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD)
Racked by injuries and illnesses, 
Bruce’s season unfortunately didn’t 
get any momentum. With an obvious 
love of footy, we hope that Bruce 
comes back revitalised next season.´
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position, Audre is set for a huge 
season next year.
´HARRY SEABOURNE (BEST ATTACKING PLAYER)
Harry is an energetic and 
courageous athlete with a 
natural gift for hunting the loose 
ball. Across the season Harry 
has developed an increasingly 
sophisticated tactical skillset, 
and is developing into a leader 
at the club. With a cheeky grin 
and usually covered in mud from 
his relentless attack on the ball, 
Harry’s enthusiasm is infectious to 
all around him.
´ STRATH STEVENSON (BEST DEFENDER)
Naturally shy, Strath comes alive 
from the first bounce to the final 
siren. Now fully focussed and hard 
at the ball, Strath’s ferocity in both 
defence and attack are becoming 
both consistent and from an 
opponents point of view, awesomely 
devastating. The sheer joy when 
Strath kicks a goal is absolutely 
priceless.
´HUGH THOMPSON (TOUGHEST PLAYER)
A selfless team player, a tough and 

´BENJAMIN KRAEGEN (SPIRIT OF THE GREYHOUNDS)
Benji is the engine room of any team 
he plays in. With a huge tank for 
running, super quick and clever 
decision making, and a very mature 
footballing brain, Benji leads the 
pack in so many ways. With a cheeky 
grin that infects all around him, Benji 
is a cornerstone asset to our team.
´HARRY MADDEN (MOST DETERMINED)
Known to all around him as the 
devastating “H-Bomb”, Harry 
has gone from shy little boy to 
confident and assertive player. 
The tools in Harry’s kit are many – 
desperate desire to succeed, rugged 
involvement in contested footy, fast 
runner and silky ball handling.
´XAVIER MARCHANT (QUICKEST PLAYER)
Sources have revealed that the 
Bombers scouts have signed Xavier 

up to a long term contract. Xavier has 
assured us that the move to Melbourne 
is temporary and he has promised to 
be back to rejoin his teammates at the 
Glebe Greyhounds. We hope so, and 
in the meantime we wish you every 
success in the footy heartland.
´ EDWARD PARKINSON (BEST LINE BREAKER)
A breakout year this season, Edward 
has gone from strength to strength. 
Energised and focused all over the 
field, Edward has added balance, 
poise, strength and aggression to 
his toolkit. There is nothing more 
exciting than watching one of 
Ed’s patented run-and-carries, 
busting through the lines, fire and 
determination in his eyes.
´NOAH PENPRAZE (BEST RUNNING PLAYER)
Although he started a few weeks into 
the season, Noah has slotted in very 
comfortably and was quickly able to 
establish himself as one of the key 
players in his team each week. With 
a clear love of footy, silky movement, 
advanced skills, and a happy nature, 
Noah is set for a great career at the 
Greyhounds.

´HAMISH RICHARD (BEST TRAINER)
Quietly determined, Hamish focuses 
on the matter at hand, learns quickly 
and implements the things he has 
learnt with perfection. Hamish 
loves doing big kicks, and can now 
effortlessly kick over the heads of 
swarms of opponents on his way to 
bagging multiple goals every game.
´ SCARLETT SARAH (MOST COURAGEOUS)
Toughness, courage and 
determination are the spirit of this 
team, and Scarlett brings all of 
that in spades every week. It is so 
exciting watching Scarlett get a look 
of determination in her eyes, drop 
the shoulder and tear through a pack 
of bigger opponents on her way to 
kicking a goal.
´AUDRE SARLOS (MOST DYNAMIC)
If there was an award for the biggest 
smile we would have to give it to 
Audre. He just loves playing footy and 
it shines through constantly. Audre 
has developed across the season 
from shy onlooker to ferocious 
and devastating breaker of packs. 
With confidence to play well in any 

It is so exciting watching Scarlett get 
a look of determination in her eyes, 
drop the shoulder and tear through 
a pack

strong inside ball winner, a no 
nonsense approach to training and 
game day equals a cornerstone club 
man in this U6 group. Hugh sets the 
bar high for achievement in pushing 
himself to learn and develop at 
training, then perfectly implements 
each and every week on game day.
´ABIGAIL TOOHER (BEST RUCK)
Abi has developed into a courageous 
and competitive player. Across 
the season Abi’s confidence and 
determination has grown with every 
achievement. She can be found 
kicking amazing goals, using her 
height and strength to her advantage 
in the ruck and running at the pack 
and coming up with the ball. A great 
year for Abi, I can see her footy career 
skyrocketing next season.
´ IDE TRACEY (BEST READER OF THE PLAY)
With ball in hand, Ide is like a 
pocket sized freight train. Never, 
ever underestimate Ide’s tactical 
knowledge, ferocity at the ball, and 
cunning implementation of her 
advanced skillset. Competitive and 
smart, when opponents get on Ide’s 

wrong side she will make them pay. 
I can see Ide developing into a Daisy 
Pearce style of player – tough, smart, 
and a perfectionist.
´AUSTIN UPCROFT (MOST SPECTACULAR GOALS)
Austin is driven to succeed on the 
footy field and there is nothing he 
enjoys more than a spectacular 
goal, sometimes from impossible 
angles, sometimes from frightening 
distances. Austin works tirelessly 
on his skills and footy smarts, 
always striving to get a competitive 
advantage, and loves bringing his 
teammates along with him like a 
warrior into battle.
´MAX WELDON (MOST DETERMINED DEFENDER)
The joy of playing footy bubbles over 
constantly on Max’s face. By season’s 
end Max has developed into a player 
who can bring out the full skillset at 
will, kicking goals through packs  
of opponents, dynamic and 
ferocious defensive intensity, and 
the ability to do the impossible in 
general play. I am really excited by 
the prospect of what next season 
will bring for Max.
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TEAM HOUNDS 
´ JAIYDEN BARNES (MOST COURAGEOUS)
Jaiyden showed enormous courage 
this season. He has a great hunger 
for the game, drive to kick goals and 
once again his defending ability 
was outstanding. Jaiyden’s steely 
determination and ability to read 
the play proved valuable to him as he 
devised many strategies to overcome 
his opponents.
´ARLO DAVIS (MOST SPECTACULAR GOALS) 
Arlo, AKA Starlo, provided some 
of our most thrilling moments this 
season with his bursts of speed 
towards the posts and his now 
trademark backwards snap goal – 
The Starlo!  He did not disappoint 
as he followed every success with 
the seasons most enthusiastically 
celebrated goals.
´ALESSIO DIVIC (BEST RUCK) 
Alessio showed great determination 
this season, particularly in the 
ruck where he rarely missed a tap 
to our advantage, he also keeps his 
well earned title as one of our best 
defenders. His improved focus and 
oodles of passion ensured he was a 
valuable contributor to every game.
´ ELLIOT GILPIN  (BEST DEFENDER) 
Elliot was every opponents worst 
nightmare - impossible to get around 
and always on the ball. His height, 
skill and speed earned him our top 
defender title. Elliot was pivotal in 
most turnovers in the defence line, 
sending the ball back to our forwards 
in one huge kick. Excellent team 
player this season.
´ FELIX JOHNSTON (MOST DETERMINED) 
Felix arrived this season! With 

HEAD COACH Carlene Matkovich
ASSISTANT/TEAM COACHES Rob Spurrs, Russell Van der Water, Warwick Hunter, Matt Webster,  Adam Carmody, Steve Divic, Nick Childs, Jeff Clark

MANAGER/S Melissa Boronski, Jen Bryce, Jennifer Lista, Sean Wotton, Sarah McIlveen

The U7 season was off to a 
great start from our very 
first training session with a 
huge turn out of eager faces 

both old and new. There was a buzz 
of excitement and anticipation while 
everyone reacquainted and it was 
awesome to see a few first time players 
welcomed into the group.

 Auskick’s new training format 
provided a structured framework with 
varied activities ensuring incremental 
skill development, while keeping the 
players interested. However, it was our 
amazing coaching team (Waz Hunter, 
Matt Webster, Adam Carmody, Nick 
Childs, Rob Spurrs, Steve Divic, 
Russell Van der Water & Jeff Clark) 
who generously gave their time week 
after week continuously bringing 
energy, skill and enormous amounts 
of fun to every session, that made our 
season a huge success.

 Dividing the group into teams was 
no easy feat. After much deliberation 
the inventively named Blacks, Whites, 
Glebes, Greys and Hounds were 
formed.

 Our collective training efforts 
were obvious come game days. It 
was incredibly satisfying to see our 
U7’s grow in confidence, skill level 
and their love of the game. We were 
constantly rewarded with huge smiles 
and enthusiastic celebrations as our 
players reached season milestones of 
first goals, kicks, marks and bounces. 
Game strategy increased as our 
players learned to understand the 
game and its rules with confidence. 
Team spirit was well and truly alive as 
lifelong memories were created.

 Parent participation was at an all 
time high this year.  Massive thanks 
to everyone who chucked on their 
sneakers and got involved. Your 
exuberant cheers and encouragement 
during game days lifted team spirit 
and certainly added to the excitement 
every week!

 Waz’s Parents vs Players match at 
the end of the season showcased what 
an awesome group of parents you are 
and some surprisingly hidden talents 
that did not go unnoticed! Regardless, 
the U7’s smashed the parents and 

a brilliant display of team spirit 
from both sides was hilarious and 
inspirational.

 Without a doubt the Glebe 
Greyhounds are a phenomenal 
club to be a part of and it’s amazing 
to think all is made possible by 
volunteer power. This year the 
U7’s were again meticulously 
organised by our wonderful group 
manager Melissa Boronski and her 
army of team managers (Jen Bryce, 
Jennifer Lista, Sean Wotton and 
Sarah McIlveen) plus our first aid 
representative Kate Mullumby and 
Ground Manager Sean Richardson–
thank you from all of us for your 
endless commitment to making 
everything possible.

 In conclusion, I’m sure I’m not 
the only one to feel so very grateful 
to be even a small part of creating, 
fostering and nurturing the love 
of Aussie Rules in all of our special 
young players. The biggest Thank 
you of all goes to our brilliant U7 
superstars. Keep practicing and see 
you next year. Go Greyhounds!
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grit and bravery he racked up 
possessions showing great focus and 
determination in every game. Felix is 
most improved this year making his 
mark as a valuable team player and 
one to watch next season.
´COOPER MATKOVICH  (BEST ALL-ROUNDER) 
Cooper showed great potential 
and entertained us with pockets of 
brilliance in all positions this season. 
His ability to be in the right place at 
the right time, coupled with some 
ripper marks and cracking goals 
proved his all round value to the team 
in every game.
´HENRY MULLUMBY (BEST BOUNCE EVER) 
Henry is hard to catch at the best 
of times – but never has the crowd 
gone more wild than when he first 
cracked out his bounce on full 
sprint down the outside! Great 
skill, especially in creating space, 
incredible passion and he always 
looks like there’s no place he’d 
rather be – a rising star!
´ JAMES RAITT (SPIRIT OF THE GAME) 
James is definitely one of our most 
improved this season, not only in 
skills but also his understanding of 
the game. It’s hard to find another 
player out there who is having as 
much fun as James. His energetic 
enthusiasm is infectious and highly 
valuable to our team.
´ASHER WIJETUNGA (BEST MARK) 
Asher seemed always in the right 
place at the right time, effortlessly 
exciting us with some of the 
season’s most spectacular marks. 
Dependable and skillful – plus one 
of the only team members who can 
actually mark Elliot’s massive kicks!

´GEORGE WILLSON (MOST SKILFUL TEAM PLAYER) 
George managed to frustrate every 
opponent this season as he always 
fought hard to regularly turn the 
ball over to the Hounds. He was 
unstoppable, focused and never 
gave up, converting most plays into 
successful goals. Most impressive 
of all this season was George’s team 
spirit and completely selfless play.

TEAM WHITES
´ ISAAC ARENZ (ROOKIE OF THE YEAR)
A focused and determined player, 
Isaac’s first season played out in a 
textbook manner. Starting out with 
caution but with every game came 
new knowledge. As a quick learner 
Isaac soon realised that unless you 
poach the ball off the ground first the 
other team will teach you a lesson!
´ TOM BENSCHER (OPPOSITION’S WORST NIGHTMARE)
Tom can turn on the razzle dazzle 
just as easily as he can shut down 
the opposition’s best aimed attack. 
This lad is someone to look out for 
in the future and is already working 
on snap kicks like Dustin Martin and 
banana kicks that even Eddie Betts 
couldn’t do in U7’s.
´ JACK BORONSKI (SPEED & SKILL)
Jack has bucket loads of speed and 
when he puts down the accelerator 
he leaves everyone in his wake. Not 
one to be pigeonholed into the tall 
ruckman role in the middle of the 
ground, Jack’s speed allowed him to 
dart around the opposition and to get 
some amazing goals this season.
´BENJAMIN CAMILLER (THE CONDUCTOR)
Unfortunately for Ben, a broken arm 
early in the season robbed him of the 
chance to play this year. However, a 
cameo appearance at a late training 
session, showed that he still has 
the ability to control the game and 
conduct traffic each and every way.
´AMELINE COVENEY (MOST CONSISTENT)
No longer the smiling assassin, 
Ameline now shows an ability to 
fight hard for the ball and not give it 
up too easily. Ameline has certainly 
unleashed the tiger and has worked 
hard to get quick kicks off to goal 
which has been paying dividends. 
Keep up the good work.
´NED DERMODY (GOLDEN BOOT)
Ned still maintains the title of golden 
boot and with ball in hand he knows 
there is only one thing to do with the 
Sherrin...and that is blast it down 
the ground. It was unfortunate that 
Ned was unable to bag more goals 
this season but with some off season ´
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´ ELIJAH VAN DER WATER (QUICKEST PLAYER)
Some big improvements this season. 
His catching and kicking is really 
coming of age. Good to see a more 
spirited effort when challenging 
for the ball on the ground. Elijah’s 
most potent weapon though, is his 
running speed – when he gets into 
space, he puts the team in a great 
position to score a goal.
´HENRY WOTTON (MOST IMPROVED)
One of the most improved players 
this year. It’s been great to watch 
his skills develop each week. He is 
a quiet achiever, who has steadily 
increased his involvement in contests 
and has developed good technique 
for staying on his feet when going for 
the ball. Henry is a great team player 
who is always on the look out for how 
he can assist a teammate in need.

TEAM GREY
´OLIVER CARMODY (BEST BALL WINNER,  
EQUAL SILVERBOOT) 
Every team needs a player like Ollie. 
He is a tireless midfielder who never 
shies away from getting the ball out 
of a contest and clearing it to his 
teammates. Ollie was always willing 
to roll his sleeves up and get his 
knees dirty, despite being told to stay 
on his feet! He is a footy natural who 
was a joy to coach.
´ANGUS CHRISTIE (MR TENACIOUS, TEAM COMEDIAN) 
A super reliable ball winner. Angus 
can lift the team with his heroics in 
the face of stiff competition. He had 
a quiet start to the year until strong 
opposition revealed his competitive 
streak. He also has a cheeky and 
mischievous side, especially when 
in cahoots with Lottie, which always 
entertained the team. Angus is 
the example we use to show how 
teamwork wins games!
´ LOTTIE KALDOR (THE GAZELLE, BEST CELEBRATIONS)
Lottie is grace personified on a footy 
field. She is a great roving winger 
and is always entertaining and 
unpredictable, especially with her 
partner in comedy, Angus. She had 
the best goal celebrations of the year, 
especially the piggy backs! Lottie is a 
popular player on the team and was 
a joy to have around. She gets extra 
points for the Greyhounds colour-
coordinated fashion accessories.
´ LACHLAN KILLINGSWORTH (MOST DEDICATED,  
EQUAL SILVER BOOT)
Lachie loves his footy and is our most 
passionate player. Lachie has a laser 
guided boot, scoring some amazing 
goals from set shots. Lachie couldn’t 

training Ned will be a force to be 
contended with in 2020.
´ FLYNN HUNTER (SPIRIT OF THE TEAM)
Little “Isaac Heeney” showed that his 
strength is reading the roll of the ball, 
enabling fast pickups and counter 
attacks that leaves the opposition, his 
dad and his teammates speechless. 
When switched on, Flynn can 
dominate with his power game and 
strong presence around the ruck. 
´ FLOYD JONES (RISING STAR)
A respectful and humble veneer was 
quickly stripped back every time the 
footy was in sight and Floyd scrapped 
hard to get more than his fair share of 
ball from the ground. Over the season 
Floyd showed his ability to read the 
play and had excellent positional 
knowledge for his rookie season.
´AILBE O’CONNOR (MOST COURAGEOUS)
Ailbe is not one to give up when the 
odds are set against her. With a steely 
determination she has toiled and has 
been able to scrap with the best of 
them to get the loose ball as well as 
kick a few goals this year.
´ ELIAS RICHARDSON (MOST DETERMINED)
Elias is a real team player and gives it 
100% in every position.  Elias will put 
his body on the line in defence and 
when up front Elias is a heat seeking 
missile who will not stop until the 
ball is sailing through the goalposts.
´BENJAMIN YIN (BEST MIDFIELDER)
A broken arm saw Ben’s season cut 
short. But when in action Ben has a 
great ability to read play and an almost 
sneaky ability to reach into the chaos 
of the ruck and wrench the ball out. 
Ben works well to link up with other 
players and is a selfless player.

TEAM GLEBES
´CAELAN ANDERSON (MOST SKILLFUL)
An exponential improvement in 
skill level has seen Caelan rise to 
one the top players in the team. His 
creative evasion techniques and the 
development of an elusive side step 
has seen him progress beyond his 
years. He has also developed one of 
the biggest kicks of all the U7 players 
this year. I can’t wait to see where his 
talent takes him next year.
´CALLUM BLAIR (MOST DETERMINED DEFENDER)
One of our best defenders, Callum 
never gives up. He is in the 
oppositions face when they get the 
ball, and he is the first one back when 
they break through the line. Great 
energy and a natural competitor, 
he plays strong all the way to the 
whistle. Despite being a first year 

player he has picked up the game 
very quickly and has some great 
natural talent.
´ EDWARD BOWEN (BEST TEAM PLAYER)
Ted is such a joy to have on the team. 
He has a great attitude that really 
creates a good atmosphere with 
his teammates. He has very good 
natural vision for the game, and quite 
regularly is able to find a teammate 
when moving the ball out of defense 
or through the midfield. His skills 
scrambling for the loose ball have 
improved immensely.
´ SABINE CLARK (MOST DETERMINED CONTENDER)
Having left halfway through the 
season on a dream adventure with 
the family, Sabine was sorely missed. 
She possesses a knack for reading 
the play and getting herself in a 
good position during contests. Her 
ability to stay on her feet improved 
immensely, I have a feeling super 
coach dad would have helped with 
that one! Always looking to get 
involved in the play, she is a natural 
rover who has developed a very good 
passing and kicking game.
´CHARLOTTE SIMS (MOST COURAGEOUS)
Has one of the biggest hearts in the 
team, and this was evident given 
the courageous contests she threw 
herself into this season. I noticed 

she bought a mouth-guard mid-
way through the year which goes to 
show she does not shy away from the 
action. I also love Charlotte’s passion 
for the game and her eagerness to get 
involved and ask questions to help 
with her improvement.
´GERHARD SMALBERGER (MOST CONSISTENT PLAYER)
Probably the hardest worker in the 
team. He just keeps on running 
until he is completely spent, I love 
his commitment and enthusiasm. 
Also blessed with natural talent, this 
all-round package makes a massive 
difference to the team, we certainly 
notice when Gerhard is not playing. 
If there is ever a time when the team 
needs someone to step up, you know 
you can count on Gerhard.
´CARTER SWIFT (BEST ATTACKING PLAYER)
Put a ball in Carter’s hand and you 
will witness the most focused, 
determined ball runner you can 
imagine. He is a naturally gifted 
athlete, with a great kick, and 
inherent toughness that will see 
him go far in the game. Although he 
always has eyes for goal, and wants 
to score so the team can do well (and 
generally does), he has also worked 
hard this season on his teamwork. 
His passing game and vision for other 
players has improved a lot.

wait for game time and gives it his all. 
He would graciously offer to play for 
the other team to make up numbers, 
including when he put in a man of 
the match performance for the Moore 
Park Tigers!
´ ELLIOT LISTA (KING OF THE BOUNCE, GOLDEN BOOT) 
A very exciting player to watch. 
He was always hungry for the ball 
and always keen to score goals. 
Elliot leads by example and is an 
inspiration to the rest of the team. He 
is undaunted by the opposition and 
brings his best effort every week. He 
was the Greys leading goal scorer and 
could have scored more but always 
took the team option.
´CLANCY TEMPLE (SMILING ASSASSIN,  
GOAL OF THE YEAR)
Clancy is every bit the footy 
player and roams the field with 
purpose. When Clancy is on, he is 
unstoppable and the best thing to 
do is stand back and watch! He is 
always excited to be at the game 
and his energy and enthusiasm are 
inspiring. He got the judges vote 
for goal of the year on Gala Day for 
a screaming mark, jinking run and 
blinder from the pocket.
´CAMERON WEBSTER (FASTEST ON FIELD,  
MARK OF THE YEAR)
Cam covered a lot of ground this 
season and was very dynamic on 
the field. A true team player, he 
was always looking for options and 
making great choices to link up with 
teammates. He has silky smooth 
kicks and handballs that were used to 
devastating effect on the field. Cam 
was really coming into his own as 
the season progressed and will be an 
absolute footy machine next year!

TEAM BLACKS
´ JEREMY CHENG (MOST HUNGRY FOR THE BALL)
Jeremy’s debut season was 
characterised by a relentless attack 
on the football. He really excelled as 
a sweeper behind the ball where he 
regularly turned the team around by 
attacking the ball in the air, or with 
clean hands off the ground, followed 
by a secure handball to a teammate.
XABI CHILDS (GOLDEN BOOT)
Xabi never lets his size get in the way of 
his focus on the ball.  As a midfielder 
he keenly delivered his teammates 
scoring opportunities, but his absolute 
love was to receive the ball at the end of 
a linking play, light the afterburner and 
score for the Blacks. 
´ SOPHIE DALTON (MOST DETERMINED)
Sophie’s tenacity and persistence 

as a forward was great to watch and 
she really earned every goal she got. 
Her secure handballs in the mids and 
backs often set her teammates on 
their way to goal.
´CASSIUS GORDON (MOST ENIGMATIC)
Cass’s enthusiasm for the whole 
Greyhounds experience was always 
on show with his beaming smile.  
By season’s end his confidence was 
growing to match his size, there’s real 
future potential in Cass.
´ LACHLAN HARRINGTON (QUIET ACHIEVER)
Lachie almost becomes another 
person when the goal posts are in 
sight, he’s a true small forward.  
His developing determination and 
persistence to score will serve him 
well as a future footballer.
´ THOMAS MAYBURY (BEST DEFENDER)
Another debutante, Thomas became 
a fearsome defender as his in-your-
face style often worried a forward 
into an offload rather than a shot on 
goal. His intensity around the ground 
was an asset to the team.
´ALEXANDER ROBINSON (BEST RUCK)
Alexander’s height was invaluable 
in the ruck and often allowed us first 
touch of the football, especially when 
teamed up with fellow debutante 
Jeremy. By season’s end his kicking had 
really developed, and we can’t wait to 
see his development next season.
´ JULIETTE ROSS (MOST COURAGEOUS)
Juliette ‘Jet’ Ross was at her best 
running toward goal with her smile 
leading the way. While determined to 
score goals she also understands the 
team game. Her prompt return to the 
field after saving a goal with her face 
in rd6 exemplified her courage and 
toughness.
´BILLIE SPURRS (MOST RESILIENT)
When Billie suffered a serious injury 
mid-season we really missed her 
ability to link the Blacks together.  It 
was fantastic to see her return for a 
couple of games right at the end and 
fit seamlessly back into the team.
´ JAKE STONE (SPIRIT OF THE BLACKS)
Jake is often the barometer of the 
team.  He really empathises with his 
teammates and works hard for all of 
them week in and week out.  While 
he’s a natural defensive organiser his 
goals up front really lifted the team.
 ́ TOMAS VALENTA (MOST SKILFUL)
‘Tomik’ really has all the skills but 
what was really thrilling to see was 
how hard he worked for the team.  
His enthusiasm in every position and 
circumstance really showed all of us 
how much fun football can be.
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TEAM WHITES
´ FLETCHER BARNES (GOLDEN BOOT)
Fletcher was a deadly combination 
of speed by foot, accuracy by hand 
and a right boot that loved a goal. 
He was also a superb leader, always 
looking for an open teammate 
and encouraging the hard work 
of others. His handball skills and 
running bounces were big areas of 
improvement this year. 
´WAKKA WAKKA COOK (MOST ELUSIVE AWARD)
Whether it was selling the candy 
by hand or foot, or no-look kicks 
with deadly accuracy, Wakka was 
a nightmare for the opposition to 
mark. His ‘canon’ of a kick cleared 
the congestion and provided 
opportunities for our midfielders 
and backs and his ability to run past 
and around defenders meant that his 
delivery was always effective. Some 
very impressive goals towards the 
end of the season were a genuine 
highlight.
´HARRY GENTNER (MOST DETERMINED)
Harry worked hard at each and every 
training, gave 100% to every game, 
listened to every instruction and 
followed it to the letter. As a teacher I 
would love to have Harry in one of my 
classes. As a coach he is the kind of 
player who will quietly do his job and 
before you know it goes from learning 

HEAD COACH Jason McLennan
ASSISTANT/TEAM COACHES Chris Barnes, Garreth Butler, Todd Napthali, Matt Smith, Ben McPhee, Matt Peart

AGE MANAGER Bec Barnes
TEAM MANAGER/S Brad Smith, Trent Stewart, Kristy Napthali, Claudia Kearns, Erin Gijselman

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Samuel Smith / Fletcher Barnes / Billy Sarah / Finn Hargreaves / Hal McLennan
GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD WRIGHT-CHANTRILL AUSKICK RISING STAR AWARD Leon Doyle

I felt comfortable in late February 
with 30 or so registrations, being 
most of the class of 2018. I knew 
from experience a few newbies 

would register closer to the season 
but I thought the massive numbers 
from U8 2018 could not possibly 
be repeated. I was wrong - and so it 
played out... 60 players, 6 teams, 7 
coaches, then came divisionalisation, 
a last minute fixture from the AFL 
and some Auskick program reforms. 
We started with a well attended 
pre-season, a great bunch of keen 
coaches and with our Age Manager 
extraordinaire Bec Barnes, which 
afforded us a less chaotic start to the 
season than most. And so the ride 
began and continued throughout a 
thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding 
year. 

I know I speak on behalf of the 
entire coaching group when I say that 
this year’s aforementioned massive 
crop of U8 sons and daughters of the 
Inner West were an absolute delight 
to coach and provided an array of 
shared experiences and memories to 
cherish. Two opportunities for the 
kids to experience the SCG at half time 
were real highlights (Adelaide and 
Collingwood games), I’m sure those 
who participated will never forget 
the opportunity they had. The hoarse 

throats and the new limits of patience 
discovered are compensated for 
instantly by the infectious enthusiasm 
of the players. Once again I was 
proud of the way we played the game, 
umpired/coached and supported 
the teams, whilst sticking to club 
values and bringing great credit to the 
Greyhounds as an age group.
Thanks to all of the families 

and friends who supported us 
throughout the year, helping at 
training, volunteering on match day 
and being an engaged and helpful 
group. Watching the players grow and 
develop in so many ways, through 
their participation in the game has 
hopefully made everyone feel their 
efforts have been worthwhile this 
season and we hope to see you in 2020.
Thanks to Garreth, Ben, Chris, 

Todd, Matt S and Matt P for their 
wonderful coaching efforts. The kids 
have all improved and it hasn’t been 
by accident. It was so easy to spend 
time together with these experienced 

chaps who have a love of the game and 
a passion to help the kids enjoy it. A 
big special thanks to Matt Vicic (and 
thanks to the Gijselman family for 
loaning us your nanny as a training 
coach), we could not have done it 
so effectively without you and your 
expertise given the size of the squad 
and everyone’s varying availabilities. 
Our biggest thanks goes to my partner 
in crime, our incomparable Age 
Manager Bec Barnes. The level of 
communication, record keeping and 
organisation she puts into our footy 
program is phenomenal, we’ve all 
been the beneficiaries of her labour 
in many ways. Thanks also to Kristy, 
Erin, Claudia, Meghan, Brad and 
Trent for their assistance with Team 
Manager duties on game days, we 
couldn’t have done it without you.

Finally thank you to the partners 
and children of our coaches and team 
managers, you sacrifice extra for the 
wider group and I know its valued and 
appreciated.

Once again I was proud of the way we played the game, 
umpired/coached and supported the teams, whilst sticking to 
club values and bringing great credit to the Greyhounds as an 
age group.

the game to teaching the opposition a 
few lessons. Well done Harry. 
´ LEONARDO HENDERSON (SPIRIT OF THE GREYHOUND 
AWARD) 
Leo showed all the characteristics 
this club is trying to instil in our 
players. He is determined, passionate, 
energetic, team-focused and 
courageous. His love of a good old 
fashioned goal celebration was a joy to 
behold. He is a pleasure to coach. 
´MINA MCGLASHAN (TNT AWARD)
Mina was the quickest and most 
explosive player on the ground and 
she always showed great spirit and 
willingness to learn. She consistently 
supported her teammates and 
whether at training or at the game 
she worked hard to hone her skills. 
In the final few games of the season 
this hard work paid off with a strong 
contribution in the midfield and 
some clever shots on goal. 
´ LENIKA MCMAHON (MOST IMPROVED AWARD)
Lenika’s kicking skills, confidence 
and ruckwork all improved out of 
sight this year. She was focused 
throughout the game and stuck with 
her opponent so well she was able 
to anticipate their moves and beat 
them to the ball. I was especially 
pleased to see her kick some very 
skillful goals in the final rounds of 
the season. 

´ FINN SENIOR (FUTURE SUPERSTAR AWARD)
Finn started the season a solid player 
who tried hard each week and 
finished it as one of the stars of the 
team. He attacked the ball with pace 
and flair and was a constant threat 
in front of goal. His field kicking 
was laser like in its accuracy and his 
defence was smothering. 
´ TOM STRUDWICK (BEST MIDFIELDER)
Tom was best on ground in almost 
every game he played this year. 
His attack on the ball and his 
clean delivery by hand or foot cut 
opposition teams apart. He was a 
deadly combination of speed and 
accuracy kicking a team (equal) high 
18 goals throughout the year. 
´ARCHIE TOOGOOD (TRUE GRIT AWARD)
What a first season for Archie! His 
confidence grew with each week 
and to see the joy on his face after 
kicking two goals in one game is to 
see the reason we play this game. 
A team favourite, Archie accepted 
every challenge and got as much 
joy from seeing his team succeed as 
he did from his own considerable 
improvement. 
´ FRED WOODALL (CAPTAIN OF THE BACKS) 
Ever reliable, coachable to a fault, 
generous and skillful, Fred has it all. 
That and a thumping left boot that 
often skipped the midfield on its way 
into the forward line. His steely gaze 
at the breaks told me he was listening 
to every instruction and had the 
desire to execute every order like a 
well trained soldier. 

TEAM BLACKS
´ SAM COULL (HARD BALL GET AWARD)
Sam’s big engine, height, strength 
and reliability as a big man set a 
great example to the team. At least 
once a game Sam was able to run 
with the ball under his wing and 
kick it long into the forward line. 
Often catching the opposition 
out of position and allowing us to 
score. Sam’s teammates definitely 
appreciated his commitment and 
competitive spirit.
´ THEO DURACHER-COHEN (MOST COURAGEOUS 
AWARD) 
Theo definitely put in the hours 
at training and practice at home 
this year. This commitment to 
practice has paid off, as his skills 
have improved exponentially. His 
passion, determination and fearless 
commitment has made him the most 
courageous player of the season. 
Theo’s kicking and marking were 

TEAM WHITES TEAM BLACKS TEAM GREY 

TEAM HOUNDS TEAM STRIPES TEAM GREYHOUNDS

´
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in spades, developing an already 
great boot into an ability to short pass 
to a leading player.
´PATRICK GIJSELMAN (MOST COURAGEOUS)
An always determined and consistent 
core contributor to the team, Patrick 
has added layers to his game this 
season. He now reads the play so 
much better and knows where to be 
and is consistent for longer. Adding 
this increased understanding of 
the game to his innate ability to 
know when it’s his time to “go” has 
meant he had a season littered with 
highlights involving courageous 
marking, playing through injury, 
great running goals (lots of them) 
and sturdy defence.
´DARCY HERON (RISING STAR)
Darcy’s best quarters and games 
this season were highly influential 
for the team. If his performance at 
these times starts to be his consistent 
benchmark next season, then we 
have another star on our hands. Pacy 
and with great game sense, Darcy 
made some memorable scything 
runs throughout the season and he 
always put his team first. Seeing 
him emerging from a pack of larger 
bodies and choosing a quick effective 
option is a sight I hope to get used to 
next year and beyond.

reliable making him equally at home 
in attack or defence. Theo has been a 
pleasure to coach and watch develop.
´REX FISHER (MOST CONSISTENT AWARD)
Rex is a natural football player 
who used his size and speed well 
this season. His solid skills and 
booming kick allowed the Blacks to 
be competitive all year. Rex seemed 
most at home in the back line and 
was reliable and unstoppable when 
he had the ball. We look forward 
to seeing his love of the game and 
sportsmanship continue next year.
´ FELIX FITZPATRICK (SPIRIT OF THE TEAM AWARD)
Felix was great to have around the 
club as he is a great team man and 
showed his genuine care for his 
teammates. He displayed his love of 
going for a run through the centre 
and sharing the ball with others. 
His skills and confidence developed 
considerably throughout the year. We 
all loved having him around the team 
this season.
´GEORGE HIRST (MOST SELFLESS AWARD)
George is an unselfish football 
player who loves sharing the ball, 
in particular in the forward line 
with Charlotte. This year he will be 
remembered as a fearless on baller 
who showed great skills at ground 
level and wasn’t afraid of taking the 
huge knocks. George’s openness to 
learn and develop has seen his football 
skills go to the next level – well done.
´ LUCY MCPHEE (PASSION AND EFFORT AWARD)
Lucy has showed great improvement 
over the season. Her confidence 
has grown as she became more 
comfortable attacking packs and 
sharing the ball with her mates. Her 
love to run and continual movement, 
meant that she was a handful for 
opponents to man up on. Lucy is a 
great team player and the highlight of 
the season has been her enthusiasm 
for the game.
´ALEXANDER MEZRANI (ELUSIVE PLAYER AWARD)
Alex was elusive when he had the ball 
and his skills and confidence grew 
throughout the season and like many 
a young footballer he seemed to enjoy 
his time most in the forward line. 
Alex really enjoys playing with his 
mates and is a popular member of the 
team who worked on his persistence 
and contested possession through 
the season.
´ANTON PALMER (COACHES ADVISER AWARD)
Loved being part of the Blacks team 
and analysing the game. His analysis 
and coaching insights often proved to 
be helpful during breaks. Anton was 

the thinking footballer who always 
kept busy on the field. Anton is new 
to the game and has a fair bit to learn, 
however no doubt with his smarts 
and application will master footy. 
Keep the energy up Anton and we 
hope to see you next season.
´ASTON STEWART (MOST VALUABLE PLAYER)
Aston displayed determination, 
passion, courage and finesse 
throughout the season. His silky 
smooth skills shone around the 
ground and he consistently shared 
his love for kicking goals (especially 
snaps). As well as the flashy stuff, 
Aston always committed to the 2%, 
like smothering, throwing himself 
into contests and diving into packs. 
As a coach you can’t ask for anything 
more than a players 100% effort and 
determination and that is what we 
received every week from Aston.
 ́ CHARLOTTE TEGART (MOST IMPROVED AWARD)
Charlotte has been our most 
improved player this year. She has 
displayed great kicking skills and 
a real passion for scoring goals. 
Charlotte’s ruthless determination 
to never give up has meant no one or 
nothing will get in her way, especially 
in front of goals. This hunger for 
possession has meant she has been a 
great impact player.

TEAM GREY 
´XAVIER ARMSTRONG (MOST IMPROVED)
Never one to demand the ball, this 
shy rookie has provided the Greys 
with some of our season’s most 
rewarding moments as a team (who 
could forget his first career goal 
in the pocket at Trumper Park). 
His occasionally overly serious 
teammates have grown themselves 
by contributing to getting him 
involved in the game and helping 
to build his confidence, while he 
has shown them what perseverance 
and a gentle brand of enthusiasm 
can achieve. Xavier has worked 
consistently hard at training and 
stuck at it, he now has a great skill 
base. 
´ LEON DOYLE (MOST VALUABLE)
A precocious talent (and provider 
of a weekly assessment to me as to 
why Essendon is a better side than 
Carlton), this year Leon was the 
outstanding possession gatherer 
from anyone I saw in the U8’s. He 
was simply omnipresent around the 
ground every week with his panther 
like agility and pace. I often noticed 
opposition coaches checking he was 
only one player! We focused this 
season on adding more polish to his 
formidable skill set and he succeeded 

´HAMISH HOWARD (BEST HANDBALLER)
Hamish grew in confidence as the 
year progressed, concentrating 
for longer periods and having an 
increasing involvement in games 
through better positioning and 
plenty of chat. When a developing 
player’s first instinct upon winning 
the ball is to look for a teammate to 
handball it to, we know we are doing 
something right. Hamish was one of 
our great improvers and the game is 
beginning to click for him.  
´RORY HOWE (MOST ENTHUSIASTIC)
A mad Pies fan who takes more 
pleasure from wearing the 
Greyhounds black and white than 
most, Rory continues to model 
himself on some flashie Collingwood 
sports car-like forward like 
Stephenson or De Goey, despite me 
continuing to try to shape him into 
a consistent rolls-royce like Scott 
Pendelbury. We had a lot of fun doing 
so and the highlights were indeed 
flashy, he has a keen eye for goal and 
played a special part in our higher 
scoring games. Rory simply loves the 
game and just being out there with 
his teammates having fun.
´ LARSEN JOHNSTON (COACHES AWARD)
Possessing all the skills already, 
as well as a passionate hunger to 

succeed, Larsen had another highlight 
reel of a season. Always his own 
harshest critic, a confident player 
if there ever was one, when Larsen 
was switched on the Greys were an 
unstoppable force, and the opposition 
had no answer for his striking solo 
efforts. One of those players who 
seems to have more time than others, 
he often made the game look easy, 
choosing an around the body kick or 
a long angled handball that wouldn’t 
even occur to most players.
´HAL MCLENNAN (GOLDEN BOOT)
Present with dad for every game 
and training session this year, the 
50 game milestone veteran had 
another super season and performed 
a key role for us every week, 
often playing through a fair bit 
of opposition attention. Already 
possessing a very precise boot 
(and a reliable snap and banana), 
Hal was able to distribute the ball 
to his teammates across zones and 
often played them into attacking 
positions. At the same time he 
learnt to put on a lead himself 
and his link play and positioning 
was central to some outstanding 
end to end football from the team. 
´ARCHIBALD MILES (BEST TEAM PLAYER)
It has been really pleasing to see ´
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His ruckwork draws the easy 
comparison to that of Max Gawn. 
Ralph’s skills with ball in hand are 
also improving each season as is his 
stature in the team.
 ́ AIDAN MCTIERNAN (MOST COURAGEOUS AWARD)
Aidan is a unique talent with all 
the skills to be a great AFL star. 
He is always hungry for a goal and 
courageous in his attack on the ball. 
Always vocal in the huddle and on 
the park, a team player who gave the 
fans plenty this year with his defence 
busting run. Definitely ready for the 
step up to U9.
 ́ ARCHIE NORMAN (GREYHOUNDS SPIRIT AWARD)
In his first season Archie, 
transformed into a handy Auskicker 
who’s stature in the team increased 
each week with his skills and 
confidence. A happy, quietly 
confident and focused player who 
was a pleasure to coach and endeared 
himself to his teammates.  
 ́ LYSANDER RAMOS (BACKMAN OF THE YEAR AWARD)
Lysander has to be commended on 
another fantastic season. A gifted 
footballer with all the right skills and 
plenty of heart. Not scared of a bit 
of contact and able to win the ball 
all over the park, it was his ever-
dependable skills in shutting down 
the oppositions attack that kept us 
in a number of matches this season. 
Lysander will be even better in U9.
 ́ ARTHUR SARLOS (FUTURE STAR AWARD)
A reliable and consistent rookie 
the coach could depend on. Arthur 
picked up the basics and quickly 
transformed into a quality player 

Archie become more confident in his 
game this season and display an “eye 
of the tiger” competitiveness that I 
am loving. The first to volunteer to 
defend for two quarters or sacrifice 
his own game in some other way, 
he has embodied the Greyhounds 
approach to Auskick every week 
and set a terrific example for his 
team mates with his reliability and 
exemplary sportsmanship.

TEAM HOUNDS
´ANGUS CARRICK (BEST TEAM PLAYER)
A newbie this season and what a 
player! Turned up to almost every 
single game and always had the best 
attitude. With many tough games he 
was ready and willing to give it his 
absolute all at every stage. You will 
be a force to be reckoned with next 
year and your attitude should be 
commended. 
´ FRANCESCA DORSCH (GOLDEN BOOT)
One half of an incredible twinning 
duo but an easy standout player 
in her own right. Her strength is 
definitely on the midfield or defence. 
Her boot is so precise and strategic. 
Loved watching every single minute 
of your development this season. A 
truly valuable and talented player. 
Watch out U9 - Frankie is ready!
´ LEO DORSCH (MARK OF THE SEASON AWARD)
The other half of the incredible 
twinning duo and an outright 
impressive and remarkable player. 
His consistent diving marks, smooth 
play and refined boot made it easy 
to see the talents run deep in this 
family. What an asset for U9 next 
year and I loved being your coach 
this year Leo. 
´ FINN HARGREAVES (SPIRIT OF THE  
GREYHOUNDS AWARD)
Finn achieved his 50 games this 
season. What a milestone! With an 
almost equally impressive amount 
of goals in his career. Always a great 
attitude I can’t say enough good 
things about this player. Keep being 
awesome. You embody what this club 
means. You are fast and fearsome. 
Keep it up! 
´PIP KALDOR (MOST ENTHUSIASTIC PLAYER) 
A new player this year and what a 
committed player. You charged that 
ball from the get go and nobody 
would know it was your first season 
when they saw the determination on 
your face. Hope you continue on or 
use this new skill as a driving force 
to show you that you can achieve 
anything if you try. Proud of you!

´ FELIX LEE (BEST MIDFIELDER AWARD) 
Another rookie this season and 
another valuable midfield player. 
The strength you showed when in 
the mids was surprising and you 
stepped into this role naturally and 
confidently. Your growth this season 
was evident and a pleasure to watch. 
I hope you continue mate and I have 
loved coaching you this season. 
´ IMANA MCCARTHY (MOST DEDICATED AWARD)
Our ever dedicated Imana was one 
of the few who attended training 
almost every single week. She 
worked tirelessly on improving her 
skills and always came with the best 
attitude.  I have no doubt this attitude 
of dedication and effort will see you 
well in whatever you choose to do 
in life.  
´BALLY NAPTHALI (MOST BALANCED PLAYER)
Our least confrontational kid stepped 
it up this season and it was awesome 
to see. You showed a lot of personal 
growth when finding the sweet spot 
between challenging the defender but 
not using force. It became a game of 
mathematics for you and this allowed 
you score some sweet and well 
deserved goals. Proud of you mate.
´HARRISON PEART (COACH’S AWARD)
Our other non-confrontational kid 
stepped it up and we saw some more 
strategic play come out as a result. 
I loved seeing how you met this 
challenge and rose to the occasion. 
You showed yourself to be a truly 
valuable team player in any position 
this season and I am glad I got to 
witness that growth. Well done!

TEAM STRIPES
´ALEXANDER ANASTASI (ROOKIE OF THE YEAR)
A pocket dynamo with speed to burn 
and such a hunger for the ball that 
at times Alexander, found himself 
helping out the backs while playing 
up forward. A talented first season 
player with a precise long kick 
who has a very bright future at the 
Greyhounds.
 ́ NOAH BUTLER (MOST VALUABLE PLAYER)
The stripes most experienced player 
who was often called on by the coach. 
Noah’s ability to win the ball under 
pressure, find his teammates or snap 
a goal were pleasing to watch. Almost 
as much as listening to his coach and 
umpire critiques after the siren.
 ́ KAINE GRANGER (CLUBMAN AWARD)
Another rookie who turned up each 
week with a fantastic attitude and 
a desire for improvement. Kaine’s 
involvement and output increased 
continuously throughout the 
season as his skills and confidence 
developed. A pleasure to coach who 
copped some tough knocks and kept 
smiling.  
 ́ DARCY GUASTELLA (MOST IMPROVED)
Darcy’s improvement this season 
was nothing short of sensational. 
Everything just seemed to click 
and Darcy started gathering the 
loose ball, dishing off passes like a 
seasoned veteran and kicked a couple 
of cracking goals that would make a 
highlight reel.
 ́ RALPH HONNER (BEST RUCKMAN AWARD)
A genuine ruck star who the Stripes 
could rely on to get the ball moving. 

with a selfless team first approach. 
If we kept stats for assists, Arthur 
would have streaked the field with 
his skilful little gives to the advantage 
of his team.
 ́ JACK SMITH (GOLDEN BOOT AWARD)
Jack is the kind of player a coach can 
build a team around. He possesses all 
the skills and a few neat tricks that 
make him a great young footballer. 
Jack was creative with the ball in 
hand, always giving the opposition 
headaches. His field kicking just as 
accurate as he was in front of the 
sticks.
 
TEAM GREYHOUNDS
´ARCHIE ALLEN (BEST MIDFIELDER)
Fantastic player with beautiful ball 
skills. Great turn of speed and an 
eye for goal, he has a great right foot 
kick. Archie was one of the most 
consistent players all year and stood 
out in every game that he played. He 
will enjoy the open spaces in 2020.
´DOMINIC HARRIS (CLUBMAN OF THE YEAR) 
Dom returned from a short hiatus 
from playing Aussie Rules. Ever 
present, in the field he showed real 
growth through the season. His 
insightful commentary was used 
both as motivation for the team and 
an education tool for the coach!
´ JACK HEBBLEWHITE (MOST COURAGEOUS)
You can coach kids to kick and 
hand pass but there are some things 
that are inate. One key element 
is doggard determination and an 
aggressive attack on the football. 
Jack has those attributes. He is a 

coaches delight and led the boys 
into the more physical games with 
gritted teeth. Thanks for your efforts 
Jack.
´ANTONIO MAIALE (ROOKIE OF THE YEAR)
First-year player, Antonio has a 
fantastic amount of speed. He learnt 
very quickly the basics of the game 
and by the end of the season his 
skills have improved out of site. 
Wonderful first year!
´MAX MCGILL (BEST FORWARD)
An imposing Hulk of a player, 
Max has all the skills when given 
the opportunity. A good mark and 
booming right boot. He was used 
most effectively out of the square 
and had a fantastic final stanza on 
Gala Day.
´ALAN PARKINSON (COACH’S AWARD) 
Mr Consistency. Another big 
improver during the course of 
the season. Alan brings a massive 
positive influence to bear. His attack 
on the footy improved exponentially 
the longer the season went. 
Unfortunately for Alan the season 
ended!
´OWEN RICHARD (MOST IMPROVED)
Our other new signing fresh from 
the draft. Owen was a super addition 
to the squad and we loved having 
him on board. Incredibly eager and 
a very good listener. He put all his 
lessons into action week in week 
out. We were a better team with him 
in the side.
´BILLY SARAH (GOLDEN BOOT)
One of our two veteran players. 
Billy had a wonderful season for 
the Greyhounds; passing on his 
knowledge of the game to our new 
players and leading the way with 
his performances. Billy loves a 
shot at goal and when he does, the 
opposition have to pay the price.
´ SAMUEL SMITH (MOST VALUABLE PLAYER)
Best season he has played. Regularly 
kicked goals but most impressive 
was his manning up in defence and 
his taking of marks throughout 
the games. He has practised hard 
to develop a consistent drop punt 
which is a thing of beauty.  
Thanks Sam! 
´PARIS TANNER-BLACK (BEST WINGMAN)
A huge tank and an ability to run 
all day. His willingness to gut run 
was noted by all as he streaked 
away from opposition players. Paris 
was a regular contributor to the 
scoreboard.
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U9 STRIPES
´HARRY BROWN 
Harry improves with every game and 
gets stuck into every play that comes 
his way. A fearless streak serves him 
well in every position and his attitude 
is one of the best, always reflecting 
the clubs core values. I couldn’t 
imagine a team without him. Strong 
effort Harry!
´ANGUS COCHRANE 
Angus has been good in the ruck 
helping the team with his hit outs 
and continues to have a big boot, 
which has been great when clearing 
our defensive lines on the bigger 
pitches this year. Keep up the good 
work.
´CAELAN COSGRIFF  
Our wall in defense, so reliable and 
a true leader for the team.  Caelan 
has the right attitude and has grown 
with the game to be able to handle 
any situation thrown at him. His 
drive makes him such a force to be 
reckoned with, the backbone of the 
team. Well done Caelan!
´ LIAM DALTON
Liam has demonstrated incredible 
discipline and courage to face some 
fierce competition this season. A 
tremendous all rounder with a swift 
pace to lead an attack as well as 

HEAD COACH  Mike Schofield
TEAM COACHES Dean McCartney, Duncan Meldrum, Peter Titmuss, Lynn Collins, Ollie White, Mark Maybury, Scott Seymour

MANAGER/S Jen Richardson, Eva-Marie Prineas, Michelle Wood, Jen Chamberlain

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Lewis Schofield / Nicholas Crosbie-Smyth / Liam Seymour / Kallan Clegg / Caelan Cosgriff / Charlie Meldrum / Sam Wood / Sam Evans / Rohan Hunter / Hugo Lowry / Tom Kerr  Jeremy 
Webster / Nick Collins  / Quin Stanton / Luke Sutherland / Alex Fennessy / Angus Cochrane / Charlie Blundell / Ioanni Titmuss / Leo Leitl

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Louie Christie-Day / Nicholas Crosbie-Smyth / Alexander Fennessy / Leo Leitl / Liam Seymour / Ioanni Titmuss
U9 STRIPES TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Rohan Hunter / BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Saxon Rigg-Smith / BEST DEFENDER Caelan Cosgriff / BEST MIDFIELDER Harry Brown   

LEADING GOAL KICKER Alexander Fennessy / BEST ALL-ROUNDER Charles Meldrum / MOST IMPROVED Liam Dalton / MOST COURAGEOUS Benjamin White / PLAYERS PLAYER Sam Wood

U nable to restrain 
ourselves until official 
training started, pre-
season commenced at 

the end of February with a vicious 
exercise regime and a frenzy of 
kicking and hand balling. The Jubilee 
Park grass eroded under the pressure 
of unbridled enthusiasm, and late 
afternoon sun bakers were forced 
to run for cover from the deluge of 
newly inflated rubber.

Our gallant Auskick girls who had 
now departed to all girls footy were 
replaced by an intake of fresh faces 
who quickly settled in, and it was 
soon apparent that the new draftees 
were no mugs and would soon be 
dishing it up to opposition near and 
far. Now 58 strong, training was 
underway in earnest and excellently 
attended each week as skills were 
honed and a new generation of tough 
tackling Greyhounds was created. 
As the season progressed the group 
spent more time on kicking drills and 
games to add class to our gutsy efforts 
on game day. We barely lost a session 
the whole season even when the oval 
was closed.

We split into four teams and the 14 
rounds of footy was underway. The 
boys impressed with their adaption 

to the new rules, coping well with 
the increased physicality and giving 
a good account of themselves, 
win or lose, always playing fairly 
and in a good spirit. While skills 
were important, it was the bigger 
stronger teams that gave us the most 
headaches, able to break through 
tackles with weight and strength. 
Two hectic gala days brought the 
season to a close. Over the six 
months our kicking, positional play 
and tactical know how improved 
considerably, and there were some 
rough battles and entertaining end to 
end games along the way.

Six players went to representative 
football, providing the backbone 
of a City side victorious in the U9 
division. Complemented by the 
coach on their strong work ethic and 
excellent behaviour, the boys did the 
club proud.

I’m very proud of what the group 
has achieved this year, they are a 
good bunch of lads who have bonded 
really well within their teams 
and beyond. They are all looking 
more outwardly, making friends 
and knowing each others names. 
It’s one thing to be skilful players 
individually, but building a real team 
atmosphere will see us to success in 

the next few years.
Thanks to the coaching team 

who have given many hours of 
their time at training, games and of 
course waking in the wee hours of 
Saturday morning, the mind racing 
with match tactics for the day and 
whether to celebrate with a sausage, 
or be consoled by a bacon and egg roll 
when it’s all over… parents who have 
thrown balls at training, and told 
the kids to quieten down when I’ve 
been putting them through one of 
my lengthy diatribes… those who’ve 
carried the stench of fried food 
around for the day after manning the 
barbecue, or enjoyed a morning of 
jovial banter in the canteen… Larry 
who organised our team photos and 
footy cards, setting a new benchmark 
in memorabilia… and those who 
have kindly shown an interest in 
my wellbeing after a rough training 
session, I salute you all.

Congratulations to all our 
managers on the fantastic 
organisation which has enabled the 
coaches to daydream in peace about 
premierships and concentrate on 
coiffing their hair  to perfection pre-
game.

Make the Sherrin your best mate 
this summer and see you next year!

Make the 
Sherrin 
your best 
mate this 
summer 
and see 
you next 
year!

turning his hand at the backs and 
converting through the nets. When 
Liam 2.0 is switched on he is the real 
deal.
´ SAM EVANS 
Hard work is no stranger to Sam 
and he is his harshest critic when 
it comes to executing.  He needn’t 
be, as he is, and always has been a 
brilliant player, always impressive 
whenever he is on the ball, with a 
vision for getting us out of tight spots 
with ease.  Magnificent work Sam!
´ALEXANDER FENNESSY  
This individual is a superstar of the 
game, incredible field coverage end 
to end  to bail out the defence and 
then back to score goal after goal. 
Alex has been an inspiration for his 
teammates and has lifted the group 
work ethic tremendously. One to 
watch! Well done Alex.
´ROHAN HUNTER 
Rohan’s big engine and never say die 
attitude helped the team massively, 
particularly in the midfield and 
defence. Another member of the 
team who seems to have really 
enjoyed the introduction of tackling. 
Keep up the good work next year.
´ TOM KERR 
Tom displayed his silky skills this 
year, particularly in the midfield, 

with his accurate kick picking out 
teammates to help move the ball 
upfield. Very passionate about the 
game, which is great. Will continue 
to flourish next year.
´ LACHLAN LALOR 
A massive year of development for 
Lachlan in his first season of Aussie 
Rules, culminating in two goals in 
the final match of the season on Gala 
Day. Always keen to get involved, 
which will only improve with 
continued development in the game. 
Hope to see you back next year.
´HUGO LOWRY  
A great asset in midfield, taking 
marks, helping to move the ball up 
to the forward line, then making 
tackles and dropping back. A good, 
if at times exhausting, year for Hugo. 
Looking forward to more of the same 
next year.
´CHARLES MELDRUM 
Charlie has really enjoyed the 
introduction to tackling this year, 
harrying opponents and using his 
physicality to help the team. He 
continues to use his speed with ball 
in hand and is looking to continue 
to develop nicely next season. Well 
done Charlie, you have had a terrific 
season!
´ SAXON RIGG-SMITH 
Saxon has been the real discovery for 
the U9’s this season, demonstrating 
natural ability and a grit that has his 
opponents left in the dust. He is the 
triple threat of speed, agility and 
strength and will be devastating the 
more he plays. Amazing work Saxon!
´BENJAMIN WHITE 
Ben never tires and gives 100% during 
every match, which is testament to 
his character, cool under pressure, 
loyal and a true team player. His skills 
have developed well and his nerves 
of steel are worthy of “Ironman”. A 
real asset to the team and a pleasure 
to coach.
´ SAMUEL WOOD 
A terrific work ethic game after 
game, consistently contributing 
to every passage of play, selflessly 
setting up goals and marks. His raw 
natural ability makes him a very 
valuable team member and a very 
popular member of the Stripes. 
Brilliant season Sam!

U9 BLACKS
´KALLAN CLEGG  
“Cannonball” launched himself like 
a hail of grape shot from Nelson’s 
ship “Victory” and earned himself ´
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was the hard ball get hero this year, 
regularly seen punching hand balls 
out from the bottom of a heap. 
Mercifully his rugged good looks 
were preserved as he got away injury 
free from the maelstrom of melees.
´ LIAM SEYMOUR  
Donald Trump promised us a wall 
but failed to deliver, “The Wall With 
Legs” delivered in every department 
securing plenty of votes in the best 
and fairest count. Brought our 
season to a magnificent end with a 
match winner with twenty seconds 
left in our final game of Gala Day.
´ SPENCER STRUTT  
“The Plumber” proved himself adept 
at fixing leaks then charging like a 
wounded bull. His taps were of the 
highest quality, he welded the ruck 
together, applied the blowtorch in 
attack and made sure he drained 
every ounce of energy from himself.
´ EZRA WAUCHOPE  
“The Flash” sped from end to end 
so fast his presence was only given 
away by a whooshing of air as he 
pounced on the loose ball, and 
threw himself across the goal face 
to prevent disaster.  At training, 
his verve and energy was rewarded 
all round particularly with much 
improved kicking.

U9 BLACKS  TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Nicolas (Nicky) Crosbie-Smyth / BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Joel Ramear / BEST DEFENDER Liam Seymour / BEST MIDFIELDER Blake Ramear / LEADING GOAL 
KICKER Nicolas (Nicky) Crosby-Smyth / BEST ALL-ROUNDER Jesse Rumpf / MOST IMPROVED Ezra Wauchope / MOST COURAGEOUS Lewis Schofield / PLAYERS PLAYER Nate Hawkins

U9S HOUNDS TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Owen Fitzpatrick / BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Edward (Ted) Towzell / BEST DEFENDER Charles (Charlie) Carmody / BEST MIDFIELDER Hamish Walker / LEADING 
GOAL KICKER Nick Collins / BEST ALL-ROUNDER Luke Sutherland  / MOST IMPROVED Jimmy McCartney / MOST COURAGEOUS Henry Gellin / PLAYERS PLAYER Jeremy Webster 

a formidable reputation as a tough 
tackler and all round hard nut. 
Continued polishing of his skills 
will see him don the boots of a 
consummate all round footballer.
´NICOLAS CROSBIE-SMYTH  
“Dark Matter” again excelled this 
season as the mysterious force 
that binds everything together on 
the footy field, in one place, yet 
seemingly in every other place at 
the same time… from the big bang 
in the back pocket to the wall of last 
scattering in the goal square.
´ LUKE GARCIA LISICIC  
“Young Skywalker” joined us late in 
the season, but quickly caught coach 
Yoda’s eye who commented “much 
promise the Padawan has, but in 
hand ball and kicking techniques 
over the off season he must practice… 
I sense in this one the force strong 
it is!”
´NATHANIEL HAWKINS  
“The Tesseract”, mercurial custodian 
of the universe’s greatest power 
source found the kicking, hand 
balling and towards the end of the 
season the prized “four quarter” 
stone. Once the other stones are 
discovered a snap of the fingers will 
render his opponents only half as 
good as him.

´ LUKE KELLY  
“The Bushranger” certainly stood 
and delivered, delighting in using the 
power of his guns to mug any hapless 
soul wandering past with something 
as sought after as the ball. New this 
season, he quickly settled into the 
Black gang to terrorise opposition all 
over Sydney.
´MICAH MADZIN-COSTIGAN  
After a promising few months “The 
Cat” had his season cut short for the 
second year running when he came a 
cropper pursuing his back up career 
as potential stunt double on Little 
Lunch. Hopefully third time lucky 
next time round, and a breakout 
season in the right sense of the word!
´MAX MEAGHER  
“The Road Warrior” filled his tank 
with high octane fuel and set about 
wreaking post apocalyptic havoc in 
many a backline. A mid season prang 
resulted in a few weeks off, but he 
returned with both barrels blazing, 
picking himself up after a nasty 
tackle to smash himself a major.
´BLAKE RAMEAR  
“The Doctor”, his finger always on 
the pulse, was definitely in this 
year… either dissecting defences with 
surgical precision or providing a 
band aid in defence he was always on 

call to deal out the prescription for 
any opposition headache.
´ JOEL RAMEAR  
“Piano Man” shone in the spotlight 
at both ends of the ground proving 
himself an accomplished uptown 
boy and downtown man with some 
incredible goals and desperate 
defending. Narrowly missed out on 
number one in the best and fairest 
chart.
´ ELLIOTT RODGER  
“The Camperdown Panther” really 
bared his claws this year and 
enjoyed nothing better than parting 
opponents like a herd of Wildebeest 
on the Veldt in his search for the 
ball. A highly developed sense for 
the smell of a sausage roll often saw 
him in a feeding frenzy in the goal 
square.
´ JESSE RUMPFF  
“The Janitor” used his toolbox to full 
effect, whether going at it hammer 
and tongs, holding onto tackles 
like a vice, drilling the uprights or 
nailing a handball out of the ruck. 
This jack of all trades certainly 
deserves a nice cup of tea and a 
biscuit after such a great season.
´ LEWIS SCHOFIELD  
“Little Gary Rohan”, Annandale’s 
leading exponent of “stacks on” 

“The 
Doctor”, 
his finger 
always on 
the pulse, 
was 
definitely 
in this 
year… 

U9 HOUNDS
´WILLIAM BOWEN  
Billy has concentrated on his 
kicking this year with some extra 
skill sessions at training. The extra 
work has really paid off for him. 
He continues to be an exciting and 
popular player who can deliver under 
pressure and find his way in traffic. 
´WILLIAM BRISCOE  
Will joined the Hounds as a soccer 
player and was quick to learn to 
kick and handball.  He is a gun rover 
who doesn’t mind getting into the 
packs. Will is good at finding space 
and kicked a lovely goal for us on 
gala day. 
´ CHARLES CARMODY   
Charlie plays in front and is our best 
intercept player. He is a long and 
strong kick and also good at ground 
level for a big player. Charlie is a 
solid over head mark and very hard 
to match up on with his speed, size 
and skills. 
´NICHOLAS COLLINS  
Nick is super competitive one on one 
and will turn a player inside out to 
score. He reads the ball well and is a 
lovely set shot. Nick was impressive 
under pressure and stood up to get 
us over the line in a few close games 
this year. 

´ FRANK COTTON    
Frank is another new Hound that 
really developed his Aussie Rules 
skills this year. Frank is a good mark, 
a lovely kick and plays well at both 
ends of the ground. He is dangerous 
in front of goals and takes intercept 
marks in defence. 
´OWEN FITZPATRICK  
Owen takes the game on every week 
without fail and stuns everyone 
watching with his exquisite skills. 
Owen can can do anything with an 
Sherrin and delivers it with precision 
when kicking on the run.  He 
exemplifies the style of footy that we 
all would like to play. 
´HENRY GELLIN  
Henry is a hard and brave nut.  He has 
an incredible work ethic, is our best 
tackler and has found his position 
as an on baller.  Henry is exciting 
to watch and the opposition’s 
worst nightmare! He was very good 
directing traffic as Captain. 
´ JIMMY MCCARTNEY  
Jimmy put in a lot of extra work at 
training this year and has taken his 
game to the next level. He uses his 
size well to bring down and spoil 
marks. He is reliable with set shots, 
lays great tackles and clears the packs 
quickly for a tall player.  ´
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mix this year, his strong physicality 
and marking were a highlight. 
He is a wholehearted player who 
gives everything to each game. Leo 
developed a team first ethos over the 
season, pulling the team across the 
line with sheer determination on 
many occasions. Well done.
´OLIVER MAYBURY 
Ollie kicked his first Aussie Rules 
goal in the first game of the season. 
An early adopter of U9 tackling, 
Ollie extended his range with some 
long runs as the season developed. 
Unofficial U9s bodyguard, Ollie took 
rivalries seriously this season. Intel is 
that prep is on the way for 2020.
´ADAM NUSSBAUM 
Adam got faster as the season 
progressed and his stints at full 
forward were highlights of his 
season, including crucial marks and 
goals when we needed them with a 
memorable step around his defender at 
Five Dock. His Gala Day performances 
showed what he is capable of.

U9S WHITES TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Louie Christie-Day BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Leonardo (Leo) Leitl BEST DEFENDER Theodore (Ted) Wakelin BEST MIDFIELDER Omar Batisha 
LEADING GOAL Ioanni Titmuss BEST ALL-ROUNDER Huon Wright MOST IMPROVED Harper Dales MOST  COURAGEOUS Charlie Blundell PLAYERS PLAYER Leonardo (Leo) Leitl

´ LEO NORDIO  
It took Leo a while to adapt his silky 
soccer skills to Aussie Rules but by 
late in the season he was showing us 
all just how good he is. Play seems 
to go into slow motion when Leo has 
the ball. I can’t  wait to see what he 
can do next year. 
´QUIN STANTON   
Quin is a reliable player who works 
hard every week and makes good 
decisions. He is quick, skilful and 
always sticks to the game plan. His 
forward pressure tackling was great 
this year and he found the goals 
when he had the chance. 
´ LUKE SUTHERLAND    
Luke is one of our best run and carry 
players from across half back. He is 
dangerous with very accurate long 
range kicks to hit up a player or 
head for home. Luke did some great 
talent scouting for the Hounds this 
year bringing us five amazing new 
players.
´ EDWARD TOWZELL   
Teddy is our fastest runner, and one 
of our best all round players with 
an impressive work ethic. He is 
great overhead, takes the game on 
and turns his opponents inside out. 
Teddy  understands the game at both 
ends, is dangerous in front of goals 
and tough in the pack. 
´HAMISH WALKER   
Hamish was one of our new recruits 
and had a huge impact on the team. 
He is extremely strong, bursts 
through the pack and has a booming 
kick. Hamish can play anywhere but 
looks great in the centre. He listens 
to his coach and does whatever is 
asked of him.  
´ JEREMY WEBSTER   
Jeremy had a fantastic year putting 
in some outstanding games when 
we really needed him. He loves a big 
occasion and is one of our fastest 
players. He also made a great captain 
when it was his turn and is a natural 
on field leader. 
´ASHTON WEST   
Ashton has worked hard to improve 
his skills this year. He has a good 
understanding of the game, is 
willing to get his head over the ball 
and lay a good tackle. Ashton kicked 
a goal for us in rd13 and is a great 
asset to the Hounds. 

U9 WHITES
´OMAR BATISHA 
What a debut season. The 
Greyhounds unearthed a contested 

animal in Omar this year, leading 
the possession count every week. 
As the season progressed Omar 
added multiple dimensions to 
his contested game, with some 
memorable runs, handballs and 
kicks. A breakout season awaits.
´HARRY BENSCHER 
‘Clean Hands’ Harry had another 
characteristic season with some 
spectacular marks. He added 
another dimension this year with 
some sharp work around the ground 
and a competitiveness around 
the ball. His link ups with other 
Whites produced some of the most 
memorable plays of the season.
´ CHARLIE BLUNDELL 
Charlie’s back end of the season was 
as good as any for commitment and 
physicality. No White gave greater 
service to the team when bodies 
needed to be on the line. Watching 
Charlie’s confidence grow in the 
midfield this year was a coaching 
highlight.

´ LOUIE CHRISTIE-DAY 
Louie was a real leader in the group, 
if not by words then certainly by 
actions. A fantastic season across 
all positions. Never shirked a 
responsibility on the field and so 
often got us moving back in the right 
direction. Ready to take his game to 
a new level.
´HARPER DALES 
Harper came back as a stronger 
player this year keen for the 
physicality. Highlights of the season 
were a couple of great contested 
marks in the forward line that led 
to shots at goal. Looking forward to 
next season Harper.
´HARVEY KRAEGEN 
Our nomination for the Stawell Gift, 
Harvey just got faster as the season 
went on. Whether leaving his man in 
defence or sprinting to goal, Harvey 
really stepped up this year – always 
involved in the play. Well done.
´ LEONARDO LEITL 
We were glad to have Leo in our 

‘Rance’ was worth the price of admission for his intercept 
marks alone.

´WILLIAM RIANT-DUCKETT 
Billy had a big first season of Aussie 
Rules with the Whites. Blessed with 
a big boot, he was often deployed as 
our last line of defence. As the season 
finished, we uncovered his love of 
the midfield and some spectacular 
contested marks. Looking forward to 
another big one next year.
´CALLEN THOMAS 
When it mattered, Callen was 
our man, outmanoeuvring taller 
opponents for some critical marks 
and goals. Callen came to the fore 
in our Gala Days. His final game 
for the club saw the boys declaring 
their appreciation – good luck in 
Melbourne Callen.
´ IOANNI TITMUSS 
This fifty plus game Greyhound 
veteran continues to work hard on 
his game, performing consistently, 

particularly towards the end of the 
season. Well served by his Dusty 
fend, a good understanding of the 
game, and a skill set that allows him 
to work from the ground to the air, a 
goal scoring maestro.
´ THEODORE WAKELIN 
‘Rance’ was worth the price of 
admission for his intercept marks 
alone. In the dying rounds Ted 
kept us in it with numerous last 
minute saves and defensive tackling. 
Always ready for the ruck, Ted was a 
cornerstone for the 2019 Whites.
´HUON WRIGHT 
Huon picked up where he left off last 
season and came back this year with 
even greater skills. His kicking is a 
joy to watch and as always he is a joy 
to coach. So many goals this season is 
a testament to his evasive skills and 
accurate kicking.

Teddy is 
our fastest 
runner, 
and one of 
our best 
all round 
players  
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U10 GREYS
´ JACK AHIE-SLATTERY
A close second to Seb in the best 
and fairest count. Jack’s aggression 
and in particular his second and 
third efforts were outstanding. 
A genuine centre half forward 
who has strong hands and a 
booming kick. A superb athlete.
´ LACHIE BAIRD
Lachie’s first season at the 
Greyhounds was a memorable one. 
Rapidly improved as the season 
progressed and ended up a real 
contributor with his attack out of 
defence a real highlight. Plays the 
game in the right spirit and is a 
favourite amongst his team mates.
´WILL BORONSKI
Will is an extremely reliable forward 
and all his skills were on show in the 
final gala day where he kicked the 
team’s entire score in the first game. 
Knows where to lead, takes a strong 
mark, and is a beautiful long kick.
´ JARVIS CALEO
One of the most courageous players 
in the team and a deserving winner 
of that award. Jarvis is tough, fearless 
and runs straight at the footy. He 
also hates to lose! Like Harry, I had 
to move Jarvis around a few times 
when we needed a particular player 
stopped - much to his dismay when 

HEAD COACH Cain Sarah
TEAM COACHES David Sawkins (Hounds), Merrick Watts (Hounds), David Sharp (Greyhounds), Jeremy Champion (Greyhounds), 

Keith Tracey (Whites), Jason Upcroft (Whites), Cain Sarah (Greys), Mat Fulton (Greys)
MANAGER/S Steph Williams (Head Manager), Simon Edwards (Greys), Emma Murphy (Greys), Anthony Johnson (Greyhounds), 

Craig Allchin (Greyhounds), Melinda Ammit (Hounds), Elissa Harman (Hounds)

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Will Boronski / Blake Clift / Gabe Larke / Max Allchin / Jasper Champion / Charlie Johnson / Fred Lynn / Oscar Sharp / Oran Gallagher / Hunter Upcroft / Henry Schmidt 
 Charles Fuller /  Nicholas Sabey  / Maliyan Reynolds

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Fergus Tracey / Jasper Champion / Laurence Bennell / Gus Ammit / Seb Mok / Angus Baker Wood
GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD SUSAN PARKER MEMORIAL AUSKICK GRADUATE OF THE YEAR Tom White

A fter a very successful U9 
season we were hit with 
an influx of registrations 
which were quickly 

capped at 60, meaning 4 teams of 
15 star players. This season (much 
to the delight of the boys) fitness 
was a big focus at training. With 
bigger grounds, being able to run 
out games became very important. 
The kids all attacked training with 
vigour and effort, and you could 
certainly see fitness levels increase 
as the season progressed. A crowd 
favourite was the beep test, which 
all the boys completed twice over 
the season. Fitness played a big role, 
with a number of come from behind 
wins validating the extra work at 
training. I am a firm believer that in 
junior sport if you are fit, you will be 
well placed to simply out work your 
opposition. At training, Merrick and 
I worked really hard with a group 
of new and developing kids and we 
saw each one of them make massive 
inroads and improvement as the 
season progressed. That was perhaps 
the most pleasing aspect of the entire 
season. 

All teams had a number of great 
wins and heartbreaking losses over 
the season, which for us as coaches is 
what it is all about. Over the 32 gala 

day games I believe we came away 
with 24 wins, with a number of very 
narrow losses - so a fantastic result, 
especially when you consider that 
we had 4 extremely even teams. At 
development day, the 6 Glebe players 
represented the club extremely well 
running out victors in their age 
group. Special thanks to Keith and 
Jeremy for coaching this team.

Perhaps the two main highlights 
for the season were the State of 
Origin matches against the Sandy 
Bay Lions at Jubilee and then the 
Collendina Cobras down in Geelong. 
It was fantastic to host Sandy Bay 

after travelling down to Hobart in 
2018, however it was the game in 
Geelong that was most exciting and 
again created some memories for the 
kids that they will never forget. It’s 
trips like these that make you realise 
what a special club we are involved 
with. The fundraising for Rivers 
Gift was outstanding (raising over 
$20,000 between the two clubs), and 
what a last minute of the game - with 
Charlie Johnson kicking the winning 
goal with seconds to spare. We are off 
to Hobart again in 2020 and will host 
Collendina. 

In closing, I would like to say a 
sincere thank you to the managers 
(including head manager Steph) and 
also to the seven other coaches who 
were extremely invested, interested 
and determined to get every ounce of 
talent out of the kids. We are so lucky 
to have each one of them helping out 
at training and coaching on game 
day. It will be sad to break up the 
teams after the last 2 years, but it’s 
off to divisions next season and I 
sincerely hope each and every player 
returns in U11.

We are off to Hobart again in 2020 
and will host Collendina. 

he was a forward - but he always 
did the job. A great kid to coach. 
´ JEREMY CLARK
Jeremy played the first half of the 
season before heading off on an 
around Australia holiday with his 
family. A number of photos show 
Jeremy on dusty footy ovals in the 
outback honing his skills. I am 
sure he will come back from the 
trip ready to attack the under 11s. 
´BLAKE CLIFT
Blake was often used as a secret 
weapon to get under the skin of 
opposition players. About midway 
through the season Blake realised 
that if he started bumping into 
his opponent, this would distract 
them. A great tactic! Kicked an 
important goal early in the season 
against Maroubra. Possibly his last 
season of footy as the lucrative 
tennis circuit appears to be calling 
him. Won’t be the same without 
Blake, Lynn and Jamie at the club 
- they have been a huge part of 
the Greyhounds for many years.
´HARRY EDWARDS
Harry is an all round star. If you need 
someone to kick a goal you move 
Harry forward. If you need some 
tight defence, you move Harry back. 
You need some fire in the midfield, 
you move Harry.... you get the drift. 

Super versatile and can play any 
position well. A top season Harry.
´ALEX FULTON
Alex is a star. Super quick and lifted 
his aggression to another level this 
season with his tackling a huge 
highlight. Loves the goals and a goal 
celebration. Kicked a bag against 
Easts but also dishes off plenty to 
team mates with his quick hands. 
Another great season Alex.
´KAI GUELFI
The recruit of the season! Kai made 
the move from the Concord Giants in 
the off season and slotted seamlessly 
into the team. Speed to burn and 
a beautiful left foot kick makes 
Kai a dangerous weapon. Kicked a 
number of beautiful goals over the 
season. Well done Kai, you have 
been a great addition to the club.
´GABE LARKE
Gabe is the quiet achiever and 
thinker of the group. Often poses 
a thoughtful or strategic question 
that has been playing on his mind. 
Gabe was on fire on the final gala 
day and left it right until the end 
to show us what he is truly capable 
of. A really great season Gabe.
´ SEB MOK
Another simply superb season of 
football by Seb where he continually 
took his game to another level. 
Dominated many a game, but it 
was his ability to bring others 
into the game that was most 
pleasing. Extremely unselfish 
and a deserving winner of the 
Greys’ best and fairest award.
´ LUCA MUMME
Luca made the transition from 
soccer to AFL look easy. Despite 
being a good 12 months younger 
than most of the boys and this 
being his first season of AFL, Luca 
played some great footy over the 
season. Extremely courageous with 
a number of running back with 
the flight marks. Defensive work 
on gala day was magnificent.  
´ARCHIE SARAH
Archie is Mr Consistent. Quietly 
goes about his work with a 
minimum of fuss and is the 
ultimate defender - plays super 
tight and lays bone crunching 
tackle after tackle on opposition 
players. Rarely concedes a goal and 
plays very unselfishly, adopting a 
team first attitude at all times.
´ TOM WHITE
Where do I start with Tom! The 
ultimate team player who never lets ´
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who will continue to blossom as 
a player in the years to come.
´ FRED LYNN
Congrats on achieving 50 games! 
Played possibly his best quarter of 
footy against the Newtown Swans, 
and was outstanding in the mid-
field. He ran like a mad-man and won 
a huge amount of ball. Always a brick 
wall in defence. It’s been a real treat 
watching Fred take off this year. His 
galloping runs always lifted the team 
and pumped up the energy levels.
´ FINN MAGUIRE
Another one of our new star recruits. 
Kicked the very first goal of the 
season in his first ever AFL game for 
the mighty Greyhounds. Massively 
improved awareness around the 
ground, and unwavering energy 
and effort up forward, where he 
successfully played a large portion 
of the season. Incredible ability to 
maintain focus, whilst also having 
the rain-man like ability to tally up 
the scores with incredible accuracy.
´ THOMAS PERROTT
Without doubt the ‘Most improved’ 
this season. Congrats Tom on a 
brilliant break-out year! Often 
positioned himself in the right 
place in the forward flanks, and 
took plenty of marks that allowed 

U10 GREY TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Seb Mok BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jack Ahie-Slattery BEST DEFENDER Archie Sarah BEST MIDFIELDER Kai Guelfi LEADING GOAL KICKER Seb Mok  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Harry Edwards MOST IMPROVED Lachie Williams MOST COURAGEOUS Jarvis Caleo PLAYERS PLAYER Alex Fulton  

U10 GREYHOUNDS TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Jasper Champion BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Xavier Quoyle BEST DEFENDER Max Allchin BEST MIDFIELDER Oscar Sharp  
LEADING GOAL KICKER Jasper Champion BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tim Harris MOST IMPROVED Tom Perrott MOST COURAGEOUS Angus Baker Wood PLAYERS PLAYER Charlie Johnson

you down. Every single week Tom 
delivered and you simply know 
what you are getting and that is 
someone who gives his all. In the 
last gala day Tom took a number of 
saving marks in defence under huge 
pressure - as he did all season. 
´ LACHIE WILLIAMS
Without doubt the most improved 
player in the team. Became a tackling 
machine and kicked a number of 
important goals throughout the 
season.  Despite his size, never scared 
of the contest or taking on kids 
double his size. Loves his footy and 
is an absolute pleasure to coach.

U10 GREYHOUNDS
´MAX ALLCHIN
Played his milestone 50th game 
this season and was a very worthy 
winner of ‘Best Defender’. Kicked 
some crucial game defining goals 
throughout the season, and often 
handballed his way out of trouble. 
Super solid as either the last line 
of defence or peppering the goals 
in full forward. Always finished 
with red cheeks and great hair!
´ANGUS BAKER WOOD
Another tremendous season 
of footy by our smallest man-
mountain. Sporting the new 
headgear, Angus was even tougher 
at the contest this year. A clear 
winner of ‘Most Courageous’, as 
well as a representative player 
on a winning team. A true mid-
field specialist and an absolute 
gentleman. Credit to his parents.
´ JOHN BARRY
Another solid all-rounder 
performance from John this season. 
Most comfortable in mid-field, 
although played an equal share 
across the ground. A great sense 
of team-work and a calm level 
head on his shoulders. It’s been 
a pleasure coaching him over the 
last two years. Lovely young kid 
with a bright future ahead.
´OISIN (OOSHIE) CANTWELL
One of two super new recruits in his 
first ever AFL season. Always marked 
up like a trooper and really owned 
his role in every game. Worked 
tirelessly in defence, and connected 
well with team-mates, via controlled 
handballs. His confidence blossomed 
as the season progressed, as he 
took more marks, bumped at the 
contest, and won some free kicks.
´ JASPER CHAMPION
50 games achieved versus our 

nemesis, Easts Bulldogs. Well-
deserved winner of both the ‘Best 
& Fairest’ and ‘Leading Goal Kicker’ 
awards. A very solid contributor as 
one of our representative players that 
scooped the pool and won the gala 
day competition. Equally skillful 
in all positions. Mastered the art of 
scoring goals off his wrong foot. One 
of a few Greyhounds that made the 
Swans Academy starting in 2020.
´ORAN GALLAGHER
Size yet again didn’t matter, as Oran 
out-played bigger opponents with 
his typical niggle, solid marking-up 
and relentless tackling. Celebrated 
his 50th game, which had been 
missed the previous year. Oran has 
come on tremendously, and this was 
witnessed by claiming a brilliant well 
delivered chest mark in the final gala 
day match. One to watch next year.
´ TIMOTHY HARRIS
A unanimous recipient of the ‘Best 
all-rounder’ award. A joy to watch as 
he hit the line hard and ran with grit, 
determination and poise. Sensational 
clearances when under pressure, 
and unafraid of breaking tackles and 
backing himself. Showed his class as 
he was given more flexibility to play 
all positions this year. The blue hair 
proved to be his good luck charm.

´ ERON JOHNS
Our third new recruit, having stolen 
him away from soccer to show off 
his new-found AFL skills. Eron 
played a valuable role in the team 
and always tried his hardest. Full 
of energy and just the right balance 
of cheeky and on the ball. Learned 
a lot this year and will improve 
greatly with practice and focus.
´CHARLIE JOHNSON
50 games also ticked off the list, 
against Easts Bulldogs. No doubt in 
the coaches minds that Charlie had 
to receive the ‘Players player’ award. 
Super solid and impressive in the 
mid-field, and hugely improved 
in communicating with fellow 
team-mates, and handballing out of 
trouble, rather than panic-kicking. 
Master of the fend and the post-goal 
celebration. Had a stunning run 
of three goals in successive weeks. 
Super energetic and polite boy.
´ORSON KEELER
Great to have Orson return to the 
Greyhounds this year. Often quietly 
going about his business, his best 
game of the year was against Moore 
Park Tigers. He was constantly on 
the move and was unlucky not 
to score, coming away with a few 
behinds. A great young player 

him to work on his set-shots. 
Effort and commitment greatly 
improved, shown by his bumping 
and attacking the ball. Focussed skill 
sessions gave Tom more confidence, 
which contributed to him growing 
significantly as a player this year. 
´XAVIER QUOYLE
‘Best & fairest’ runner-up. A master 
class of a season and an uncanny 
ability to pull-off the extraordinary. 
Always in the right place at the right 
time. Unselfishly and regularly set 
up goals for our full-forwards. Often 
single-handedly crushing opponents 
with a flurry of first quarter goals. 
Forever defending and stunting the 
rivals’ attack. Regularly bruised and 
battered, and battling through to 
the siren. One of a few Greyhounds 
that made the Swans Academy 
starting in 2020. A treat to coach.
´OSCAR SHARP
50 games celebrated versus 
Newtown Swans at fortress Jubilee. 
A stunning break out season saw 
Oscar scoop the ‘Best midfielder’ 
award. Highlights – on fire against 
Moore Park Tigers (Black), with 
lightning runs out of the mid-field. 
This was a stellar game from Oscar, 
who unselfishly handballed to team 
mates on the fly. His new-found 

energy was infectious this season 
and it will serve him well as his game 
evolves next year. Congrats Ozzie.

U10 WHITES
´ LAURENCE BENNELL
It’s hard to believe that this was 
only Laurence’s 2nd season of AFL. 
His skills stand out – great hands, 
accurate and powerful handballs and 
a beautiful kick. What really marks 
him as our B&F though is his engine 
– he covers every blade of grass on 
the field – and his athleticism. In 
2019 he’s developed a deeper game 
awareness and tactical skills and he is 
always keen to analyse and improve 
his and the team’s game Well done 
Laurence on a great season!
´ JACK COBCROFT
Jack has built on his first year of 
AFL in 2018 to become not just 
the most improved player but a 
critical player for the team. Effort, 
commitment and intensity have 
always been there and Jack has built 
on his ability to bust tackles and 
kick long to our forwards. He has 
developed into a strong contested 
player and a dominant ruckman (as 
evidenced by his gala day games) 
who gives everything each game.
´ JAMES DOYLE
There is so much to like about how 
James has developed his game 
this year. His run has helped the 
team spring from half back and 
midfield and he has worked on his 
tackling technique to make it a great 
weapon. He has become a good 
mark and kick for goal, regularly 
getting on the scoresheet or creating 
opportunities for others. James has 
a great combination of toughness 
at the ball and ability to shake off 
players that inspires his teammates 
when the game is on the line.
´ JOEY EVERETT
Joey’s return to the mighty black 
and white has been marked with 
some great play. Joey has a relaxed 
playing style, which is a positive 
for his team mates when times 
are tough. He comes alive when 
the ball is heading his way and 
has developed good footy skills – 
he’s a good mark and has a handy 
habit of popping up in the goal 
square to nick a goal, often when 
it’s most needed.  Towards the 
end of the season Joey built on his 
training efforts and worked hard to 
shepherd or directly affect contests 
leading to goals for team mates. ´
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Glebe. Most dangerous playing 
at full forward or in the pockets, 
Chaz has been able to occupy and 
pressure defenders to create space 
for his forward line and to contest 
inside 50s to either win the ball or 
to keep it locked in until help has 
arrived. This year has also seen 
Chaz develop his ability to read the 
game – his positioning and run 
across the half forward line has really 
improved and has been a key reason 
for his success. Chaz loves his footy 
and in 2019 he has had great focus 
and determination to succeed.

U10 HOUNDS
´GUS AMMIT
Gus has the ability to play in all 
positions. He has fast feet, fast hands, 
and an accurate kick. A quiet achiever 
but a born leader who leads by 
example and is completely unselfish.
´CHARLIE BRUNNER
Charlie found his niche as a 
power forward. He has the natural 
strength and height to dominate the 
opposition and had several games 
where he was totally unstoppable.
´ETHAN CHENG
It was Ethan’s first year of AFL and 
was the teams’ Most Improved 
player. He showed determination 
and commitment to get involved 
during the games and was focused 
and engaged at training. These 
attributes will continue to see 
Ethan improve in the sport.
´CHARLES FULLER
You wouldn’t pick him on the 

U10 WHITES TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Laurence Bennell BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Emakhi Munro BEST DEFENDER Fergus Tracey BEST MIDFIELDER Hector Marsden  
LEADING GOAL KICKER Laurence Bennell BEST ALL-ROUNDER Finn Herrig MOST IMPROVED Jack Cobcroft MOST COURAGEOUS Archie Eyiam-Rowe PLAYERS PLAYER Laurence Bennell 

U9 HOUNDS TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST James Harman BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Tom Sawkins BEST DEFENDER Healy Ryan BEST MIDFIELDER James Harman LEADING GOAL KICKER Theo Lloyd  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Gus Ammit MOST IMPROVED Ethan Cheng MOST COURAGEOUS Charles Fuller PLAYERS PLAYER Oliver Lista

´ARCHIE EYIAM-ROWE
Archie is a champion and deservedly 
backs up with his 2nd award for 
most courageous player. He is tough, 
committed and never leaves anything 
in the tank at the end of each game. 
He shows great sportsmanship and 
goes about his work with a smile 
that belies his sheer physicality. He 
loves locking down the opposition’s 
best forwards and hunts the ball 
across our back half, going hard at 
every contest. He’s so easy to coach – 
listening intently and then enacting 
the plan with determination!
´ FINN HERRIG
It’s never easy to join an established 
team in a new club but Finn has 
managed this with a smile and a 
really positive attitude to his footy. 
He has skill to burn with ball in hand 
– great handball skills and can kick 
goals or to a teammate’s advantage 
with ease. Forward half has been 
his natural home, and he certainly 
loves to kick a goal, but his work in 
midfield and defence is often elite 
level. His run and endurance add an 
extra dimension to his game and put 
him in positions to successfully lead 
or get to contests to win the ball.
´OLIVER LLOYD
Oliver is developing into an 
impressive defender and midfielder 
with a clear sense of his role and 
how to excel. He’s been growing 
in confidence in either a man on 
man role or in covering across 
halfback. Oliver has developed 
into a fine handballer with gala 
day the crowning glory of a season 
of week to week improvement. 
He has also really improved his 
tactical awareness which has helped 
turn our defenders into a cohesive 
unit. He trains and practices 
hard and then carries that effort 
out onto the field every week.
´HECTOR MARSDEN
Hector represents the way we want to 
go about our footy - tough and skilled 
with a keen sense of sportsmanship. 
His sheer desire to win and use the 
ball well inspires his team. He has a 
great eye for goal and an impressive 
left boot which gets goals and just 
as importantly gets his team out 
of trouble, often through a long 
accurate kick to a marking midfielder 
or forward. ‘Relentless’ is the way an 
opposition coach described Hector 
to me this year, and he can play 
anywhere. He is critical to the team’s 
success and the deserved winner 

of ‘Midfielder of the Year’ as he is 
seemingly at every contest between 
the arcs and usually wins them!
´ EMAKHI MUNRO
Emakhi has that rarest of abilities - 
the ability to find space in a crowd. 
Once he gets possession, he often 
seems to make time stand still as 
he jinks and swerves to get out of 
trouble, or more often, create or score 
goals. He is skillful and exuberant 
with the ball – unpredictable and 
usually confounding opposition 
players. He is among the smaller 
players on the team but the toughest 
tackler. His tackling this year has 
just been immense and he will 
probably go one better in the B&F 
next year. He’s worth the price 
of admission to every game!
´DILLON POZNAKS
Dillon’s best is simply top drawer. He 
has great hands and is a wonderful 
mark. Add this to his accurate 
kicking and you have a very well 
rounded player. He is quiet on the 
field but doesn’t lack intensity – 
preferring to let his tackling and ball 
use do the talking. His natural home 
is in midfield and at half back where 
he can either go man to man or use 
his speed to get the ball forward. 
As with last year, Dillon got better 
and better as the year went on.
´MALIYAN REYNOLDS
Maliyan gives 100% every game and 
uses his size to great advantage in 
the ruck and in a full forward role 
where his ability to mark or get the 
ball to ground created many goals 
this season for both Maliyan and his 
team. He has soft hands which allow 
for great marking and handballing 
around the field, and his booming 
kick is a great weapon or defensive 
outlet for the team. Maliyan has 
a great personality with a semi 
permanent smile and infectious 
laugh - lifting the team when we’re 
down. He alo leads by example, often 
coming off the field absolutely spent.
´HENRY SCHMIDT
Great improvement from Henry this 
year he’s grown in skills, confidence 
and maturity and was unlucky 
not to win the award for ‘Most 
Improved’. Henry gets his body into 
the contest and manages to affect 
play even when not winning the ball 
directly. He is appreciated by coaches 
and teammates for his effort and 
willingness to perform any role. He 
was particularly successful when 
needed to play in the ruck against 

much bigger players. Henry has been 
best on ground several times for pure 
effort at the contest on the ground or 
in the ruck. Henry also has worked 
on his handball skills as evidenced by 
the handballing out of defence which 
topped off a successful gala day.
´ FERGUS TRACEY
Fergus’ ability to read the game 
and anticipate the opponent’s 
ball movement has been a great 
strength – allowing him to position 
himself to take intercept marks or 
to contest an inside 50. He has been 
most successful this year across 
half back or at fullback, usually 
on our opponents best forward 
and marshalling the backline to 
thwart the forward threat. He loves 
to deploy the unheralded skills of 
the game – spoils, shepherds and 
smothers – to win or prevent his 
opponent from winning the ball, but 
also has a very handy, accurate and 
long kick, and handball skills to get 
the ball moving forward quickly. 
´HUNTER UPCROFT
What is most noticeable about Hunter 
this year is his parallel improvement 
in 2nd and 3rd efforts and his 
increased physicality throughout the 
season. His effort levels are massive 
every week. Not only has he been 
an essential defender locking down 
the opposition’s forwards, but he is 
also working well in partnerships 
to hunt forwards down to force 
turnovers. He has also developed 
his tactical awareness with his 
positioning and support play for 
exposed teammates. His skill level 
has improved year on year - he’s 
always been a good kick and skilled 
handballer - and this season Hunter 
has been consistently able to put 
together all parts of his game leading 
to a very successful season.
´CHAZ WILLIAMS
2019 has seen Chaz’ best footy for 

Steph has 
managed 
this group 
since 
under 5s 
and does 
it with a 
minimum 
of fuss.

street but Charles is a machine in 
the defensive line. He raised the 
level again this season tackling 
with incredible strength and 
passion. Once Charles put his 
hands on a player there was no 
chance they were getting free.
´RIO GIBSON
Superfast! Yes, superfast!! Possibly 
the quickest off the mark in the 
entire U10 squad. Rio would 
often come from nowhere to get 
the loose ball in the midfield or 
tackle an opposition player that 
thought they were into space.
´ JAMES HARMAN
James sees himself as a midfield and 
has the engine to back it up. He turns 
up every week and leaves nothing 
on the field. He has developed a 
great step that he uses to get into 
space and open up the play. James 
started to use his voice on the field 
towards the end of the season and 
was able to lift the team with it.
´OLIVER LISTA
One of the key players who binds the 
Hounds playing group together on 
and off the field. Being both skillful 
on the ball and hard at the contest 
makes Oliver a difficult player to 
play against. He has a knack for 
scoring goals when they are needed.
´THEO LLOYD
Theo is a natural in front of goal 
and has a great sense and focus on 
where the sticks are. The top goal 
scorer in his first year of AFL last 
year, he backed it up again leading 
the team again this year in the goal 

tally. Going for 3 out of 3 next year!
´HEALY RYAN
Healy developed into a true leader 
this year. His ability to read the game 
made him the strongest defensive 
player, often cutting out certain 
goals. He managed the backline to 
ensure his teammates were working 
together. His maturity allowed the 
coaches to play him in positions 
that may not have been his first 
choice but assisted the team.
´NICHOLAS SABEY
Backing up from hockey most weeks, 
Nick showed great determination to 
put effort into every game. The work 
behind the scenes is often missed, 
but Nick’s fitness has improved 
greatly, often one of the last standing 
in the beep test at training. Nick 
will be missed in AFL next year!
´TOM SAWKINS
Tom’s understanding of the game 
allows him to position himself where 
the ball is likely to go, and when he 
gets it he has an accurate kick that 
enables him to move the ball the best 
way forward. He is a skilled player 
who is starting to enjoy the physical 
side of the game. Loves playing in 
the midfield with his teammates.
´ARIEL STENNARD
Ari continued to develop his skills 
throughout the year. He is a great 
team player and highly regarded 
amongst his teammates. He was 
often given the role of ruckman 
and was able to contest and control 
the ruck with his athletic ability.
´ARLO TEMPLE
Determined to get the ball when 
it came forward, and his pressure 
when the opposition was trying to 
get the ball out of their half, made 
Arlo into a key player in the forward 
pocket position this year. One of 
the highlights for the coaches was 
Arlo’s goal against the Tigers.
´TIM WANG
Tim showed great improvement in 
his second year of AFL. Focused, and 
with a better understanding of the 
game, Tim was a great asset to the 
team in both defence and up front.
´WOLFE WATTS
Wolfe backed up his breakthrough 
year last year with another massive 
step forward. His improvement 
over the past two years have been 
remarkable. Strong and determined 
at the contest, and with his hands 
cleaner and a more accurate kick, 
he was one of the big contributors 
to the team every week.
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UNDER 10s YG
Report by Mike Cooney

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 

U10 YG BLACKS
´MADELEINE BARRETT
Madeline was on and off the injury 
list all season with incidents 
resulting from skiing to falling off 
a chair and stepping on nails! Dad! 
She would still turn up to games 
with bandage to support her team-
mates but couldn’t resist and would 
soon be amongst it. Woo-hoo!
´CECILIA BRYANT
Plays with a deep amount of passion 
does Ceecee, always ready to step up 
to the plate and be accountable in 
some tough games. Being coachable 
is a quality that not everyone has and 
this young lady was a keen listener 
all season. Keep up the good fight!
´ANNIE BURNICLE
Watching Annie blossom this season 
is one of my highlights from seven 
seasons of coaching. Wow. Her game 
all came together at the right time 
and was in blistering form on the gala 
day. With this trajectory it’s scary to 
think how good she will be next year. 
´ ELEANOR CHAMBERS
Through the season Eleanor’s 
confidence grew visibly. One 
remarkable day she somehow stopped 
4 attacking players getting a goal when 
alone at fullback. Unbelievable season 
Eleanor. Look forward to seeing what 
you can bring in 2020. 

HEAD COACH Mike Cooney TEAM COACHES David Sharp MANAGER Fiona Watters

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Nea Tarrant / Rosie Kerr / Francesca Cooney REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Lily Watters
GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD SUSAN PARKER MEMORIAL AUSKICK GRADUATE OF THE YEAR Lily Watters

U10 YG BLACKS TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST  Francesca Cooney BEST & FAIREST  RUNNER-UP Rosie Kerr BEST DEFENDER Madeleine Barrett  
BEST MIDFIELDER Claude Towzell LEADING GOAL KICKER Alannah Toouli BEST ALL-ROUNDER Annie Burnicle MOST IMPROVED Eleanor Chambers MOST COURAGEOUS Talia Legzdins  

PLAYERS PLAYER Quinn McTiernan ROOKIE AWARD Drew Lloyd

I n only the second year 
that the U10 girls had their 
own competition and 
the 5th year that the club 

has had girls playing footy it’s 
hard to imagine what the place 
would be like without them.

This season we had 22 eager 
footballers playing in two 
teams and it was a lot of fun. 

Of those 22 girlhounds, only 8 
had played footy before, plus 19 
of our U10YG are actually U9’s 
playing up!  Week after week 
these two teams took the field 
against more experienced, bigger 
and older players. Credit to the 
coaches of the other teams; we all 
understand that this comp is about 
building a love for footy. We evened 
up and swapped players to make 
sure everyone had a positive and 
competitive experience on field.

What brings us coaches so much 
satisfaction is how much joy the girls 
get from playing and the friendships 
they have made. Even despite the 
technical “draws” usually being a 
one-sided affair against us, the girls 
didn’t lose their enthusiasm and 
backed up week after week.  The 
familiar war cry for the Whites was 
“we basically won!” before singing 
the team song with the enthusiasm 

of a premiership winning side.
Coaching these girls hasn’t all 

been easy though, they always had 
so much to talk about at training that 
it often got in the way of learning 
to play footy. But learn they did and 
a fantastic rivalry ensued between 
the Blacks and White teams.

The Dishlickers Cup did go to the 
Blacks in both instances, however the 
game where the two sides met in the 
final round of the gala day resulted 
in a 1-point differential which shows 
just how even the two teams were.

Special thanks goes to our 
managers Josephine and Fiona who 
both did a miraculous job of keeping 
the coaches organised. Dave Sharp 
who also coached his son Oscar in 
U10 boys’ team, often combined 
the fitness sessions with the girls 
adding more competitiveness to 
the workouts, for the boys that 
is. Tim as assistant coach was 
sensational and his help at training 
has been enormous. Mike L was 
a regular at training as well and 
also greatly appreciated. The 
medical professionals of Kate and 
Bill were an outstanding help. 

Special mention must go to Molly. 
What a superstar. Without an U16YG 
team for her to play in this season at 
Glebe Molly devoted her Thursday 

evenings to helping with the girls at 
training and they absolutely loved 
her. I also would like to thank the 
parent group for all the volunteering 
and getting behind their daughters 
making it a very smooth season.   

Congrats to Lily who represented 
City for the age group at the 
development day. Lily was also 
awarded the Susan Parker Memorial 
Auskick Graduate of the Year, a U10 
player who had shown significant 
development since graduating 
from the Auskick program.

We sadly say goodbye to India, 
Chloe and Lily who will move into 
U12 from for next season. We will 
retain most of the playing group 
as they back up for another year 
into 2020 with a great season’s 
experience. I’m happy to say Sharpie 
and I will be back to coach again 
and are already planning our drills. 
Keep kicking the footy in the off 
season and go the Greyhounds!

Week after week these two 
teams took the field against more 
experienced, bigger and older 
players. 

´ FRANCESCA COONEY
Buddy Frankie is a selfless player 
always looking to pass the ball on to 
a girl in a better position. Ran hard 
to get to contests in usually desperate 
circumstances. Never leaving the 
ground just shy of exhaustion. A 
super effort Frankie, we love it!   
´  ROSIE KERR
We all know Rosie is a star. Her skills 
are a rare talent. The poise and co-
ordination set her up for many goals 
this year. When her self-belief catches 
up with her awesome abilities she will 
become an almighty force.  We look 
forward to the 2020 season. 
´TALIA LEGZDINS
Always had a bounce in her step, 
eager to train and play hard. Like 
most of the girls Talia was a little 
taken aback over some of the size 
of the opposition. Fair enough. 
She adjusted her playing style 
as she is smart and produced 
yet another awesome season.
´DREW LLOYD
Drew is new to the great game of 
Aussie Rules and did so well she 
has received our Rookie Award. 
Drew surprised herself with her 
ability to get in and hold up the 
inside ball, contesting with often 
much bigger opposition. You are 
fearless; ripping season Drew. ´
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
U10 YG WHITES TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST  Xanthe Johnson B&F RUNNER UP India Lloyd BEST DEFENDER Nea Tarrant BEST MIDFIELDER Sophie Kazda LEADING GOAL KICKER Greta Sharp  

BEST ALL-ROUNDER Lily Watters MOST IMPROVED Olivia McGahan MOST COURAGEOUS Alice Kazda PLAYERS PLAYER India Lloyd ROOKIE AWARDS Evangeline Munday, Evie Gillies, Chloe Matthews

game, regularly getting us out of 
trouble with her hard running 
and long kicking game.
´ INDIA LLOYD
The Wall of India! Our team’s 
defensive weapon of choice. Had 
a fantastic first season of AFL. 
Without her a few of our ‘draws’ 
would have been more like cricket 
scores. Selflessly happy to play more 
in defence than attack. Deserved 
winner of the players player award.
´ CHLOE MATTHEWS
The team’s quiet achiever. Runner 
up for most courageous for playing 
in line with the club values. A 
real team player and upholder of 
the rules. Took a couple of great 
marks late in the season as well 
as making some great tackles on 
girls much bigger than her.
´OLIVIA MCGAHAN
It was just a joy to have Olivia in the 
team. Always happy, enthusiastic 
and a great team player. Played with 
great courage and commitment. 
Showed great improvement 
throughout the season, producing 
some players’ player performance 
at the back end of the season.
´ EVANGELINE MUNDAY
Another quiet achiever of the team. 
Was one of our best forwards all 
season. Like the rest of the girls 
always enthusiastic and never afraid 
to voice her opinion. Played with 
great commitment and energy. 
Runner up for most improved.
´GRETA SHARP
Loved her first real season of AFL, 
particularly the social aspect 
and the post training sausage 
sandwich. Whilst she talked 
more than she ran at training, 
on game day she was fearless in 
the ruck and loved running hard 
and straight with the ball.
´NEA TARRANT
Our other pillar of strength in 
defence along with India. Was 
regularly our last line in defence, 
courageously putting her body on 
the line to stop a goal. Also showed 
great flair in attack kicking a couple 
of great goals late in the season.
´ LILY WATTERS
Winner of the best all-rounder 
award. Happy to play anywhere, 
and all done with a smile. Never 
stops running all game, covering 
all positions. Crowning glory of 
Lily’s season was being picked in 
the Sydney rep team which won 
the divisional competition.

´QUIN MCTIERNAN
Quinn had another terrific season 
with the Greyhounds proving to 
be an absolute force in defence. 
Quinn also had the uncanny 
ability to find herself in space - 
unmarked - a real quality when 
in attack, always backing herself 
in a contest, Love it Quinn!
´ALANNAH TOOULI
Alannah has a constant smile on 
her face until she has the footy in 
hand then the laser like focus she 
has is intimidating. A dead set star, 
Alannah kicked many important 
goals this season resulting in her 
being this year’s top goal scorer 
for her team. Her defence is also 
rock solid. Tremendous year.
´ CLAUDE TOWZELL
What a superb athlete this young 
lady is.  She throws herself into 
the action with a tireless work 
rate. She cares for her team-mates 
and covered many kilometres this 
season getting to the action to 
help them out. A real team-first 
attitude, fantastic year Claude.  

U10 YG WHITES
´ EVIE GILLIES
The heart and soul of the team spirit. 
What Evie lacks in size she more 
than made up for in team spirit 
and negotiating powers with the 
coaches. Played with great courage 
and was never afraid to go in hard at 
the ruck against girl’s twice her size.
´XANTHE JOHNSON
Had a fantastic first season of AFL. 
Was a contender for all of the various 
awards, and fittingly won the 
award for best and fairest. Always 
played with great courage and 
determination. Season highlight was 
kicking a great goal and her dad Tim 
being the goal umpire to award it.
´ALICE KAZDA
Won the award for most courageous 
for being the girl who best 
demonstrated the Greyhound 
values. This was best demonstrated 
by always volunteering to help out 
the other team if they needed a 
player. Alice produced 3 players’ 
player performances whilst playing 
against Glebe for Moore Park.
´ SOPHIE KAZDA
Fantastic to see Sophie’s 
development over the season. 
Won the award for best midfielder, 
but also a contender for Best 
All-rounder. Never stopped 
running and competing every 
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UNDER 11s  
DIV 1
Report by Matt Smith

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 

U11 DIV 1  
´NED BENNETT
Ned’s back half of the year was 
amazing. He was working double 
time in the ruck and on the 
best forward as centre half back 
throughout the big games. He did not 
get a rest but was able to run out the 
games really well. He dominated the 
ruck most weeks and we got great 
service from the middle as a result. 
Nice Ned!
´HAMISH BURNICLE
Come finals time we crafted a 
specific role for the hammer and he 
performed it beautifully. He gave 
it his all in the mids to start the 
quarters and provided the physical 
presence we needed. As usual he 
kicked a bunch of goals but it was his 
marking that stood out. His kamikaze 
attack on the football and opponents 
in Q4 of the grand final will never 
leave me.
´ LIAM BURNICLE
He is tough and no nonsense. He 
brought some real steel to the team 
and loves the physical stuff. What I 

TEAM COACHES Matt Smith, Cam Christie-Day, Dave Liu
MANAGER Mark Race

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Hugo Kilborn / Leon Titmuss / Liam Lenords / Zac Sandlant 100 GOALS Hamish Burnicle / Liam Burnicle
REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Tex Liu / Cash Robinson / Leon Titmuss / Liam Lenord / Abe Race / Oscar Crosbie-Smyth

OTHER AWARDS Pat Smith - PSSA State Championships
11S DIV 1 GREY TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Pat Smith B&F RUNNER-UP Lach Russell BEST DEFENDER  Ollie Longville BEST MIDFIELDER  Oscar Crosbie Smyth LEADING GOAL KICKER  Zac Sandlant  

BEST ALL-ROUNDER  Leon Titmuss MOST IMPROVED  Abe Race MOST COURAGEOUS  Hamish Burnicle PLAYERS PLAYER  Pat Smith

An incredible season 
started with a surge of 
registrations and us 
filling spaces within 2 

weeks of season 2018 ending. It ended 
with all three U11 teams making the 
finals, which is an amazing effort. 
Unfortunately the Blacks and Whites 
could not get the right result on the 
big day. Congratulations to Nick 
Woodall and Chris Barnes for taking 
the Blacks to the Div 2 grand final and 
Sam Jordan and Chris Placencia in 
the Hounds for making the finals in a 
very competitive competition. Cam 
Day put his hand up to coach with 
me and I think we are still friends, 
but he might be deaf in one ear. 
Cam is a wonderful coach who has 
a huge amount of footy knowledge. 
Dave Liu was our regular runner 
ably supported by Brent Zylmans. 
Dave was always on hand to decipher 
messages, run the boys through drills 
and deliver motivation and well timed 
advice. Special mention must be made 
of Emily Morrision (and Nick/Steph) 
for being the number one ground 
managers! Thank you to all of you for 
taking the time out to do these jobs. It 
makes us a well oiled machine.

Thank you especially to the parents 
for entrusting your boys to us. Your 
contributions and support of the 
boys is essential. We are a very lucky 
group to have such a wonderful 

cohort involved in our age group.
Coaching the boys in this age has 

given me tremendous joy over the 
last 6 years. They are without doubt 
the hardest trainers in the club. They 
are committed and brave. They love 
their club. They bellow the club song 
better than any age group. They are a 
huge source of pride to me and I hope 
they look back on their time at the 
club fondly. I certainly will.

The season was full of highlights 
with a lot of big wins. However, 
it was the way we played which I 
enjoyed the most. Very much a team 
first attitude. The boys were fantastic 
at celebrating each others success 
and the even spread of players votes 
each week is evidence of the way 
they recognised all their teammates’ 
efforts.

I was not sure what we would get 
from the boys on grand final day. 
I asked for a special effort. They 
certainly did that. To see 10 and 11 
year old boys throwing themselves 
into those contests and pushing 
themselves to keep running when 
it hurt so much, was an incredible 
sight and experience. There is 
nothing lacking in this group. I am 
sure that when they regather in 
2020, they will lift their standards 
even higher. I have no doubt that 
they will be successful and will take 
the next step.

There is 
nothing 
lacking in 
this group

noticed was how good his skills were 
as the season progressed. Consistent 
drop punts, great hands below the 
knees and excellent passing skills. 
A team man through and through. 
Thanks for putting it on the line Liam.
´ SASCHA CHRISTIE-DAY
Rises when the going gets tough. 
Lifts when most needed. There is no 
coincidence that Sash had his best 
games when the stakes were highest 
or he was playing his mate from 
school. That is a challenge. Sash will 
take it on. That is the kind of kid we 
want and we need. His grand final 
performance was wonderful.
´OSCAR CROSBIE-SMYTH
You don’t know what you’ve got ‘til 
it’s gone. Oscar’s broken finger and 
absence from the team in the finals 
highlighted just how good he is. We 
were simply not nearly as good. He 
is tough and dynamic. He spreads to 
the right spaces and marks his man 
like a hawk. He wins every contest he 
enters. He will be back next year, but 
hungrier and that is a real problem 
for the opposition in 2020.
´HUNTER GIBSON
Showed us glimpses of his potential 
in the mids but his real value was 
up forward crumbing off our key 
position players, reading the play. In 
a tight game against Drummoyne he 
kicked two vital goals to get us into 
a position to win. The future looks 
bright for Hunter!
´HUGO KILBORN
Played his 50th game for the club this 
season. Had a strong season where 
he was able to use his trusty left boot 
to good effect. Stints on the wing 
and half forward flank suited him 
best. He was able to read the ball well 
which led to him kicking a smart goal 
in the grand final. Good effort.
´ LIAM LENORD
What an athlete this boy is. He runs 
like the wind, all day. He crunches in 
defence. Wonderful skills above his 
head. He kicked the goal of the year. 
Running at full pace with the flight 
of the ball, with no regard for his 
safety, marking it, swerving past two 
defenders, outrunning a third and 
slotting a goal on the run. It is a vivid 
memory I will keep forever. He is at 
his peak when he is throwing himself 
into his tackles. You know he is on!
´ TEX LIU
Super consistent player. We relied 
upon him heavily in the last couple 
of weeks of the season and he used 
his amazing energy levels to be 

the everywhere man. He has great 
footy smarts and it was a no brainer 
to use him in a more complex 
defensive role, which he performed 
fantastically for the team. A huge 
bonus that he is in our group.
´OLLIE LONGVILLE
It takes a special performance 
from a fullback to be the talk of the 
supporter group when your team 
wins by over 100 points. That is what 
happened in our preliminary final 
when Ollie dominated everything 
that came near him either in the air 
or at ground level. When we swung 
him into full forward in Q4 he kicked 
3 but gave off 3 more that he could 
have kicked. What a player!
´ SHEA MILLWARD
Played his best footy in the forward 
line as a goal sneak. Was able to snag 
a couple of good goals. A veteran of 
the club, Shea played an important 
part in a great season. Unfortunately 
injured in the third quarter of the 
grand final putting his body on the 
line for the club.
´ JAMES MORRISON
James was dependable. It is a highly 
sought after commodity. We knew 
whatever job he got, he would do the 
job with a minimum of fuss. Having 
not coached James directly before, 
I did not realise how vocal he is on 
the field. Good understanding of the 
game showed with his great season.
´ABE RACE
Abe’s kicking and marking 
improved out of sight this season 
and he thoroughly deserves his 
award. Playing in the ruck mostly, 
he was able to act as big bodied 
midfielder winning lots of ground 
balls. My favourite moment of his 
year was when in the first game 
against Maroubra he chased down 
and crunched one of their speedy 
wingman. Amazing effort late in the 
game.
´CASH ROBINSON
A key position player with strong 
hands and a great straight kick. 
Turned up at the beginning of the 
season fitter than he ever has been 
and his early season performances 
showed that. I have received lots of 
comments from those who witnessed 
the grand final about how well he 
played, particularly his first quarter 
at fullback.
´ LACH RUSSELL
Lach has a wonderful set of skills 
both with hand and foot. When 
let off the leash, he can destroy 

an opponent. He did it twice this 
season for a combined haul of ten 
goals in those games, surging into 
the forward line and finishing with 
his laser like kicks. An incredible 
attacking weapon for us that led to 
two goals in the grand final. Thanks 
for everything this year Lach.
´ZAC SANDLANT
A really good footballer. Another key 
position player. He dominated the 
forward line and when played there 
consistently gave us a real target. He 
was the leading goalkicker for the 
season off the back of his physicality 
and ability in the air. His finishing 
was always first class. Late season 
surgery robbed him of a finals 
appearance and his absence was felt.
´PAT SMITH
Pat had a great year. He is fast, strong 
and has great footy smarts. Most 
proud of his ability to hit teammates 
with his passes. He had many 
highlights during the year. His first 
quarter against Maroubra in Rd3 was 
a dominating display. Playing with 
a hard tag against Moore Park and 
still being best on ground. His last 
game of the year he had a mountain 
of the ball and never gave up. Great 
leadership Pat.
´ LEON TITMUSS
Leon attacks the footy with 
ruthlessness. He sees it, he goes 
and gets it, regardless of what is in 
the way. He is certainly one of our 
best midfielders. He saved his best 
performance for the grand final, 
running himself into the ground, 
trying to get into everything. He 
destroyed many teams through 
the season with that physicality 
combined with his silky skills. Great 
season Leon.
´CHARLIE WOODS
Was used most effectively on the 
wing for us. He has an incredible 
engine and can run all day. He had 
two great matches this year where 
he stuck to his task all day marking a 
very good player. That Maroubra boy 
will look back on the two games and 
wonder why he did not get a touch. 
The answer: Charlie Woods! Thanks 
Charlie.
´HARRY ZYLMANS
Fantastic work from Harry this year. 
He continued his improvement from 
2018 with real starch in his attack on 
the footy and discipline in defence. 
He crunched a lot of tackles this year 
and was regularly rewarded with free 
kicks. Thanks for the work this year H.
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UNDER 11s  
DIV 2 - HOUNDS
Report by Sam Jordan

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 

U11 DIV 2 - HOUNDS
´ALEX BRISCOE
Alex played his first season 
this year and showed his South 
Australian pedigree. He worked 
hard throughout the season, both at 
training and in the games, and is the 
perfect team player. We noticed the 
kicking down the hallway at home 
development. Footy sponge.
´ALEX BROWN
Don’t let Alex’s calm and quiet 
demeanour fool you, Alex is an out 
and out competitor, through and 
through. Always putting his hand 
up for the tough tasks, Alex was the 
ultimate team player and easy to 
coach. Big off season for you and look 
forward to seeing you continue to 
improve next season. Constant effort.
´ALEX CHRISTOFIDES
It took me half way through the 
season to work out that Alex was in 
his first season of AFL, he was that 
comfortable at training and during 
the games. A pleasure to coach, Alex 
always listened hard, worked on how 
he could improve and was always one 
of the first to say thanks. Big 2020 
ahead for Alex! Excellent 1%ers.
´AIDAN COSGRIFF
Aidan knows a lot more about 
the game than me and this was 
demonstrated regularly at training, 
on game day and when I saw him 
around the school. Always present, 
always for the team, Aidan is a 
perfect team member and should be 
very proud of his season. Aidan never 
gave up. Mr Statistics.
´ LUCIAN COVENEY
Lucian is another with great footy 
knowledge (and footy chat). I loved 
having him beside me during the 
games always offering his view on 
the game. The best bit was whatever 
the instruction he would go out and 
do his job with everything he had. As 
a result, Lucian managed to lose two 
teeth and score one hell of a fat lip 
during the season. Body was always 
on the line. Great stuff Lucian. Tough 
stuff.
´OLLIE FARRAR
Ollie is the ultimate goal sneak, 
an absolute gun, hungry for it and 
always keeping the opposition 
backmen second guessing. Ollie had 
an excellent season, well done. See 
you in 2020. Natural footballer.
´WILLEM GILROY
Willem is a competitor by nature, 
always wanting the ball, or the player 
with the ball! He was one of our best 

HEAD COACH Sam Jordan TEAM COACH Chris Placencia MANAGER Mark Nordio
MILESTONES 50 GAMES Cormac Johnston / Lucian Coveney

U11 DIV 2 - HOUNDS  TEAM AWARDS  BEST & FAIREST Ollie Nordio B&F RUNNER-UP Cormac Johnston BEST DEFENDER Finn Swift BEST MIDFIELDER Isaac Placencia
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zac Tashtan BEST ALL-ROUNDER Felix Tretheway MOST IMPROVED Alex Christofides MOST COURAGEOUS Henry Jordan PLAYERS PLAYER Aidan Cosgriff and Alex Brown

W e started the season 
with a group 
chat about what 
we all wanted to 

focus on and boy did they focus on 
their individual goals - every player 
finished off the season a much better 
player, well done. The improvement 
was remarkable. The Hounds had a 
great season joining the Blacks (Div 
2) and the Whites (Div 1) in the finals 
for the U11 group.

The team showed early grit and 
determination to start off with two 
come from behind wins. Smithy’s 
bootcamp had paid off (sorry boys 
it’ll be on again in 2020). Some ups 
and downs in the season was one way 
to sum it up, but really it was about 
growing as individuals and as a team. 
Our mid season day off at Nielsen 
Park was fantastic and Chris and I 
loved getting to see the boys have so 
much fun together (ably supervised 
by Denise Brown).

Our match of the season was 
without doubt against the Blacks at 
home. We had gone down to them 
in the mid season so the boys really 
wanted to even the ledger. They were 
on fire, always wanted the win and 
never let up - true Hounds style. 
A finals appearance the following 
week against the eventual grand 

final winners was a great reward for 
an excellent season. Well done to all 
the boys, Chris and I loved coaching 
you this year. I really look forward 
to seeing you back at the club next 
season with plenty of kicks of the 
footy under your belts over the 
summer.

Chris Placencia is a footy saint, 
the season was a lot of fun with him 
and he made sure the boys were 
well drilled and ready to rock. Mark 
Nordio made managing a U11 side 

look like it was his full time job. He 
was so organised and made sure all 
Chris and I had to do was turn up. We 
had a brilliant water runner in Luis 
Placencia and brilliant runners in 
Luke Briscoe and Stu Cosgriff (good 
luck with the physio both of you), 
thank you. Thanks also to the parents 
for encouraging the boys throughout 
the season, the send off against 
Moore Park in our losing semi final 
was the perfect example. See you all 
in 2020!

I really 
look 
forward 
to seeing 
you back 
at the 
club next 
season 
with 
plenty of 
kicks of 
the footy 
under 
your belts 
over the 
summer.

ground ball winners and loved any 
chance he could, to sneak up to the 
forward line and have a crack at goal. 
A footy ball in the off season for you 
and plenty of kicks with it. Great year 
Willem. Mr Potential.
´CORMAC JOHNSTON
I met Cormac two minutes before 
our first game of the season. I said, 
you must be Cormac, where have 
you been? “Oh, I’ve been sailing” he 
said in a typically calm and assured 
Cormac kinda way. Well Cormac 
had an absolute blinder that game 
and throughout the season. He was 
everywhere for us and such a huge 
contributor to the team.  Cannot wait 
for 2020! Go to man.
´HENRY JORDAN
Henry took a little adjusting to 
having his dad amongst the coaching 
ranks for the first time, but once he’d 
sorted that out he had a great second 
half of the season. A mercurial 
positional shift by Chris P saw Henry 
lift his game involvement and help 
across the side. Shutdown speed is 
awesome. Second effort king.
´ JOEL KENCHINGTON
Joel, for a big kid, has some very, very 
silky skills, lovely to watch. Always 
there and ready to get amongst it, Joel 
contributed all season. Well done. 
Once awoken, watch out!
´AIDAN LANG
Aidan is a fantastic footy player with 
a real hunger for the ball and a win 
at the contest. By mid season Aidan 
was either running hard off one of 
his ruckmen or trying to sneak a goal 
when least expected. Great season 
Aidan, well done. Mr Team.
´ SAM MAYBURY
Sam is perhaps the happiest of all 
the Hounds, always smiling, always 
ready to go. His second half of the 
season was excellent improving 
and building through the season 
and always in the fight. Well done 
Sam, huge effort, one of our best 
improvers. Happy go lucky.
´OLLIE NORDIO
Ollie has talent to burn and so much 
potential, he had a great 2019 season. 
His left boot must be up there with 
the best in the age group. Next year’s 
progression should be enormous. 
Well done Ollie. Camaraderie king!
´ JASPER PATTINSON
Jasper had a terrific season. About a 
third of the way through the season 
Jasper clearly worked out he was 
bigger than most kids and used it to 
his advantage, winning the ball or 

letting attacking opposition players 
know he was there to stop them. 
Well done Jasper, awesome to watch. 
Practical joker.
´HAMISH PAXTON
Hamish had a great year. A small, 
deceptive forward, Hamish kicked 
some great goals with his speed 
and tenacity to win the ball. A big 
contributor, Hamish was always in 
the thick of it and great to watch. 
Chilled dude.
´ ISAAC PLACENCIA
Isaac was without doubt, one of 
our best trainers all season. Always 
wanting to get going, get into contact 
and compete, he showed the boys 
how to do it all season. Game day 
wasn’t much different and his 
competitive spirit will hold him in 
great stead in footy and in life. Well 
done Isaac. Mr Bones!
´ FINN SWIFT
Finn has one hell of a motor. He would 
turn up on Saturday looking like 
he had just played a game of Rugby 
(which invariably he had) and then 
would produce an enormous effort 
busting through opposition players 
with ease and sending the ball back 
down to our forward line. In our 
semi final we couldn’t seem to put a 
stop on a particular player. Finn did! 
Mouthguard out prior to talking Finn!
´ZAC TASHTAN
Zac looked strangely at me when I 
told him he ran like a gazelle. He has 
silky skills which were on display 
most Saturdays and his two freakish 
goals against the Blacks at home will 
be remembered by his mum, his dad 
and me for the rest of our days. Good 
luck in the off season, 2020 is going 
to be big for you! Mr Personality.
´ FELIX TRETHEWEY
Felix started the season with a bang 
against Maroubra, sparking an 
unlikely win with a couple of great 
goals. This continued throughout 
and he was always there, always 
competing. He has a great footy 
brain and great skills. I really enjoyed 
coaching Felix and think next year 
will be a cracker. A true footballer.
´MAX WIGNALL
Max played everywhere for 
the Hounds in 2019 and looks 
comfortable in every position. A very 
relaxed and natural footy player his 
goal from the centre bounce against 
Newtown was an absolute cracker. 
Well done Max, plenty of good 
footy years lie ahead for you. Quiet 
achiever with fire.
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U11 DIV 2-BLACKS 
´GABE BALKIN
Gabe impressed us all season with 
his leadership skills. He is a natural 
communicator and clever decision 
maker. HIs courage in the midfield 
often resulted in hard ball gets which 
allowed our outside running mids 
to find space and opportunity. His 
efficient and accurate kicking was 
a real asset to this team. Gabe’s 
standards at training were always elite 
and he was a sponge for feedback. 
´ JACKSON BARNES
Jacko has had a fantastic season. The 
thing that has impressed me most this 
season has been Jacko’s effort, both at 
training and during the games. He has 
really worked hard on getting the little 
things right. His improved marking 
was an example of that. He is a keen 
learner, always attentive and willing 
to soak up as much information as 
he can. Jackson played his best footy 
in defence this year and he should 
be proud of his achievements. Jacko 
is a great team player and I really 
look forward to seeing him progress 
further next year.
´HARRISON BRISTOW
Harrison was a calming presence on 
our team all year. Taking an important 
mark in defence, or slotting a crucial 
goal in attack. He even started to show 
some potential in the ruck, such is his 
versatility. He must have been very 
frustrating for opposition coaches as 
he often sat a kick behind the play, 
mopping up any attacking foray, and 
sending Glebe back into the forward 
50.
´XAVIER BUSH
Xavier made his impact in the very 
first game, in his very first season, 
kicking three goals on debut. 
From there he went from strength 
to strength. He was attentive and 
enthusiastic at training no matter 
the conditions or the drill. He 
supported his teammates and tackled 
ferociously. To see Xavier out on the 
wing, ball in hand, was a sight that 
struck fear into opponents and joy 
into Greyhounds everywhere. 
´WILLIAM DUFFY
I’ve enjoyed watching Will progress 
this year. Will always put in a 
fantastic effort at training and follows 
instruction well. Will’s ability to 
apply pressure to the contest was a 
great attribute he worked hard on 
developing as the season went on. A 
quiet achiever who has the makings of 
a really good footballer. He was a great 

HEAD COACH Nick Woodall TEAM COACHES Chris Barnes MANAGER Tony Tarrant
MILESTONES 50 GAMES Maxwell Menzies /Matthew Sugowdz-Madgwick /Wil Tarrant /Rafael Ramos /Elliot Wood /Charlie Woodall

 U11 DIV 2-BLACKS  TEAM AWARDS  BEST & FAIREST Alex Hare B&F RUNNER-UP Tom Killingsworth BEST DEFENDER Orlando Swanson BEST MIDFIELDER Gabe Balkin LEADING GOAL KICKER Luca Gardiner 
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Harrison Bristow MOST IMPROVED Elliot Wood MOST COURAGEOUS Rafael Ramos BEST FIRST YEAR PLAYER Xavier Bush

W hat a fantastic 
season from the 
Blacks. In fact, 
it was a massive 

effort from all three U11 teams to 
play finals.  It’s a real testament to 
the calibre of coaches and the huge 
effort the kids put in all year to get 
themselves in that position. 

The improvement I’ve seen in the 
Blacks this season has been a joy to 
watch and be a part of. As a coach, if 
you can get improvement out of every 
player I believe you’ve done your job 
and I think we achieved that with the 
Blacks this year.

Every player has had an impact 
on this team, which put us in great 
stead to have the success we did. 
The resilience they showed during 
games when the chips were down, 
was admirable and I couldn’t be a 
prouder coach. 

A special mention must go to 
Chris Barnes (affectionately known 
as Barsley). He has made my job 
easy this year and has made me look 
bloody good. His organisation at 
training has been second to none. 
His ability to explain team structures 
and put it in a language the kids 
understand was great to watch. Chris 
is a great motivator and his positivity 
around the boys has been infectious. 
You’ve been a great influence on this 
team. Thanks mate, I couldn’t have 

done it without you. 
To our manager, Tony Tarrant, 

you’ve done an outstanding job this 
year.  Updating Teamstuff, rostering 
parents for jobs, putting your hand 
up to do extra jobs if need be, and 
keeping things in general running 
order. It’s not an easy job and I thank 
you for it. 

To all of our parents for putting 
your hand up each week and 
volunteering your time to do the 
jobs that keep our great game of AFL 
ticking over. I also thank you for 
raising such a wonderful bunch of 
kids. It’s a credit to you and they have 
been a pleasure to coach. 

To our little team of champions, 
the Blacks,  what an awesome 
season you’ve had. You should all be 
proud of your efforts this year, and 
in particular, making it through to 
the grand final. Most of you were 
emotional at the end of the game, 
which tells me you’re passionate, 
it meant something to you, and it 
wasn’t just another game of football - 
that’s fantastic.

Well done boys on a great season!

To our little team of champions, the 
Blacks,  what an awesome season 
you’ve had.

asset to our team this year and I look 
forward to further improvement in 
coming seasons. Well done Will!
´LUCA GARDINER
Luca proved to be a real goal sneak 
this season, often putting them 
through from difficult angles. Luca’s 
really worked on his accuracy both in 
front of goal and finding a target. The 
most pleasing area of improvement  
has been Luca’s running game and 
his second and third efforts. His 
efficiency in getting a handball away 
in heavy traffic often created more 
scoring opportunities for the team. An 
enjoyable season to watch.
´OSCAR GOUGE
Oscar is a kid who brings a light 
hearted approach to the team. He 
enjoys his time at training and is well 
liked by the team. Oscar was great 
for us in defence this year. He did a 
good job manning up on opposition 
players, his run was excellent and he 
is a great team player. Oscar’s marking 
was another area of noticeable 
improvement. 
´ALEX HARE
Alex shows all the hallmarks of the 
Glebe ‘team-first’ mentality. He 
worked hard at training, encouraged 
others and listened to instructions. 
His impact on games was multifaceted 
as he was equally impressive on the 
ball, applying tackling pressure in 
defence, or peppering the goals. His 
boundless energy and love of the 
game made him a joy to coach. 
´TRISTAN HOLMES
Tristan is a very coachable kid. He is 
another kid who soaks it all in and 
listens well to instruction. When 
given a task to perform, he goes out 
and does it to the best of his ability. 
Tristan’s kicking and marking 
improved a great deal this season. 
For a little guy, there were some gutsy 
performances throughout the year. 
Tristan is a real team player and is a 
great little footballer.
´TOM KILLINGSWORTH
Tom’s presence of mind, thumping 
kick and football IQ were all massive 
reasons this team was successful this 
year. He was solid across all positions 
and worked hard to be a two-way 
runner. Often first to the ball, Tom 
earnt plenty of contested possessions 
which gave his teammates space and 
time to burst into attack. 
´MAXWELL MENZIES
Maxwell wasn’t scared to put his 
body on the line in order to benefit 
the team. Maxwell’s speed often 

saw him getting to the contests first, 
laying a great foundation to win the 
ball. Maxwell really worked hard 
on his marking this season. A great 
improvement in this area of his game.  
Sometimes you see Maxwell frustrated 
when things aren’t going right, which 
tells me he’s passionate and wants to 
do better, both individually and for his 
team. Something to be admired. 
´RUKI MERLIN
Ruki’s improvement this season was 
enormous. He grew in confidence 
with each passing week, built on a 
fantastic work ethic at training and 
a courageous approach to winning 
the ball. His kicking has improved 
out of sight and his positioning on 
the wing highlighted his speed and 
gut-running ability. Ruki was a joy to 
coach. 
´CHANDLER RAMEAR
Chandler was a ferocious trainer. 
He held the standard for physical 
contested-style footy and made those 
around him lift their intensity. His 
quick snap across his body made 
him a deadly forward pocket but this 
skill was also valuable in the midfield 
where he could clear the congestion 
and provide some space for our 
outside mids. He never backed away 
from a contest and worked hard on 
his skills. 
´RAFAEL RAMOS
Rafael’s presence in the forward line 
was a game breaker in the first half of 
the season. He threw himself into the 
contest and was often able to come 
away with a contested mark or a quick 
shot on goal. Raf’s courage in the back 
half of the season was an inspiration, 
playing through sickness and injury.
We were also impressed with his 
ability to read the play, sitting a 
kick and a half behind the pack 
understanding how and when to cut 
off the oppositions attack. Both skills 
made him a very valuable player this 
season.
´HUGH SINCLAIR
I coached Hugh last year and his 
improvement from last year to this 
year has been fantastic. The two big 
areas of improvement have been 
his aggression and hunger for the 
football. He has really worked on 
his speed and often puts himself in 
good field position to give the team 
greater opportunity in clearing 
the ball. His hand passing has 
been another noticeable area of  
improvement. Well done on a great 
season Hugh!

´MATTHEW SUGOWDZ-MADGWICK
Matthew was a great utility player for 
us this year. He played in a number 
of different roles and did a good job 
when given specific tasks. Matt’s 
kicking and marking really improved 
toward the back half of the year as 
did his running. There were a couple 
of games in the middle of the year 
where Matt blew the opposition out of 
the water with his commitment and 
attack on the football. I look forward 
to seeing him produce this type of 
footy next season. 
´ORLANDO SWANSON
Orlando has had an awesome year. 
His consistency week in week out has 
been second to none. He has played a 
great tagging role for us this year and 
did a fantastic job shutting down good 
opposition players. There wasn’t too 
much more Orlando could have done 
in the grand final…...it was as close 
to a complete performance as you’ll 
see. To back himself like he did, run 
around the man on the mark and kick 
a goal from the boundary line was 
amazing to watch. Congratulations on 
a great season.
´WIL TARRANT 
It was terrific to see Wil start to use 
his enormous physical presence to 
effect in the latter stages of the season. 
When he threw himself into the ruck 
there were few opponents who could 
match his strength. I was particularly 
impressed with the development of 
his kicking especially the accuracy of 
this drop punt. With a focus on adding 
this physicality to his defence, Wil 
could become a genuine weapon on 
the field. 
´ELLIOT WOOD
Elliot had a very solid season. He 
played very consistent football, 
particularly in the back half of 
the year. Elliot is a player who is 
competent in most positions and 
very dependable when we’re in the 
trenches. His marking and kicking 
have been fantastic all year. Elliot is a 
very coachable kid and I look forward 
to watching him master his craft over 
the coming seasons.
´CHARLIE WOODALL
Charlie’s improvement this year was 
a delight to behold. His last few games 
saw a huge leap in confidence and with 
this came an equally impressive lift in 
marking ability, distance on his kicks 
and general attack on the ball. In our 
semi-final win against Maroubra his 
mark under considerable pressure in 
the back pocket saved a certain goal. 
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P re-season started with a 
bunch of new faces joining 
the group and nearly all 
of the 2018 player crop 

returning with beaming smiles. The 
coaching group set about grading the 
two teams through trial games and a 
healthy balance of skills and fitness 
work to kick off the year. The U12 
group was flush with parents willing 
to lend a hand which generated a 
great pre-season vibe for the group 
and with 44 players available the 
coaches had a tough time grading the 
two teams.

With the grading finalised the U12 
Black Div1 team set about developing 
three key core fundamentals for the 
year. Keeping our ‘structure’ during 
matchday, focusing on a ‘team’ first 
approach and maintaining ‘resilience’ 
throughout the year. These were the 
pillars of our strategy in 2019 which 
we knew was going to be a significant 
challenge in the top division.

Learning to play to a defined 
structure with specific roles 

and responsibilities was a huge 
development step for all boys. 
Holding position, guarding 
dangerous space or spreading 
from contests the boys had great 
opportunities to rotate positions 
as well as see the positive effects of 
sticking to a team structure and the 
negative results when we fell away 
from it. 

AFL is a contact sport and learning 
to put your body into the contest 
for the team is a big step for a lot of 
boys.  The physical intensity of Div1 
is challenging however we had some 
standout efforts by some boys putting 
themselves on the line for the team in 
a true team first approach. Our sole 
win during the season was a brutal 
away encounter against Balgowlah 
where our boys stood tall.

If attendance at matchday and 
training is a measure of how resilient 
the team was during the season, then 
we passed with flying colours. Even 
during school holidays and cold July 
training sessions on Fed Reserve our 

team turned up to learn each week.  
It was a real credit to the boys who 
could have fallen away during the 
season but regularly we would have 
19 of 22 at training and everyone 
available game day. Equally resilient 
was the application of the players 
at training, their development over 
the year was clearly visible to the 
coaching group by years end.

This group are a pleasure to coach. 
They listen, care for each other and 
are to be admired for their passion in 
a tough season. A lot of credit goes 
to the Greyhound parents who have 
clearly instilled an enthusiastic, 
hardworking and respectful ethic 
into these kids that makes coaching 
them such a breeze. 

Thank you to Matt, Nick, Jenny, 
and Ben Shields who helped 
immensely in keeping a sensational 
atmosphere around the group during 
the season. Thank you to Ben Tam 
who managed the team and parents 
brilliantly in his first year at the club, 
everything ran very smoothly.

we would 
have 19 
of 22 at 
training 
and 
everyone 
available 
game day

 U12 DIV 1                                                         
´GEORGE BROOKER
George was an important player in our 
forward structure given his athletic 
ability. His speed across the ground 
exposed many backlines this year 
as no one could catch George when 
the ball was between him and the 
goals. George like most of the players 
worked hard to compete in Div1 
which was a much faster and physical 
style of game than 2018. George had 
his fair share of knocks and bruises 
but kept competing and training hard 
always willing to smile and get back 
into the contest. He should be proud 
of his progression in 2019.
´WILLIAM BROTHERS
William was new to the Greyhounds 
in 2019 but took little time to impact 
both the contest and the players 
around him. Playing forward and 
in the ruck William took time to 
understand his role, the game style 
and his importance to the team 
structure. Once he grasped these 
requirements the improvement was 

significant. His marking, leading 
and contested ball work became a 
feature toward the end of the year. A 
wonderful year of development and 
a joy for the coaches to see Will apply 
himself and get the results of his 
work. With extra effort in his fitness 
it will allow him to play more time in 
the ruck and help the team further.
´CAELUM BROTHERS
Caelum joined his twin brother at 
the Greyhounds in 2019 and like 
William was a popular member of 
the team. Caelum struggled early 
in the season with the pace of the 
game and physicality but as the 
season wore on, he began to develop 
his confidence to the point that the 
last game saw him side stepping 
opponents in the forward line. 
Caelum never complained, always 
applied himself 100% and spoke up 
when he had questions. A great year 
of development for Caelum.
´OLIVER CHAPLIN
Oliver competed nearly all year in the 
midfield for the Greyhounds matched 

against quality players. Ollie used 
all his 50+ game experience to try 
to negate opponents while trying to 
win the ball himself. A strong runner, 
Ollie improved as his knowledge 
of the team structure developed. 
The defensive side of his game 
improved, however his hand passing 
in congestion stood out as a major 
development area.  Ollie created 
strong overlap by releasing players 
around him with clever hand passes 
and always followed up with the 
second effort. A pleasure to coach.
´ZACHARY COULL
Zac brought sensational ferocity 
to the team in 2019. His attack on 
the ball and the contest lifted the 
players around him and caused 
the opposition to tread carefully. 
Zac played in many roles across the 
ground always putting his body on 
the line for the team. Zac was unlucky 
again this year to sustain injuries both 
with the Greyhounds and at school. 
His absence was noticeable when 
unavailable. Despite missing games 
Zac still topped the tackle count at 
seasons end, a great effort from a real 
leader of the team. Zac is a pleasure to 
coach always listening and trying to 
improve. 
´FINN DERMODY
Finn had a fantastic year in 2019 
reaching his 50 game milestone and 
was very unlucky not to win the most 
improved award. Finn’s quiet off field 
demeanor changes once across the 
line, rarely beaten and always up for 
the contest, especially when he could 
clamp a big tackle on his opponent. 
Finn has developed well as a reliable 
defender always clearing the ball 
wide and supporting his backline 
mates. Finn’s marking and kicking 
also improved markedly from 2018 
through practice and dedication. 
Finn is a great team man, a pleasure 
to coach and has a long successful 
football career ahead of him.
´CHARLIE GILPIN
Charlie had a strong preseason and a 
brilliant start to the year dominating 
early games a highlight being his 9 
mark game against Balgowlah. As the 
season wore on Charlie had to work 
harder to find the ball as he adapted to 
different positions and roles. Missing 
games through injury did not help 
his confidence but to his credit he 
stuck at it to have some strong late 
season games. Charlie is a pleasure to 
coach, especially the way he handles 
being the coach’s son. Always upbeat ´
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in defence Robbie was an important 
player in the backline always seeming 
to have more time than other players 
to dispose of the ball. Robbie had 
some tough days in defence when the 
ball was coming in repeatedly and 
relentlessly. Robbie never dropped 
his head and always remained a team 
player. Robbie is a pleasure to coach, 
has a great work ethic and should be 
pleased with his ‘Best All Rounder 
Award’.
´WILL NICHOLS
Will Nichols passed the magical 100 
game milestone this year and he and 
his teammates celebrated in style. 
Will played a heroic year of football at 
full back leading the defence against 
strong teams that peppered the goal 
front. Rarely beaten one on one Will 
really developed his defensive game 
by attaching the ball, keeping it in 
front of himself and never giving up. 
Will reads the play exceptionally well 
and his telescopic arms make him 
a potential dominant footballer in 
the years to come. Will is a pleasure 
to coach always putting the team 
first and the epitome of resilience. 
Congratulations to Will for another 
great year, winning ‘Best Defender’ 
(again) and developing his game to 
the next level.   
´ JACKSON RUMPFF
Jackson had a strong year playing in 
almost every position on the ground. 
Jacko is a very popular team mate 
who always brings his enthusiasm 

and willing to compete his kicking 
and marking skills have developed 
significantly this year. He should be 
pleased to reach 50 games this year 
and with the leadership he’s shown 
within the team.
´GABRIEL GILTINAN
Gabe had a fantastic preseason 
coming into the year fit, energised 
and smiling as usual. Gabe didn’t 
get the time and space this year to 
cut opposition teams up with his 
running ability like we had planned. 
On the occasions he was able to get 
free on the outside his run, carry and 
kicking propelled the Greyhounds 
deep into attack. Gabe often had to do 
the inside midfield grunt work that 
took real courage with his slighter 
frame, but he stuck at it and should 
wear the bumps and bruises with 
pride. Gabe has all the athletic ability 
to be a high quality footballer for 
a long time, and as he grows he’ll 
be able to more confidently throw 
himself into the contest and run 
opponents off their feet.
´HUGO GUASTELLA
Hugo had a fantastic year in 2019 
and thoroughly deserves the ‘Most 
Courageous’ award for 2019. Not only 
did he pass his 50 game milestone but 
he was chosen in the winning Sydney 
City Representative team. Hugo was 
the barometer for our team in 2019. 
When he played well and put physical 
pressure on the opposition our team 
lifted. A wonderful player that could 
turn a game for the Greyhounds with 
his sheer willingness to force the 
ball forward and put his body where 
most wouldn’t. Hugo should be very 
pleased with his development this 
year despite the team not winning 
many games. His team first approach 
and resilience shone through as top 
shelf characteristics.
´LEO HOENIG
Leo is a player every coach loves to 
have in the team. Always listening, 
eager to learn and improve. Leo is 
happy to play anywhere he is asked, 
often against bigger opponents. 
Leo never shirked a contest this 
season. Often willing to play through 
soreness and injury Leo is a team 
first player who has developed his 
skills to another level this year and 
his marking and work around the 
stoppages has been impressive. Leo 
should be very happy with another 
top year personally at the highest 
level.   
´BENNY HUNT

Benny had a bruising year in the 
midfield, the crash and bash of Div1 
not always allowing him the time and 
space he enjoys to dazzle us with his 
speed and beautiful kicking.  Benny 
displayed all the resilience the coaches 
were looking for as the most likely 
player to make a second, third or 
fourth attempt to follow up and win 
the ball. Benny’s skills developed 
markedly in 2019 as did his defensive 
understanding taking accountability 
of his opposition player when we 
didn’t have the ball.  Benny should be 
pleased with another strong year of 
development.  
´HARRY KEEPING
Harry had an exceptional year for the 
Greyhounds in 2019. Working across 
half back his ability to read the play 
and intercept mark was brilliant. 
He never stopped giving 100% effort 
to every contest and thoroughly 
deserves his ‘Best & Fairest’ award. He 
should also be congratulated for his 
role as full back for the winning City 
Representative team. Harry’s attack 
on the ball is first class often lifting the 
team with courageous efforts. Harry 
is a pleasure to coach his passion 
for the game is infectious across the 
group. Despite the lack of wins this 
season Harry should be very pleased 
with his dominant year and ongoing 
development.
´WILL KILLEN
Will was starved of forward line 
opportunities in 2019 as the 

Greyhounds battled out most games 
in the back half. Will slowly adjusted 
to the team structure of pushing 
up to the ball and leading toward 
the contest providing a target and 
contesting to hold the ball in the 
forward line. Will is a silky player who 
kicked important goals for us through 
the year, often creating some magic 
in the forward pocket and snapping 
the unthinkable. His skills developed 
noticeably in 2019 especially his 
marking and sure hands at ground 
level.
´ JOEL LEWIS
Joel passed his 50-game milestone in 
2019 and was one of the only players 
to play every game this season. His 
experience and durability in defence 
was a highlight for the team. Joel 
developed strongly in 2019 putting 
physical pressure on his opponents, 
learning to use his strength to spoil 
and began to take important intercept 
marks in the backline. A pleasure 
to coach Joel is always happy to take 
on a challenge and persist until the 
final siren. Joel should be happy with 
another strong year of development 
that will hold him in good standing in 
the coming years.  
´ROBBIE LLOYD
Robbie had a fantastic year in 2019. 
He improved each week in almost any 
position the coaches put him in. The 
development in Robbie’s overhead 
marking and kicking was noticeable 
as the season wore on, rarely beaten 

and willingness to learn to training 
and game day. A pleasure to coach, 
he showed excellent versatility and 
resilience in adapting to roles that the 
team needed. Jackson did some tough 
jobs on quality forwards in Div1 and 
always tried his best to spoil, tackle 
and restrict his opponent. 2019 really 
developed Jackson’s defensive game 
and both his hand and foot skills 
improved greatly from the start of the 
year.
´KEATON SAGGERS
Keaton had a fantastic year in 2019 as 
the workhorse of the team and only 
just missed winning the Best & Fairest 
award. As a coach you could not ask 
more of Keaton, always competing 
against multiple defenders, throwing 
his body in and winning the ball, 
his resilience and team first attitude 
were the benchmark of the team. 
Mr ‘Fix-it’ Keaton was thrown all 
over the ground to help the team. 
Even battered and bruised he never 
complained and always gave 100%. 
A really impressive year playing on 
the oppositions best players and 
developing his game accordingly. 
Congratulations on a standout 
season.
´CONNOR SHIELDS
Connor was a new arrival in the 
preseason and became a popular 
team member immediately, especially 
with the midfielders that enjoyed 
his precision ruck taps to advantage 
at the stoppages. Connor developed 

markedly as his understanding of 
the game plan evolved and his fitness 
improved during the season. Connor 
is unstoppable in the midfield when 
he hunts the ball and supports his 
teammates at ground level. He was 
our most consistent contributor in 
the middle all year with his taps and 
follow up work. Connors marking 
around the ground really developed 
as the year progressed as did his 
influence on the game.  
 ́ ALEX TAM
Alex also was a popular new 
member of the team in 2019 bringing 
blistering speed and dash across half 
back and through the midfield. Alex 
developed his game significantly 
getting stronger in the contest and 
providing a running option when 
he took the game on. Alex didn’t get 
as much open space as he would of 
liked this season but when he did his 
second and third efforts generated 
great link up football for the team. 
Alex marking and ground ball skills 
really developed under the pressure 
of Div1 football this year and will pay 
dividends in 2020. Well done on a 
solid year at the Greyhounds.
´ZACHARY THAI
Zac returned to the club in 2019 and 
introduced himself to the coaching 
group in preseason as a ‘tackling 
machine’. We were impressed!  
Possessing amazing speed his 
defensive pressure in the forward 
line to run down opponents from 
behind was important for the team 
in locking the ball into our half. 
The speed and physicality of Div1 
took some adjustment for Zac but 
he applied himself at every training 
and in every game right to the final 
siren. Zac should be proud of the 
development achieved in his football 
in 2019.
´OTIS VAN DER STAP
Otis was also new to the Greyhounds 
in 2019 and really impressed the 
coaches in preseason with his skills 
and running ability, especially 
having not played much AFL prior. 
Otis worked hard with limited 
opportunities in the forward line this 
year. Often playing deep forward his 
attack on the contest was important 
for the team in locking the ball in our 
forward zone. Otis learned a lot in a 
tough competition this year and will 
be a better player for the experience. 
Congratulations on a solid year 
where the resilience to keep at it was 
most impressive.
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
HEAD COACHES Tim Wild, Sam Winter  ASSISTANT COACHES/TRAINING Dugald Morrow, Anthony Fickler  MANAGERS Barbara Taylor, Alison Ryan

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Hugh Gibbons / Ned Larke / Lucas Kung 
 GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD DROUDIS AWARD FOR DETERMINATION AND COURAGE Jackson Townley

U 12 Whites narrowly 
missed the finals despite 
finishing tied for 4th 
with the Cronulla Sharks 

and who we came out on top of in a 
close tussle in the final round.
That day we had our full roster of 

22 players, testament to the Whites 
commitment through the season and 
sportsmanship with all players having 
to take turns to play for the opposition 
most weeks. The final round match 
showcased the development of the 
boys skills, teamwork and attitude 
with the boys marking overhead, 
winning contested marks, leading 
hard into space and passing decisively 
to each other.

Week in week out the boys 
learned to respond to the increased 
physicality of U12 footy having been 
fairly squared up by some of the 
bigger teams early in the season.

Through the course of the season 
the concentration and intensity over 
all four quarters improved and most 

impressively for themselves and the 
club, the boys continued to play hard 
and fair when games were well out 
of reach.

Standout contributions rotated 
through the rounds with the boys 
growing in self-confidence and their 
accountability to each other. Some 
of just a few of the season’s magical 
moments to savour:
l Oscar’s 10 goal haul in Rd11
l Rory winning the ‘claret cup’
l Sam’s powerful runs and snaps
l Hugh forever defending despite a 
flag to the eye
l Shaking off and stepping up to 
Heathcote’s firm tackling
l Our weekly captains leading from 
the front
l Remy’s ball winning intensity 
every week
l Old fashion footy in ‘sideways’ rain 
at Jubilee in Rd8
l Ned and Hugh breaking through 
their 50 game banner
l Aston’s BOG performance with 

gritty defense against Penshurst 
Panthers
l Joseph’s long range goals in Rd13 
against the Moore Park Tigers

Thank you to Barbara and Alison 
for their tireless team management 
that kept us on track all season and 
to all the parents for supporting the 
club, matchday responsibilities and 
getting their boys to training and 
matches on time.

Finally, thank you to the boys for 
their passion, focus and putting their 
bodies on the line each week for each 
other. Hope to see everyone next 
season.

Week in week out the boys learned 
to respond to the increased 
physicality of U12 footy having been 
fairly squared up by some of the 
bigger teams early in the season

U12 DIV 3
´FELIX ANCHER
With his can do attitude, mild 
mannered nature, but fierce 
determination, Felix was again a joy 
to coach. Felix is a deserved winner 
of the Best all-rounder award, having 
played practically every position on 
the ground with aplomb, including all 
key positions.
´TOM BORONSKI
A stalwart defender, Tom would have 
to win the “Golden Fist” award for the 
Whites. Tom loves to play up back and 
relishes shutting down his opponent, 
with strong shepherding and spoiling, 
and fantastic second efforts and run 
out of the backline.
´ JASPER (GUS) CULSHAW
In his first season of AFL Gus hit the 
ground running playing mainly on the 
wing. Committed to the ball and his 
man, Gus was a pleasure to coach and 
it was great to see him taking a strong 
contested mark in the last round in 
front of the vocal Greyhound’s crowd.

´ASTON DALES
Aston thoroughly deserved the 
Most Improved Player Award. Aston 
possesses all the skills though it was 
through the season as his confidence 
grew that his well rounded game 
really came together culminating 
with a BOG performance at centre 
half back against an unusually strong 
Penshurst Panthers side.
´TOM EVANS
Tom had an explosive season with 
“Rioli-like” impact in offense. His 
roving and evasive running changed 
the momentum of many a game and 
the hounds look forward to his further 
growth and impact next season. 
Always a great team man, a highlight 
came in Rd5 against the Miranda 
Bombers when he gave off a handball 
in front of goal for a teammate to kick 
the goal because he’d already kicked a 
bag himself - a true gentleman!
´OSCAR FICKLER
Oscar quickly slotted into the 
spearhead full forward position for 

the Whites this season, and carried 
out his role with precision goal 
kicking and some excellent marking 
and loose ball gets. Rd11 saw Oscar 
receive the nickname “Plugger” after 
his stand-out bag of 10 against the 
Swans.
´HUGH GIBBONS
Early in the season Hugh was given 
the crucial role of full back and he 
didn’t want to give it back! Hugh 
clearly loved his footy this season and 
really developed his game and his 
ability to read the play. Hugh played a 
stand-out game against the top team 
in Heathcote, when he battled hard 
all day and didn’t want to come off 
despite receiving a nasty injury to the 
back.
´RORY HARE
Rory is the “Joel Selwood” key in 
and under player of the U12 Whites 
- proving himself to be an invaluable 
midfielder always scrapping for the 
ball, determined to win the clearance. 
He really showed his metal when he ´
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playing both back and forward, and 
demonstrating his accurate kicking 
with a handful of goals. Jackson is 
a keen listener, always wanting to 
learn and improve, and is a pleasure 
to coach.
´ SAM WALKER
Sam was a massive addition to the 
Hounds this year after coming across 
from Drummoyne. With a huge 
engine that kept him running and 
running all day, Sam never had an off 
day - testament to this was his award 
for Runner-up in the Best & Fairest.
´KYNA WILD
A sign of his dominance this season, 
Kyna picked up both the Best and 
Fairest and the Players Player awards. 
Despite being one of the tallest in 
the team, Kyna is one of the most 
athletic, and with a great overhead 
mark, and long kick, Kyna was 
always reliable across all areas of the 
ground.
´ZAC WINTER
Zac had an impactful season as a 
senior member of the backline. 
His overhead mark and kicking 
really improved through the season 
allowing him to confidently run the 
ball out of defence and deliver with 
accuracy to his midfield week in 
week out.

 U12 DIV 3 TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Kyna Wild BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Sam Walker BEST DEFENDER Hugh Gibbons BEST MIDFIELDER Remy Morrow LEADING GOAL KICKER Oscar Fickler 
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Felix Ancher MOST IMPROVED Aston Dales MOST COURAGEOUS Ned Larke PLAYER’S PLAYER Kyna Wild 

left the ground in Rd13 with claret 
streaming from his head requiring 
4 stitches, but was completely 
unphased.
´ JOSEPH HARRIS
Again Joseph carried out a key role 
as one of the two main ruckmen for 
the Whites, and he did it with Brodie 
Grundy-esque skills, displaying 
fantastic hard ball gets and was 
incredibly valuable up forward with 
his accurate boot in front of goal.
´ALEXANDER (SANDY) JONES
A new-comer to the club this season, 
Sandy’s friendly demeanor made 
him a popular team man, and he 
slotted easily into the team. Sandy 
worked hard and did everything that 
was asked of him, and was invaluable 
with his great pace running out of 
half back, on the wing and in the 
forward pocket.
´ JASPER JONES
For his first season in AFL Jasper 
was a really valuable contributor. 
Though it took a few rounds to find 
his rhythm, Jasper found his calling 
in the backline and soon became our 
enforcer, with some of the toughest 
tackles in the team.
´ LUCAS KUNG
Lucas, a leading goal kicker this 
season, played an integral role in the 

forward line. Despite being heavily 
tagged, Lucas is able to take the mark 
or shrug the tackle and kick true in 
front of goal. Lucas had some stand 
out games, including in Rd5 against 
the Bombers when he shared a bag 
of goals with Tom Evans, and one as 
our match winner in a one point nail-
biter against the Bulldogs in Rd2.
´NED LARKE
Ned was a worthy recipient of the 
Most Courageous Player Award. As 
one of our starting ruckmen, his 
tireless running and never say die 
commitment saw Ned thwarting 
the opposition’s attack with strong 
defensive marking and energetic 
tackling all season.
´ LOUIS LUSTY
Louis was again a great contributor, 
playing varied positions across the 
ground, but showing great pace in 
breaking lines and running the ball 
out of defence. When he pushes the 
accelerator, Louis has speed to burn 
and he chases down the opposition 
with fierce determination.
´ THEO MCGRATH
Another new addition to the club this 
year, Theo brought some fantastic 
tackling ability and aggression from 
his rugby-playing days. And though 
he had to work hard to turn his rugby 

kick into a drop punt, he did that well 
and loved contributing with a goal 
late in the season.
´ LEVON MORDUE
With his wiley left boot, Levon held 
down the “Eddie Betts pocket” up 
forward and was a great contributor 
with a fantastic happy go lucky 
attitude and was always willing to 
learn.
´REMY MORROW
A deserved winner of the Best 
Midfielder, Remy dominated 
the midfield with his strength, 
aggression, speed, ability to break a 
tackle and silky ball skills. When he 
puts his mind to it Remy has a hell of 
a lot to offer, and on many occasions 
in 2019 Remy played match winning 
performances.
´ LACHLAN MURPHY
Lachlan was always sharp in the 
forward pocket, had his best game 
of the year in the last round leading 
and marking strongly all game 
and most encouragingly kicking 
big drop punts with accuracy. The 
improvement in his kicking has 
significantly benefited his total 
game close to goal.
´ JACKSON TOWNLEY
Jackson is a sensational team player 
and gives his all every game, happily 
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U12YG-BLACK
´MARGOT BASS-TRACY
An absolute pleasure to have in the 
team and such a great attitude to 
training and games and would just 
get on with the job with a minimum 
of fuss but always a smile. Margot 
is growing in confidence with her 
football and has really developed her 
skills and enjoying the contest.
´AVA CAMPBELL
Ava had a great first year of football. 
She is a natural runner and athlete 
and has become our half back 
rebound specialist tearing down the 
wings, with opposition resorting to 
all sorts of tactics to stop her. Ava is 
a burst of sunshine in the group and 
always quick to laugh at herself and 
with her teammates.
´MARGARET COONEY
Maggie is our marquee player with 
all the skills and fitness to match. But 
even the silkiest footballers need to 
work through challenges and with 
Maggie it was the much bigger bodies 
this year but once she adjusted to 
the new normal, she carved it up, 
especially in her 50th game at home.
´ ISABELLA CIRILLO-REED
Izzy is the quiet determined achiever. 
You know she’s going to tear it 
up when she brings out her very 
determined facial expressions as 
she battles for the ball and rips it out 
of the pack and goes for one of her 
trade-mark runs.
´ FRANKIE IVESON
It was Frankie’s first year of football 
and I loved her awesome attitude 
and tenacity at the ball.  A super girl 

HEAD COACH Matt Wakelin TEAM COACHES Andy Walsh, Adrian Wauchope MANAGERS Dan Walsh, Tiki Walsh
MILESTONES 50 GAMES Maggie Bass-Tracy / Maggie Cooney / Frankie Walsh

 U12YG-BLACK TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Yasmin Sayer BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Naomi Webb BEST DEFENDER Isabella Cirillo-Reed BEST MIDFIELDER Olivia Wauchope  
LEADING GOAL KICKER Frances Walsh BEST ALL-ROUNDER Leni Wakelin MOST IMPROVED Frankie Iveson MOST COURAGEOUS Amelia Walker PLAYERS PLAYER Naomi Webb

T hank you for the 
opportunity to coach again 
this year and I can honestly 
say for 97.7% of the season 

I thoroughly enjoyed it. We had a 
great bunch of girls and a great bunch 
of parents. I’d like to thank all the 
parents that helped out at training 
in particular as it is a challenge to 
satisfy the broad skill and interest 
levels of our team with first-year 
players learning how to kick, up to 
quite experienced and more skilled 
4th year players. 

Primarily, I hope the girls had 
fun and hope they return next 
year whether it be with the U12s 
or U14s, also I hope they improved 
as footballers and got something 
out of the year from a footballing 
perspective.

Another challenge for the team 
was the hangover from being the 
victims of our own success with 
a huge increase in girls this year 
and although we went from 1 team 
to 2 in the U12YG there was still a 
large bench most weeks. I thank 
the parents for their patience and 
understanding and I really did 
try and make it as fair as possible 
throughout the season to provide 
everyone the same game time and to 
experience the different positions.

Thankyou Dan Walsh and the 
Walsh family for their tireless 
efforts to bring everything and 
everyone together and help create 
a very welcoming and organised 
environment.  Thank you also to 
Andy Walsh who filled in coaching 
for 2 games and for your wise counsel 
as a fellow parent, football enthusiast 
and runner. Thank you also to Adrian 
Wauchope for your help again this 
season at training and game day and 
Pete Sayer as our ground manager 
extraordinaire.

The season highlights for the 
team clearly include the Dishlicker 
cup victory over the arch rival 
White Glebe team. This was a great 
test for the girls late in the season 
to see if they had improved and if 
they were up for the challenge, and 
they certainly were.  The girls really 
cracked in to win the footy, tackled 
hard, listened to instructions to 

counter some of the White’s better 
players and when they won the footy 
they ran and linked up beautifully. 
The other game of note was the home 
win against the Newtown Swans 
the week after they knocked us off 
at Alan Davidson oval. The girls 
bounced back amazingly well after 
the disappointment of the week 
before to account for the Swans easily 
with a really great attack on the footy.

Thanks again girls and parents for 
a great year, you really are a great 
bunch of people and pleasure to be 
involved with.  Good luck to the girls 
who will be moving on next year 
and hopefully into the U14s, you will 
be missed and I hope to see the rest 
of you next year, for what promises 
to be a really competitive and now 
experienced group of girls. If you get 
a chance to grab a footy over Summer 
go for a kick because it’s the hours at 
home where the skills really develop.

I hope the 
girls had 
fun and 
hope they 
return 
next year 
whether 
it be with 
the U12s 
or U14s, 

to coach and improved a lot over the 
season taking marks and getting 
more distance on her kicks.
´MOLLY JOHNSON
Molly was our tower of strength 
this year and she was our first pick 
to start in the ruck each week and 
she came up against some big units. 
Considering that this is Molly’s first 
year of football she did an awesome 
job and became our physicality 
barometer with some path clearing 
runs, strong tackles and contesting 
everything.
´ ISABELLA KILLEN
Izzy has a confidence that belies her 
years. She was never shy to provide 
advice about where she thought I 
should put her in the rotations or a 
training exercise that wasn’t running 
as smoothly as intended.
´GABRIELLA MATTHEWS
Gab continues to grow in confidence 
with her football and hunting the 
ball and looking for a contest. Gab is 
another quiet achiever and a great 
girl to have in the team that actually 
listens to me on more occasions than 
most. Thanks Gab.
´MOLLY MCGAHAN
A very welcome addition in the 
mid-season draught. She is a cheeky 
influence on the group and doesn’t 
mind a contest and never short of 
laugh, feedback or advice. Loves 
getting in and under and doing the 
dirty work for the outside runners.
´AMADEA RUBJE
Amadea is a very popular member of 
the team and loves the social aspect 
of the football, but Amadea I think 
may have surprised herself what she 
did in those last few games of the 
season. When she puts her mind to 
it she can mix it up with the best of 
them.
´YASMIN SAYER
An awesome competitor and positive 
force of nature around the team. It’s 
amazing the impact Yas has had on 
every game she played this year for a 
first-year player and it’s a reflection 
of her athleticism and real desire to 
compete and have a crack.
´ SOPHIA STEVENSON
Sophia‘s quiet nature and demeanour 
were a real blessing amongst this 
group of confident young outspoken 
women, although I suspect when 
she was hanging out the back of the 
lines at training she wasn’t always 
listening to my words of wisdom. 
Sophia’s confidence grew through 
the season and when she was up for 

the contest she could win the footy 
with the best of them.
´ LENI WAKELIN
Leni probably doesn’t get the coaches 
accolades as much as she deserves. 
She quietly goes about her work, 
taking the big marks and rarely gets 
beaten in a one on one, in the air and 
on the ground and loves a sausage 
roll. Sorry Leni, as much as I am your 
biggest critic, I am also your biggest 
fan and love the way you go about 
your footy / life. 
´AMELIA WALKER
An absolute delight to coach, always 
enjoys herself and has a real crack at 
the ball and in the tackle. A natural 
on-baller with an uncanny capacity 
to read it off the hands making her a 
real asset to the team.
´ FRANCES WALSH
Frank has had yet another great 
year and pretty much dominates 
most games when rotations allow 
with pace to burn, great skills 
and above all a massive desire to 
compete and kick goals.  Not one 
to stagnate, Frank has improved 
her already good kicking and has 
grown as a competitor dealing with 
the disappointments that the game 
throws at us on occasions.
´ LUELLA WALSH
Lulu is an absolute pleasure to have 
around and is always quick to smile 
in pretty much any football situation. 
Lulu is a natural footballer, a real 
competitor and one of the team’s best 
overhead marks.
´OLIVIA WAUCHOPE
What an athlete! Grew again as 
a footballer this year and could 
absolutely tear up a game with her 
devastating runs and broke her 
individual season record for metres 
gained. Olivia is an awesome girl to 
have around and a pleasure to coach.
´NAOMI WEBB
What a first year of football! Naomi 
is a natural athlete and has great 
skills for a first-year player but most 
importantly Naomi is a serious 
competitor and was relentless at 
the contest and no one escaped the 
Naomi “deathgrip”.
´ADELENA WRIGHT
A first-year player with speed to 
burn. When she found her groove 
and the ball she could open up a 
game with her devastating runs 
carrying the ball but equally 
important running down opponents 
when they thought they were in 
space. ´
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U12YG-WHITE
´ TAHARA ADAMS
Tahara had a great season. She is 
such an exciting player to watch with 
brilliant flashing runs and a real 
dogged determination to chase down 
players. She also starred in our inter 
club match against U12YG Blacks. 
Tahara will be a powerhouse at the 
club for years to come. 
´ EMILY BARRETT
Emily was a delightful girl to coach 
playing in her first year of AFL. The 
tentative steps she took in game 1 to 
the growing confidence across the 
season, making her presence felt in 
packs by being physically present, 
was awesome to watch. Look forward 
to seeing her play next year.
´ SCARLETT-ROSE BUTLER
Scarlett plays with a real 
determination and she applied 
herself so well at training and 
during the game. It was great to 
see her confidence grow over the 
season. Her focus on developing 
her ball handling skills has been 
awesome. She has developed into a 
dependable, passionate footy player.
´ ELOISE FENNESSY
Eloise was a joy to watch this year. 
She played with such intensity, 
showing a real hunger for chasing 
the ball and opposition players 

HEAD COACH Matt Peart MANAGER Brook Friedman

MILESTONES 50 GAMES River Reid / Maya Kelly / Edie Stafford
REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS River Reid

U12YG-WHITE TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Eloise Fennessy BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP River Reid BEST DEFENDER Millie Moss BEST MIDFIELDER Rory Macdougall LEADING GOAL KICKER River Reid & 
Liliannah Peart BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tahara Adams MOST IMPROVED Jessica Johnson MOST COURAGEOUS Maya Kelly PLAYERS PLAYER River Reid, Eloise Fennessy & Maxine Hawkins

W e were fortunate 
to start the season 
with huge interest 
in girls wanting to 

play AFL. We started training earlier 
too and the girls responded well with 
our opt in Sunday sessions being well 
attended. What continues to amaze 
me is the passion and enthusiasm 
the girls show. Especially as many 
are only in their first few seasons of 
playing AFL.

We played competitive football 
across the season and for many of 
our games we were able to dominate 
opposition teams for 2 to 3 quarters. 
Even with stronger teams, we often 
controlled much of the game but 
just fell short of scoring more goals. 
The games we won, we played with 
a heightened state of confidence and 
were able to connect passages of play 
with girls finding space to kick to 
each other and run confidently with 
the ball.

Our training focussed on ball 
handling skills and building the 
confidence of the girls to handball, 
tackle and mark. It was awesome to 
see girls develop this skill and the 
confidence it gave them to participate 
in the game. Improvements over the 
season in marking the ball or getting 
a hand or hands on the ball during 

games was fantastic to see. It was also 
great to see girls “footy” brain start to 
click in, things like thinking about 
where the ball is going to land and 
where they can position themselves 
to get to the ball. AFL is a physically 
confronting sport and it’s great to see 
how each girl has developed her own 
assertive game day presence. Every 
girl had a go this year. Some Sundays 
can be a bit harder than others, but at 
some point this year each girl had a 
cracker of a game!

Try and get plenty of ball time, 
including having hands on the ball 
in the backyard, practicing bouncing 
walking to the park and kicking and 
marking in the off season to build on 
confidence and skills.

A big thanks to Brook for his 
work with Managing the team and 
getting us ready each week. Damon 
was a great support as the team 

runner. His football brain and help 
coordinating the girls on match day 
was awesome. Thanks also to Melitza 
for her work as Ground Manager. 
Coordination of home games went 
seamlessly. Ros, thank you too for 
your help with first aid duties. You 
jumped straight onto it at the start of 
the season! Also, thanks to everyone 
who helped with the canteen, bbq 
and oranges as well as helping out 
at training when you could. Glebe is 
an awesome club to be a part of and 
we all have different availability and 
capacity to help out, but every little 
bit helps and it’s a fantastic way to 
stay engaged. Special thanks also 
to Matt W and Dan Walsh for their 
support and ideas with the teams 
this year. It’s great to get insights 
and feedback on running training 
and shaping the team. Don’t forget 
to register for next year. 

It was 
awesome 
to see girls 
develop 
this skill 
and the 
confidence 
it gave 
them

down. She tackled players 
relentlessly and showed a great 
competitiveness for engaging 
opposition players 1 on 1 to gain 
possession of the ball.
´ SHULA FRIEDMAN
It was awesome to have Shula join 
the Greyhounds this year. She made 
a solid contribution to the team 
dynamic with her positive and 
friendly attitude. She is an exciting 
player to watch and took to the 
physicality of AFL with ease. Her 
return next season will see her build 
on a great first year.
´MAXINE HAWKINS
Maxine was so exciting to watch 
this year. Her chasing of the ball 
and delving into packs was great to 
see. Her running and ball handling 
skills have really developed over 
the season. She is also gaining a 
keen sense of reading the play and 
positioning herself in open space to 
gain possession.
´ JESSICA JOHNSON
Jess made a great contribution in 
her first year of AFL. She adapted 
really quickly and developed strong 
marking and ball handling skills. 
She was a great fit into the team. She 
matured quite rapidly across the 
season and it was awesome to watch 
her growth in confidence.
´MAYA KELLY
Maya was so consistent this year and 
plays with fearlessness. She puts 
her whole body into the contest and 
is relentless in her pursuit of the 
ball. She is determined and can play 
all day. She is inspirational to her 
teammates and shows the way in 
terms of playing with courage.
´RORY MACDOUGALL
Rory dominated the ruck contest 
throughout the season. She set the 
team up on many occasions with her 
strong centre performances. Rory 
showed a great commitment to the 
team by spending a lot of her time 
playing in the centre this year. She 
will be one to watch in 2020.
´MILLIE MOSS
Millie plays with real purpose and 
determination and has developed 
a strong game sense. She has an 
amazing poise and balance when 
kicking the ball and her accuracy has 
been spot on. It will be great to see 
her continued evolution as an AFL 
player in season four next year.
´ LILIANNAH PEART
It was great to watch Lili play with 
heightened confidence this year. 

Her ball handling skills shone and 
her kicking accuracy was awesome, 
with her being the equal highest goal 
kicker this year. She would position 
herself well to take a mark and her 
running and kicking was great to 
watch.
´RIVER REID
River is ever dependable, especially 
so in those do or die moment games. 
She is a formidable opponent and 
was able to be relied on to prop up 
the backline or clear out the centre 
bounce. She is an exciting player to 
watch and will be awesome in 2020.
´ ZOE SEIVER
Zoe plays with real courage against 
girls twice her size. She was another 
player who grew in confidence 
across the season. A highlight for 
me was the last game of the season 
where Zoe was in numerous ball 
breakdowns, getting in and fighting 
for the ball. Another one to watch in 
2020.
´ EMILY SPAZIANI
Emily came out firing this season. 
She has definitely arrived on 
the AFL stage and is building a 
dominant profile. She plays with 
determination and conviction and 
her ball handling skills have really 
evolved. Building on her intensity 
and devotion to getting the ball will 
see great things happen next season.
´ SOFIA SPRANGE
Sophia was one of our key roving 
players, adept at getting in amongst 
ball breakdowns and gaining 
possession from often taller 
opposition girls to get the ball out 
for Glebe. She was part of the power 
play trio of Maxi and Ella and it was 
great to see them encouraging each 
other on.
´ EDIE STAFFORD
Edie is a dream to coach having a 
great attitude and being an awesome 
teammate. She is really maturing 
into a strong AFL player. She has 
developed great ball skills and took 
some great marks. Her kicking has 
improved significantly over the 
season and she is growing into a 
critical player for Glebe.
´ ELLA UTUMAPU
Ella is such an exciting player to 
watch play AFL. She has incredible 
balance and poise when running 
with the ball. She is really quick to 
spring out of packs and is fearless in 
chasing girls twice her size down. 
She has a big personality and takes it 
onto the field. ´
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 

U13 DIV 1
´NICK ANDREACCHIO
Another year, another amazing 
season from Nick. In this champion 
team he continues to set the standard 
for winning the ball inside and out. 
Nick was able to successfully spend 
some time at full forward during 
games where he was able to add to 
his prolific scoreboard tally. Another 
great season Nick, congratulations.
´ LUCAS ARDAGNA
Lucas cemented a permanent 
position in Div 1 this year and 
showed why he is so well regarded 
by teammates and coaches. His ruck 
work is excellent, however it’s his 
work on the ground and overhead 
that really make him so important to 
the team. A great season capped off 
with a spot in the City Rep team and 
All Star honours. Well done Lucas.

HEAD COACHES Simon Tracy, Cam Day MANAGER Christian Rugge-Price

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Lucas Ardagna  MILESTONES 100 GAMES Archie Christie-Day / Alec Longville / Nick Edwards  MILESTONES 150 GAMES Bill Smith  MILESTONES 100 GOALS Archie Christie-Day
UMPIRES Rupert Gillies / William Kenny  REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Lucas Ardagna / Arlo Merewether / Rowan O’Connor  AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 13 REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Lucas Ardagna 

GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD TERRY WATSON MEMORIAL GOLDEN BACK TROPHY Bill Smith
U13 DIV 1 TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Alec Longville RUNNER UP Archie Christie-Day LEADING GOALKICKER Archie Christie-Day PLAYERS PLAYER Alec Longville BEST MIDFIELDER Nick Andreacchio  

BEST DEFENDER Arlo Merewether MOST IMPROVED Nelson Harris COACHES AWARD Felix Rugge-Price MOST COURAGEOUS  Luca Smith

L ast season was always 
going to be a tough act to 
follow. Partly because the 
extraordinary success of 

winning a Premiership undefeated in 
Div 1 was so special, but also because 
we were now the benchmark and 
the opposition were coming. We 
laid out the plan for the year with 
three simple words. SPEED. ATTACK. 
RESILIENCE. We were going to play 
fast, we were going to kick goals, but 
most importantly, the boys needed to 
be prepared to be challenged, to be 
behind and even lose games, and to 
be able to dig in and keep fighting to 
play our footy, our way, for not just a 
game, but for the whole season. 

There were hurdles this year. We 
lost games against good opposition 
and against teams we should have 
beaten. We had injuries, illness and 
suspensions. In fact we didn’t get 
a full team on the park until the 
preliminary final. We welcomed 
new players into the group and tried 
players in new positions. Of all the 
wins we had this year, extending our 

depth by finding new roles for the 
boys was probably the biggest. This 
year we had 15 players who rotated 
through the midfield, and in the semi 
final against Canada Bay we had 11 
goal kickers. That flexibility will be 
invaluable in the next few years.

While it’s easy to focus on the 
result of a grand final as determining 
whether a season has been successful 
or not, the burning emptiness of 
the loss will ebb in time, but the 
residual ache of unfinished business 
will remain. The twists and turns of 
the season viewed in hindsight tell 
a much bigger story than the result 
of a single game. The coaches are 
enormously proud of these boys, this 
band of brothers that have played in 
three consecutive Div 1 grand finals. 
They have defined themselves by the 
brutal effort they bring on the field 
and relentless laughter and chatter 
off it. They should wear their runner 
up medals with pride, not because 
they are satisfied, but because they 
earnt the right to play in the grand 
final in the toughest competition in 

This year 
we had 15 
players 
who 
rotated 
through 
the 
midfield

Sydney, and those little metal 
discs will serve as a reminder 
why they’re doing it all again. 

A season this long and 
demanding can only happen 
with help, and there are so 
many people to say thank you 
to. Christian, thank you for 
managing again this year. I’m 
sure this was the third time you 
said you’re stepping down, but 
it’s been fun again. Greg, Dan K 
and Dave, thanks for sporting the 
pink bib and running during the 
games. James, Dan O, Will and 
Chris, thanks for goal umpiring 
and running water. Elle for first 
aid and Amanda for ground 
managing, thank you. And all 
the parents for getting the kids to 
training and games and sharing 
rides and taking photos and 
bringing fruit and doing BBQ and 
canteen, thank you. 

Season 2020 promises to be 
a cracker. We have unfinished 
business.

Carna Greyhounds.

´CHARLIE BASS-TRACY
Chaz defined himself as the complete 
role player this year, whether in 
defence or playing on the wing. He 
was able to create a contest, keep his 
opponent accountable and win the 
ball while finding a team member to 
get the pass out to. His game against 
Canada Bay in the elimination final 
was enormous with a number of 
quality marks and clever switching of 
the play. Great job Chaz, well done.
´ARCHIE CHRISTIE-DAY
Another cracker of a season from 
Arch. He continued to play an 
integral role on ball and rotated 
into the forward line where his 
extraordinary ability to find space 
and not panic under pressure saw 
him kick a whopping 43 goals for the 
season. Another excellent season 
Archie, congratulations. 

´ LUCA COONEY
Luca was another of the players who 
played both midfield and forward 
where his running and silky skills 
came to the fore. Luca is the king 
of the cheeky one-two handball 
and would often use it to get out of 
trouble and get an important forward 
entry. Well done Luca.
´NICK EDWARDS
This year Nick reinvented himself 
from defensive stalwart to dashing 
wingman, and maintained his 
reputation as Mr Consistency. Nick 
rotated seamlessly between the two 
positions and used his big tank to 
provide plenty of run both ways. 
In the final against Canada Bay he 
scored his first goal for the season. 
Outstanding again Nick, good work.
´RUPERT GILLIES
Rupert made a return to the team this ´
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year and instantly made an impact 
with his elite running and ability to 
hit the scoreboard. Rupert kicked 12 
goals this year, including one four 
goal haul against Kellyville in round 
3. A great season Rupert, it was great 
to have you back.  
´NELSON HARRIS
Nelson was able to rotate from defence 
to the wing this year where he used 
his elite running to set off down the 
ground, wind in his hair, taking a 
bounce or two before kicking to a 
target. What he did really well though 
was always presenting as a target in 
the centre of the ground for the switch 
in play. Great work Nelson. 
 ́ WILL KENNY
Will had found some form as a lead 
up forward when disaster struck in 
the form of a broken arm in Round 
7 against Manly. To his credit Will 
still came to training and ran water, 
and made a triumphant return to the 
team in time for finals. He continues 
to be a creative forward and possesses 
fantastic running ability. Thanks 
Will, a valuable season. 
´ALEC LONGVILLE
The Sheriff once again led by 
example every game this year - as 
a general in defence and a beast on 
ball. Alec does not know how to take 
a backward step, and does not accept 
a game is over. Ever. He tackles, 
smothers, is elite in the contest and 
I pity the opposition player who has 
the ball when he’s coming. Great 
work Alec.
´GERARD MADRILL
Gezza was new to the Greyhounds 
this season having moved from 
Darwin, but he was instantly 
embraced by the team and found 
himself a place with the forwards 
and in defence when needed. Gerard 
showed his strong league background 
getting involved in the contests and 
laying tackles. Welcome aboard 
Gezza, a great rookie season.
´  ARLO MEREWETHER
Some of the most exciting moments 
from the season were when Arlo 
sniffed a race to the ball with an 
opposition player or when he was 
being chased and hit the afterburners 
and was gone. So good. Arlo’s 
running made him a valuable 
addition to the on ball rotations, but 
it’s his ability to win the contested 
ball, as evidenced in the Grand Final 
that really make him a good player. 
Arlo played in the City Rep team. 
Congratulations Arlo.
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´OLI O’CALLAGHAN
Oli is a player who only knows one 
way, to fearlessly tackle, take over 
head marks, back into packs, give 
multiple efforts, then get up and 
do it all again. Tough doesn’t do Oli 
justice. This year he moved between 
defence and on ball where he gave the 
mids some extra grunt, and he always 
has good comments in the breaks and 
game review at training. Thanks Oli, 
another great season.
´ROWAN O’CONNOR
Rowan moved around a lot this year, 
full forward, half forward, half back, 
on ball, he did it all. Rowan has a 
good tank, but it’s his contested work 
and physicality, which is all fair and 
above board, where he really shines. 
Rowan is often sent to the biggest 
forward or best defender to make 
sure there are no easy possessions, 
and he makes sure they earn every 
one. Rowan played in the City Rep 
team. Awesome work Rowan.
´ LOUIS QUAYLE
Louis has been playing well as a 
forward for a few years, but this 
year he took the full forward role by 
the scruff of the neck. He was able 
to make himself a quality leading 
and marking forward out of the goal 
square. A special mention on his first 
quarter in the final against Canada 
Bay where he kicked two in a row 
after leading and taking clean marks 
in the hot spot. Great work Louis.

´RAPH QUOYLE
Having played the lock down full 
back role for much of last year, Raph 
relished the opportunity to get up 
forward where he played at times 
as a lead up marking forward and 
as a defensive forward. Raph has an 
instinctive knowledge of when to play 
an opponent tight and when to run off 
him, something that is very valuable. 
Great season Raph, well done.
´CHARLIE ROBERTS
Charlie had a strong season rotating 
between the forwards, mids and 
defence this year. He has a physical 
presence around the contests and is a 
natural competitor and an elite runner. 
Charlie is a skilled player, with a 
particular ability to influence marking 
in contests making him very valuable 
to the team. A great season Charlie.
´FELIX RUGGE-PRICE
Felix had an unlucky start to the 
season injuring his finger and missing 
the first three rounds. On his return to 
the team he had an immediate impact 
as first ruck dropping into defence 
to play half back. Felix is a fierce 
competitor and a strong leader on the 
field, a role he filled well on Grand 
Final day. Good job FRP.
´TOBY RYAN
Tobes came into the team this year to 
help provide a tall marking option in 
defence, and boy did he do that. As 
the season went on Toby got better 
and better and could be relied on to 
out mark practically any opponent. 
His affable nature and relaxed 
attitude don’t tell the full story of 
his competitive nature and he was 
very valuable to the team this year. 
Awesome job Toby.
´LUCA SMITH
Luca is another of those courageous 
players that bring so much to the 
team. He played on the wing, defence, 
forward and on ball throughout the 
season. Some of the best moments of 
the year were watching Luca fearlessly 
bring down an opposition player 
twice his size, or beat a couple to jag a 
goal in the pocket. Great work Luca.
´BILL SMITH
Another great year for Bobba, 
especially in defence where he can 
always be relied on to win every 
contest he is involved in. Bill was 
given opportunities to play on ball 
where he was always influential with 
hard running and physicality, and 
up forward where he presented as 
a genuine option chiming in for 11 
goals. Good work Bobba.
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Report by Richard Hoenig
HEAD COACH Richard Hoenig TEAM COACHES Adam Daniels, Mathew Fulton, Brad James MANAGER Cathy Cooper

W hat starts as a 
witch’s hat and 
ends as a battering 
ram… the U13 Div 

3s that’s what.
After a fair pre season, new faces 

were introduced and a new coaching 
panel assembled for the U13 Div 3s. 
We really didn’t know what to expect 
at the start of the season. The main 
goal was to instil a team first  play 
your role attitude. It is fair to say that 
the first game of the season against 
Moore Park at our adopted home 
of Glover St was defining for all the 
wrong reasons. We had work to do.

The opening rounds were tough for 
the lads, up against some reasonable 
Div 3 and Div 2 standard teams.

Heavy defeats were the early going, 
but we couldn’t fault the effort.  
An unbalanced draw saw us play 
Cronulla 4 times and Moore Park 
and Newtown 3 times each, with 
other teams only sighted once. One 
advantage of this was that early on we 
got to see the standard we needed to 

aspire to.
Cronulla quickly became our 

barometer. Although we ended the 
season without a victory over the 
Sharks, the gap between our first 
game and last was marked. Second 
game against Cronulla was a cricket 
score, the last game in round 14 we 
succumbed to a narrower 44-2 loss. 
A fifteen goal turnaround from first 

The main 
goal was 
to instil 
a team 
first  play 
your role 
attitude

game to last is a testament to the lads 
efforts, increased tackling pressure 
and focus - really well done.

Three wins against the hapless 
Newtown gave us some sunshine. 
All in all the improvement from the 
first game to last was significant, 
both in effort, skill and attitude. 
Well done lads on a great season. I 
couldn’t be prouder of the collective 
improvement in the playing group 
and the buy in to the team first 
mantra. What started as witches hats 
ended with all teams knowing that 
when you play the hounds, you are in 
for a challenge.

Special thanks go to Adam Daniels, 
Brad James and Mat Fulton for 
helping with coaching, rotations, 
tactics and my sanity. Big thanks to 
Belinda Davies and Frank Curcio 
and a huge massive thanks to our 
unflappable manager extraordinaire 
Cathy Cooper. You all literally kept 
me sane and I would not have got 
through the season without your 
help, guidance and friendship. ´
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U13 DIV 3
´ADAM COOPER
If you judge a season by the smile 
on a player’s face after a game, 
then Adam and by definition the 
Greyhounds Div 3s, had a cracker. 
First to training, first to the ground 
on game day, ever committed team 
man. Thanks Adam for setting the 
standard the team aspired to. Great 
season.
´CHARLES CURCIO
Diminutive, unassuming, but 
underestimated at your peril. Playing 
forward or on the wing, Charles was 
a great contributor to the team this 
year. Charles helped set the standard 
for work rate and tackling pressure. 
Great season Charles.
´HENRY DANIELS
Having not coached Henry previously 
he started the season as an unknown 
and quickly became one of the most 
reliable, skilled and committed 
members of the team. Henry formed 
a terrific partnership in the backline 
with Aaron. The generals ensured no 
attack took us lightly and no goal was 
easily scored. Fabulous season Henry, 
well done.
´ JAKE DONALDSON
Unfortunately injury and concussion 
cut short Jake’s season, but when 
he was on the field Jake was a great 

contributor. One effort stands out for 
me - when Jake, taking on a quicker 
and more skilled opponent, chased 
him down with several gut busting 
efforts to make a contest. Well done 
Jake on the season, and hopefully 
next year injury free you can get 
another crack at it.
´ JAKE DOPIERALA
After a shaky start, Jake grew into 
the season, embraced the team first 
culture and showed the way with 
his ‘never take a back step’ attitude. 
Laid some fierce tackles (at training 
and on game day) and proved a great 
barometer to the effort and pressure 
needed to be competitive against the 
best teams. Well done Jake.
´ ETHAN FADEL
Picture two people: one mild 
mannered, reserved and quiet; the 
other tenacious, fierce and vocal. 
These two people are Ethan in the 
beginning and Ethan at the end. 
Another player unknown at the 
beginning of the season, Ethan  
joined the greyhounds with limited 
AFL experience, but quickly proved 
to be one of the best tacklers, 
organisers and pressure players both 
in defence and attack. Well done 
Ethan on a wonderful first season.
´GRIFFIN FERRARA
Mr Half Back, possessing a booming 

penetrating kick and great marking 
skills, Griffin was our Luke Hodge. 
Ever keen to sneak forward and bag a 
snag or two, Griffin’s best work was 
off half back this season, and with 
Aaron, Henry and Ethan formed a 
formidable and miserly defensive 
quartet. Congratulations on another 
great season Griff.
´ JAMES FULTON
Why they invented footy boots 
when you can kick 5 goals in the 
wet in sneakers is one of life’s great 
mysteries. James is the puzzle and 
the answer. On the half forward line 
or deeper in attack, James proved a 
headache for the opposition defence 
all season. No more so than in his 
match winning efforts in the rain 
against Newtown - booting 5 “snags” 
to be best on ground. Thanks James 
for another terrific committed team 
effort this season.
´ZACH GRANT
At training and on game day, Zach 
was always eager to learn and 
improve. A late hamstring injury cut 
his season short, but Zach was a great 
team contributor and much liked 
member of the squad. Well done 
Zach.
´MAX HERRON
Mr Team, Mr Excitement, Mr 
Shutdown. Max was my go to guy 

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Griffin Ferrara / Tom Roberts MILESTONES 100 GAMES Henry Daniels UMPIRES James Fulton
U13 DIV 3 TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Velayus Wynne BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Aaron Hoenig BEST DEFENDER  Henry Daniels BEST MIDFIELDER/RUCK Linus Stafford 
LEADING GOAL KICKER James Fulton BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tom Hillard MOST IMPROVED Max Herron MOST COURAGEOUS Parker Stevenson PLAYERS PLAYER Kenneth Morton

when we needed to close down 
damaging opposition. Often playing 
on significantly bigger opponents, 
Max reliably and without fear tagged, 
harassed and basically annoyed 
the bejesus out of them. A fantastic 
team inspiring player who can be 
relied upon week in and week out, at 
training and on game day. Great work 
this year Max.
´ TOM HILLARD
Skilled, quick, tenacious and 
talented, Tom has been a Greyhound 
stalwart for many seasons. Season 
2019 would prove to be another 
terrific one for Tom as he navigated 
both the midfield and wing. Rarely 
beaten one on one, Tom’s bursts 
down the Jubilee sideline with 
opposition trailing is the stuff of 
legends. Well done Tom on a fine 
season.
´AARON HOENIG
What do Dane Rampe, Reece Shaw 
and Alex Rance have in common? 
They are organised, vocal and 
skilled - the backbone of the team, 
the baseline, the rock. This is Aaron 
to a T. Ever the team man, he played 
with the confidence of a seasoned 
campaigner. Against big or small 
Aaron never let the scoreboard or 
circumstances dictate his effort. 
Reads the play like a good book and 

wears his opponents like a glove. 
Great season Aaron.
´ JOSH JAMES
Josh’s second year at Glebe started 
where he left off last season, ever 
committed, eager to learn and willing 
to fill any role asked. Played all over 
the ground and had an impact both 
defensively and offensively.  Great 
season Josh.
´ JOSH LOGAN
Josh possesses great balance and 
poise with ball in hand. Battling 
injury during the season, Josh 
epitomised the Greyhounds’ spirit as 
he battled through to impact many 
a game. Versatile in the middle or 
backline, Josh was another terrific 
all-round contributor to the team 
this year. Well done.
´KENNETH MORTON
New to the Greyhounds this year, 
Kenneth was another player unknown 
to me at the start of the season. Not 
for long. Like mercury, smooth, 
silky, evasive - that’s Kenneth. Great 
overhead and great in close, Kenneth 
played a significant role in midfield 
and at half back this season. He 
endeared himself to his teammates in 
no time at all with team-lifting efforts. 
Deservedly voted our teams ‘Players 
Player’. Thanks Kenneth for a terrific 
first season at the Greyhounds.

´ JASPER REUCASSEL
Injury unfortunately cruelled Jasper’s 
season from early on. The games he 
did play he contributed well in the 
halfback and midfield.
´TOM ROBERTS
Possessing lightning speed, evasive 
skills and dash, Tom was electric off 
half back and forward with ball in 
hand. The simple message to Tom 
was to get the ball and run with it 
(don’t forget to bounce it as well). 
Broke many a line and created scoring 
opportunities with his dare and 
flare. Well done Tom on another fine 
season.
´ JAMES SCHMIDT
James’ silky smooth talents and 
lightning pace, mixed with his footy 
nouse, made him a stand-out in the 
midfield and off half back this season. 
He was clearly best on ground on 
several occasions. Injury disrupted 
what was otherwise another 
outstanding season. Well done James.
´LINUS STAFFORD
Mr Go-To in the ruck, Linus single 
handedly played a significant part of 
the season as the sole ruckman and 
did so with honours. Against bigger, 
more seasoned opponents Linus held 
his own and ran many opposition 
ruckmen a merry dance around the 
ground. Well done Linus on a fabulous 
season.
´PARKER STEVENSON
Some teams’ have sinew, some 
muscle, but not all have a soul. Parker 
is the soul of the Greyhounds U13s. 
Often outsized, out run but never out 
played, Parker’s commitment to the 
team, the club and his mates is culture 
shifting and inspiring. Fabulous 
season Parker.
´LUCA TRENT
Luca is a versatile player who can fill a 
ruck role, forward or play a specialist 
tagger role on a bigger opponent. Luca 
played all of these team first roles with 
commitment and energy. Thanks for a 
great season Luca.
´VELAYUS WYNNE
If Tom H is Joel Selwood, then Velayus 
is Patrick Dangerfield. A deserved 
winner of our best and fairest this 
season, Velayus went from strength 
to strength. Able to play all over 
the ground, be it midfield, wing 
or forward, wherever the ball was, 
Velayus was too. Reads the play 
like a seasoned pro, impacts the 
contest and inspires his team mates. 
Congratulations V on a fantastic 
season.
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
HEAD COACHES Paul Jarvis, Dean Cleary MANAGER Marc Foley

 MILESTONES 50 GAMES Brodie Williams / Felix Hochuli / Declan Fitzpatrick 100 GAMES Max Rider 150 GAMES Darcy Dessent 100 GOALS Max Rider
AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Declan Fitzpatrick  AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 DIV 1 2ND BEST & FAIREST 2019 Brodie Williams  UMPIRES Jazper Alewood

GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD BOB CLARK GOLDEN BOOT TROPHY Brodie Williams

The 2019 season saw the 
third and largest iteration 
of the “Alliance” team 
structure between Glebe 

Greyhounds and the Newtown Swans. 
Pre-season commenced with 60+ 
players registering, comprised of a 
conglomerate of returning players 
from both clubs as well as a number 
of new faces. It quickly dawned 
on the coaching and management 
group that in order to be successful 
this year, we had to quickly meld 
the players into a single team and 
create an environment of “trust” 
with the players by building a culture 
and playing style that the players 
would understand and align too. 
No small task when the coaching 
group themselves are meeting half 
the players for the first time. The 
coaching group set about grading the 
60+ players into three teams teams 
through trial games, football craft 
and skill assessment’s. The intent of 
the Alliance is to ensure we create an 
environment that is positive, inclusive 

and have players playing in the 
appropriate division for their ability. 
This, as you could imagine, was a very 
challenging exercise to undertake 
with the size of the playing group we 
had.

With grading completed, and 
players allocated teams across 
three divisions, the U14 Div1 team 
commenced building friendships and 
a team based on three core principles;

Support your teammate through 
your actions and accountabilities. We 
are a team.

Play and understand your role.
Be resilient and focused. Don’t 

allow the negative moments to define 
your game.  

 These three points, quickly 
provided a canvas for the players to 
work with, and gell into the successful 
team they became. With each player 
understanding what it meant to be 
a “Bloodhound”, and each player 
applying themselves to the best of 
their capabilities.
This culminated with a season  of 11 

This group 
are a 
pleasure 
to coach. 
They care 
for each 
other and 
are to be 
admired 
for their 
passion

U14 DIV 1-ALLIANCE  TEAM AWARDS
´ JAZ ALEWOOD
Another of the big improvers this 
year, Jaz developed into a very 
accomplished player. Maybe lacking 
some confidence at the start, he 
put his head down and became a 
rock, particularly in defence, as the 
season wore on. His marking was a 
particular area of improvement that 
helped push the team to a higher 
level.
´ TOM CAMPBELL
Tom really grew into the team, 
particularly in defence. He showed 
what a quality player he is when he 
put in a telling performance in our 
first real test of the season against 
Kellyville, all the way back in round 
4. His performance that day set the 
foundation for a win that day and for 
the team’s roll through the season. 
His season was cruelly cut short by a 
wrist fracture just before the finals.
´BEN CHAMPION
Ben is a very elegant and stylish 
player. He kicked some remarkable 

goals this season with what seemed 
like consummate ease. A no fuss kid 
and not a big talker on the field, Ben 
generally let his footy do the talking.
´CAIDEN CLEARY
This year’s Best & fairest, Caiden, 
as he has in the past, carried a 
hefty workload when it came to his 
running and tackling. He plays the 
game harder than most, putting 
his body on the line each week. 
The team, especially the midfield, 
operates at a higher level with him 
there. 
´BEN D’AGOSTINO
Ben had a disjointed season due to his 
injury woes, but he was there every 
week to spur the boys on. When he 
took the field, he showed his value in 
his play, particularly with the goals 
he scored, no more so than the 2 vital 
ones he scored in the preliminary 
final. 
´DARCY DESSENT
Started the year with the haircut 
of the season! Darcy, although not 
one of the bigger players, was not 

intimidated. A no nonsense kid 
who does all the fundamentals 
exceptionally well, he attacks the 
ball with no little bravery to keep his 
team on the front foot, which proved 
so important in those tight games.
´GIOVANNI DOUZIECH
‘Gio’ ends up as one of the biggest 
improvers this season. From Paris, 
via Italy, Saudi Arabia and Perth, 
Giovanni was an unknown quantity 
at the beginning but he showed a 
huge appetite to learn and improve. 
This showed in the quality of his play 
as the season progressed. Was a key 
part of the team’s defence with his 
reading of the game and the quality 
of his play.
´MAMADOU FAYE    
Mo had a stellar year. He was super 
keen to be around his team mates at 
training and on game day. He seemed 
to thrive in the more competitive 
environment of the alliance team. 
Mo was a constant target in the 
forward line for our mids and he 
rarely disappointed taking some 
memorable marks and ending the 
season with a hatful of goals.
´DECLAN FITZPATRICK
One of the enforcers in the team, 
Declan’s tackles can be heard 
from the sidelines. For a kid of few 
words, Declan plays with a brutal 
intensity. He runs hard, tackles hard 
and plays with no mean amount of 
skill, as seen by a goal of the season 
contender in our first finals game.
´CIAN FOLEY
Like a good wine, Cian gets better 
with age. One of the most coachable 
kids on the team, he soaks in the 
information he gets at training and 
the lessons he learns in games. 
Technically very good, Cian was a 

wins and 3 loses and not dropping 
lower than 2nd on the ladder at any 
point during the home and away 
season, and by becoming the 2019 
U14 premiers, defeating Manly, 4-7-
31 to 7-7-49, a team who had not lost 
a game for the previous two seasons.

  This group are a pleasure to 
coach. They listen and apply 
instruction, care for each other and 
are to be admired for their passion in 
an extraordinary season.

I would like to say a sincere thank 
you to team manager Marc Foley 
and Team Runner BJ Dessent who 
through their investment, interest 
and determination allowed us to 
get every ounce of talent out of our 
playing group. We are so lucky to 
have both of them communicating, 
cajoling, helping out at training 
and on game day. Finally a huge 
thank you to the parent group, 
who without your commitment, 
enthusiasm and support, we would 
not have achieved the success we 
did. ´
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were a telling factor in games this 
season. He has a great attitude 
when playing and training and 
his commitment was never found 
wanting during the season. His mid 
season sojourn to Greece seemed 
to invigorate him, resulting in a 
storming finish to the season.
´ LOUIS PORTER-ORCHARD
Louis was a colossus in midfield this 
year. Exceptionally rangy, he gave 
our team the much needed height 
at ruck and throw in time, giving 
the midfielders the possession they 
needed to boss games. Louis, is also 
a powerful runner with the ball in 
hand and he instigated many an 
attack with this game play. 
´MAX RIDER
Max was one of the players who 
bought in to the Alliance straight 
away. He thrived in the increased 
competition and intensity, and took 

lynchpin in midfield with his tireless 
running and hand passing. He also 
proved his value with his prolific goal 
scoring when going forward.
´MURPHY FOX
Murphy brought his excellent 
technical ability to the table to give 
the Bloodhounds team that extra 
bit of class. Throughout his playing 
career he has been a great link player, 
allowing the team to transfer from 
defence into attack. He uses the ball 
intelligently, giving those around 
him the confidence to play their own 
game.
´ JACK HARRIS
Maybe it’s small man syndrome but 
this Tommy Redonikas like figure 
was not for standing down. Jack plays 
exceptionally hard against more 
physically imposing players, who 
themselves ended up being wary of 
him by the end of many games. He 

is a good ball distributor and put his 
head, probably where he should not 
sometimes, but it was this bulldog 
attitude that gave the team much of 
its steel.
´NED HAWKINS
Ned brought his high energy and 
technical excellence to our team 
this year. He is a great mark taker 
and runs hard with the ball in hand. 
He has a good eye for goal when 
storming forward from midfield 
and contributed handsomely in this 
regard. Ned is a team player who 
empties the tank each time he is on 
the field. What more can you ask.
´ FELIX HOCHULI
With a cultured left boot, Felix was a 
key component of the team’s defence 
this year. He showed his prowess 
in the air, cutting short many 
opposition attacks throughout the 
season. Again, not the biggest talker 

on the field, he just let his play do it 
for him.
´ JACK JARVIS
Very often the heartbeat of the team, 
Jack sets the example for his team 
mates to follow. He talks to and 
encourages his team to make sure 
standards are kept up. In the tight 
games he invariably stepped up and 
grabbed the game by the scruff of the 
neck to drag his team over the line, 
no more so than in our final 2 games.
´CORMAC MACKENZIE
One of the div 2 cohort who also 
played multiple games for div 1, 
Cormac provided invaluable support 
and physical clout to the team 
throughout the season. His tackling 
is the stuff of legend and he played a 
valuable role in defence.
´ALEK GIOTOPOULOS MOORE
Alek is a powerful player whose 
physical strength and ariel prowess 

UNDER 14s  
DIV 1-ALLIANCE
Player profiles

U14 DIV 1-ALLIANCE  TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Caiden Cleary B&F RUNNER-UP Brodie Williams LEADING GOAL KICKER Brodie Williams BEST DEFENDER Joe Shawcross 
COACHES AWARD Giovanni Douziech

huge joy from the team’s success. 
Max was another of the midfield 
cohort who loved attacking, as was 
shown by the bounty of goals he 
scored throughout the year. 
´ JOE SHAWCROSS
Playing through pain, jetlag and 
opponents trying to intimidate him 
during the season, Joe is about as 
durable and tigerish as you get. A 
brave, agile and skillful player, Joe 
was one of the standouts this year. 
He looked like he loved playing 
for this team and it showed in the 
high standard that he consistently 
achieved throughout the year.
´ TOM SZENDROI
In full flight with his golden locks 
flowing behind, Tom was a sight 
to behold this season. Another 
of the Div 2 boys who made a 
valuable contribution to their Div 
1 counterparts, none more so than 

during the Grand Final where 
he played some great football, 
particularly in his support for the 
mids and forwards.
´PADDY THOMAS
Paddy played up from Div 2 on a 
number of occasions during the 
year, qualifying him to play Div 1 
finals. He is excellent in defence, 
particularly under the high ball and 
was a real positive for our team, 
particularly towards the back end 
of the season when several players 
were injured.
´BRODIE WILLIAMS
The Bloodhounds most decorated 
player. Brodie’s athleticism, 
particularly in tackling and taking 
marks, is phenomenal. He is arguably 
the league’s foremost target man in 
the forward line. Brodie was div 1’s 
most prolific goal scorer this season. 
His goal celebrations aren’t bad.
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U14 DIV 2-ALLIANCE
´ JAZPER ALEWOOD 
The Buddy of our forward pocket, 
giving the mids a target they could 
trust. Along with goal of the year, Jaz 
landed 10 goals from just 5 games 
as Golden Boot runner up. Most 
impressively, his running game has 
really stepped up and his sunny style 
made him a welcome addition.
´WILLIAM BRINE
Will made Daley Thompson look 
unambitious in his selection of sports 
this year. As he bounced around the 
field following the latest whims of 
the coaches with grace and relentless 
commitment, it wasn’t until finals 

HEAD COACHES Simon Thomsen,  Tim O’Connor MANAGER Mark Siever

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Arthur Howard-White 100 GAMES Archie Thomsen / Paddy Thomas / Luca Morrow REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Tom Connors-Le 
UMPIRES Peter Charlton / Tom Connors-Le / Jonas O’Connor / Paddy Thomas / Archie Thomsen / Luca Mark

AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 – PLAYER Tom Connors-Le
U14 DIV 2-ALLIANCE TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Tom Conners-Le B&F RUNNER-UP Paddy Thomas BEST DEFENDER Peter Charlton LEADING GOAL SCORER Tom Connors-Le COACHES AWARD Luca Mark

T he first season for 
the freshly-merged 
Bloodhounds U14 Div 2 
side was all about forging 

a team, finding our strengths and 
developing that instinct with and for 
each other’s style of play.

The core squad of around 16 was 
topped up each week by the Div 1 and 
3 boys (a huge thanks to our regulars, 
who often played two games a day. 
We’ve included those who played 5 or 
more games with Div 2 below).

Our first game in Maroubra 
left the still-summer-sleepy and 
underprepared side initially shocked, 
but the boys regathered quickly from 
five goals down, showing fight that 
would bond them over winter as they 
continued to improve and find their 
rhythm. 

It was a season of mixed fortunes, 
moments of both individual 
and team brilliance peppered 
occasionally with inexplicable 
disarray - a reminder that training 
nights are more than a chat and 
giggle, and discipline brings reward. 

The highlights were many and the 
lowlight will remain unmentioned, 
but thanks to all the parents and 
kids who provided support on 
that difficult Sunday morning and 
subsequently during the judiciary 
process. Jaedon’s late season return 
reminded us how valuable he is to 
the side. And Will Garwood surviving 
dad jokes without groaning as he 

lay on a hot oval with a broken leg 
is testament to his extraordinary 
toughness. Bounce back better than 
ever Will! You rock. 

The highlight, of course, was 
playing a small part in the evolution 
of these charming, individual, 
irascible and very, very fine young 
men. Once the whistle blows they 
transform. Smalls, such as Sean, 
Jonas and Luca are suddenly 10-foot 
tall. Paddy, Felix and Peter build 
backline walls a US President would 
envy. The incessant 1% moments of 
the Toms, Wills, Wil, Zack, Luca, 
Arthur, Elias and Dylan always 
impress and inspire. There was Jaz, 
our forward hotspot, Cormac, our 
Mr Fixit, Archie, our fierce offloader, 
Peter and Jaedon, our pillar stones. 

Our thrilling 1-point finals loss 
was a reminder of how the boys never 
give up and can match it with the 
best. On a good day, we are the best. 

Thanks to all of them for making 
2019 so entertaining and teaching 
us a few things as coaches along the 
way too. And also to their parents, 
especially those putting their hands 
up to volunteer. 

Huge thanks especially to our 
patient and committed manager 
Mark Seiver, who often doubled as 
home game tongmaster, plus the 
mercurial Buzz ‘boundary rider’ 
Mackenzie, for their relentless efforts 
in keeping the show on the road. We 
hope to see you all again in 2020.  

training 
nights 
are more 
than a 
chat and 
giggle, 
and 
discipline 
brings 
reward

that he found his place banging 
through some brilliant goals. 
´PETER CHARLTON
“You are Peter, and on this rock we 
will build my Div 2,” said someone 
even older than the coaches. And so 
it came to pass. Pete’s confidence 
surged this season. His natural, 
measured leadership, midfield 
dominance and long-range kicking 
made him a cornerstone of the side. 
´ TOM CONNORS-LE
In the air, on the ground or around 
the boys, Tom brought his calm, 
committed and charismatic self 
to every single moment, lifting 
everyone with shining leadership. He 
also led by example, topping the goal 
scoring in 2019, as well as deservely 
earning Best & Fairest from us all. 
Congrats Tom.
´WILL GARWOOD
Will was once again dominating 
as ruckman in late season when 
he sustained a leg break. His 
pain threshold proved he’s a true 
Kangaroos supporter. We missed 
Will dearly at finals. His tough, no 
nonsense approach, combined with 
speed and agility, made him an 
invaluable go-to player.
´ JACK GOODWIN   
A man of many talents and even 
more words, Jack’s brief return to 
AFL for 5 games was a reminder he 
bristles with natural ability amid a 
showman’s love for how the game 
is played. The side’s Stan Lee, Jack 
made plenty of memorable cameos in 
every match.
´ FELIX HOCHULI
Felix’s style of play brings poetry 
to footy fields, as well as a winning 
edge to Div 2. He played 9 games, 
but his effort was more like 15’s 
worth as he consistently ran the 
ball from one end of the field to the 
other, crunched opposition players 
in tackles and gave the Bloodhounds 
momentum and inspiration. 
´ARTHUR HOWARD-WHITE    
Dubbed ‘The Archer’ for his arrow-
like attack on the ball and quiver of 
tricks, Arthur’s flashes down the wing 
and through the centres were a sight 
to behold, although his fearlessness 
was diminished by injuries. Charging 
into the ruck, his ability to change 
momentum thrilled us all. 
´WIL HURLSTON   
Spinning, surging and smashing, 
Wil’s commitment is as 
unquestioned as his hardness 
and can only ever matched by his 

magical theories. Edward de Bono 
could learn a thing or two from this 
outstandingly talented young man, 
and Wil may also choose to learn to 
just “KICK IT”! 
´CORMAC MACKENZIE  
Mr Reliable. When the team had 
a mid-match problem, Macca’s 
the player who sorted it, from the 
backline to ruck and forward. An old-
school utility, oozing quiet seniority 
and dominance in a contest, he never 
failed to get the job done. Thanks 
for all your advice and inspiration 
Macca.
´ LUCA MARK
Luca is the mouse who roared, 
a small high forward who turns 
ferocious when holding the footy. A 
confidence player, Luca’s impact on 
games kept escalating through the 
season until he became a vital part of 
team strategy - the problem solver in 
difficult moments. Just awesome.
´ LUCA MORROW 
What was that flash? Yes, that’s Luca 
again. Shooting past and wangling 
the ball to bomb another one 
forward. The side’s quietest achiever, 
Luca let his footy do the talking, with 
a Superman-like transformation to 
midfield tough nut, relentless runner 
and dogged tagger.
´ SEAN NEWTON  
The Bachar Houli of our backline, 
Sean reads the play with innate 
genius. Also gifted with an 
indomitable spirit, his cheeky 
grin was only bested by a deft step 
and bombs out of the back-est 
of backlines if not zipping past 
flummoxed opposition players with 
the ball towards the square .     
´ ELIAS NUNLEY-BROWN   
A fierce competitor, ‘Ely’ epitomised 
the old school ethic of running in 
straight lines, providing relentless 
drive forward, as well as follow 
through. Elias played across the field 
throughout the year illustrating his 
versatility and willingness to do 
whatever it takes.
´ JONAS O’CONNOR 
Never, ever afraid to take on the 
contest, Jonas’s fierce attack on the 
footy, regardless of the opponent, 
is his hallmark, repeatedly 
demonstrating the adage: it’s not the 
size of the dog in the fight. His long 
backline runs down the wing were 
sublime, his massive heart and love 
for ‘da bois’ embraced by all. 
´ZACK SEIVER  
They seek him here, they seek him 

there, they seek Zack every-bloody-
where. This stealthy Mr One-
Percenter had more fingers in goals 
than Jack Horner did in pies. Did 
we mention Pies? A fierce, dogged 
competitor, Zacky, you champ, more 
importantly, you brought fun to our 
games.
´DYLAN SHIELDS   
A sharp goal sneak with a menacing 
tackle, Dylan has the class of a 
thoroughbred and the style of a 
movie star, landing six goals in 2019 
to be the side’s third highest scorer. 
Sleek and surreptitious, he could 
arise anywhere, at anytime, and to 
the dismay of opponents, he often 
did. 
´MAX SPENCER-TIGHE    
A few early season cameos showed 
Max’s prime goal sense and 
unflappable nature were trademarks 
of his five games. Always bringing 
others into the game as a true team 
player, everyone loves having Max on 
their side.
´ JAEDON STENHOUSE    
If courage was wealth, Jaedon would 
be King Croesus. Fleet of foot and 
with a football brain to match, Jaedon 
has great game sense and is a natural 
and tough midfielder who quickly 
turns defence into attack. He’s also 
a fine young man whose easy smile 
lifts all our hearts. 
´ TOM SZENDROI
“You are the universe in ecstatic 
motion” may be a quote from Rumi, 
but ‘Schnitty’ lived it this season. 
The boundless joy to Tom’s golden 
locks dashing through midfield in 
another drive forward brought tears 
to old parental eyes as he found new 
confidence and his zen place.
´PATRICK THOMAS    
Paddy’s hard, hard, hard rain fell on 
opponents across the dry Sydney 
basin. Part giraffe, part bulldog, his 
flights above the pack for a mark, 
along with his raking left foot, 
relentless chase and command of 
defensive structure always filled 
us with confidence. Another great 
season Paddy!
´ARCHIE THOMSEN   
A delayed start due to theatre 
rehearsals didn’t diminish Archie’s 
wry humour and quirky asides, 
matching his forays forward, along 
with asserting his strength, tough 
tackling and long accurrate kicks at 
both ruck and wing. Archie always 
moves the ball quickly as a superb 
team player.

UNDER 14s  
DIV 2-ALLIANCE
Report by Simon Thomsen &  Tim O’Connor
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U14 DIV 3-ALLIANCE
´ JERRY AH-YEK
Another tireless year of work in the 
ruck for the team, dominant in the 
ruck contests and integral to the team 
by farming the ball out to his fellow 
mid-fielders. Also a powerful tackler 
and protector of the ball carrier.
´ADAM DALEY
A quiet but relentless achiever, 
usually in defence, where his courage 
in getting underneath high balls and 
spoiling opposition forward thrusts 
was second to none. Always looks to 
share the ball with team-mates and 
tackles well.
´RORY DAVIS
Another solid season from one of our 
very versatile players. Always trying 
his best in defence and attack. Some 
memorable tackles and hard running 
is the hallmark of Rory’s game and 
makes him one of our popular players
´PATRICK GALLAGHER
Moved between key defensive and 
forward positions during the year, 
applying strong tackling pressure in 
both roles, always looking for team 
mates with his disposals, with a great 
running goal against Canada Bay.

HEAD COACH Evan Davis MANAGER Martin Gallagher
MILESTONES 50 GAMES Alexander Lawes / Owen Lloyd-Shepherd / Novak Pollard / Matthew Scolyer / Max van der Merwe 100 GAMES Sam Howard

UMPIRES Patrick Gallagher / Sam Howard / Novak Pollard
 U14 DIV 3-ALLIANCE  TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST  Jerry Ah-Yek B&F RUNNER-UP Max Tosi BEST DEFENDER Archie Jones-Sinclair LEADING GOAL SCORER Alistair Woods COACHES AWARD Novak Pollard

2 018 saw the merging of 
Glebe and Newtown, 
forming the Glebe 
Bloodhounds in Div 3. 

The merger expanded across all U14 
Divisions in 2019, so it took a while 
for everyone to gel but, once that 
happened, there was no holding the 
boys. The 100% return of our 2018 
players, along with some great new 
additions to the team, saw some 
fantastic development of all players. 
A solid pre-season saw the boys 
excited and motivated to improve 
their fitness and polish up on their 
skills. We had some excellent wins, 
balanced with some hard fought 
loses, in a very even competition. 
Our efforts resulted in wins against 
all comers, except one team who 
ultimately won the premiership. 

From the coaching and 
management point of view, 
watching our boys improve in skill 
and confidence fills us with great 
pride. Digging deep when the going 
got tough, putting in the effort no 
matter what. If we are ten goals in 
front or ten behind, the effort and 
determination does not stop. This 

determination was perhaps best 
shown in a hard fought loss mid-
winter, when injuries had depleted 
the team and we had a long away 
trek, in a game that was the turning 
point for the season and started our 
successful drive to the finals. Our 
finals campaign saw us reprising 
last year’s elimination final against 
Northern Lights in the upper reaches 
of Hornsby. As with last year’s game, 
it was a tight encounter but the 
Lights ran away with the win. We 
were delighted with the growth and 
development of a great bunch of 
boys and look forward to fostering 
the next phase of their football 
development in 2020.

Digging 
deep 
when the 
going got 
tough, 
putting in 
the effort 
no matter 
what. 

´CURTIS GUENETTE
Curtis’s agility, determination 
and skills made him the complete 
package for playing in the midfield 
and forwards. Mr. Consistent, Curtis 
is the type of player who can be 
relied upon. Hard running from the 
centre or defending, Curtis always 
put in 100%.
´OLIVER HERSHMAN
A great season for Oliver. His rugby 
skills of running hard and solid 
defence were greatly appreciated by 
all his team mates. Oliver made the 
midfield his position. Solid defence 
and attack. His rugby style kicking 
ensured he delivered the ball into 
our half.
´ SAM HOWARD
One of our best and most reliable 
forwards. Sam’s natural position is 
inside the forward 50, but was just as 
effective all over the ground.
´ARCHIE JONES-SINCLAIR
An invaluable lanky defender, with 
an amazing ability to break away 
from packs and launch forward 
thrusts. Also provided great back up 
in the ruck, and always willing to 
take on any role.

´BILL JORDAN
This was Bill’s season. Our most 
improved player. The wing was his 
domain. Moving the ball into the 
forward line or putting up some 
excellent defence
´ALEXANDER LAWES
One of our most improved players. 
Alex had a great season. His 
confidence growing with each 
game. Alex showed excellent skill 
development taking critical marks 
during the second half of the season.
´GABE LEE
A recent convert from the round ball 
game, Gabe played the game as if he 
started playing when he was three. 
Natural athleticism, determination 
and great ball skills, Gabe was a 
great and valuable addition to the 
Bloodhounds.
´OWEN LLYOD-SHEPHERD
A quiet achiever. Owen was always 
up to the task and always tried his 
best. Ever reliable, Owen had a great 
season and a valuable player who 
contributed throughout the season.
´MYLES MALONE
Great athleticism and football skills 
made Myles the perfect wing player. 

Ever reliable, Myles was too often 
poached by the Div 2 team, wanting 
his footy skills and determination.
´MAX VAN DER MERWE
Had a light-bulb moment in 2019 
when he realised he could run and 
impact the game! Given his big 
engine, this made him a handful 
down the back where his run was 
invaluable throughout the season.
´NOVAK POLLARD
Despite always being among the 
smallest on the field, he is the first 
in at the bottom of packs, seeking 
to farm the ball out to others. Found 
his place as a rebounding backman. 
Captain courageous !!!!
´ LOUIS QUARELLO
Fast, feisty and nimble !! Great 
midfielder. Louis is a human dynamo. 
Running hard all game and ready and 
willing to take on all comers.
´PETER RICE
An impressive year at full forward, 
with excellent reading of the 
incoming forward thrusts, ensuring 
he was among our leading goal 
kickers. Used his body well in 
marking contests, often getting the 
better of larger defenders.
´MATTHEW SCOLYER
Another strong year using his big 
engine to get to contests across 
the entire ground. His year was 
interrupted by a broken wrist, but 
returned late in the year to help our 
finals campaign with his raking runs 
along the wing. 
´MAX SPENCER-TIGHE
Played right across the field. 
Excellent in defence, inspiring in the 
forwards and a powerhouse in the 
centres. We will never forget the run 
from the Fullback to the Full foward, 
gained immediate possession then 
kicked a goal. Truly memorable.
´MAX TOSI
Athletic and lightning fast mid-
fielder who threw himself into 
all contests with little regard for 
personal safety. Whilst he improved 
his skills during the year, his 
marking came to the elite level as the 
season wore on, as he repelled the 
opposition and propelled us forward.
´ALISTAIR WOODS
An amazing first year of AFL, 
often breaking open games with 
his electric speed that no-one 
could match. Improving kicking 
and marking skills as the year 
wore on saw him make important 
contributions to a number of tight 
games.
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U14YG DIV 1
´ SYLVIE BICKNELL
A super season! Either as a ruck,or 
dropping to the back lines or pushing 
up forward just kept demonstrating 
your skills around the ground week 
after week. Your impact on the rest 
of the team was so positive and 
inspiring. A real talent for the game 
of footy!
´ ELYSE BURKE
Superb season this year! You really 
stepped up this year! Your play 
around the ground either as a wing 
or a defender showed courage, great 
read of the play and always being 
first to the ball allowed your skills to 
develop strongly. Wowsers you have 
some awesome footy ahead of you! 
Well done on achieving 50 games this 
year.
´MAYA GROSSER
Dominated in the backs again this 
year! Your skills were consistently on 

COACH Monica Bourke ASSISTANT COACHES Chavvauhn Calver, Richard Stone TEAM MANAGER Penny Cheverall FITNESS TRAINER Shelley Gorman

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Elyse Burke / Zara Kilborn  / Emma Walsh   REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Zara Kilborn / Matisse Liu / Lily Race / Emma Walsh / Emily Webb  
UMPIRES Elyse Burke / Matisse Liu / Emma Walsh / Lorien Wong AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 YOUTH GIRLS REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Emily Webb   

GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD - BELLE OF THE BALL Emma Walsh  GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD CLUB ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Emily Webb
U14YG DIV 1 TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Emma Walsh BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Lily Race BEST DEFENDER Elyse Burke BEST MIDFIELDER Lorien Wong LEADING GOAL KICKER Emma Walsh  

BEST ALL-ROUNDER Madison Stone MOST IMPROVED Emily Webb MOST COURAGEOUS Taitum Watts PLAYERS PLAYER Emma Walsh

W hat a sensational 
year for the Girl 
hounds!!  An 
awesome group of 

girls came together at the start of the 
season, plenty of rookies, new and 
returning players stepped up to take 
on Division One. You all bonded as a 
team and displayed a magical team 
spirit that makes Glebe unique. It 
was going to be a tough season as we 
stepped up to Division One but in 
true Greyhound style you took on the 
challenge and your consolidation as a 
team displayed some awesome footy 
week after week. We pushed the top 
of the table with close matches, some 
wins, some losses but it was tough 
and inspirational to watch.

On behalf of all the coaching staff, 
our team manager and parents, we 
are extremely proud of what the girls 
achieved in only their first year of 
playing football together as a team 
and taking on Division One.   

Our girls represented our club 
with fun, respect and came together 
regardless of age or experience and 
formed a tight group of stars in the 
making! As the year progressed 
the girl continued to demonstrate 
incredible team spirit, commitment 
to each other and they grew, allowing 
formations of backlines, midfield and 
forward lines to stabilise allowing for 
positive structures to see them play 
great footy week after week.

An 
awesome 
group of 
girls came 
together 
at the 
start 
of the 
season, 
plenty of 
rookies, 
new and 
returning 
players ´
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display each week and your defensive 
strategies assisted your teammates 
time after time clearing the ball from 
attack to allow your teammates to 
drive the ball to attack. A great run 
in the forwards showed your ability 
to hit targets or score. You just keep 
getting better each year – can’t wait 
for next year!
´ZARA KILBORN
Your leadership again was on display 
each week and it is brilliant to see 
you shine and direct your teammates. 
Your sense of team either playing in 
the forwards or backs allowed your 
skill set all over the ground to shine 
in kicking goals or defending with 
strong tackles and your strength to 
turn the game around with strong 
attacks is sensational to watch – keep 
it up Zara you have more great footy 
ahead of you! Well done on achieving 
50 games this year.
´MATISSE LIU
A big asset for our team! So quick 
in the mids to drive the ball to our 
attack, your swift clearances and 
ability to read the play either to 
attack or shutdown play from the 
opposition is incredible to watch. 
Your time in the forwards proved 
positive with goals or direct kicks to 
forwards was on cue. Your ability to 
duck and weave the bigger players on 
the other side again demonstrated 
what a great player you are!! 
´CHARLOTTE MAGUIRE
Your confidence and ability grew 
from the start of the season. You 
played well in the forwards, mids and 
backs. And some almighty tackling. 
Great run in the ruck. Kicking your 
first AFL goal was sensational!
´REMY MAGUIRE
Your first season playing AFL you 
showed great ball skills, marking, 
tackling, kicking goals and a great 
team player! Your ability to clear the 
packs, side stepping the opposition 
and go for runs to our forwards, 
incredible. Your growth and 
confidence each week is absolutely 
brilliant to watch! We can’t wait to 
see your skills develop further next 
year as you have a great career ahead 
in footy.
´MADISON MOK
What a great first year of AFL! Your 
tackling, roving and team plays 
were solid, what a great team asset. 
A fantastic team player and leader! 
Your spirit for playing footy is just 
brilliant to see each week. Your no 
fear approach allowed you week after 

week to grow your game of footy 
Keep it up Madi!
´ SUSANNAH PAGET
Your first year of playing AFL and 
your confidence grew each week! 
Your ability to adapt around the 
ground was sensational. Your courage 
in the defence zone was brilliant, 
your run in the rucks was great, 
leading in the forwards to space for 
marks was really great to watch, 
kicking your first AFL goal was a 
blast! You certainly proved your footy 
skills in your first year - can’t wait 
until next year!
´ LILY RACE
What a sensational year for you 
this year! Your presence really 
shone this year, your team spirit, 
encouragement and leadership really 
was effortless for you! You proved 
a machine for us in the mids. Your 
overhead and chest marks were 
awesome, tough tackling, goals 
and ability to grow each week was 
exceptional! Can’t wait to see your 
footy develop further next year!
´MELODY SCHOFIELD
Your confidence just kept growing 
each week! The ability to back yourself 
and throw yourself in amongst the 
play was great. Stepping up to get to 
the ball first in the backs was brilliant 
along with turning over the ball to 
assist in our attacks! Your run in the 
mids or centre demonstrated courage, 
tough tackling and quick clearances 
to team mates was brilliant. Your 
run in the forwards allowed your 
teammates to score or score yourself! 
Great season Mel!
´ LILY STONE
The ability to back yourself and 
throw yourself in amongst the play 
was great. Stepping up to get to the 
ball first in the backs was brilliant, 
leading to space and driving the ball 
forward from the mids time after 
time was impressive. Ability to read 
the play, shutdown play or create 
attacking play comes easy for you! 
Great season this year!
´MADISON STONE
Your strength, courage and no 
fear was on display each week. 
The ability to back yourself, throw 
yourself in amongst the play was 
great, your quick turnovers of the 
ball to teammates in space was spot 
on!  Stepping up to get to the ball 
first in the backs, mids and forwards 
demonstrated your ability to play 
footy – It was brilliant to watch! Great 
Season!

´ LOLA WAKELIN
Your strength and confidence just 
kept growing and growing each 
week! The ability to back yourself 
and throw yourself in amongst the 
play was great. Stepping up to get to 
the ball first in the backs was brilliant 
along with turning over the ball to 
assist in our attacks! Your ruck work 
was spot on as you tapped directly to 
teammates on the lead a really strong 
season for you Lola!
´ EMMA WALSH
You really stepped up this year and 
your talent each week was incredible 
to watch! From strong marking, 
tough tackles, breaks from the packs 
to follow through with attack of 
dodging the opposition, bouncing 
the footy on the run to complete 
goals was inspirational for your team. 
Your swift play of kicking to leads, 
clearing the ball in whilst in the 
defence  zone to your teammates was 
incredible! Well done on achieving 
50 games this year.
´ TAITUM WATTS
Your first season playing AFL was 
brilliant! You just kept getting better 
and better each week. Your no fear 
approach to the ball was superb as 
you won possession of the footy 
and cleared to team mates to drive 
to attack was brilliant. Getting first 
to the ball and shutting down play 
from your opposition was strong. 
Your runs into space to drive the ball 
down the ground to team mates was 
spot on! Can’t wait to see your skills 
develop next year!
´ EMILY WEBB
Great year of footy for your first year 
of playing! Great run in the ruck 
this year! Each week your ability to 
tap and place the ball was on cue 
for your teammates. Your strength 
on the wing, in defense or forward 
allowed you to create space to run, 
bounce and kick out of defence or in 
the forwards ability to kick to leads 
in attack or kicking goals yourself. 
You consistently turned over the play 
to our advantage, tough tackling and 
long kicks shown throughout the 
year! Sensational season for your first!
´ LORIEN WONG
Wow what a brilliant year! Your 
reading of the play, instinct and all 
round game of footy is empowering 
to watch. Strong in the backs, fast in 
the mids and goal kicking is a talent 
you delivered each week. Can’t wait 
to see your skills develop further next 
year! Brilliant year Lorien!
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´XANTHE BIRD
I was told that Xanthe only came into 
the team as a favour to her friend 
who had told her that we needed 
extra players. Well, you would never 
have guessed it from the level of 
commitment that she showed both 
in training and game in her first 
season of footy. Going from strength 
to strength through the season, she 
showed that she was versatile, athletic 
and determined, with her amazing 
growth as a footy player.  
´ELORA BURN
Elora is one of the youngest players 
in the team, and could have played 
in a lower age group this year, but 
chose to challenge herself and play 
up for the second year in a row.  It 
was great to see her confidence and 
skills continue to grow through the 
season, in particular her efforts 
across the centre in some of our 
toughest games.  She’s setting 
herself up well for a really strong 
future in footy.

UNDER 14s  
YG DIV 2

Report by Ian Millward

W ho in their right 
mind would 
volunteer to 
coach a bunch 

of adolescent girls?  The tears, the 
tantrums - but, to be honest, that was 
pretty much just me!  While we had 
our challenges through the season, 
we had some great highlights, learnt 
a lot (especially the coach) and, 
hopefully, have had enough fun to get 
everyone back next year.  So, how did 
Season 2019 shape up for the U14YG 
D2 Girlhounds?

As seems to be the perpetual nice 
problem we have at Glebe, the club 
was again extraordinarily successful 
with recruiting girls to footy.  What 
this meant to our team was that we 
had a nice big squad of 20 players 
to work with, but more than half 
the team were completely new 
to the game.  Straight up, we had 
the challenge of having to balance 
teaching the skills and basics of 
the game to most of the team while 
extending the “veterans”.

Our first game of the season 
against Canada Bay at Maroubra can 
best be referred to as a “learning 
experience”, wherein the main 
lesson was just how good a YG 
footy team could be!  Unfortunately 
Canada Bay were supposed to 
have been in D1, however were 
mis-graded and delivered a good 
old fashioned shellacking to the 
unsuspecting Girlhounds - a rather 
rude welcome to footy for the new 
players!

The Girlhounds rose up from 
that opening shock and, while 
we were on the wrong side of 
the mercy rule in almost half our 
games, they kept spirits high, 
never gave up and improved week 
on week to finish the season with 
fantastic run of performances in 
their last 4 games. 

Special thanks also to all the 
parents for their positive support 
throughout the season - looking 
forward to seeing you all again 
next year!

we learnt 
a lot and, 
hopefully, 
have had 
enough 
fun to get 
everyone 
back next 
year.

HEAD COACH Ian Millward ASST COACH / RUNNER Michael Matthews TRAINING ASSISTANCE Mike Milne, Laurice Wauchope  
BACKUP COACH Adrian Wauchope MANAGER Janneke Bird

´
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´ FRANCES DOYLE
Being new to footy, and new to team 
sport, was no handicap for Frances 
as she took on the game, and anyone 
between her and the ball, head on.  
Her individual efforts in winning 
the ball all over the ground created 
many opportunities for us, but her 
development as a supportive, team 
player was a real highlight. Frances’ 
consistent strong performances saw 
her win our Best and Fairest award 
and tie as the Player’s Player.
´ARABELLA FENNESSY
Bella worked hard all year in her first 
season, showed she was adaptable 
and more than capable in whatever 
role we threw at her. In particular, 
she really impressed with her 
marking, which does not always 
come naturally to new players, and 
snagged a couple of goals through 
the season, including one in our win 
against Maroubra.
´ LUCINDA LYNN
Fast and focused first-timer - 
Lucinda quickly showed her strength 
as a transition player, working 
end-to-end with the flow of the ball, 
and her versatility, playing in every 
position through the year.  Worked 
hard on her skills all season and 
reaped the rewards with a couple 
of very nice goals and our Best 
Midfielder award.
´ ELISHA MATTHEWS
It only took one game for us to find 
the right slot for Elisha, setting her 
up at centre half back where she 
took a leading role as the apex of 
our defensive line, intercepting and 
turning back any run up the centre 
from the opposition. Like many in the 
team, Elisha showed her best in some 
of our toughest games, with particular 
highlights against Easts where she 
pulled in some strong defensive marks 
and huge clearing kicks.  
´ FREYA MCKENDRY
Notching up her 50th game this 
season, Freya qualified as a real 
veteran, and that experience showed 
on the field. Playing at full-back for 
us, her tough and desperate defence 
kept us out of trouble so many times. 
As the last line of defence, she was 
also our first line of attack with 
mighty kicking getting the ball down 
to our forwards.  A hard-earned, and 
well-deserved Best Defender award 
for Freya.
´ LARA MILLWARD
In her 3rd season of footy, Lara 
clearly found her natural home on 

the backline this year where she had 
her strongest and most consistent 
season yet. Tearing the ball out of the 
breakdowns to clear the ball, fierce 
tackling and great support for her 
teammates across the defensive line 
each week saw Lara earn our runner-
up Best and Fairest.
´ ISABELLE MILNE
Issy’s a player you just love having 
on-ball - she reads the play 
incredibly well, creating exciting 
opportunities and clearances out of 
congestion.  Her instincts, however, 
tend to always lead her back to 
defence where her terrific game 
sense and fearless determination to 
throw herself into the path of the 
opposition and not let the ball past 
earned her our Most Courageous 
award.
´AOIFE MOORE
Another of our debutantes, Aoife 
was a late addition to the squad, 
signing up and joining training 
in the last week before the season 
started, so more than anyone she 
was really learning on the fly.  Right 
from the start she was fast, fearless 
and fierce with her tackling and, 
as her understanding of the game 
developed through the season, 
was not shy to have a go and take 
opportunities as they arose. Unlucky 

SOME 
HIGHLIGHTS:
A mid-season win 
against Maroubra in 
a close fought game 
lifted confidence going 
into the back half of the 
season.

Keeping Penshurst, who 
had thrashed everyone 
all season, to under 50 
points, achieving our 
goal for the game - “no 
mercy rule!”

Taking it right up to 
Easts in our last home 
game, best team game 
of the season (to that 
point)

Our last game of the 
year against Maroubra, 
a fantastic team effort 
in a really close game, 
going down by only 
5 points, but having 
the ball in our forward 
line for the dying 
minutes (my nerves 
are still jangling!).  The 
Girlhounds were so 
revved up after the 
game, belting out 
the happiest, loudest 
rendition of the club 
song we’d heard all 
year!!

not to score a major with a cheeky 
snap over the shoulder against Easts, 
but still put a score on the board.
´KATIE PAXTON
Katie continued to grow as a player 
through this season, performing 
most strongly out of the centre and 
starting to take opportunities when 
they came her way (as evidenced by 
a great  snap at goal out of the pack 
against Maroubra). Her parochial 
loyalty as an Inner Westy shone 
through as Katie played all her very 
best games against any team from 
east of Anzac Parade, in particular 
Easts where she was amongst the 
best on ground each time we came up 
against them.
´BILLIE PALMER
Tall, strong and determined, Billie 
was a natural in the ruck and was 
happy to use her muscle to give 
herself, and the team, best chance to 
get first touch of the footy.  Another 
of our first-timers, she also showed 
that we could run her in just about 
any position, and she would perform.  
´CHARLIE ROBINSON
When we’re putting together 
these profiles, we like to think 
of the highlights for our players, 
and one thing I can say for Charlie 
is “Penshurst Panthers”.  Not 
saying there was anything wrong 

MILESTONES 50 GAMES Freya McKendry  REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Lara Millward
U14YG DIV 2 TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Frances Doyle BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Lara Millward BEST DEFENDER Freya McKendry BEST MIDFIELDER Lucinda Lynn LEADING GOAL KICKER Lucy Thomsen 

BEST ALL-ROUNDER Elle Wauchope MOST IMPROVED Xanthe Bird MOST COURAGEOUS Issy Milne PLAYERS PLAYER Elle Wauchope and Frances Doyle (Tied)
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with the rest of her debut season, 
Charlie worked hard at training 
and improved every game,  but she 
absolutely gave us her best against 
the toughest team in our league, 
running and tackling hard, winning 
and clearing the ball and showing 
that she really is going to be a player 
to contend with in the future.
´ZOE SINCLAIR
Zoe had a bit of a quiet start to 
the season and then missed a few 
games due to a big family holiday. 
Clearly she’d been distracted by the 
impending break because, on her 
return, she turned it on! Scoring 
career first goal against Easts and 
really making her presence felt all 
over the field, particularly ruck and 
forward line, she was a changed 
player.
´LUCY THOMSEN
I love having Lulu on the forward 
line with her awesome left boot 
and tenacity around the loose ball. 
Unfortunately though, for most of 
our games, it was pretty quiet on the 
forward line, so Lulu rotated through 
the midfield where she also shone as a 
determined rover. Thankfully we had 
some more balanced games where 
she could really show her strength, 
earning our Golden Boot as leading 
goalkicker, including a mighty bag of 

3 in the final game of the season.
´ ISABELLA VINCENT DELGADO
A great first season for Bella, 
enthusiastic and eager to learn, she 
also proved ferocious on field with 
hard tackling, determined chasing 
and great game sense.  Another player 
that we were happy to try in any 
position, she gave it a red-hot go all 
over the field. We can’t wait to see 
what Bella can bring to the team next 
season.
´ANABEL WATSON
Unfortunately for Anabel, she had 
a delayed start to her debut season 
due to copping a concussion at 
netball (nasty dangerous game), and 
understandably had a tentative first 
few games once she was able to join 
the squad.  However, once she got 
going, her confidence grew week on 
week and we got to see what a great 
athlete she is, working hard off the 
wing and joining the ruck rotation 
where her super springs saw her 
winning most of her hit outs.  
´ELLE WAUCHOPE
As quiet achievers go, they don’t 
come much quieter, or achieve 
anywhere near as much as Elle. She 
has an engine that just won’t quit, 
would happily run on-ball all day, 
is determined, unselfish, focused 
and fearless. Elle’s efforts across 

the entire ground earned her our 
Best All-Rounder award but even 
more importantly she is also clearly 
admired and respected by her 
teammates as she tied in the voting for 
our inaugural Player’s Player award.
´CHARLOTTE WONG
Being one of the youngest and 
smallest players on the team was 
never an issue for Charlotte, who 
fearlessly took on anyone between 
her and the ball.  Unfortunately, due 
to martial arts commitments, she 
missed half the season, so I do not 
think we got to see all that Charlotte 
has to offer, but hopefully we’ll get 
to see more of her next season. One 
special highlight - as captain in 
our only winning game, Charlotte 
crucially won the toss and set us up 
for victory!
´GEORGIA WRIGLEY
Georgia impressed right from the start 
with her attitude, eagerness to learn, 
athleticism and willingness to have a 
go.  Nothing demonstrated the latter 
two points better than her mighty 
sprinting chase down ¾ of the field 
at Moore Park to successfully cut off 
what looked like an unstoppable run 
into attack. Georgia has everything 
she needs to grow into a great player 
in coming years, and we’re looking 
forward to seeing that happen.
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
HEAD COACH Brad Scutella TEAM COACHES Daniel Kenny, Matt Mitchell, Cameron Jackson MANAGER Kerrie Cant

MILESTONES 150 GAMES James Kenny 100 GAMES Jack Rath / Max Troughton MILESTONES 200 GOALS Samuel Scutella  
UMPIRES Finn Harley-Whitney / Jack Rath / James Kenny

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Oscar Bosnjakovic / Peter Judge / Samuel Jackson / James Kenny / Daemon Lakatos / Harvey Lynn / Noah Mitchell / Lucas Newman / Jack Rath / Samuel Scutella

What a cracker of 
a season. To win 
a Premiership 
against the odds 

was unbelievable. On top of that we 
had 10 players named in the City 
Representative team, together with 
Noah Mitchell being second runner 
up in the AFL Junior Best and Fairest 
Award. Not a bad season of footy by 
any means.

We played 15 rounds of football, lost 
four games; two against Pennant Hills 
and two against Moore Park Tigers. 
But we won the game that matters 
most, the Grand Final. This was the 
season that we learned a lot about 
ourselves. Number one, the more we 
trained at the back end of the season 
the better we got.  We went from 
training once a week to twice a week 
as we hit the semi-finals. I reckon our 
skill level increased by 20%, especially 
with our intensity around the ball, 
hitting targets, clean hands, decision 
making and game sense.

Number two, we learned a lot 
from our losses. After our first loss 

to Pennant Hills by mercy rule it 
made me realise we had to make 
some positional changes. We did and 
we improved. Further losses made 
us realise we have to continuously 
make changes so that we became 
less predictable. Losing games all of 
a sudden became very important. 
We learned to analyse why and how 
we lost and discussed it at training 
the following week. We were able to 
learn from it and get better. Thirdly, 
we peaked at exactly the right time. In 
the second semi final the boys came 
out and hammered Moore Park. We 
blew them off the park and we never 
looked back.

Going into the grand final against 
Pennant Hills we had good form and 
the boys were fearless. Pennant Hills 
had beaten us twice and we have 
beaten them twice. It was always 
going to be a tough battle. This was a 
decider in more ways than one. Once 
again we made changes, not so much 
because we wanted to but because we 
had to. We had five players going into 
the game with the flu. Under normal 

circumstances they probably would 
have rested up…..but not today.

We got off to a bit of a nervous start, 
dropping easy marks, not kicking 
straight and Penno getting the rub 
of the free kicks (again). By quarter 
time we were down 21 - 7. Second 
quarter, we improved our composure 
and discipline. By half time we were 
down by a goal and we were back in 
the game. Going into the third quarter 
the boys really turned it on and played 
their best footy of the season. Plenty 
of ‘hard ball’ gets, marks going to 
hand and better goal kicking saw us 
up by 12 points. Notwithstanding 
we were ahead, I didn’t want the 
boys to ‘switch off’ and think we 
had the game won.  The last quarter 
instruction was to go back out and 
win that quarter.  And we did - by a 
point. 

Big thank you to Matt, Dan, 
Cameron and my very patient 
Manager Kerrie for putting up with 
me and the rest of the parent group for 
helping out and entrusting your boys 
to me. 

We went 
from 
training 
once a 
week to 
twice a 
week as 
we hit the 
semi-
finals. I 
reckon 
our skill 
level 
increased 
by 20%

U15 DIV 2-ALLIANCE
´BEN BASKIN
Ben played in both the backline and 
forwards. Safe as houses in defence, 
head over the ball footballer who is 
always looking at options, uses his 
body well, great team player who 
knows how to shepherd, feed the ball 
back and clear the goal-line. Played 
a few games up in the forwards and 
kicked goals as well as numerous goal 
assists. Well done Ben.
´OSCAR BOSNAJAKOVIC
Great season from a great player. 
Is a true backline player who saved 
the day with his brilliant contested 
overhead marks and backline 
clearing kicks. Played at CHB in 
the semi final series, ensured the 
backs kept their structure and was 
dominant with his hard running 
breaking tackles and clearing kicks 
into the forward line.  
´ LUKE COSTELLO
First season player who improved 
week in week out. A pleasure 
to coach as he always followed 
instructions and showed plenty of 

commitment. Played in the ruck and 
dominated, reliable in the forward 
line and kicked a brilliant goal 
against Pennant Hills earlier in the 
year and strong in defence. Great first 
season Luke.
´MAX HAMRA
Another one of our strong backline 
defenders. Ultra reliable, gets down 
low to the ground, unafraid of getting 
bumped always having a crack. 
Understands our defensive structures 
and plays and can always be relied 
upon to clear the ball down the 
flanks in a tight situation. A smart 
backline player who never lets you 
down.
´ FINN HARTLEY-WHITNEY 
One of our team stalwarts who 
unfortunately copped a bad head 
knock this year and could only 
play four games due to concussion. 
Showed plenty of team spirit by 
turning up at training and games to 
cheer the boys on and provide plenty 
of encouragement and support.
´ SAMUEL JACKSON
Runner Up Best and Fairest and 

always knows how to find space. An 
outside running player who likes to 
run wide down the wing with ball in 
hand and deliver to the forward line. 
Has great game sense and positional 
play and always ‘pops up’ as the extra 
man in attack. City Representative 
player as well.  
´PETER JUDGE
Another one of our backline 
defenders who is a pest to all forward 
structures. Disables forward attacks 
with a strong overhead mark or 
intercepting fist. Looks great in full 
flight in the air and is quick to disable 
incoming attacking options. Cool 
under pressure and knows how to 
find support players.
´ TADGH KELLY
One of three co-captains who runs all 
day. Our spiritual leader who always 
contributes verbally as well as with 
his actions. Fearless in the air when 
competing for the ball which was on 
full display in the grand final when 
colliding heavily with an opposition 
player, got back up and kept going. 
An inspirational player. ´
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U15 DIV 2-ALLIANCE TEAM AWARDS BEST & FAIREST Noah Mitchell BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Samuel Jackson BEST DEFENDER Samuel Scutella LEADING GOAL SCORER Lucas Newman  

COACHES AWARD Jack Rath

´ JAMES KENNY
Another fearless player who does not 
let up. Took the ‘Mark of the Year’ in 
the grand final, running backwards 
jumping in the air and colliding 
heavily with an opposition player. 
Delivers good quality football week 
in week out. Capable of playing 
anywhere on the field and is the ideal 
player to coach.
´DAEMON LAKATOS
Has developed an outstanding 
overhead contested mark. Looks 
great running in full flight with the 
ball down the wing and has proven 
he is just as good in the backline as 
he is in the forward line. Possesses an 
accurate kick at goal and always hits 
his targets. Versatile player which 
makes my coaching job easier.    
´CULLEN LUM
Great to see one of our team 
favourites back this year. We put out 
the call for help and Cullen came to 
our rescue. A beast in the ruck and 
when competing for the ball shows 
no mercy to opposition players. 
Doesn’t take a backward step, always 
backs his mates and runs himself 
into the ground. The sort of player 
you want by your side.
´HARVEY LYNN
I love his enthusiasm for the ball, 
leads out hard and is improving with 
his timing. Possesses an elegant and 
‘easy to watch’ around the body left 
foot kick. Kicked a timely goal in the 
grand final which got us on the path 
to victory. Starting to use his frame 
a lot more and will be hard to stop 
moving forward.
´NOAH MITCHELL
What a great season, Co-captain, City 
Representative player, Runner Up 
best and fairest in Sydney Harbour 
AFL Juniors, team best and fairest 
winner and went home with a team 
premiership. Can it get any better for 
this super star player? Great overhead 
mark, highly competitive, kicked a 
bag of goals, plays anywhere on the 
field. Need I say anymore.
´ LUCAS NEWMAN
An absolute gun player. One of 
the most naturally gifted and 
talented players I have seen. Follows 
instructions beautifully. Played up 
front this year and kicked 30 goals, 
runs with ease past players, has a 
great fend and swerve. Played in the 
ruck in the grand final and totally 
dominated across the field and 
kicked three goals. A pleasure to 
coach.

´GABRIEL QUOYLE
Our super sub forward goal sneak 
who can sniff out a goal from 
anywhere. Unable to play for a few 
games mid-way through the season 
but came back more determined than 
ever. Kicked a neat after the siren goal 
against Moore Park in the semi finals 
but the icing on the cake was kicking 
two much needed goals in the grand 
final.
´ JACK RATH
Another one of our versatile players 
who goes in hard. Played forward, 
mids and backs and always delivered. 
Given the job of ‘tagging’ opposition 
players and did a great job. Sacrificed 
his own game for the good of the 
team. Clean hands, great tackler and 
kicked the ‘sealing’ goal from a set 
shot kick in the grand final.
´ SAMUEL SCUTELLA
Another one of our hard inspirational 
players who never gave an inch. 
Tackled hard, competed hard and 
was a constant target by opposition 
teams. Our General in the mid-field 
who organised our rucks and calls 
and took control. Swept across as 
a defensive midfielder to clean up 
when required and chipped in with 
some great goals.
´DOM SHAPIRO
Played as both an attacking winger 
and defensive winger this year. Ultra-
reliable player who stymied many 
attacking raids, then turned defence 
into attack down the wing. Always 
had his head over the ball, used his 
size well to clean out the rucks and 

left his mark on opposition players in 
defence.  
´DAMIAN SUMNER
First year player who tried hard. 
Mainly played up in the forward line 
and occasionally on the wing where 
he could use his pace. Only played 
seven games but left his mark on the 
team.  Good luck Damian.
´MAX TROUGHTON
Another one of our defensive heros 
in the backline who thwarted many 
attacks. You can always rely on Max to 
get his fist to the ball, or get his head 
over the ball and to put his body on 
the line.  A truly unrelenting defensive 
player who is a  gleaming example of 
how players should defend.  A truly 
great team player and a pleasure to 
coach.
´CHRIS WOLCZAK
Another one of our versatile players 
who could play anywhere. Spent most 
of the season in the ruck winning 
clean ball and as an ‘on-baller’ as well. 
Has great physical strength, cleaned 
opposition players out of rucks with a 
single focus for the ball. Played in the 
backline in the grand final and totally 
dominated.
´LUKA VAN STOM
Goal kicking champion who played 
up front in the forward line. Used his 
size well to steam roll over some very 
unfortunate opposition players. Has 
an excellent lead and a real passion to 
get the ball. Missed the first few games 
of the season but made a massive 
difference up front and created many 
attacking options.
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l George – Stepped up to assistant 
coach when she saw me facing the 
coaching armies of the opposition 
alone. Kept an eye on player groups 
in the huddles to keep things positive 
and made sure I got player rotations 
less wrong. Ta.

l The group. With all the 
champions they liked to send us, 
you kept your end up. You are an 
inspiring group of young men. I’m 
proud to call you mates. Thanks for 
the support.

U17 DIV 2-ALLIANCE
´ JESSE BADER
Vice Captain. Inspirational aggressive 
ball winning centreman. Genuinely 
loves the game and loves the 
camaraderie of being in a team. 
Makes footy fun for all around him 
and plays the game with great spirit. 
Another who has played out his 
junior career. Thanks for all you’ve 
contributed. Cheers.
´GABE BASS-TRACY 
A cruel year for Gabe. Was playing 
his best game of the year and looked 
to have found his role in the team 
as a forward/ruck when he suffered 
an injury that kept him out for a big 
chunk of the season. Was finding his 
way back late in the year and then we 
ran out of games. Gabe has played out 

HEAD COACH Rob Drew MANAGER Bev Walsh

MILESTONES 150 GAMES Dylan Howard REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS Aaron (Rex) Quail / Lachlan Walsh AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 17 REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Lachlan Walsh
GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD JUNIOR FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR Dylan Howard GLEBE PERPETUAL AWARD SPIRIT OF THE CLUB AWARD Aaron (Rex) Quail

UMPIRES Dylan Howard / Zak Martin / Finn McKendry / Max O’Connor / Aaron (Rex) Quail / Ashton Robinson
U17 DIV 2-ALLIANCE TEAM AWARDS BEST AND FAIREST Max O’Connor B&F RUNNER-UP Riley Fitzroy BEST DEFENDER Billy Tobin LEADING GOAL SCORER Zak Martin COACHES AWARD Ashton Robinson

L a dada dada.
The Mongrel Duck team 

from somewhere near 
Camperdown started the 

year like all others, shambolically. 
Yet another Alliance (of age groups 
this time) meant that introductions 
were made, training schedules were 
organised, officials delegated, and 
pre-season training scheduled. As all 
of this was done within 3 or 4 weeks 
of the season starting, pre-season 
didn’t amount to much. A couple of 
trial games and we were away.

The season on the field was a real 
mixed bag. We had some brilliant 
wins and some disappointing narrow 
losses. The Ducks found it hard to 
get any consistency going and team 
availabilities due to injury and other 
commitments meant that the team 
changed greatly from week to week. 
A group of lads that are 15, 16 and 
17 certainly have a lot going on in 
their lives! This was reflected on 
the training track where numbers 
fluctuated due to injury, work, school 
and other sporting commitments. We 
kept battling on and it was felt that 
if we could keep in the mix and get a 
bit of continuity later in the season 
we still had a good chance to give the 
finals a shake.

Unfortunately the curse of injury 

hit hard at the back end of the 
year. This meant that the hoped 
for consistency at years end never 
happened. We narrowly missed the 
finals and finished 5th. Inevitably we 
will look back on the on-field season 
with a touch of “what might have 
beens”.

Football teams are about much 
more than results though. Off field 
the boys had a great year. Being a 
young man today certainly comes 
with a large range of challenges and 
the way the group rallied around 
and supported one another means 
that friendships have been made 
that will last long into the future. We 
have players that have now finished 
their junior footballing careers and I 
am sure they will look back at their 
last year with the Ducks as being an 
entertaining one. We hope you all 
continue on with your footy and will 
keep an eye on your progress both on 
and off the field. On behalf of all at 
both clubs – thanks for your service. 
And if you can – get down next year 
and get around the 2020 U17s.

A community club takes an 
enormous amount of effort. As 
players and coaches we don’t see a lot 
of the work that goes into it, but on 
behalf of the players - thanks.

To the Ducks volunteers who 

contribute outside the immediate 
team environment by umpiring, 
watering, canteening, bbqing, 
chauffeuring, nursing and 
empathising, on behalf of the players 
– thanks.

And a few personal ones to those 
who were on the track and the bench 
with me and the team:

l Bev – If the Ducks were to have 
a president, vice president, secretary 
and committee, Bev would have all of 
these roles. Instead she just gets the 
manager title. Don’t know how you 
do it and thanks for putting up with 
me. Ta.

l Shane – This year a lot of those 
who I’ve had as assistants over the 
last couple of years moved on due to 
other commitments.  When Shane 
saw me floundering he stepped up 
and brought something new. Cheers.

l Steve – Another who saw me 
struggling at training as the sole 
“adult” and stepped up to always be 
there. Reckons he knows nothing 
about footy coaching but the players 
and I know better. Cheers

l Luke – a passionate runner. First 
to volunteer for the role and first to 
give the running part away to any 
injured Duck who could run and just 
stick with the passion. Thanks for the 
support.

A group of 
lads that 
are 15, 
16 and 17 
certainly 
have a lot 
going on 
in their 
lives! 

his junior footy days. Good luck, see 
you around and thanks.
´KAI CHOWDHURY
A great midfield ball winner but 
probably a better outside running 
wingman. Huge contributor who was 
badly missed at training and games 
due to injury and some unnatural 
commitment to something called 
the HSC. Another leaving the junior 
ranks. Thanks from all, see you 
around.
´AIDEN CONNOLLY
Torn between footy and boxing early 
season, but once he committed a big 
team contributor. Learnt early season 
to keep the aggression at the footy 
and became a straight line running, 
no nonsense backman. Hard as a cats 
head.
´COOPER DREW
Coop played in the hardest position 
on the team – coaches son. Generally 
hard endurance running wingman 
but stepped up to play forward 
when injuries decimated the Ducks 
forward stocks. Played well enough 
there to probably win any most 
improved award if the coach had 
decided to give one out.
´ JOE DYSTER
I’ve always thought of Joe as a 
lockdown centre half back but 
showed through the year he has 

the ability and willingness to play 
anywhere on the ground – except 
full forward (well probably has 
the willingness). Unfortunately 
missed games and training to other 
commitments which showed how 
badly he was missed.
´CHARLIE EYIAM-ROWE
Fastest Duck over 50m. When he is 
on his pace and aggression make him 
a damaging half back, centreman and 
winger. Great team man, always has 
a story. If you upset any of Charlie’s 
family or mates he is ready to take on 
the world for them – and will win. 
Proven.
´RILEY FITZROY
Consistent. It can be overlooked how 
good a player Riley is because his 
standard becomes expected. When 
the ball goes into our backline and we 
are outnumbered a panicked bench 
can be settled by the words “Riley’s 
there”. We all know he will win 
the contest and turn the panic into 
opportunity. It would be missed by 
those outside the team how hard and 
ruthless Riley is and the influence his 
actions have to steady the group. A 
frustrating season for Riley for a few 
reasons, but still a bloody good one. 
Runner up B&F.
´ LACHLAN HARMER
Harmer. Known by last name due to 
a surplus of Lachlans. Classy wing/
forward outside player who can run, 
carry and deliver the footy with 
great skill. Unfortunately another 
who never got a great run at it due to 
commitments outside of footy.
´DASH HIBBERD
Found on ball a tougher ask against 
the bigger bodies of U17s so used his 
skill and pace to become an outside 
running winger and high forward. 
Highly skilled and really quick. A 
link man in many Duck forward 
entries. Badly missed when he went 
down injured for a couple of weeks.
´DYLAN HOWARD
Tried around the ground early season 
and settled in to being an attacking 
intercept marking half back. Showed 
his class on the field. Was around 
the votes and all the other individual 
awards and is the unlucky one to 
miss out. Dylan has finished his 
junior football career. Good luck, we 
will all keep an eye on your senior 
career and thanks.
´OSCAR LANE-HUMPHRIES 
Another speedy wingman who 
also plays forward and back. Had 
commitments that kept him from ´
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´OSCAR SACHS
Played senior footy for the majority 
of the season with Sydney Uni 
U19s. Came and helped out on a few 
occasions when injuries decimated 
the Ducks flock and enjoyed the 
opportunity to represent his junior 
footy clubs. All the best Oscar – and 
thanks.
´REUBEN SACHS
A very good backman. Moved to 
full forward when injury meant the 
Ducks lost a lot of goalkicking forward 
targets. Became a very good forward. 
A tough gig to learn full forward 
which meant Reubs had some stand 
out games and some quieter ones – 
which goes with the position. Given 
another season in the key position I 
don’t doubt he will be kicking bags 
regularly.
´BILLY TOBIN
Vice Captain. Tried in various spots 
early season but found his way back 
to his favoured fullback role. Big 
factor in unifying this years Duck 
group with his voice, humour and 

training regularly but showed on 
game days he can really play. Valued 
team man. Hope you get a better run 
at it next year to give the potential a 
chance.
´ JOE MANNING
Joe came into the team this year 
after many years of not playing 
footy. Played forward with the role 
of competing and locking the ball in. 
A valuable team man who became 
admired both for his support of his 
teammates and his willingness to 
engage them all in seeking help to 
become a better footballer. A great 
first year with the Ducks.
´ZAK MARTIN
Captain. Played Centre Half Forward 
and through the middle. Loves the 
game. Loves his teammates like 
brothers. Plays like a bull. Trains 
hard. Would play footy all day 
everyday if he could. Well led.
´ FINN MCKENDRY
Vice Captain. A rock. Missed a couple 
of games early season due to other 
sporting commitments and showed 

later in the year what we really had 
missed. Tough uncompromising 
centreman or lockdown key position 
back.
´ TOM MINNETT
Greeny often slips under the radar 
which is the way he likes it. Hard 
tackling left foot midfielder who also 
plays the role of defensive forward 
goal sneak. Another Duck who 
suffered injury and was badly missed 
in some late season games.
´WILL O’BRIEN
Vice Captain. A tough year for Will 
because he was often used to fill the 
voids left by the unfortunate run of 
injuries the ducks had this year, but 
took on each role admirably. Probably 
played mostly across half back but 
genuinely played every position on 
the ground except ruck this year. 
Always a solid contributor on game 
day and on the track.
´MAX O’CONNOR
A true footballer’s footballer. 
Head over the ball centerman who 
can’t seem to do enough for his 

teammates. Prolific ball winner, 
doesn’t miss training, doesn’t miss a 
contest, wears the knocks, treats all 
with respect, supports his teammates 
and encourages. B&F.
´AARON (REX) QUAIL
Captain. Wholehearted contributor 
who embraced the role of leading the 
Ducks. Certainly learnt a lot about 
trying to lead and unify a range of 
different personalities! Did it by 
keeping at it. Well respected by his 
teammates, his coaches and the whole 
extended Duck crew. Another to leave 
junior footy behind this year. Thanks 
skipper.
´ASHTON ROBINSON
I’ve never had much to do with 
Ashton before this season. I’ve missed 
out. Heart and soul player who was 
the first to put up his hand to fill the 
ruckman job we have never really 
had anyone for. Played against bigger, 
heavier and older opponent’s every 
week. Always at the games giving his 
all, always at training. Loves his team. 
Deserved winner of coaches award.

encouragement? Rarely beaten. One 
of the group who has played their last 
junior footy game. We will all keep 
an eye on the senior career Billy, and 
keep in touch. On behalf of all Ducks 
and those at the clubs – thanks. Best 
defender.
´LACHLAN WALSH
Walshy. A true white line footballer. 
Nicest guy you’d meet on this side of 
the boundary. Aggressive, competitive 
beast on the field with an undeniable 
team first attitude. Hard nosed ball 
winning midfield/winger/backman. 
Another that missed big games with 
injury and was badly missed.
´LOUIS WILSON
Restricted to way too few games 
this year by injury and other 
commitments. Classy player who 
I think can play anywhere, but he 
thinks should play deep forward. 
A true footballer who plays with a 
team first attitude and was clearly 
devastated he was unable to contribute 
more. After the last couple of years you 
deserve a good run at it Lou.
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2019 RECIPIENTS
 
JUNIOR FOOTBALLER  
OF THE YEAR (U17 OR U16)
´Awarded to a senior player (U16s 
or U17s) who has demonstrated 
excellence in skill and sportsmanship 
throughout the year or over several 
seasons, and whose performances 
have brought most credit upon the 
player and the club.
WINNER Dylan Howard

WRIGHT-CHANTRILL 
AUSKICK RISING STAR 
AWARD
´Awarded to an U8s player who has 
demonstrated excellence in skill and 
commitment and displaying most 
potential in Auskick over several 
seasons.
WINNER Leon Doyle

CLUB ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
´Awarded to the player who, in his/
her first year of playing club AFL, 
is judged to be the most skilled or 
displaying the most potential.
WINNER Emily Webb

SPIRIT OF THE CLUB AWARD
´Awarded to the player or former 
player whose selflessness of spirit 
and generosity of nature furthers 
both the club and the code.
WINNER Rex Quail

MICHAEL MCNAMARA 
MEMORIAL CLUBMAN  
OF THE YEAR
´Awarded to the person, who, 
through sportsmanship, service, 
innovation and concern for the 
club and its ideals, has contributed 
the most over one or more seasons. 
Michael McNamara played for Glebe 
in the 1980s, captaining the U15s in 
1985.
WINNER Cain Sarah and Mike Schofield

BOB CLARK MEMORIAL 
GOLDEN BOOT TROPHY
´Awarded to the season’s leading 
goal kicker and named in memory of 
Bob Clark, who played for Balmain 
Tigers. Awarded to an U13s – U17s 
player.
WINNER Brodie Williams

TERRY WATSON MEMORIAL 
GOLDEN BACK TROPHY
´Awarded to the most distinguished 
back-line player for the club. In 
memory of Terry Watson, who 
coached in the early 1990s and father 
of former players Andrew (91 games) 
and Dylan (121 games).
WINNER Bill Smith

DROUDIS AWARD FOR 
DETERMINATION AND 
COURAGE
´Donated by the Droudis family to 
honour the most determined and 
courageous player during the season. 

PAST RECIPIENTS
JUNIOR FOOTBALLER  
OF THE YEAR
2018 Angus MacDougal
2017 James Scutella
2016 Daragh Mullen
2015 William Gowers U17
2014 Sam Clark U17
2013 Tom Dunlop U16
2012 Oscar Osborne U16
2011 Jack Hiscox U16
2010 Jaydan Donato U16
2009 Rhys Lindsay U16
2008 Sam Goldsworthy U16
2007 Michael Trent U16
2006 Joe Britton U14
2005 Jarryd Boyd U16
2004 Alex Dacre U16
2003 Reese Doran U16
2002 Michael Parker U14
2001 Max Friend U14
2000 Thomas Lindsay U12
1999 James Kirby U16
1998 Eden Bennell U16
1997 Glenn Fowler U16
1996 Jason Fretwell U16
1995 Karol Foyle U15
1994 Andrew Watson U15
1993 Nelson Marques U15
1992 Daniel Williams U17
1991 Matthew Coles U17
1990 Matthew Coles U17
1989 Brendon Pugh U15
1988 Sergio Marques U17
1987 Greg Everest U15
1986 Adam Coles U11
1985 Yannis Tzioumis U15
1984 Jacob Black U17
1983 Scott Williams U9
1982 Phillip Abel U17

CLUB ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
2018 Nicky Crosbie-Smyth
2017 Emma Walsh
2016 Brodi Williams
2015 Lewis Verrell U14
2014 Finn Crowley U14
2013 Sebastian Procter U8
2012 Michael Grove U12
2011 Rory Potter U11
2010 Joe Harman U12
2009 Nick Quinn U13
2008 Dario Villante U12
2007 Sam Jung U13
2006 Jack Hiscox U11
2005 Bradley Plug U12
2004 Joe Jackson U14
2003 Ben Manassah U10
2002 Reese Doran U14
2001 Alex Dacre U14
2000 Aaron Tobey U11
1999 Jack Wright U12
1998 Daniel Lambert U12, 

Robert Lay U10, Daniel Boyd U10
1997 Anthony Gray U14
1996 Anthony Lees U10
1995 Luke Hall U15, Raf Bodame U13
1994 Karl Engel U17
1993 Sylvester Ho U15

Paul Droudis played 100 games 
for Glebe and then played for the 
Balmain Tigers, represented Australia 
in the international Cerebral Palsy 
Games, and in 2000 received an 
award from the Prime Minister.
WINNER Jackson Townley

SUSAN PARKER MEMORIAL 
AUSKICK GRADUATE OF THE 
YEAR
´Awarded to 1 boy and 1 girl U10s 
player who had shown significant 
development since graduating from 
the Auskick program. 

Susan Parker was club registrar 
1999-2002, wife of Robert Parker 
(Auskick coach 1996-80) and mother 
of Mark (142 games) and Michael (236 
games).
WINNERS Tom White and Lily Watters

BELLE OF THE BALL
´Awarded to a Youth Girl player 
displaying demonstrated excellence 
in skill and commitment to the 
Greyhounds. Belle Property 
Sponsored award.
WINNER Emma Walsh

BRITTON FAMILY COACHES 
AWARD
´This award acknowledges 
excellence in coaching at Glebe 
and is open to Glebe coaches 
who demonstrate alignment to 
club values and goals, promotes a 
positive and inclusive team culture, 
is focussed on player development 
over winning and actively seeks to 
improve themselves as a coach. The 
award is named in honour of David 
Britton, President 2001 – 2006 and 
coach from 2000 – 2002, and Joseph 
Britton, Player Life Member with 
245 games from 1998 to 2008, 250 
career goals, three Golden Boots, six 
B&Fs, coach from 2008 to 2015 and 
Premiership coach U13 in 2009 and 
U16 in 2012.
WINNER Brad Scutella

THE GLEBE FAMILY CUP
´Awarded to the family who has 
made a significant contribution to 
the club during the season.
WINNER Susie Mulveney and David Liu

2020 CLUB CAPTAINS
´Awarded to the U16s or U17s 
players who by their commitment, 
contribution, example, effort, skill 
and sportsmanship over a number 
of seasons are judged to be worthy 
leaders and role models for all players 
in the Club.
WINNERS Finn McKendry, Molly Walsh, 
Ashton Robinson 

1992 Anton Ritchie U17, Nohn Huyhn U15
1991 Cameron Wright U15
1990 David Hutchins U17

SPIRIT OF THE CLUB AWARD
2018 Paul Droudis
2017 Jotaro Howard-Shibuya
2016 Angus Macdougall
2015 Dekka Adams
2014 Alex Wright, Rowdy Friend

Murali Chinnappa
2013 Oscar Gibbins
2012 Sam Nachtergaele
2011 Max Friend
2010 Joe Britton
2009 Sam Goldsworthy
2008 Glenn Fowler
2007 Max Oke
2006 Matthew Sappey
2005 Jarryd Boyd
2004 Glenn Fowler
2003 Glenn Fowler
2002 Kane Hancock

2001 Max Friend
2000 Joshua Lucas
1999 Mark Parker
1998 Michael Parker, Mark Parker
1997 James Kirby
1995 Paul Droudis
1994 Ted Baker
1993 James Kirby
1992 Seamus Williams
1991 Daniel Williams
1990 Matthew Feain
1989 Peter Prentice
1988 Saul Maloney
1987 Jodie Wellfare
1986 Matthew Coles
1985 Brett Wellfare
1984 Brett Wellfare
1983 Maurice Petrolo
MICHAEL MCNAMARA 
MEMORIAL CLUBMAN  
OF THE YEAR
2018 Bev Walsh

2017 Luke Macdougall
2016 Kirsty Bass
2015 Jason Howard
2014 Mark Gibbins
2013 Margaret Sammut
2012 Chris Osborne
2011 Maxine Bartlett
2010 Brad Scutella
2009 Jeff Wright
2008 Don Chudleigh
2007 Michelle Chantrill
2006 Noelene Sappey
2005 John Whiley
2004 Malcolm France
2003 Lee Hancock
2002 David Lucas
2001 Sian Williams
2000 Rob Parker
1999 Steve Lewis
1998 Peter Cameron, Mary Anderson
1997 Rob Parker
1996 Susan Kirby ´
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1995 Robin Solling, Max Solling
1994 Louis Marques
1993 Adam Coles, Matthew Feain
1990 Matthew Coles
1989 Rod Pugh
1988 Paul Feain

WRIGHT-CHANTRILL 
AUSKICK RISING STAR 
AWARD
2018 Nicky Crosbie-Smyth
2017 Hector Marsden
2016 Patrick Smith
2015 Xavier Jacks
2014 Xavier Busch

BOB CLARK MEMORIAL  
GOLDEN BOOT TROPHY
2018 Angus MacDougall 27
2017 Dylan Howard 37
2016 Tom Linfield Kent 20
2015 Harvey Lynn 39
2014 Oscar Gibbins 80
2013 Charlie Morgan 76
2012 Charlie Morgan 84
2011 Jack Hiscox 41
2010 Charlie Morgan 60
2009 Rhys Lindsay 63
2008 Eden Woodend 41
2007 David Jung 45
2006 Max Oke 34
2005 Rhys Lindsay 34
2004 Joe Britton 42

2003 Jarryd Boyd 43
2002 Joe Britton 37
2001 Joe Britton 18
2000 Darren Shepherd 50
1999 Thomas Lindsay 25
1998 John Masters 55
1997 Neil Fretwell 57
1996 Anthony Keeble 23
1995 Gregory Lewis 22
1994 Lee Fretwell 48
1993 Anton Ritchie 38
1992 Daniel Kevin 58
1991 Adam Coles  29
1990 Lewin Jones  48
1989 Cheyne Anderson 23
1988 Tom Rich  57
1987 Adam Coles  39
1986 Nick Archer  44
1985 Danny Kun  37
1984 Danny Kun 17
1983 Matthew Coles 22
1982 Phillip Abel 57
1981 Graeme McCumiskey 35

TERRY WATSON MEMORIAL 
GOLDEN BACK TROPHY
2018 Alec Longville
2017 Tim Adams
2016 Murali Chinnappa
2015 Baxter Aurisch U12
2014 Billy Chudleigh U14
2013 Aiden Sammut U16
2012 Vinnie Britton U16

2011 Aidan Sammut U16
2010 Vinny Britton U14
2009 Jaydan Donato U16
2008 Blake Malcolm U16
2007 Louis Bennell U13
2006 Cameron McKenzie U14
2005 Jacob Fleming U16,  

Ryan Hancock U14
2004 Charlie Falkner U12
2003 Jack Wright U16
2002 Brendan Daunt U14
2001 Richard Cabeleira U12
2000 Aaron Brown U12
1999 Adrian Wrice U16
1998 Ryan Murro U16
1997 Daniel McIlwraith U14
1996 Jason Fretwell U16

DROUDIS AWARD FOR 
DETERMINATION AND 
COURAGE
2018 U12 Div 1 & Gabriel Quoyle
2017 Billy Chudleigh, Kaiwen Guan
2016 James Scutella
2015 Tyler Fuata
2014 Isaac Wallis
2013 James Dunlop
2012 U16s Div 3 team
2011 Daniel Trent
2010 Tom Avgenicos
2009 Nathan Tulk
2008 Eamonn Robinson
2007 Rhys Lindsay

2006 Alex Curtis
2005 Harrison White
2004 Hamish Armitage
2003 Reece Davies
2002 Ben Smith
2001 Patrick Glen
2000 Matthew Sappey
1999 Nick Rosen-Evans, Shaun Smith
1998 Joshua Lucas
1997 Chantal Morley
1996 Philip Anderson
1995 Luke Windon

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
2018 Angus MacDougall
2017 Don Chudleigh
2016 Peter Gowers & Maxine Bartlett
2014 Michelle Chantrill, Jeff Wright
2012 Dave Britton
2007 Rob Parker, Chris Hancock, 

Lee Hancock
2005 Liz Lucas, Dave Lucas
2004 John Muggridge
2003 Paul Droudis
2001 Steve Lewis
2000 Susan Kirby, Robert Kirby
1993 Paul Feain
1991 John Prentice
1990 Simon Kelly
1989 Doreen Chatwin, Tony Hughes
1988 John Coles
1987 Noreen Wellfare, Brian Wellfare

THE GLEBE FAMILY CUP
2018 Barnes Family
2017 Christie-Day Family
2016 Clark-Holley Family
2015 Bass Tracy Family
2014 Gowers-Dixon Family
2013 Bass Tracy Family
2012 Stephenson, Kitchin Family
2011 Adams, Simpson Family
2010 Sammut Family
2009 Chudleigh Family
2008 Wright, Chantrill Family
2007 McInnes Family
2006 Oke Family
2005 Sappey Family
2004 Hancock Family
2003 Lindsay Family
2002 Fisher Family
2001 Hancock Family
2000 Lucas Family
1999 Kirby Family

SUSAN PARKER MEMORIAL  
AUSKICK GRADUATE OF THE 
YEAR
2018 Maggie Cooney & Leon Titmuss
2017 River Reid
2016 Velayus Wynne
2015 Darcy Dessent
2014 Sam Scutella
2013 Finn McKendry
2012 Sebastian Wood 
2011 Oscar Tierney

2010 James Scutella
2009 Luke Lawrence
2008 Henry Lamshed
2007 William Gowers
2006 Payton Ellis
2005 Oscar Osborne
2004 Daniel Trent
2003 Eden Woodend
2002 Sam Goldsworthy
2001 Rhys Lindsay
2000 Joe Britton
1999 Timothy Lay
1998 Nick Rosen-Evans
1997 Michael Parker

CLUB CAPTAINS
2018 Dylan Howard & Gabe Bass-Tracy. 

Lachlan Walsh & Riley Fitzroy.
2017 Angus Macdougall & 

Brendan Doyle
2016 Billy Chudleigh & 

Jotaro Howard-Shibuya

BELLE OF THE BALL 
2018 Matisse Liu
2017 Rory MacDougall

BRITTON FAMILY COACHES 
AWARD
2018 Matt Smith

PERPETUAL 
TROPHIES
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RETIRED LIST FROM 1980 PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 
WWW.GLEBEJAFC.ORG.AU/PLAYER-RECORD/

¶CURRENT 
RECIPIENTS
2019
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR U14S DIVISION 1 

U14s Div 1
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR U15S DIVISION 2 

U15s Div 2
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS  UNDER 13 REP CARNIVAL

TEAM 2019 Lucas Ardagna
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS  UNDER 14 YOUTH GIRLS 

REP CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Emily Webb
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 DIV 1  2ND 

BEST & FAIREST 2019 Brodie Williams
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 14 REP 

CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Declan Fitzpatrick
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 17 REP 

CARNIVAL TEAM 2019 Lachlan Walsh

¶PAST RECIPIENTS
2018
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR U11s Div 2
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR  U12s Div 1
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 13 REP CARNIVAL 

ALL STARS TEAM Brodie Williams
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS UNDER 15YG 

WHITE BEST & FAIREST Kiara-Rhaine Pohe
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS U17 DIV 3 

BEST & FAIREST Angus MacDougall
2017
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U9 White Team
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR  U12s Div 2
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR  U14s Div 2
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS U14 REP CARNIVAL TEAM

Riley Fitzroy
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS U17 REP CARNIVAL TEAM

Blake Byrne
´AFL SYDNEY JUNIORS U17 REP CARNIVAL 

TEAM (COACH) Oscar Gibbons
´AFL SYDNEY HARBOUR AUSKICK 

CO-ORDINATOR OF THE YEAR (CITY REGION)
Kirsty Bass

2016
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR U17S DIVISION 2

U17s
´RUNNER UP U13S SYDNEY HARBOUR 

BEST & FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
´GSJ AUSKICK COORDINATOR OF THE YEAR SYDNEY

CITY  SUNAFC JUNIOR CLUB VOLUNTEER OF THE 
YEAR GSJ AUSKICK COORDINATOR OF THE YEAR
Kirsty Bass

2015
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR U11 DIVISION

2 GRAND FINAL Samuel Scutella
 ́ PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR U11 CITY DIVISION 2

U11s
´PREMIERS SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U13 DIVISION 3 U13s
 ́ BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR U13 DIVISION

3 GRAND FINAL Abe Mahlab

´RUNNER UP U13S SYDNEY HARBOUR 
BEST & FAIREST Abe Mahlab

´THIRD RUNNER UP U13S SYDNEY HARBOUR B&F
Max Hochuli

´OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT SYDNEY HARBOUR
U11S Samuel Jackson

2014
´GSJ SYDNEY HARBOUR U17 WHITE 

DIVISION 2 PREMIERS U17s
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR U17 WHITE

DIVISION 2 GRAND FINAL Will Gowers
´2ND RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U15 RED DIVISION 3 Jack Gardiner
´2ND RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U14 RED DIVISION 2 James Scutella
2013
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIV 2

2ND RUNNER UP B&F Charlie Mannix
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIV 3

2ND RUNNER UP B&F  Charlie Morgan

´SYDNEY HARBOUR U13S, RUNNER UP B&F
Cooper Twine

2012
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIVISION 2 

PREMIERS U16s 
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U16S DIVISION 2 GRAND FINAL  Obi Williams
´B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIVISION 2  

Oscar Osborne
´RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U16S DIVISION 2 Seb Fotea
´2ND RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U16S DIVISION 2 Obi Williams
´3RD RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U14S DIVISION 2 Will Gowers
´GSJ SYDNEY HARBOUR BEST CITY TEAM  U14s
2011
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U14S DIVISION 2 PREMIERS

U14s 
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR U14S

DIVISION 2 GRAND FINAL  Thomas Ostinga

´3RD RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S
DIVISION 2 Jack Hiscox

´3RD RUNNER UP B&F SYDNEY HARBOUR U14S
DIVISION 2 Will Gowers

2010
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIVISION 2 PREMIERS

U16s 
´BEST ON GROUND U16S GRAND FINAL

Yarran Jaffer
´OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT SYDNEY 

HARBOUR U12S Josh O’Loughlin
2009
´SYDNEY HARBOUR U16S DIVISION 2 PREMIERS

U16s 
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR 

U16S DIV 2 GRAND FINAL Lewis Bond 
´SYDNEY HARBOUR ASSOCIATION UNDER16S B&F

Rhys Lindsay 
´SYDNEY HARBOUR ASSOCIATION 4TH 

BEST AND FAIREST U16S DIV 2 
Dan Field Read

´SYDNEY HARBOUR ASSOCIATION 4TH 
BEST AND FAIREST U14S Tom Falkner

´SYDNEY HARBOUR ASSOCIATION U13S 
DIVISION 2 PREMIERS U13s

´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY HARBOUR 
U13S DIV 2 GRAND FINALS Nick Quinn

´SYDNEY HARBOUR ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP 
B&F U13S DIV 2  Nick Quinn

2008
SYDNEY NORTH ASSOCIATION PREMIERS U16s 
´BEST ON GROUND 2008 SYDNEY NORTH 

U16S PREMIERSHIP Joe Britton 
´SYDNEY NORTH ASSOCIATION UNDER16S B&F

Joe Britton 
´SYDNEY NORTH ASSOCIATION UNDER16S 

RUNNER UP B&F Michael Trent 
´SYDNEY NORTH ASSOCIATION BEST TEAM 

UNDER14 DIVISION 2 Glebe
´SYDNEY NORTH ASSOCIATION UNDER14 DIV 2 
´EQUAL RUNNER UP B&F Jaydan Donato
2007
´NORTHSIDE ASSOCIATION PREMIERS U16S

Sydney City Crows
´BEST AND FAIREST U16S NORTHSIDE 

Macleay Lewis
´RUNNER UP B&F U16S NORTHSIDE 

Michael Trent 
´EQUAL 3RD U16S NORTHSIDE 

Jordan Moore 
´EQUAL 4TH U15S NORTHSIDE Joe Britton 
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U10S B&F

Will Gowers
´RUNNER UP U12S B&F Yarran Jaffer
2006
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U11S PREMIERS

Under 11s
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U11S B&F

Yarran Jaffer
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U12S B&F

Bradley Plugg
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP U12S 

B&F Jaydan Donato
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U15S 

B&F Macleay Lewis
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION 

U11S GRAND FINAL Harry Jenkins
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION 

U14S GRAND FINAL Michael Trent
´MOST VALUABLE PLAYER TPP GREATER SYDNEY

U11S CHAMPIONSHIPS Yarran Jaffer
2005
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP U12S B&F

James West
2004
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U10S PREMIERS

Under 10s
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION U12S B&F

Joe Britton
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP U16S B&F

Michael Parker
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION 

U10S GRAND FINAL Jordan Tuhetoka
2002
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION PREMIERS

Under 14s
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP 

U14S B&F Max Friend
´BEST ON GROUND SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION 

U14S GRAND FINAL Reese Doran
2000
´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION PREMIERS

Under 12s

´SYDNEY CITY ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP U12S B&F
Anthony Fine

´BEST ON GROUND IN U12S GRAND FINAL
Anthony Fine

1999
´ASSOCIATION RUNNER UP U11S B&F

Shaun Smith
´ASSOCIATION U10S COACH OF THE YEAR

Peter Hall
1998
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS Under 10s Black
1997
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 12s
´ASSOCIATION U10S B&F Gregory Lewis
´ASSOCIATION U10S COACH OF THE YEAR

Steve Lewis
1996
´ASSOCIATION CLUB PERSON OF THE YEAR

Sue Kirby
1992
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 15s
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 17s
1991
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS Under 13s
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 15s
1990
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 13s
1988
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS Under 15s
1986 
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 9s
1983 
´ASSOCIATION PREMIERS  Under 9s

FATHER-SON PLAYERS
2005 Bradley Plug 
2006 Ben Plug
1999-04 Adam White
2003-04 Joshua Bolt
2006-08 Chris Bolt
2007 Daikin Coorey 
2008 Danial Coorey
2012 Bailey Howlet-   
                Fretwell

1981 Arie Plug (29) 
2

1982 Dennis White
1982 Ray Bolt

2
1981 David Coorey

2
1988-96 Jason Fretwell

´

´

´

´

´
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¶2019
200 GOALS  
SAMUEL SCUTELLA U15 - 210
  
100 GOALS  
ARCHIE CHRISTIE-DAY U13 - 141
MAX RIDER U14 - 108
HAMISH BURNICLE U11 - 106
JASPER CHAMPION U10 - 105
LIAM BURNICLE U11 - 100
  
150 GAMES  
JAMES KENNY U15 - 155
BILL SMITH U13 - 154
DARCY DESSENT U14 - 153
DYLAN HOWARD U17-164
   
100 GAMES  
SAMUEL HOWARD U14 - 114
ARCHIE CHRISTIE-DAY U13 - 113
NICHOLAS EDWARDS U13 - 108
LUCA MORROW U14 - 108
MAX RIDER U14 - 108
WILLIAM NICHOLS U12 - 106
PATRICK THOMAS U14 - 105
HENRY DANIELS U13 - 104
ARCHIE THOMSEN U14 - 103
ALEXANDER LONGVILLE U13 - 102
  
50 GAMES  
ALEXANDER LAWES U14 - 75
OLIVER CHAPLIN U12 - 72
RIVER REID U12YG - 71
SAM EVANS U9 - 67
ORAN GALLAGHER U11 - 66
MAYA KELLY U12YG - 66
LEWIS SCHOFIELD U9 - 66
CHARLES MELDRUM U9 - 65
HENRY SCHMIDT U11 - 65
NICOLAS CROSBIE-SMYTH U9 - 63
GABRIEL LARKE U10 - 63
LEON TITMUSS U11 - 63
MARGARET COONEY U12YG - 62
FINN DERMODY U12 - 62
EDIE STAFFORD U12YG - 62
HUNTER UPCROFT U10 - 62
ELYSE BURKE U14YG - 61
LUCAS KUNG U12 - 61
LEONARDO LEITL U9 - 61
JASPER CHAMPION U10 - 60
CHARLIE GILPIN U12 - 60
FREYA MCKENDRY U14YG - 60
ZACHARY SANDLANT U11 - 60
FRANCESCA COONEY U10YG - 59
CHARLIE JOHNSON U10 - 59
BLAKE CLIFT U10 - 58
CAELAN COSGRIFF U9 - 58

MAXWELL MENZIES U11 - 58
LIAM SEYMOUR U9 - 58
OSCAR SHARP U10 - 58
EMMA WALSH U14YG - 58
WILLIAM BORONSKI U10 - 57
LOUIE CHRISTIE-DAY U9 - 57
CHARLES FULLER U10 - 57
ROSIE KERR U10YG - 57
HUGO KILBORN U11 - 57
TOM ROBERTS U13 - 57
KEATON SAGGERS U12 - 57
MATTHEW SUGOWDZ-MADGWICK U11 - 57
WILLIAM TARRANT U11 - 57
GRIFFIN FERRARA U13 - 56
NED LARKE U12 - 56
RAFAEL RAMOS U11 - 56
SAMUEL SMITH U8 - 56
ELLIOT WOOD U11 - 56
MAGGIE BASS-TRACY U12YG - 55
KALLAN CLEGG U9 - 55
FELIX HOCHULI U14 - 55
TOM KERR U9 - 55
MAX ALLCHIN U10 - 54
LUCAS ARDAGNA U13 - 54
FLETCHER BARNES U8 - 54
ALEXANDER FENNESSY U9 - 54
HUGH GIBBONS U12 - 54
HUGO LOWRY U9 - 54
FRED LYNN U10 - 54
IOANNI TITMUSS U9 - 54
BRODI WILLIAMS U14 - 54
ANGUS COCHRANE U9 - 53
CORMAC JOHNSTON U11 - 53
JOEL LEWIS U12 - 53
OWEN LLOYD-SHEPHERD U14 - 53
HAL MCLENNAN U8 - 53
JEREMY WEBSTER U9 - 53
DECLAN FITZPATRICK U14 - 52
HUGO GUASTELLA U12 - 52
LIAM LENORD U11 - 52
NICHOLAS SABEY U10 - 52
FRANCES WALSH U12YG - 52
SAMUEL WOOD U9 - 52
CHARLIE WOODALL U11 - 52
NICHOLAS COLLINS U9 - 51
MALIYAN REYNOLDS U10 - 51
QUIN STANTON U9 - 51
CHARLIE BLUNDELL U9 - 50
LUCIAN COVENEY U11 - 50
FINN HARGREAVES U8 - 50
ARTHUR HOWARD-WHITE U14 - 50
ROHAN HUNTER U9 - 50
BILLY SARAH U8 - 50
LUKE SUTHERLAND U9 - 50
NEA TARRANT U10YG - 50
ZARA KILBORN U14 YG - 50 ´
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ALL TIME  
LEADING GOALS 
389 ́ Charlie Morgan
270´Joe Britton
257´James Scutella
228 ́ Philippe Alais
226´Rhys Lindsay
226´Thomas Lindsay
222 ́ Patrick Smith*
210 ́ Samuel Scutella*
196 ́ William Gowers
186´Eden Woodend
182 ́ Oscar Gibbins
181´  Miles Glover
170 ́ Adam Coles
167 ́ Riley Fitzroy*
164 ́ William Kenny*
163´Oscar Osborne
160´Michael Trent
159´Dylan Howard*
151´  Matthew Feain
146 ́ Billy Chudleigh
146´Tom Dunlop
144´Michael Parker
143´Nicholas Andreacchio*
143´Thomas Ostinga
143 ́ Patrick Williams
141 ́ Archie Christie-Day*
140 ́ Rohan Ward
139 ́ Brendan Doyle
139´Henry Gowers
139 ́ Jack Hiscox
138 ́ Darcy Dessent*
136 ́ Max Oke
129 ́ Cash Robinson*
124´Jarryd Boyd
122´  John Masters
121´  Jack Gardiner
120 ́ Harry Harvey
119´  Guy Brady
119 ́ Harvey Lynn*
119´  Michael Read
117´  Oscar Crosbie-Smyth*
115 ́ Daniel Speers
114´  Matthew Coles
114´  James Kirby
114 ́ Thomas Linfield-Kent
114 ́ Angus MacDougall
113´  Dominic Gibbins
112´  Nick Rosen-Evans
112 ́ Bill Smith*
111 ́ Jim Beard
111´  Liam Read
111 ́ Zacchary Williams
109´Daire Filitonga
109 ́ Barry Waters
108 ́ Max Rider*
106´Hamish Burnicle*
105´Jasper Champion*
104 ́ Neil Fretwell
103 ́ Lewin Jones
103´Gregory Lewis
102´Archie Sarah*
101 ́ Yarran Jaffer-Williams
101 ́ Daniel Williams
100´Liam Burnicle*

ALL TIME  
LEADING GAMES
251 ́ Eden Woodend
250 ́ John Feain
243 ́ Joe Britton
243´Henry Gowers
237 ́ Michael Parker
235´  William Gowers
228´  Peter Feain
228´  James Scutella
226 ́ Matthew Feain
220´  Samuel Scutella*
219 ́ James Kirby
209´  James Dunlop
206´  Frankie Noble-Shelton
203 ́ Miles Glover
203 ́ Rhys Lindsay
203 ́ Angus MacDougall
200´  Adam Coles
200 ́ Karol Foyle
200 ́ Cameron Wilson
192 ́ Philip Anderson
191 ́ Oscar Osborne
190´Philippe Alais
188 ́ Billy Chudleigh
188´Aidan Sammut
187´Rowdy Friend
187 ́ Charlie Morgan
184 ́ Barry Waters
184 ́ Lachlan White
182 ́ Alex Wright
179 ́ Tom Dunlop
175 ́ Tom Falkner
175´Neil Fretwell
174 ́ Lee Fretwell
174´Ryan Hancock
173 ́ Damon Woodend
171 ́ Oisin Filitonga
169 ́ Max Solling
168´Sam Goldsworthy
166 ́ Jack Devonshire
166 ́ Finn McKendry*
164 ́ Riley Fitzroy*
164´Dylan Howard*
163´William Kenny*
163 ́ Michael Trent
162 ́ Gregory Lewis
162 ́ Patrick Williams
161´  Daniel Trent
160´Matthew Coles
160 ́ Jasper Haines
159 ́ Timothy Adams
159 ́ Thomas Lindsay
159 ́ Nick Rosen-Evans
158´Henry Lamshed
158 ́ Zacchary Williams
155 ́ Daire Filitonga
155 ́ James Kenny*
154 ́ Lewin Jones
154 ́ Bill Smith*
153´Darcy Dessent*
151 ́ Brett Wellfare

* Current players
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BEST DEFENDER Isabella Cirillo-Reed
BEST MIDFIELDER Olivia Wauchope
LEADING GOAL KICKER Frances Walsh
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Leni Wakelin
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Frankie Iveson
MOST COUREGEOUS Amelia Walker
PLAYERS PLAYER Naomi Webb
COACH Matt Wakelin
MANAGER Dan Walsh
U12YG - WHITE
BEST & FAIREST Eloise Fennessy
B&F RUNNER UP River Reid
BEST DEFENDERMillie Moss
BEST MIDFIELDER Rory Macdougall
LEADING GOAL KICKER River Reid & 
Liliannah Peart
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tahara Adams
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Jessica Johnson
MOST COUREGEOUS Maya Kelly
PLAYERS PLAYER River Reid/Eloise 
Fennessy/Maxine Hawkins
COACH Matt Peart
MANAGER Brook Friedman
U13 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Alec Longville
B&F RUNNER UP Archie Christie-Day
BEST DEFENDER Arlo Mereweather
BEST MIDFIELDER Nick Andreacchio
LEADING GOAL KICKER Archie Christie-Day
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Felix Rugge-Price
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Nelson Harris
MOST COUREGEOUS Luca Smith
 Alec Longville
 COACHS Simon Tracy/Cameron Day
MANAGER Christian Rugge-Price
U13 DIV 3
BEST & FAIREST Velayus Wynne
B&F RUNNER UPAaron Hoenig
BEST DEFENDER Henry Daniels
BEST MIDFIELDER Linus Stafford
LEADING GOAL KICKER James Fulton
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tom Hillard
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Max Herron
MOST COUREGEOUS Parker Stevenson
PLAYERS PLAYER Kenneth Morton
COACH Richard Hoenig
MANAGER Cathy Cooper
U14YG DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Emma Walsh
B&F RUNNER UP Lily Race
BEST DEFENDER Elyse Burke
BEST MIDFIELDER Lorien Wong
LEADING GOAL KICKER Emma Walsh
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Madison Stone
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Emily Webb
MOST COUREGEOUS Taitum Watts
PLAYERS PLAYER Emma Walsh
COACH Monica Bourke
MANAGER Penny Cheverall
U14YG DIV 2
BEST & FAIREST Frances Doyle
B&F RUNNER UP Lara Millward
BEST DEFENDER Freya McKendry
BEST MIDFIELDER Lucinda Lynn

¶2019 TEAMS
U9 STRIPES
BEST & FAIREST Rohan Hunter
B&F RUNNER UP Saxon Rigg-Smith
BEST DEFENDER Caelan Cosgriff
BEST MIDFIELDER Harry Brown
LEADING GOAL KICKER Alexander Fennessy
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Charles Meldrum
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Liam Dalton
MOST COUREGEOUS Benjamin White
PLAYERS PLAYER Sam Wood
COACH Duncan Meldrum
MANAGER Michelle Wood
U9 BLACKS 
BEST & FAIREST Nicolas Crosbie-Smyth
B&F RUNNER UP Joel Ramear
BEST DEFENDER Liam Seymour
BEST MIDFIELDER Blake Ramear
LEADING GOAL KICKER Nicolas Crosbie-
Smyth
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Jesse Rumpf
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Ezra Wauchope
MOST COUREGEOUS Lewis Schofield
PLAYERS PLAYER Nate Hawkins
COACH Mike Schofield
MANAGER Jen Richardson
U9 HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Owen Fitzpatrick
B&F RUNNER UP Ted Towzell
BEST DEFENDER Charlie Carmody
BEST MIDFIELDER Hamish Walker
LEADING GOAL KICKER Nick Collins
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Luke Sutherland
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Jimmy 
McCartney
MOST COUREGEOUS Henry Gellin
PLAYERS PLAYER Jeremy Webster
COACH Dean McCartney 
MANAGER Jen Chamberlain
U9 WHITES
BEST & FAIREST Louie Christie-Day
B&F RUNNER UP Leo Leitl
BEST DEFENDER Ted Wakelin
BEST MIDFIELDER Omar Batisha
LEADING GOAL KICKER Ioanni Titmuss
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Huon Wright
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Harper Dales
MOST COUREGEOUS Charlie Blundell
PLAYERS PLAYER Leo Leitl
COACH Peter Titmuss 
MANAGER Eva-Marie Prineas
U10 GREYS
BEST & FAIREST Seb Mok
B&F RUNNER UP  Jack Ahie-Slattery
BEST DEFENDER Archie Sarah
BEST MIDFIELDERKai Guelfi
LEADING GOAL KICKER Seb Mok
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Harry Edwards
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Lachie Williams
MOST COUREGEOUS Jarvis Caleo
PLAYERS PLAYER Alex Fulton
 COACHS Cain Sarah/Mat Fulton 
MANAGERS Simon Edwards/Emma 
Murphy

U10 GREYHOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Jasper Champion
B&F RUNNER UP Xavier Quoyle
BEST DEFENDER Max Allchin
BEST MIDFIELDER Oscar Sharp
LEADING GOAL KICKER Jasper Champion
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Tim Harris
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Tom Perrott
MOST COUREGEOUS Angus Baker-Wood
PLAYERS PLAYER Charlie Johnson
 COACHS David Sharp/Jeremy Champion
MANAGERS Anthony Johnson/Craig 
Allchin
U10 WHITES
BEST & FAIRESTLaurence Bennell
 B&F RUNNER UP Emakhi Munro
BEST DEFENDER Fergus Tracey
BEST MIDFIELDER Hector Marsden
LEADING GOAL KICKER Laurence Bennell
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Finn Herrig
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Jack Cobcroft
MOST COUREGEOUS Archie Eyiam-Rowe
PLAYERS PLAYER Laurence Bennell
 COACHS Keith Tracey/Jason Upcroft
MANAGER Steph Williams
U10 HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST James Harman
B&F RUNNER UP Tom Sawkins
BEST DEFENDER Healy Ryan
BEST MIDFIELDER James Harman
LEADING GOAL KICKER Theo Lloyd
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Gus Ammit
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Ethan Cheng
MOST COUREGEOUS Charles Fuller
PLAYERS PLAYER Oliver Lista
COACH David Sawkins
MANAGERS Melinda Ammit/Elissa 
Harman
U10YG BLACK
BEST & FAIREST Francesca Cooney
B&F RUNNER UP Rosie Kerr
BEST DEFENDER Madeleine Barrett
BEST MIDFIELDER Claude Towzell
LEADING GOAL KICKER Alannah Toouli
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Annie Burnicle
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Eleanor 
Chambers/Drew Lloyd
MOST COUREGEOUS Talia Legzdins
PLAYERS PLAYER Quinn McTiernan
COACH Mike Cooney
MANAGER Fiona Watters
U10YG WHITE
BEST & FAIREST Xanthe Johnson
B&F RUNNER UP India Lloyd
BEST DEFENDER Nea Tarrant
BEST MIDFIELDER Sophie Kazda
LEADING GOAL KICKER Greta Sharp
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Lily Watters
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Olivia McGahan/
Evangeline Munday/Evie Gillies/
Chloe Matthews
MOST COUREGEOUS Alice Kazda
PLAYERS PLAYER India Lloyd
COACH David Sharp

MANAGER Fiona Watters
U11 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Pat Smith
B&F RUNNER UP Lach Russell
BEST DEFENDER Ollie Longville
BEST MIDFIELDER Oscar Crosbie-Smyth
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zac Sandlant
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Leon Titmuss
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Abe Race
MOST COUREGEOUS Hamish Burnicle
PLAYERS PLAYER Pat Smith
COACH Matt Smith
MANAGER Mark Race
U11 DIV 2 - BLACK
BEST & FAIREST Alex Hare
B&F RUNNER UP Tom Killingsworth
BEST DEFENDER Orlando Swanson
BEST MIDFIELDER Gabe Balkin
LEADING GOAL KICKER Luca Gardiner
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Harrison Bristow
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Elliot Wood
MOST COUREGEOUS Rafael Ramos
PLAYERS PLAYER Xavier Bush
COACH Nick Woodall
MANAGER  Tony Tarrant
U11 DIV 2 - HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Ollie Nordio
B&F RUNNER UP Cormac Johnston
BEST DEFENDER Finn Swift
BEST MIDFIELDER Isaac Placencia
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zac Tashtan
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Felix Tretheway
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Alex Christofides
MOST COUREGEOUS Henry Jordan
PLAYERS PLAYER Aidan Cosgriff/Alex 
Brow
COACH Sam Jordan
MANAGER Mark Nordio
U12 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Harry Keeping
B&F RUNNER UP Keaton Saggers
BEST DEFENDER Will Nichols
BEST MIDFIELDER Connor Shields
LEADING GOAL KICKER Keaton Saggers
BEST ALL-ROUNDERRobbie Lloyd
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE William Brothers 
 MOST COUREGEOUS Hugo Guastella
COACH Tom Gilpin
MANAGER Ben Tam
U12 DIV 3
BEST & FAIREST Kyna Wild
B&F RUNNER UP Sam Walker
BEST DEFENDER Hugh Gibbons
BEST MIDFIELDER Remy Morrow
LEADING GOAL KICKER Oscar Fickler
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Felix Ancher
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Aston Dales
MOST COUREGEOUS Ned Larke
PLAYERS PLAYER Kyna Wild
 COACHS Tim Wild/ Sam Winter
MANAGER Barbara Taylor
U12YG - BLACK
BEST & FAIREST Yasmin Sayer
B&F RUNNER UP Naomi Webb

LEADING GOAL KICKER Lucy Thomsen
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Elle Wauchope    
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Xanthe Bird
MOST COUREGEOUS Issy Milne
PLAYERS PLAYER Elle Wauchope & Frances 
Doyle
COACH Ian Millward
MANAGER Janneke Bird
U14 DIV 1 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Caiden Cleary
B&F RUNNER UP Brodie Williams
BEST DEFENDER Joe Shawcross
LEADING GOAL KICKER Brodie Williams
 COACHS AWARD Giovanni Douziech
 COACHS Paul Jarvis/Dean Cleary
MANAGER Marc Foley
U14 DIV 2 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Tom Connors-Le
B&F RUNNER UP Paddy Thomas
BEST DEFENDER Peter Charlton
LEADING GOAL KICKER Tom Connors-Le
 COACHS AWARD Luca Mark
 COACHS Simon Thomsen/Tim 
O’Connor 
MANAGER Mark Siever
U14 DIV 3 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Jerry Ah-Yek
B&F RUNNER UP Max Tosi
BEST DEFENDER Archie Jones-Sinclair
LEADING GOAL KICKER Alistair Woods
 COACHS AWARD Novak Pollard
COACH Evan Davis
MANAGER Martin Gallagher
U15 DIV 2 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Noah Mitchell
B&F RUNNER UP Samuel Jackson
BEST DEFENDER Samuel Scutella
LEADING GOAL KICKER Lucas Newman
 COACHS AWARD Jack Rath
COACH Brad Scutella
MANAGER Kerrie Cant
U17 DIV 2 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Max O’Connor
B&F RUNNER UP Riley Fitzroy
BEST DEFENDER Billy Tobin
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zak Martin
 COACHS AWARD Ashton Robinson
COACH Robin Drew
MANAGER Bev Walsh
AUSKICK
U5 COACH Lachlan Radnedge/David 
Sawkins/Brian Nelson
MANAGER Kate McTiernan
U6 COACH Jason Upcroft
MANAGER Anna Kraegen
U7 COACH Carlene Matkovich
MANAGER Melissa Boronski
U8 COACH Jason McLennan
MANAGERBec Barnes

¶2018 TEAMS
U9 GREYS
BEST & FAIREST Seb Mok
B&F RUNNER UP Jack Ahie-Slattery
BEST DEFENDER Archie Sarah
BEST MIDFIELDER Alex Fulton
LEADING GOAL KICKER Will Boronski
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Harry Edwards
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Tom White
MOST COURAGEOUS Jarvis Caleo
 COACHS Cain Sarah/Matt Fulton
MANAGERS Emma Murphy/Simon 
Edwards
U9 WHITE
BEST & FAIREST Laurence Bennell
B&F RUNNER UP Hector Marsden
BEST DEFENDER Hunter Upcroft
BEST MIDFIELDER Ava Fox
LEADING GOAL KICKER Laurence Bennell
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Fergus Tracey
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Chaz Williams
MOST COURAGEOUS Archie Eyiam-Rowe
 COACHS Keith Tracey/Jason Upcroft
MANAGERS Kristen Fox/Eamon Williams
U9 HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Oliver Lista
B&F RUNNER UP James Harman
BEST DEFENDER Charles Fuller
BEST MIDFIELDER Tom Sawkins
LEADING GOAL KICKER Theo Lloyd
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Gus Ammit
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Wolfe Watts
MOST COURAGEOUS Louie Christie-Day
 COACHS Merrick Watts/David Sawkins
MANAGERS Mel Ammit/Elisa Harman
U9 GREYHOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Xavier Quoyle
B&F RUNNER UP Jasper Champion
BEST DEFENDER Timothy Harris
BEST MIDFIELDER Angus Baker-Wood
LEADING GOAL KICKER Xavier Quoyle
BEST ALL-ROUNDER John Barry
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Milo Davies/Luca 
Bardwell
MOST COURAGEOUS Charlie Johnson
 COACHS David Sharp/Jeremey 
Champion 
MANAGERS Craig Allchin/Anthony 
Johnson
U10 GREYHOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Pat Smith
B&F RUNNER UP Abe Race
BEST DEFENDER Harry Zylmans      
BEST MIDFIELDER Henry Jordan
LEADING GOAL KICKER Cash Robinson
 BEST ALL-ROUNDER Hunter Gibson
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Charlie Woods
MOST COURAGEOUS Jackson Barnes
 COACHS Matt Smith/Callan Robinson
MANAGER Mark Race
U10 BLACK
BEST & FAIREST Oscar Crosbie-Smyth
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BEST DEFENDER Oscar Sachs   
BEST MIDFIELDER Matthew Luvio
LEADING GOAL KICKER Riley Holmes
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Oscar Tierney  
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Max Collins  
MOST COURAGEOUS Jack Griffith-Saunders
COACH Richard Nicholl
MANAGER Margaret Cassidy
U17 DIV 3 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Tavish Humphreys-Jones
B&F RUNNER UP Jack Baggott
BEST DEFENDER Zachary Edwards   
BEST MIDFIELDER Salvatore Franco 
LEADING GOAL KICKER Angus MacDougall  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Lachlan Best 
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Aaron “Rex” 
Quail 
MOST COURAGEOUS Jesse Bader
COACH Dixon Wight
MANAGERS Megan Jones/Greg Quail

¶2017 TEAMS
U9 WHITES
BEST & FAIREST Pat Smith
B&F RUNNER-UP Hamish Burnicle
BEST DEFENDER Tex Liu
MOST CONSISTENT Liam Burnicle
MOST DETERMINED Sasha Christie-Day
BEST TEAM PLAYER Leon Titmuss
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Gabriel Balkin
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Pat Smith 
 COACHS Matt Smith/Cam Day
MANAGER Francesca Christie-Day
U9 BLACKS
BEST & FAIREST Oscar Crosbie Smyth
B&F RUNNER-UP Liam Lenord
BEST DEFENDER Thomas Killingsworth
MOST CONSISTENT Rafael Ramos
MOST DETERMINED James Morrison
BEST TEAM PLAYER Lucian Coveney
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Chandler Ramear
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Zach Sandlant
COACH Nick Morrison
MANAGER Susan Starr
U9 GREYS
BEST & FAIREST Shea Millward
B&F RUNNER-UP Hugo Kilborn/Cash 
Robinson
BEST DEFENDER Harry Zylmans
MOST CONSISTENT Abe Race
MOST DETERMINED Will Yardley
BEST TEAM PLAYER Felix Trethewey
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Cash Robinson
COACH Nick Woodall
MANAGER Jon Kilborn
U10 WHITES
BEST & FAIREST Will Nichols/Charlie 
Gilpin 
BEST DEFENDER Harry Keeping
MOST CONSISTENT Leo Hoenig
MOST DETERMINED Benny Hunt
BEST TEAM PLAYER Oliver Chaplin

B&F RUNNER UP Ollie Longville
BEST DEFENDER  Finn Swift
BEST MIDFIELDER  Rafael Ramos  
LEADING GOAL KICKER Oscar Crosbie-Smyth    
BEST ALL-ROUNDER James Morrison   
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Alex Hare 
MOST COURAGEOUS Isaac Placencia
COACH Nick Morrison
MANAGER Jason Longville
U10 WHITE
BEST & FAIREST Tex Liu
B&F RUNNER UP Leon Titmuss
BEST DEFENDER Hamish Burnicle   
BEST MIDFIELDER Sascha Christie-Day 
LEADING GOAL KICKER Ned Bennett  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Elliot Wood   
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Willem Gilroy  
MOST COURAGEOUS Liam Burnicle
COACH Cameron Day
MANAGER  Tony Tarrant
U10 HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Liam Lenord
B&F RUNNER UP Lachlan Russell
BEST DEFENDER Felix Trethewey
BEST MIDFIELDER Hugo Kilborn
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zach Sandlant 
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Charlie Woodall
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE R Oliver Nordio
MOST COURAGEOUS Aidan Lang
COACH Nick Woodall
MANAGER Jonathan Kilborn
U10YG BLACK
BEST & FAIREST Frances Walsh
B&F RUNNER UP Maggie Cooney
BEST DEFENDER Margot Bass-Tracy
BEST MIDFIELDER Maggie Cooney    
LEADING GOAL KICKER Frances Walsh
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Molly McGahan
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Scarlet Butler
COACH Mike Cooney
MANAGER Dan Walsh
U10YG WHITE
BEST & FAIREST Olivia Wauchope
B&F RUNNER UP Maxine Hawkins
BEST DEFENDER Maxine Hawkins
BEST MIDFIELDER Amelia Walker  
LEADING GOAL KICKER Leni Wakelin  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Lily Watters  
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Giana Peterie
 COACHS Matt Wakelin/Adrian 
Wauchope
MANAGER Fiona Watters
U11 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Charlie Gilpin
B&F RUNNER UP Harry Keeping
BEST DEFENDER Will Nichols
BEST MIDFIELDER Oliver Chaplin
LEADING GOAL KICKER Will Killen
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Leo Hoenig
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Ned Larke
MOST COURAGEOUS Benny Hunt
COACH Tom Gilpin
MANAGER Alison Ryan
U11 DIV 2

BEST & FAIREST Keaton Saggers
B&F RUNNER UP Jackson Rumpff
BEST DEFENDER Robbie Lloyd
BEST MIDFIELDER George Brooker
LEADING GOAL KICKER Keaton Saggers
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Hugo Guastella
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Hugh Gibbons
MOST COURAGEOUS Jackson Townley
COACH Matt Saggers
MANAGERS Anthony Fickler/Adam 
Guastella
U12 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Archie Christie-Day
B&F RUNNER UP Nick Andreacchio
BEST DEFENDER Bill Smith
BEST MIDFIELDER Luca Cooney   
LEADING GOAL KICKER Nick Andreacchio    
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Raphael Quoyle  
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Rowan O’Connor  
MOST COURAGEOUS Luca Smith
 COACHS Simon Tracy/Cameron Day
MANAGER Christian Rugge-Price
U12 DIV 2
BEST & FAIREST Rupert Gillies
B&F RUNNER UP Sam Wright
BEST DEFENDER Luis Placencia   
BEST MIDFIELDER Toby Ryan   
LEADING GOAL KICKER Rupert Gillies   
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Dawson Williams    
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Griffin Ferrara  
MOST COURAGEOUS Aaron Hoenig
 COACHS Michael Donaldson/Richard 
Hoenig
MANAGER Ross Baker
U12 DIV 3
BEST & FAIREST Lucas Ardagna
B&F RUNNER UP Parker Stevenson
BEST DEFENDER Linus Stafford    
BEST MIDFIELDER Frank Lewis     
LEADING GOAL KICKER Darcy Moloughney 
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Josh James
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Dylan Johnstone
MOST COURAGEOUS Isaac Holmes
 COACHS Adam Daniels/Frazer Adams
MANAGER Cathy Cooper
U12YG
BEST & FAIREST Matisse Liu
B&F RUNNER UP River Reid
BEST DEFENDER Freya McKendry
 BEST MIDFIELDER Isabelle Milne    
LEADING GOAL KICKER Matisse Liu  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER  Elle Wauchope    
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Lulu Thomsen  
MOST COURAGEOUS Isabella Cirillo-Reed
 COACHS Matt Peart/Ian Millward
MANAGER Susie Mulveney
U13 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Max Rider     
B&F RUNNER UP Darcy Dessent      
BEST DEFENDER Joe Shawcross  
BEST MIDFIELDER Louis Porter-Orchard 
LEADING GOAL KICKER Ben Champion  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Jack Harris   
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Felix Hochuli   

MOST COURAGEOUS Declan Fitzpatrick/
Paddy Thomas 
COACH Dieter Hochuli
MANAGER Mark Siever
U13 DIV 3 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Tom Connors-Le
B&F RUNNER UP Archie Jones-Sinclair
BEST DEFENDER Peter Charldon 
BEST MIDFIELDER  Jerry Ah-Yek     
LEADING GOAL KICKER  Luca Morrow  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Arthur Howard-White 
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Bill Jordan     
MOST COURAGEOUS Novak Pollard
COACH Evan Davis
MANAGER Martin Gallagher
U14 DIV 1 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Samuel Scutella  
B&F RUNNER UP Noah Mitchell       
BEST DEFENDER Lucas Newman  
BEST MIDFIELDER James Kenny 
LEADING GOAL KICKER Harvey Lynn 
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Peter Judge      
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Felix Wild   
MOST COURAGEOUS Cullen Lum
COACH Brad Scutella
MANAGER Kerrie Cant
U15 DIV 1 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
B&F RUNNER UP Max O’Connor
BEST DEFENDER Will O’Brien      
BEST MIDFIELDER Finn McKendry   
LEADING GOAL KICKER Louis Wilson     
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Zak Martin  
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Thomas Minnett  
MOST COURAGEOUS Thomas Hagan  
COACH Robin Drew
MANAGER Bev Walsh
U15 DIV 3 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Tom Buchanan
B&F RUNNER UP Alan Weston
BEST DEFENDER Liam Goggin     
BEST MIDFIELDER Anton Demark   
LEADING GOAL KICKER Patrick Chrystie/ 
Nathan Wrigley  
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Daniel Feneley 
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Jeremiah 
Mundine-Nykolyn  
MOST COURAGEOUS Max Foley
COACH Warwick Moss
MANAGERMamie McLean
U15YG
BEST & FAIREST Saskia Johnson
B&F RUNNER UP Kiara-Raine Pohe
BEST DEFENDER Molly Walsh
BEST MIDFIELDER Emma Walsh
LEADING GOAL KICKER Zara Kilborn
BEST ALL-ROUNDER Elyse Burke
MOST IMPROVED OR ROOKIE Maya Grosser
MOST COURAGEOUS Lily Race
COACH Monica Bourke
MANAGER Kylie Moss
U17 DIV 1 - ALLIANCE
BEST & FAIREST Billy Tobin
B&F RUNNER UP Oliver Morgan-August

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Felix Ancher
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Charlie Gilpin
 COACHS Tom Gilpin/Sam Winter
MANAGERS Sam Winter/Alison Ryan
U10 BLACKS
BEST & FAIREST Hugo Guastella
B&F RUNNER-UP Gabriel Giltinan
BEST DEFENDER Finn Dermody
MOST CONSISTENT River Reid
MOST DETERMINED Zachary Thai
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luka Hovey
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Jackson Rumpff
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Keaton Saggers
 COACHS Matt Saggers/Rob Giltinan/
Adam Guastella
MANAGERKylie Couper
U11 HOUNDS
BEST & FAIREST Nick Andreacchio
B&F RUNNER-UP Felix Rugge-Price
BEST DEFENDER Alec Longville
MOST CONSISTENT Archie Christie-Day
MOST DETERMINED Bill Smith
BEST TEAM PLAYER Nick Edwards
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Charlie Roberts
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Will Kenny
COACH Simon Tracy
MANAGER Christian Rugge-Price
U11 BLACKS
BEST & FAIREST Velayus Wynne
B&F RUNNER-UP Seb Webber
BEST DEFENDER Josh Logan
MOST CONSISTENT Luca Smith 
MOST DETERMINED Parker Stevenson
BEST TEAM PLAYER Rory Watters 
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Lucas Ardagna
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Seb Webber
COACH Greg Smith
MANAGER Adam Daniels
U11 WHITES
BEST & FAIRESTNelson Harris
B&F RUNNER-UP Will Killen
BEST DEFENDER Aaron Hoenig
MOST CONSISTENT James Schmidt
MOST DETERMINED Jake Donaldson
BEST TEAM PLAYER James Fulton
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Nelson Harris
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Will Killen
COACH Mike Donaldson
MANAGER Ross Baker
U12 DIV 2
BEST & FAIREST Brodi Williams
B&F RUNNER-UP Max Rider
BEST DEFENDER Oliver Beresford
MOST CONSISTENT Jack Harris
MOST DETERMINED Paddy Thomas
BEST TEAM PLAYER Mo Faye
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Declan Fitzpatrick
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Ben Champion 
COACH Dieter Hochuli
MANAGER Mark Seiver
U12 DIV 3
BEST & FAIREST Will Sharp
B&F RUNNER-UP Arthur Howard-White
BEST DEFENDER Ed Haslem

MOST CONSISTENT Sam Donaldson
MOST DETERMINED Cooper Twine
BEST TEAM PLAYER Tom McGrath
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Patrick Mitchell
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Will Sharp/ 
Owen Lloyd Shepherd
COACH Andy Twine
MANAGER Stewart Osborne
U12 YG BLACKS
BEST & FAIREST Elyse Burke
B&F RUNNER-UP River Reid
BEST DEFENDER Lulu Thomsen
MOST CONSISTENT Maya Kelly
MOST DETERMINED Isabella Cirillo-Reed
BEST TEAM PLAYER Amelia Munn
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Melody Schofield
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Elyse Burke
 COACHS Matt Peart/Simon Thomsen
MANAGER Sally Webb
U12 YG WHITES
BEST & FAIREST Emma Walsh
B&F RUNNER-UP Frances Walsh
BEST DEFENDER Freya McKendry
MOST CONSISTENT Matisse Liu
MOST DETERMINED Maggie Cooney
BEST TEAM PLAYER Lori Wong
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Tahara Adams
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Matisse Liu
 COACH Ian Millward
MANAGER Cris Townley
U13 DIV 1 REDS
BEST & FAIREST Noah Mitchell/ 
Samuel Jackson
B&F RUNNER-UP Lucas Newman/ 
 James Kenny
BEST DEFENDER Luke Noorbergen
MOST CONSISTENT Max Hamra
MOST DETERMINED Cullen Lum
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jack Rath
 COACHES Dan Kenny/  
Matthew Mitchell
MANAGER Kerrie Cant
U13 DIV 3 BLACKS
BEST & FAIREST Harrison Thurman
B&F RUNNER-UP Finn Harley Whitney
BEST DEFENDER Ben Baskin
MOST CONSISTENT Ben Harrington
MOST DETERMINED Kaiwen Guan
BEST TEAM PLAYER Finn Kitchin
COACH Dan O’Callaghan
MANAGER Denise Watson
U14 DIV 2
BEST & FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
B&F RUNNER-UP Louis Wilson
BEST DEFENDER Zak Martin
MOST CONSISTENT Reuben Sachs
MOST DETERMINED Dash Hibberd
BEST TEAM PLAYER Baxter Aurisch
COACH Rob Drew
MANAGER Jodie Stewart
U14 DIV 3
BEST & FAIREST Lachlan Walsh
B&F RUNNER-UP Ashton Robinson
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COACH Matt Smith
MANAGER Janelle Kenchington
 UNDER 8S
 COACHS Mike Donaldson, Richard 
Hoenig
MANAGER David Henderson
UNDER 9S  
 COACHS Simon Tracy, Dan Kenny, Greg 
Smith, Mike Cooney,  
Angus MacDougall (U13s)  
MANAGERS Paul Andreacchio, Anna 
Kearns, Christian Rugge-Price 
COORDINATOR Kirsty Bass

¶2014 TEAMS
UNDER 10S
BEST AND FAIREST Manus Bailey
RUNNER UP B&F Harvey Lynn
BEST TEAM PLAYER Finn Kitchin
MOST CONSISTENT James Kenny
MOST IMPROVED Noah Sherratt 
ROOKIE Manus Bailey
LEADING GOALKICKER Harvey Lynn (7)
BEST MIDFIELDER Samuel Scutella
COACH Paul Kitchin
MANAGER Blaze Stephenson
UNDER 11S
BEST AND FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
RUNNER UP B&F Baxter Aurisch
BEST TEAM PLAYER Edward Moir
MOST CONSISTENT Finn McKendry
MOST IMPROVED Tom Sherratt
ROOKIE Jake Eller
LEADING Goalkicker Riley Fitzroy (21)
COACH Guy Fitroy
MANAGER Kingsley Edwards
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Abe Mahlab
RUNNER UP B&F Clem Bicknell, Sebastian 
Wood
BEST TEAM PLAYER Dylan Howard
MOST CONSISTENT Daire Filitonga
MOST IMPROVED Ryan Kitchin
ROOKIE Yuribaya Farrawell
LEADING GOALKICKER Dylan Howard (11)
CAPTAIN Clem Bicknell
COACH Dan Hennessy
MANAGER Michael Bicknell
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Dom Gibbins
RUNNER UP B&F Riley Holmes
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luc Claringbold
MOST CONSISTENT Brendan Doyle
MOST IMPROVED Gulliver Hull
ROOKIE Zac Skrabanich
LEADING GOALKICKER Brendan Doyle (34)
COACH Joey Britton
MANAGER Luke MacDougall, Margaret 
Cassidy
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST James Scutella
RUNNER UP B&F Billy Chudleigh

MOST CONSISTENT Sebastian Wood
MOST IMPROVED Byron Young
ROOKIE Aiden Clark
LEADING GOALKICKER Dylan Howard (26)
MOST DETERMINED Dylan Howard
CAPTAINS Clem Bicknell, Dylan Howard
COACH Dan Hennessy
MANAGER Bobbi Mahlab
UNDER 14S YG ALLIANCE
RUNNER UP B&F Hannah Massie
MOST IMPROVED Elyse Burke
 COACHS Monica Bourke, Alex Schroder, 
Georgia Verkuylen
MANAGER Cherilyn Price
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Lewis Verrell
RUNNER UP B&F Zac Skrabanich
BEST TEAM PLAYER Angus MacDougall
MOST CONSISTENT Dom Gibbins
MOST IMPROVED Callan Pratt
ROOKIE Lewis Verrell
LEADING GOALKICKER Brendan Doyle
CAPTAINS Luc Claringbold, Dom Gibbins
COACH Joey Britton
MANAGERS Margaret Cassidy,Patrick 
Denvir
UNDER 15S DIV1
BEST AND FAIREST Che Munro
RUNNER UP B&F Jojo Howard-Shibuya
BEST TEAM PLAYER James Scutella
MOST CONSISTENT Jordan de Vries
MOST IMPROVED Ewan McDonald
LEADING GOALKICKER Miles Glover (33)
CAPTAIN James Scutella
 COACHS Brad Scutella
MANAGER Roger Bluett
UNDER 15S DIV 3
BEST AND FAIREST Philippe Alais
RUNNER UP B&F Griff Taylor
BEST TEAM PLAYER Tyler Fuata
MOST CONSISTENT Rory Potter
MOST IMPROVED Michael Fiadino
LEADING GOALKICKER Philippe Alais (24)
CAPTAIN Philippe Alais
COACH David Alais
MANAGER Laurie Patton
UNDER 17S  
BEST AND FAIREST William Gowers 
RUNNER UP B&F William Stewart 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Gabe Beech-Jones 
MOST CONSISTENT Joe Stapleton 
MOST IMPROVED Ned Taranto  
LEADING GOALKICKER Henry Lamshed (25) 
MOST DETERMINED James Dunlop 
CAPTAINS Will Gowers, Henry Lamshed 
COACH Frazer Adams  
MANAGER Maxine Bartlett
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S 
COACH Mike Schofield 
UNDER 6S
COACH Cain Sarah
MANAGER Stephanie Williams
UNDER 7S

¶2015 TEAMS
UNDER 10S BLACKS
BEST AND FAIREST Max Rider
RUNNER UP B&F Jack Harris
BEST TEAM PLAYER Owen Lloyd-Shepherd
MOST CONSISTENT Liam Read
MOST IMPROVED Flynn Tanner
ROOKIE Will Sharp
LEADING GOALKICKER Darcy Dessent
CAPTAIN Jack Harris
COACH Peter Read
MANAGER Andy Twine
UNDER 10S HOUNDS
BEST AND FAIREST Alexander (Alec) 
Longville
RUNNER UP B&F Lochlann O’Callaghan
BEST TEAM PLAYER Hunter McKenzie
MOST CONSISTENT Jack Kilby
MOST IMPROVED Zack Seiver
ROOKIE Raphael (Raph) Quoyle
LEADING GOALKICKER Nicholas Edwards
CAPTAIN Shared
COACH Dan O’Callaghan
MANAGER Kingsley Edwards
UNDER 10S WHITES
BEST AND FAIREST Jazper Alewood, Paddy 
Thomas 
RUNNER UP B&F Jake Evans
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luca Morrow
MOST CONSISTENT Archie Thomsen 
MOST IMPROVED Tom Carroll
ROOKIE Joshua Ahie-Slattery
LEADING GOALKICKER Mamadou Faye 
CAPTAIN Shared
COACH Simon Thomsen
MANAGER Fiona Thomas
UNDER 11S
BEST AND FAIREST Samuel Scutella
RUNNER UP B&F James Kenny
BEST TEAM PLAYER Benjamin Baskin
MOST CONSISTENT Sebastien Procter
MOST IMPROVED Gabriel Quoyle
ROOKIE Oliver Matison
LEADING GOALKICKER Harvey Lynn (39)
CAPTAINS James Kenny, Samuel Scutella
COACH Dan Kenny
MANAGER Paul Kitchin
 UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
RUNNER UP B&F Finn McKendry
BEST TEAM PLAYER Edward Moir
MOST CONSISTENT Ryan Hennessy
MOST IMPROVED Baxter Aurisch
ROOKIE Robert Kanaley
LEADING GOALKICKER Lachlan Walsh (22)
CAPTAIN Toby Phillips
COACH Warwick Moss
MANAGER Jodie Stewart
UNDER 13S 
BEST AND FAIREST Abe Mahlab
RUNNER UP B&F Max Hochuli
BEST TEAM Player Clem Bicknell

LEADING GOALKICKER Max Smith
CAPTAIN Max Smith
COACH David McGrath
MANAGER/S Kate Halloran, Vanessa Burn 
& Andy Twine
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Samuel Scutella
RUNNER UP B&F James Kenny
BEST TEAM PLAYER Samuel Jackson
MOST CONSISTENT Benjamin Baskin
MOST IMPROVED Kaewin (Kevin) Li
ROOKIE Sterling Smith
LEADING GOALKICKER Samuel Scutella & 
Harvey Lynn
COACH Dan Kenny
MANAGER Paul Kitchen
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
RUNNER UP B&F Finn McKendry
MOST CONSISTENT Edward Moir
ROOKIE Luca Agius
COACH Warwick Moss
MANAGER Jodie Stewart
UNDER 14S YG
BEST AND FAIREST Hannah Massie 
RUNNER UP B&F Matisse Liu & Hazel 
Bluett 
MOST CONSISTENT Stella Rowley 
ROOKIE Lily Mark 
LEADING GOALKICKER Hannah Massie 
COACHES Monica Bourke & Jamie 
Robertson
MANAGER Merrill Martin
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Daire Filitonga
RUNNER UP B&F Max Hochuli 
MOST IMPROVED Namkhai Stilyanou & 
Dan Lovibond
ROOKIE Boston Brinkman
COACH Dan Hennessey
MANAGER Bobbi Mahlab
UNDER 15S
BEST AND FAIREST Oliver Morgan-August
RUNNER UP B&F Lewis Verrell  
& Luc Claringbold
BEST TEAM PLAYER Oscar Tierney
MOST CONSISTENT Angus Macdougall
MOST IMPROVED Brendan Doyle
LEADING GOALKICKER Oliver Morgan-
August
COACHES Aidan Sammut  
& Dion Bremner
MANAGER/S Margaret Cassidy & Dennis 
Poropat
UNDER 17S
BEST AND FAIREST Lewis McNamara
RUNNER UP B&F Miles Glover
BEST TEAM PLAYEr Jotara Howard-Shibuya
MOST CONSISTENT Murali Chinnappa
MOST IMPROVED Joshua Kerr
COACH Frazer Adams
MANAGER Brian Ashby

LEADING GOALKICKER Xavier Jacks
MOST DETERMINED River Reid
 COACHSRichard Hoenig & Matt Saggers
MANAGER Kylie Couper
UNDER 9S WHITES
BEST AND FAIREST Ben Hunt
RUNNER UP B&F Isabelle Milne
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jake Donaldson
MOST CONSISTENT Will Nichols
MOST IMPROVED Griffin Ferrara
ROOKIE Charlie Gilpin
LEADING GOALKICKER Ben Hunt
MOST DETERMINED Leo Hoenig
COACHMichael Donaldson
MANAGER Lisa Mullineux
UNDER 10S BLACKS
BEST AND FAIREST Bill Smith
RUNNER UP B&F Felix Rugge-Price
BEST TEAM PLAYER Henry Daniels
MOST CONSISTENT Luis Placencia
MOST IMPROVED Angus Young
ROOKIE Alec Campbell
LEADING GOALKICKER Bill Smith
COACH Simon Tracy
MANAGER Chrstian Rugge-Price
UNDER 10S WHITES
BEST AND FAIREST Archie Christie-Day
RUNNER UP B&F Alec Longville
BEST TEAM PLAYER Matisse Liu
MOST CONSISTENT Nicholas Edwards
MOST IMPROVED Raphael Quoyle
ROOKIE Max Baker
LEADING GOALKICKER Archie Christie-Day
COACH Mike Cooney
MANAGER Kingsley Edwards
UNDER 10S HOUNDS
BEST AND FAIREST Nicholas Andreacchio
RUNNER UP B&F Oliver O’Callaghan
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jack Jury
MOST CONSISTENT Luca Smith
MOST IMPROVED Louis Quayle
ROOKIE Will Kenny
LEADING GOALKICKER Asher Lewis
COACH Greg Smith
MANAGER Paul Andreacchio
UNDER 11S BLACKS
BEST AND FAIREST Brodi Williams
RUNNER UP B&F Darcy Dessent
BEST TEAM PLAYER Max Rider
MOST CONSISTENT Flynn Tanner
MOST IMPROVED Jake Evans
ROOKIE Joe Shawcross
LEADING GOALKICKER Mo Faye
CAPTAIN Jack Harris
COACH Peter Read
MANAGER Fiona Thomas
UNDER 11S WHITES
BEST AND FAIREST Max Smith
RUNNER UP B&F Luca Morrow & Jasper 
Nichols
BEST TEAM PLAYER Sam Donaldson
MOST CONSISTENT Tom McGrath
MOST IMPROVED Kira Verzar
ROOKIE Arthur Howard-White

BEST DEFENDER Sam Sullivan
MOST CONSISTENT  Liam Goggin
MOST DETERMINED Charlie Eyiam-Rowe
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luca Agius
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Ashton Robinson
 COACHS Warwick Moss/ 
Benjamin Farrawell
MANAGER Beverley Walsh
U15 
BEST & FAIREST Oscar Sachs
B&F RUNNER-UP Billy Tobin/ 
Daire Filitonga
MOST CONSISTENT North Owens-Meulman
MOST DETERMINED Aaron Quail
BEST TEAM PLAYER Boston Brinkman 
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Dylan Howard
 COACH Richard Nicholl
MANAGER Jason Howard
U15 YG
BEST & FAIREST Hannah Massie
B&F RUNNER-UP Zoe Morris
BEST DEFENDER Hannah Massie
MOST CONSISTENT  Lotte Pullinger
MOST DETERMINED Georgie Martin
BEST TEAM PLAYER Lily Mark
ROOKIE Matilda Cooper Ayres
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Stella Rowley
COACH Monica Bourke
MANAGER Merrill Martin
U17 DIV 1
BEST & FAIREST Jotaro Howard-Shibuya
B&F RUNNER-UP Oliver Morgan-August
BEST DEFENDER Timothy Adams
MOST CONSISTENT  Angus McNamara
MOST DETERMINED Cooper Searle
BEST TEAM PLAYER James Scutella
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Marcus Barr
LEADING GOAL-KICKER Tom Linfield Kent 
COACH Brad Scutella
MANAGER Margaret Cassidy

¶2016 TEAMS
UNDER 5S AUSKICK
COACH Matt Peart, 
MANAGER Garreth Butler
 COORDINATOR Kirsty Bass
UNDER 6S AUSKICK
COACH Mike Schofield, 
MANAGER Lowena Holt
UNDER 7S AUSKICK
COACH Cain Sarah, 
MANAGER Stephanie Williams
UNDER 8S AUSKICK
COACH Matt Smith
MANAGER Susie Mulveney
UNDER 9S BLACKS
BEST AND FAIREST Hugo Guastella
RUNNER UP B&F Keaton Saggers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Finn Dermody
MOST CONSISTENT Maya Kelly
MOST IMPROVED Tobias Lindsay
ROOKIE Kaden Munro ´
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COACH Peter Read
UNDER 7S 
COACH Brad Scutella
UNDER 8S
COACH Guy Fitroy & Bill Barden
UNDER 9S
COACH Simon Munn & Jason Howard
COORDINATOR Margaret Dessent
ASSIST COORDINATOR Andrew Scanlan

¶2010 TEAMS
UNDER 10S
BEST AND FAIREST Harry Cooper
RUNNER UP B&F James Scutella
BEST TEAM PLAYER Billy Chudleigh
MOST CONSISTENT Luke Asnicar
MOST IMPROVED Louis Wilcox
ROOKIE Davin Kim
LEADING GOALKICKER James Scutella
COACH Brad Scutella
UNDER 11S 
BEST AND FAIREST James Dunlop
RUNNER UP B&F Isaac Mahlab
BEST TEAM PLAYER Miles Glover
MOST CONSISTENT Remy De Rooy
MOST IMPROVED Alex Kidger
LEADING GOALKICKER Henry Gowers (16)
COACH RICHARD Glover
UNDER 12S 
BEST AND FAIREST Josh O’Loughlin
RUNNER UP B&F Joe Harman
BEST TEAM PLAYER Henry Lamshed
MOST CONSISTENT Issac Wallis
MOST IMPROVED Josh Weston
ROOKIE Josh Weston
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (32)
COACH Jamie Lamshed
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Charlie Rozario
RUNNER UP B&F Will Gowers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Tom Dunlop
MOST CONSISTENT Blake Tulk
MOST IMPROVED Charlie Mannix
ROOKIE Sam Clark
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (28)
CAPTAIN Tom Dunlop
COACH Max Friend
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Jarryd Abbonizio
RUNNER UP B&F Obi Williams
BEST TEAM PLAYER Vinny Britton
MOST CONSISTENT Dario Villante
MOST IMPROVED Tom Avgenicos
LEADING GOALKICKER Ben Plug (9)
COACH Joe Britton
UNDER 16S
BEST AND FAIREST Yarran Jaffer
RUNNER UP B&F Jack Hiscox
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jaydan Donato
MOST CONSISTENT Daniel Trent
MOST IMPROVED Tom Taylor
ROOKIE Luke Duigan

¶2011 TEAMS
UNDER 10S
BEST AND FAIREST Dominic Gibbins
RUNNER UP B&F Callan Pratt 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luc Claringbold 
MOST CONSISTENT Eugene De Rooy 
MOST IMPROVED Nathanael Griffiths 
ROOKIE Nils Jacobson-Mo 
LEADING GOALKICKER Dominic Gibbins (17)
COACH Luke Macdougall
UNDER 11S 
BEST AND FAIREST Connor Fisher
RUNNER UP B&F Billy Chudleigh
BEST TEAM PLAYER James Scutella
MOST CONSISTENT Philippe Alais
MOST IMPROVED Christian Mirabelli
ROOKIE Rory Potter
LEADING GOALKICKER James Scutella (28), 
Philippe Alais (28)
COACH Brad Scutella
UNDER 12S 
BEST AND FAIREST Isaac Mahlab 
RUNNER UP B&F James Dunlop 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Hugo Young 
MOST CONSISTENT Murali Chinnappa 
MOST IMPROVED Oliver Ashby
ROOKIE Elmore Alexander 
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Gardiner (5)  
COACH Richard Glover
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Lachlan Davis
RUNNER UP B&F Josh O’Loughlin
BEST TEAM PLAYER Luke Astri
MOST CONSISTENT Joe Stapleton
BEST MIDFIELDER Yirrbi Jaffer-Williams
LEADING GOALKICKER Edward McInnes (10)
CAPTAIN Josh O’Loughlin
COACH Jamie Lamshed
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Tom Dunlop
RUNNER UP B&F Will Gowers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Charlie Mannix
MOST CONSISTENT Thomas Ostinga 
MOST IMPROVED Andrew Berg
BEST MIDFIELDER Remy Webb
ROOKIE Ben Friend
LEADING GOALKICKER Thomas Ostinga (30)
CAPTAIN Tom Dunlop
COACH Max Friend
UNDER 16S
BEST AND FAIREST Jack Hiscox 
RUNNER UP B&F Harry Jenkins
BEST TEAM PLAYER Bill Shipway
MOST CONSISTENT Obi Williams
MOST IMPROVED Patrick Mogan
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Hiscox (42)
CAPTAIN Tom Falkner
COACH Frazer Adams
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S
COACH Simon Tracy
UNDER 6S

UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST James Scutella
RUNNER UP B&F Tim Adams & Silvan 
Bluett
BEST TEAM PLAYER Rory Potter
MOST CONSISTENT Wesley Greenaway
MOST IMPROVED Patrick McCormack
ROOKIE Michael Grove
LEADING GOALKICKER Philippe Alais (32)
COACH Brad Scutella & David Alais
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST James Dunlop 
RUNNER UP B&F Isaac Mahlab 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Murali Chinnappa 
MOST CONSISTENT Daragh Mullen
MOST IMPROVED Jotaro Howard-Shibuya 
ROOKIE Declan McCarthy 
LEADING GOALKICKER Henry Gowers (30)
CAPTAIN James Dunlop
COACH Richard Glover
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Charlie Morgan
RUNNER UP B&F William Gowers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Joe Stapleton
MOST CONSISTENT Josh O’Loughlin
MOST IMPROVED Will Stewart
ROOKIE Gabe Bitti
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (78)
CAPTAIN William Gowers
COACH Jamie Lamshed
UNDER 16S (DIV 3)
BEST AND FAIREST Rowdy Friend
RUNNER UP B&F Harry Harvey
BEST TEAM Player Remy Webb
MOST CONSISTENT Sam Clark
MOST IMPROVED Oscar Gibbins
ROOKIE Joel Agius
LEADING GOALKICKER Harry Harvey (21)
CAPTAIN Rowdy Friend 
COACH Max Friend
UNDER 16S (DIV 2)
BEST AND FAIREST Obi Williams
RUNNER UP B&F Tom Dunlop
BEST TEAM Player Vinnie Britton
MOST CONSISTENT Oscar Osborne
MOST IMPROVED Charlie Rozario
LEADING GOALKICKER Ben Plug (45)
CAPTAIN Oscar Osborne & Obi Williams
COACH Joe Bitton
AUSKICK
UNDER 5S
COACH Simon Tracy
UNDER 6S
COACH Peter Read
UNDER 7S 
COACH Brad Scutella
 UNDER 8S
COACH Guy Fitzroy & Bill Barden
 UNDER 9S
COACH Simon Munn & Jason Howard
COORDINATOR Margaret Dessent

MOST CONSISTENT Joe Stapleton
MOST IMPROVED Henry Lamshed
ROOKIE Ned Taranto
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (69)
CAPTINS Charlie Morgan, Will Gowers
COACH Jamie Lamshed
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S
COACH Matt Smith
UNDER 6S
COACH Mike Donaldson
 UNDER 7S BLACK
COACH Matt Smith
UNDER 7S WHITE
COACH Simon Tracy
UNDER 7S GREY
COACH Dan Kenny
 UNDER 8S
COACH Peter Read
UNDER 9S
COACH Paul Kitchin
COORDINATOR Margaret Dessent
ASSISTANT COORDINATOR Paul Kitchin

¶2012 TEAMS
UNDER 10S BLACK
BEST AND FAIREST Daire Filitonga
RUNNER UP B&F Sebastian Wood
BEST TEAM PLAYER Clem Bicknell
MOST CONSISTENT Dylan Howard
MOST IMPROVED Cameron Kerr
ROOKIE Lucien Proctor
LEADING GOALKICKER Daire Filitonga (10), 
Dylan Howard (10)
COACH Jason Howard

UNDER 10S WHITE
BEST AND FAIREST Ben Lamb
RUNNER UP B&F Ryan Kitchin
BEST TEAM PLAYER Joe Waterson
MOST CONSISTENT Sebastian Robitschko
MOST IMPROVED Abe Mahlab
LEADING GOALKICKER  Michael Read (50)
COACH Simon Munn

UNDER 11S 
BEST AND FAIREST Callan Pratt
RUNNER UP B&F Luc Claringbold 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Cormac Kenne 
MOST CONSISTENT Elliott Preston
MOST IMPROVED Gulliver Hull
ROOKIE Hayden Brook 
LEADING Goalkicker Callan Pratt (32)
COACH Luke Macdougall

UNDER 12S GIRLS
BEST AND FAIREST Grace Wilson
RUNNER UP B&F Meera Chinnappa
MOST IMPROVED Isabelle Myers
LEADING Goalkicker 
COACH Jeremy Stanwix (Drummoyne)

¶2013 TEAMS
UNDER 10S
BEST AND FAIREST Riley Fitzroy
RUNNER UP B&F Baxter Aurisch
BEST TEAM PLAYER Hamish Kidd
MOST CONSISTENT Lachlan Walsh
MOST IMPROVED Gus Tierney
ROOKIE Braith Coates
LEADING GOALKICKER Harrison Edwards 
(15)
COACH Guy Fitroy
UNDER 11S WHITE  
AND BLACK
BEST AND FAIREST Lucien Procter / Abe 
Mahlab
RUNNER UP B&F Cullen Lum / Daire 
Filitonga
BEST TEAM PLAYER Dylan Howard
MOST CONSISTENT Ben Hennessy
MOST IMPROVED Clem Bicknell / Thomas 
Brown
ROOKIE Kade Fox-Quinn
LEADING GOALKICKER Dylan Howard (36)
COACH Simon Munn/ Kevin Lum
MANAGER Michael Bicknell
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIRESt Callan Pratt
RUNNER UP B&F Riley Holmes
BEST TEAM PLAYER Brendan Doyle
MOST CONSISTENT Oscar Tierney
MOST IMPROVED Luke Denvir
LEADING Goalkicker Brendan Doyle (35)
COACH Luke Macdougall
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST James Scutella
RUNNER UP B&F Cooper Kilpatrick
BEST TEAM PLAYER Wes Greenaway
MOST CONSISTENT Jojo Howard-Shibuya
MOST IMPROVED Billy Chudleigh
LEADING GOALKICKER Miles Glover (24)
COACH Brad Scutella
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Chris McMaster
RUNNER UP B&F Daragh Mullen
BEST TEAM PLAYER Henry Gowers
MOST CONSISTENT Oliver Ashby
MOST IMPROVED Sam Eames
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Gardiner (10)
CAPTAIN Mark Gardiner
COACH Richard Glover
UNDER 16S (DIV 2)
BEST AND FAIREST Tom Dunlop
RUNNER UP B&F Jack Fox
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jacob McKenna
MOST CONSISTENT Charlie Mannix
ROOKIE James Dummett
LEADING GOALKICKER Thomas Ostinga (50)
CAPTIN Tom Dunlop
COACH Max Friend
UNDER 16S (DIV 3)
BEST AND FAIREST Charlie Morgan
RUNNER UP B&F Will Gowers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Max Drew

BEST TEAM PLAYER Jojo Howard-Shibuya
MOST CONSISTENT Silvan Bluett
MOST IMPROVED Miles Glover
ROOKIE Finn Crowley
LEADING GOALKICKER Thomas Linfield-Kent 
(29)
CAPTAIN James Scutella
COACH Brad Scutella
MANAGER Roger Bluett
 UNDER 15S
BEST AND FAIREST Daragh Mullen
RUNNER UP B&F Murali Chinnappa
BEST TEAM PLAYER Oliver Ashby
MOST CONSISTENT Oisin Filitonga
MOST IMPROVED Jack Devonshire
ROOKIE Oren Olgers-Chemke
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Gardiner (35)
COACH Mark Gardiner
MANAGER Brian Ashby
 UNDER 17S (DIV 3)
BEST AND FAIREST Yirrbi Jaffer Williams
RUNNER UP B&F Henry Lamshed
BEST TEAM PLAYER Isaac Wallis
MOST CONSISTENT Raphy Weir
MOST IMPROVED Aaron Abbonizio
ROOKIE Ryan Martin
LEADING GOALKICKER Henry Lamshed (22)
CAPTAIN Michael Kennedy, Isaac Wallis
COACH Frazer Adams
MANAGER Maxine Bartlett
UNDER 17S (DIV 2)
BEST AND FAIREST Will Gowers
RUNNER UP B&F Sam Clark
BEST TEAM PLAYER Rowdy Friend
MOST CONSISTENT Charlie Morgan
MOST IMPROVED Joe Stapleton
ROOKIE Connor Miller
LEADING GOALKICKER Oscar Gibbins (53)
CAPTAIN Sam Clark
COACH Max Friend
MANAGER Michelle Chantrill
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S
COACH Cain Sarah
 UNDER 6S
COACH Matt Smith, Chris Placencia
MANAGER Janelle Kenchington
 UNDER 7S
COACH Mike Donaldson, Mark 
Kimberley
 UNDER 8S
 COACHS Simon Tracy, Dan Kenny, 
Greg Smith, Mike Cooney, Angus 
MacDougall (U13s)
 UNDER 9S
 COACHS Peter Read, Simon Thomsen, 
Dan O’Callaghan
MANAGER Kirsty Bass
COORDINATOR Kirsty Bass
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CAPTAIN Various
COACH Dean Roworth
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Joe Britton
RUNNER UP B&F Max Oke
BEST TEAM PLAYER Cameron McKenzie
MOST CONSISTENT Max Oke
MOST IMPROVED Alex Curtis
ROOKIE Bradley Alderton
LEADING GOALKICKER Max Oke (34)
CAPTAIN Joe Britton
COACH Geoff Odgers
UNDER 15S
BEST AND FAIREST Macleay Lewis
RUNNER UP B&F Luke Elasi
BEST TEAM PLAYER Macleay Lewis
MOST CONSISTENT Patrick Naghten
MOST IMPROVED Chris Bolt
ROOKIE Ben Eliya
LEADING GOALKICKER Daniel Speers (30)
CAPTAIN Macleay Lewis, Jordan Moore
COACH Ross Lewis
AUSKICK 
JUNIORS
COACH Brad Scutella, David Alais
COLTS
COACH Roger Knott
SENIORS
COACH Ross McInnes
UNDER 9S
COACH Michael Dunlop
COORDINATOR Jeff Wright
SQUAD MANAGER Michelle Chantrill

COACH Roger Knott
UNDER 9S
COACH Michael Dunlop
COORDINATOR Brad Scutella

¶2006 TEAMS
UNDER 10S
BEST AND FAIREST Oscar Osborne
RUNNER UP B&F Payton Ellis
BEST TEAM PLAYER Annabelle Kablean
MOST CONSISTENT Braden Angell
MOST IMPROVED Angus McKindlay
ROOKIE Benjamin Plug
LEADING GOALKICKER Oscar Osborne (14)
CAPTAIN  Various
COACH Chris Osborne
UNDER 11S
BEST AND FAIREST Yarran Jaffer
RUNNER UP B&F Harry Jenkins
BEST TEAM PLAYER Daniel Trent
MOST CONSISTENT Thomas Williamson
MOST IMPROVED Carl Salomon
ROOKIE Max Lawrance
LEADING GOALKICKER Eden Woodend (17)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Geoff Odgers
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Jaydan Donato
RUNNER UP B&F Bradley Plug
BEST TEAM PLAYER Eamonn Robinson
MOST CONSISTENT Jaydan Donato
MOST IMPROVED Alex McKenzie
ROOKIE Gianni Melita
LEADING GOALKICKER Bradley Plug (27)

COACH Jeff Wright
UNDER 10S WHITE
BEST AND FAIREST Tom Dunlop
RUNNER UP B&F Dominic Nies
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jack Fox
MOST CONSISTENT Charlie Morgan
MOST IMPROVED Tom Steinthal
ROOKIE Charlie Rozario
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (12)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Glenn Fowler
UNDER 11S
BEST AND FAIREST Oscar Osborne
RUNNER UP B&F Vinnie Britton
BEST TEAM Player Reg Oke
MOST CONSISTENT Patrick Mogan
MOST IMPROVED Margot Alais
Rookie Jasper Kidd
LEADING GOALKICKER Braden Angell (15)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Chris Osborne
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Jack Hiscox
RUNNER UP B&F Harry Jenkins
BEST TEAM Player Daniel Trent
MOST CONSISTENT Tom Williamson
MOST IMPROVED Frankie Noble-Shelton
ROOKIE Reid McCaughey
LEADING GOALKICKER Yarran Jaffer (23)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Michael Jenkins
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Jaydan Donato
RUNNER UP B&F Bradley Plug
BEST TEAM Player Rory O’Grady
MOST CONSISTENT Jaydan Donato
MOST IMPROVED Jack O’Malley
ROOKIE Sam Jung
LEADING GOALKICKER Bradley Plug (22)
CAPTAIN Jaydan Donato
COACH Dean Roworth
UNDER 15S
BEST AND FAIREST Joe Britton
RUNNER UP B&F Michael Trent
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jacob Pallister
MOST CONSISTENT Cameron McKenzie
MOST IMPROVED Daniel Hickie
ROOKIE Jack Savage
LEADING GOALKICKER David Jung (45)
CAPTAIN Joe Britton
COACH Peter McKenzie
UNDER 16S
BEST AND FAIREST Kieran Emery
RUNNER UP B&F Chris Bolt
MOST CONSISTENT Macleay Lewis
LEADING GOALKICKER Chris Bol (20)
CAPTAIN McLeay Lewis
COACH Ross Lewis
AUSKICK 
JUNIORS
COACH Ross McInnes
COLTS
COACH Brad Scutella
SENIORS

GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (23)
CAPTAIN Tom Dunlop
COACH Michael Dunlop
UNDER 12S
BEST AND FAIREST Oscar Osborne
RUNNER UP B&F Vinnie Britton
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jake Skrabanich
MOST CONSISTENT Frankie Noble-Shelton
MOST IMPROVED Dario Villante
ROOKIE Julian Robertson
LEADING GOALKICKER Marcus McCairns (17)
CAPTAIN Frankie Noble-Shelton
COACH Joe Britton
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Jack Hiscox
RUNNER UP B&F Eden Woodend
BEST TEAM PLAYER Harry Jenkins
MOST CONSISTENT Thomas Williamson
MOST IMPROVED Nicholas Hulme
ROOKIE James Palmer
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Hiscox (25)
CAPTAIN Tom Falkner
COACH Frazer Adams
UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Bradley Plug
RUNNER UP B&F Jaydan Donato
BEST TEAM PLAYER Rory O’Grady
MOST CONSISTENT David Bretag
MOST IMPROVED Jack O’Malley
ROOKIE Jarrod Dawson
LEADING GOALKICKER Eden Woodend (19)
CAPTAIN Jaydan Donato, James Bailey
COACH Dean Roworth
UNDER 16S
BEST AND FAIREST Joe Britton
RUNNER UP B&F Michael Trent 
LEADING GOALKICKER Michael Trent (37)
CAPTAIN Joe Britton
COACH Glenn Fowler
AUSKICK 
JUNIORS TEAM 1
COACH Andrew Gray
JUNIORS TEAM 2
COACH Simon Tracey
UNDER 7S
COACH Roger Knott
UNDER 8S
COACH Brad Scutella
UNDER 9S
COACH Roger Knott
COORDINATOR Brad Scutella

¶2007 TEAMS
UNDER 10S BLACK
BEST AND FAIREST William Gowers
RUNNER UP B&F Harry Whitting
BEST TEAM PLAYEr Aidan Sammut
MOST CONSISTENT Jamie Clifton-Bligh
MOST IMPROVED Rowdy Friend
ROOKIE Oscar Gibbins
LEADING GOALKICKER William Gowers (12) 
CAPTAIN Various

UNDER 14S
BEST AND FAIREST Jack Hiscox
RUNNER UP B&F Tom Falkner
BEST TEAM PLAYER Harry Jenkins
MOST CONSISTENT Nathan Tulk
MOST IMPROVED Joshua Schnerring
LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Hiscox (20)
CAPTAIN Tom Falkner
COACH Frazer Adams
UNDER 16S
BEST AND FAIREST Rhys Lindsay
RUNNER UP B&F Jonathan Symons 
BEST TEAM PLAYER Brad Plug
MOST CONSISTENT Sam Goldsworthy
MOST IMPROVED Andrew France
ROOKIE Aidan Kowolski
LEADING GOALKICKER Rhys Lindsay (63)
CAPTAIN Dan Field-Read
COACH Nathan Donato
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S
COACH Andrew Gray
UNDER 6S
COACH Andrew Gray
UNDER 7S BLACK
COACH Simon Tracy
UNDER 7S WHITE
COACH Simon Munn
UNDER 8S
COACH John Lawrence
UNDER 9S
COACH Brad Scutella
COORDINATOR Brad Scutella

¶2008 TEAMS
UNDER 10S 
BEST AND FAIREST Oisin Filatonga
RUNNER UP B&F Yirrbi Jaffer
BEST TEAM PLAYER James Dunlop
MOST CONSISTENT Jack Devonshire
MOST IMPROVED Henry Lamshed
ROOKIE Tasman Misionere
LEADING GOALKICKER Michael Kennedy (4), 
Jasper Harding (4)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Jamie Lamshed
UNDER 11S BLACK
BEST AND FAIREST Blake Tulk
RUNNER UP B&F William Gowers
BEST TEAM PLAYER Lachlan White
MOST CONSISTENT Rowdy Friend
MOST IMPROVED Oscar Gibbins
ROOKIE Paul Ansett
LEADING GOALKICKER William Gowers (10)
CAPTAIN William Gowers 
COACH Jeff Wright
UNDER 11S WHITE
BEST AND FAIREST Charlie Morgan 
RUNNER UP B&F Jack Fox
BEST TEAM PLAYER Charlie Rozario
MOST CONSISTENT Thomas Steinthal
MOST IMPROVED Daikin Coorey

LEADING GOALKICKER Jack Hiscox (32)  
COACH Frazer Adams
AUSKICK 
UNDER 5S, UNDER 6S, UNDER 7S , UNDER 8S
COACH Simon Tracy, Simon Munn
 UNDER 9S
COACH John Lawrence
COORDINATOR Brad Scutella
ASSIST COORDINATOR Andrew Scanlan

¶2009 TEAMS
UNDER 10S 
BEST AND FAIREST Isaac Mahlab
RUNNER UP B&F Hugo Young
BEST TEAM PLAYER Joshua Haggar
MOST CONSISTENT Miles Glover
MOST IMPROVED Jack Gardiner
ROOKIE Isaac Mahlab
LEADING GOALKICKER Henry Gowers (11)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Richard Glover
UNDER 11S
BEST AND FAIREST James Dunlop
RUNNER UP B&F Isaac Wallis
BEST TEAM PLAYER Edward McInnes
MOST CONSISTENT Oisin Filitonga
MOST IMPROVED William Stewart
ROOKIE Liam Kelly
LEADING GOALKICKER Edward McInnes (11)
CAPTAIN Various
COACH Jamie Lamshed
UNDER 12S BLACK
BEST AND FAIREST Will Gowers 
RUNNER UP B&F Felix Rose, Blake Tulk
BEST TEAM PLAYER Lachie White
MOST CONSISTENT Rowdy Friend
MOST IMPROVED Alex Wright
ROOKIE Charlie Mannix
LEADING GOALKICKER Will Gowers (8)
CAPTAIN Will Gowers
COACH Max Friend
UNDER 12S WHITE
BEST AND FAIREST Charlie Rozario
RUNNER UP B&F Tom Dunlop
BEST TEAM PLAYER Jack Fox
MOST CONSISTENT Charlie Morgan
MOST IMPROVED Harry Whitting
ROOKIE Finn Potter
LEADING GOALKICKER Charlie Morgan (30)
CAPTAIN Tom Dunlop
COACH Michael Dunlop
UNDER 13S
BEST AND FAIREST Vinny Britton, Nick 
Quinn
RUNNER UP B&F Dario Villante
BEST TEAM PLAYER Frankie Noble-Shelton
MOST CONSISTENT Oscar Osborne
MOST IMPROVED Christain Pianta
ROOKIE Obi Williams
LEADING GOALKICKER Luke May (26)
CAPTAIN Frankie Noble-Shelton
COACH Joe Britton

TEAM 
SUMMARIES
2019-2006

TEAM 
SUMMARIES
2019-2006
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CURRENT 
CLUB LIST

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
FOR THE FULL GLEBE GREYHOUNDS 

RETIRED LIST FROM 1980 PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 
WWW.GLEBEJAFC.ORG.AU/PLAYER-RECORD/

ADAMS TAHARA-2017-47-4
AHIE-SLATTERY JACK-2015-65-84
ALEWOOD JAZPER-2014-97-76
ALLCHIN MAX-2016-54-18
ALLEN ARCHIE-2017-42-40
AMMIT GUS-2015-69-67
ANASTASI ALEXANDER-2019-12-13
ANCHER FELIX-2017-40-10
ANDERSON CAELAN-2019-15-13
ANDREACCHIO NICHOLAS-2013-132-143
ARDAGNA LUCAS-2017-54-8
ARENZ ISAAC-2019-11-5
ARMSTRONG XAVIER-2019-10-2
BAIRD LACHLAN-2019-15-2
BAKER-WOOD ANGUS-2017-38-9
BALKIN GABRIEL-2017-48-18
BARNES ETHAN-2019-12-3
BARNES FLETCHER-2016-54-65
BARNES JACKSON-2015-68-3
BARNES JAIYDEN-2018-23-12
BARRETT EMILY-2019-13-1
BARRETT MADELEINE-2017-32-2
BARRY JOHN-2018-29-3
BASKIN BENJAMIN-2012-117-35
BASS-TRACY CHARLIE-2011-133-48
BASS-TRACY GABE-2008-143-43
BASS-TRACY MAGGIE-2016-55-10
BATISHA OMAR-2019-14-0
BENNELL LAURENCE-2018-35-36
BENNETT NED-2014-82-79
BENSCHER HARRY-2018-29-16
BENSCHER TOM-2018-26-17
BICKNELL SYLVIE-2017-21-9
BIRD XANTHE-2019-13-1
BLAIR CALLUM-2019-15-7
BLUNDELL CHARLIE-2016-50-10
BORONSKI JACK-2017-45-40
BORONSKI THOMAS-2017-40-2
BORONSKI WILLIAM-2016-57-32
BOWEN EDWARD-2018-23-13
BOWEN WILLIAM-2017-37-3
BRINE WILLIAM-2016-49-8
BRISCOE ALEXANDER-2019-13-0
BRISCOE WILLIAM-2019-9-3
BRISTOW HARRISON-2018-28-16
BRISTOW HUGH-2019-10-21
BROOKER GEORGE-2017-39-16
BROTHERS CAELUM-2019-13-2
BROTHERS WILLIAM-2019-14-1
BROWN ALEXANDER-2018-29-2
BROWN HARRY-2018-27-1
BRUNNER CHARLIE-2016-46-37
BRYANT CECILIA-2019-12-0
BRYANT LUCINDA-2019-7-2
BURKE ELYSE-2015-61-27
BURN ELORA-2018-28-0
BURNICLE ANNIE-2019-15-0
BURNICLE HAMISH-2014-96-106
BURNICLE LIAM-2014-91-100
BUSH XAVIER-2019-11-8
BUTLER LUCAS-2019-9-7
BUTLER NOAH-2016-49-39
BUTLER SCARLETT-ROSE-2018-23-0
CALEO JARVIS-2018-30-8
CAMILLER BEN-2018-16-6
CAMPBELL AVA-2019-14-1
CAMPBELL TOM-2017-43-18
CANTWELL OISIN-2019-13-0
CARMODY CHARLES-2017-40-21
CARMODY OLIVER-2017-41-34

CARRICK ANGUS-2019-13-5
CASEY CONSTANCE-2018-20-6
CHAMBERS ELEANOR-2019-15-0
CHAMBERS HUGH-2019-14-9
CHAMPION BENJAMIN-2017-42-74
CHAMPION JASPER-2016-60-105
CHAPLIN OLIVER-2014-72-15
CHENG ETHAN-2019-13-1
CHENG JEREMY-2019-9-5
CHEONG EVELYN-2019-14-5
CHILDS XABI-2018-27-30
CHRISTIE ANGUS-2019-12-6
CHRISTIE-DAY ARCHIE-2014-113-141
CHRISTIE-DAY LOUIE-2016-57-76
CHRISTIE-DAY SASCHA-2014-95-87
CHRISTOFIDES ALEXANDER-2019-12-0
CIRILLO-REED ISABELLA-2017-40-8
CLARK JEREMY-2016-42-13
CLARK SABINE-2017-30-21
CLEGG KALLAN-2016-55-38
CLIFT BLAKE-2015-58-17
COBCROFT JACK-2018-30-3
COCHRANE ANGUS-2016-53-25
COLLINS NICHOLAS-2016-51-59
COOK ARCHER-2019-7-1
COOK WAKKA WAKKA-2019-12-3
COONEY FRANCESCA-2016-59-21
COONEY LUCA-2013-123-65
COONEY MARGARET-2015-62-28
COOPER ADAM-2018-26-5
COSGRIFF AIDAN-2014-75-25
COSGRIFF CAELAN-2015-58-22
COSTELLOE LUKE-2019-16-1
COTTON FRANK-2017-23-4
COULL PHOEBE-2019-10-3
COULL SAM-2018-23-19
COULL ZACHARY-2018-19-8
COVENEY AMELINE-2017-39-16
COVENEY LUCIAN-2016-50-3
CROSBIE-SMYTH NICOLAS-2015-63-95
CROSBIE-SMYTH OSCAR-2014-79-117
CULSHAW JASPER (Gus)-2019-12-0
CURCIO CHARLES-2017-45-15
DALES ASTON-2018-24-2
DALES HARPER-2018-26-2
DALTON LIAM-2017-42-5
DALTON SOPHIE-2018-26-8
DANIELS HENRY-2012-104-23
DAVIS ARLO-2018-28-20
DERMODY FINN-2015-62-6
DERMODY NED-2017-42-34
DESSENT DARCY-2010-153-138
DIVIC ALESSIO-2018-28-16
DONALDSON JAKE-2011-114-83
DOPIERALA JAKE-2015-82-11
DORSCH FRANCESCA-2017-40-26
DORSCH LEO-2017-25-24
DOUZIECH GIOVANNI-2019-17-2
DOYLE FRANCES-2019-13-3
DOYLE JAMES-2018-30-4
DOYLE LEON-2017-44-64
DUFFY WILLIAM-2018-27-3
DUMA ANTON-2019-13-15
DURACHER-COHEN THEO-2018-26-15
EDWARDS HARRY-2017-39-24
EDWARDS NICHOLAS-2013-108-37
ELLIS CALEB-2019-8-3
EVANS SAM-2015-67-40
EVANS TOM-2013-89-35
EVERETT JOE-2017-41-4

EYIAM-ROWE ARCHIE-2017-37-8
EYIAM-ROWE CHARLIE-2010-93-10
FADEL ETHAN-2019-13-0
FARRAR OLIVER-2014-37-29
FAYE MAMADOU-2015-81-82
FENNESSY ALEXANDER-2016-54-53
FENNESSY ARABELLA-2019-12-2
FENNESSY ELOISE-2019-12-0
FERNIE NED-2019-15-40
FERRARA GRIFFIN-2015-56-7
FICKLER OSCAR-2017-39-24
FISHER REX-2017-37-27
FITZPATRICK DECLAN-2017-52-29
FITZPATRICK FELIX-2017-43-13
FITZPATRICK OWEN-2019-13-17
FITZROY RILEY-2009-164-167
FORDE HARRY-2019-14-12
FRIEDMAN SHULA-2019-13-1
FULLER CHARLES-2015-57-12
FULTON ALEXANDER-2014-70-89
FULTON JAMES-2013-94-29
GALLAGHER ORAN-2015-66-8
GARCIA LISICIC LUKE-2019-4-0
GARDINER LUCA-2013-92-44
GELLIN HENRY-2018-28-10

GENTNER HARRY-2019-12-1
GIBBONS HUGH-2015-54-3
GIBSON HUNTER-2015-69-36
GIBSON RIO-2018-26-11
GIJSELMAN PATRICK-2017-44-45
GILLIES EVIE-2019-12-0
GILLIES RUPERT-2012-124-72
GILPIN CHARLIE-2016-60-34
GILPIN ELLIOT-2018-28-37
GILROY WILLEM-2018-28-7
GILTINAN GABRIEL-2017-43-25
GIOTOPOULOS MOORE ALEK-2019-10-0
GORDON CASSIUS-2018-19-4
GORDON VAUGHN-2019-11-0
GOUGE OSCAR-2019-10-0
GRAHAM-SMALL OLIVER-2019-14-9
GRANGER KAINE-2019-12-0
GRANT ZACH-2017-32-4
GROSSER MAYA-2018-23-2
GUASTELLA DARCY-2016-36-7
GUASTELLA HUGO-2016-52-37
GUASTELLA NOAH-2018-27-29
GUELFI KAI-2019-16-6
HAGEN FELIX-2019-12-13
HARE ALEX-2018-26-14

PLAYER-Debut-Games-Goals

HARE RORY-2019-11-3
HARGREAVES FINN-2016-50-44
HARMAN JAMES-2017-45-25
HARRINGTON LACHLAN-2018-25-10
HARRIS DOMINIC-2017-19-2
HARRIS JACK-2013-99-55
HARRIS JOSEPH-2016-48-15
HARRIS NELSON-2017-47-24
HARRIS TIMOTHY-2017-43-17
HAWKINS MAXINE-2017-38-1
HAWKINS NATHANIEL-2015-41-17
HEBBLEWHITE JACK-2018-28-7
HEBBLEWHITE TOM-2018-25-44
HEINRICH ELIJAH-2019-8-1
HENDERSON LEONARDO-2017-39-27
HERON DARCY-2018-17-9
HERRIG FINNIAN-2019-15-12
HERRON MAX-2018-27-0
HERSHMAN OLIVER-2018-24-3
HILLARD TOM-2018-25-5
HIRST ARTHUR-2019-13-12
HIRST GEORGE-2017-42-38
HOCHULI FELIX-2017-55-12
HOENIG AARON-2014-80-23
HOENIG LEO-2014-79-35

HOLMES TRISTAN-2018-27-2
HONNER FLORENCE-2019-12-2
HONNER RALPH-2016-32-4
HOOPER BRUCE-2019-4-2
HOWARD DYLAN-2010-164-159
HOWARD HAMISH-2018-25-3
HOWARD SAMUEL-2011-114-37
HOWARD-WHITE ARTHUR-2016-50-12
HOWE RORY-2018-28-13
HUNT BENJAMIN-2013-96-76
HUNTER FLYNN-2017-39-28
HUNTER ROHAN-2016-50-24
IVESON FRANKIE-2019-14-3
JACKSON SAMUEL-2014-75-24
JAMES JOSHUA-2018-29-3
JOHNS ERON-2019-11-0
JOHNSON CHARLIE-2016-59-11
JOHNSON JESSICA-2019-10-2
JOHNSON MOLLY-2016-11-3
JOHNSON XANTHE-2019-13-2
JOHNSTON CORMAC-2017-53-23
JOHNSTON FELIX-2018-26-5
JOHNSTON LARSEN-2016-43-42
JONES ALEXANDER-2019-13-0
JONES FLOYD-2019-14-15
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SIMS CHARLOTTE-2019-13-6
SINCLAIR HUGH-2018-32-4
SINCLAIR ZOE-2018-26-1
SMALBERGER GERHARD-2019-15-18
SMITH BILL-2011-154-112
SMITH JACK-2018-26-25
SMITH LUCA-2011-125-83
SMITH PATRICK-2012-131-222
SMITH SAMUEL-2016-56-53
SPAZIANI EMILY-2018-26-0
SPRANGE SOFIA-2017-43-1
SPURRS BILLIE-2018-21-7
STAFFORD EDIE-2015-62-14
STAFFORD LINUS-2014-78-5
STANTON QUIN-2016-51-12
STENNARD ARIEL-2019-12-1
STEVENSON PARKER-2014-82-11
STEVENSON SOPHIA-2019-12-0
STEVENSON STRATH-2019-10-6
STEWART ASTON-2019-15-21
STONE JAKE-2018-26-14
STONE LILY-2017-30-21
STONE MADISON-2017-34-25
STONE NATHAN-2019-13-5
STRUDWICK TOM-2018-27-26
STRUTT SPENCER-2018-24-11
SUGOWDZ-MADGWICK MATTHEW-2016-57-8
SUTHERLAND LUKE-2016-50-43
SWANSON ORLANDO-2018-29-12
SWIFT CARTER-2017-41-46
SWIFT FINLAY-2014-76-49
TAM ALEXANDER-2019-15-0
TANNER-BLACK PARIS-2018-26-10
TARRANT NEA-2016-50-14
TARRANT WILLIAM-2016-57-8
TASHTAN ZACHARY-2018-30-21
TEGART CHARLOTTE-2019-15-7
TEMPLE ARLO-2017-33-2
TEMPLE CLANCY-2017-34-15

JONES JASPER-2019-12-0
JORDAN BILL-2018-26-0
JORDAN HENRY-2014-72-39
KALDOR LOTTIE-2019-12-2
KALDOR PIP-2019-10-3
KAZDA ALICE-2019-12-0
KAZDA SOPHIE-2019-13-1
KEELER ORSON-2017-23-1
KEEPING HARRY-2017-36-8
KELLY CLANCY-2019-13-6
KELLY LUKE-2019-16-4
KELLY MAYA-2015-66-11
KENCHINGTON JOEL-2012-83-75
KENNY JAMES-2011-155-45
KENNY WILLIAM-2011-163-164
KERR ROSIE-2016-57-18
KERR TOM-2016-55-30
KILBORN HUGO-2016-57-22
KILBORN ZARA-2016-47-47
KILLEN ISABELLA-2019-12-9
KILLEN WILLIAM-2014-81-67
KILLINGSWORTH LACHLAN-2018-27-20
KILLINGSWORTH TOM-2015-68-56
KRAEGEN BENJAMIN-2018-28-42
KRAEGEN HARVEY-2018-30-8
KUNG LUCAS-2015-61-43
LALOR LACHLAN-2019-9-2
LANG AIDAN-2018-35-7
LARKE GABRIEL-2015-63-5
LARKE NED-2015-56-11
LAWES ALEXANDER-2013-75-2
LEE FELIX-2019-8-5
LEE GABE-2019-4-0
LEGZDINS TALIA-2016-49-20
LEITL LENNOX-2019-10-10
LEITL LEONARDO-2015-61-94
LENORD LIAM-2017-52-34
LEWIS JOEL-2016-53-8
LEWIS PARKER-2019-2-2
LISTA ELLIOT-2018-29-25
LISTA OLIVER-2018-29-32
LIU MATISSE-2013-130-71
LIU TEX-2014-86-61
LLOYD DREW-2019-12-0
LLOYD INDIA-2019-12-0
LLOYD OLIVER-2018-24-2
LLOYD ROBERT-2018-30-10
LLOYD THEODORE-2018-30-40
LLOYD-SHEPHERD OWEN-2015-53-17
LOGAN JOSH-2017-39-6
LONGVILLE ALEXANDER-2013-102-56
LONGVILLE OLIVER-2013-41-54
LOWRY HUGO-2016-54-38
LUM CULLEN-2013-93-36
LUSTY LOUIS-2017-38-5
LYNN FRED-2016-54-29
LYNN HARVEY-2011-122-119
LYNN LUCINDA-2019-14-2
MACDOUGALL RORY-2017-46-2
MACKENZIE CORMAC-2019-10-5
MADDEN HARRY-2019-13-17
MADRILL GERARD-2019-14-1
MADZIN-COSTIGAN MICAH-2016-43-5
MAGUIRE CHARLOTTE-2019-8-1
MAGUIRE FINN-2019-14-1
MAGUIRE REMY-2019-12-16
MAIALE ANTONIO-2019-8-2
MALONE MYLES-2018-17-1
MANNING JOSEPH-2019-11-1
MARCHANT XAVIER-2019-13-29

MARSDEN HECTOR-2015-68-41
MATKOVICH COOPER-2018-29-22
MATTHEWS CHLOE-2019-13-0
MATTHEWS ELISHA-2017-37-1
MATTHEWS GABRIELLA-2017-39-0
MAYBURY OLIVER-2018-30-1
MAYBURY SAMUEL-2018-33-3
MAYBURY THOMAS-2019-8-1
MCCARTHY IMANA-2018-26-9
MCCARTNEY JAMES-2017-42-12
MCGAHAN MOLLY-2018-23-5
MCGAHAN OLIVIA-2018-23-2
MCGILL MAX-2017-33-7
MCGLASHAN JASPER-2019-14-14
MCGLASHAN MINA-2018-25-2
MCGRATH THEODORE-2013-15-9
MCKENDRY FINN-2009-166-59
MCKENDRY FREYA-2012-60-7
MCLENNAN HAL-2016-53-81
MCMAHON LENIKA-2018-18-5
MCPHEE LUCY-2019-13-0
MCTIERNAN AIDAN-2018-28-21
MCTIERNAN NIAMH-2019-14-26
MCTIERNAN QUINN-2018-29-3
MEAGHER MAX-2018-22-10
MELDRUM CHARLES-2015-65-73
MENZIES MAXWELL-2016-58-18
MEREWETHER ARLO-2018-30-11
MERLIN RUKI-2013-85-37
MEZRANI ALEXANDER-2019-14-3
MILES ARCHIBALD-2017-38-13
MILLWARD LARA-2017-39-1
MILLWARD SHEA-2014-78-64
MILNE ISABELLE-2016-43-11
MOK MADELINE-2019-14-2
MOK SEBASTIAN-2015-71-81
MOORE AOIFE-2019-11-0
MORDUE LEVON-2018-22-3
MORRISON JAMES-2014-85-90
MORROW LUCA-2011-108-35
MORROW REMY-2012-78-34
MORTON KENNETH-2019-7-1
MOSS MILLIE-2017-40-1
MULLUMBY HENRY-2018-29-20
MUMME LUCA-2019-15-3
MUNDAY EVANGELINE-2018-23-1
MUNRO EMAKHI-2014-71-78
MURPHY LACHLAN-2013-65-5
NAPTHALI BALLY-2018-23-17
NELSON CHARLIE-2019-13-9
NICHOLS WILLIAM-2012-106-86
NORDIO LEO-2019-10-4
NORDIO OLIVER-2018-33-14
NORMAN ARCHIE-2019-11-2
NUSSBAUM ADAM-2017-44-14
O’CALLAGHAN OLIVER-2012-129-67
O’CONNOR AILBE-2019-15-2
O’CONNOR ROWAN-2013-97-24
PAGET SUSANNAH-2019-12-1
PALMER ANTON-2019-6-0
PALMER BILLIE-2019-11-0
PARKINSON ALAN-2018-22-5
PARKINSON EDWARD-2018-27-25
PATTINSON JASPER-2018-30-3
PAXTON HAMISH-2014-74-42
PAXTON KATIE-2018-25-1
PEART HARRISON-2016-47-27
PEART LILIANNAH-2016-43-10
PEEL-O’CONNOR DECLAN-2019-15-2
PENPRAZE NOAH-2019-8-13

PERROTT THOMAS-2015-65-8
PLACENCIA ISAAC-2013-76-58
PORTER-ORCHARD LOUIS-2018-32-4
POZNAKS DILLON-2017-42-6
QUAIL REX-2015-70-16
QUARELLO LOUIS-2019-12-0
QUAYLE LOUIS-2014-95-44
QUOYLE GABRIEL-2011-84-50
QUOYLE RAPHAEL-2015-76-23
QUOYLE XAVIER-2017-41-70
RACE ABE-2014-75-59
RACE LILY-2016-35-11
RADNEDGE MAXWELL-2019-13-16
RAITT JAMES-2018-28-4
RAMEAR BLAKE-2018-22-8
RAMEAR CHANDLER-2017-37-12
RAMEAR JOEL-2018-22-21
RAMOS LYSANDER-2018-25-12
RAMOS RAFAEL-2016-56-19
REID RIVER-2015-71-23
REUCASSEL JASPER-2017-26-13
REYNOLDS MALIYAN-2015-51-18
RIANT-DUCKETT WILLIAM-2019-13-0
RICHARD HAMISH-2019-10-7
RICHARD OWEN-2019-12-4
RICHARDSON CHARLIE-2019-13-8
RICHARDSON ELIAS-2018-28-30
RIDER MAX-2013-108-108
RIGG-SMITH SAXON-2019-11-0
ROBERTS CHARLIE-2017-48-23
ROBERTS TOM-2015-57-23
ROBINSON ALEXANDER-2019-12-9
ROBINSON ASHTON-2014-81-31
ROBINSON CASH-2013-92-129
ROBINSON CHARLIE-2019-12-0
RODGER ELLIOTT-2016-47-7
ROSS JULIETTE-2019-11-8
RUBJE AMADEA-2018-24-2
RUGGE-PRICE FELIX-2011-130-97
RUMPFF JACKSON-2017-42-22
RUMPFF JESSE-2017-46-20
RUSSELL LACHLAN-2018-31-29
RYAN HEALY-2018-26-19
RYAN TOBY-2018-24-2
SABEY NICHOLAS-2016-52-15
SAGGERS KEATON-2016-57-47
SANDLANT ZACHARY-2016-60-97
SARAH ARCHIE-2014-82-102
SARAH BILLY-2016-50-37
SARAH SCARLETT-2019-10-9
SARLOS ARTHUR-2019-12-1
SARLOS AUDRE-2019-13-6
SAWKINS CHARLIE-2019-13-5
SAWKINS TOM-2017-48-27
SAYER YASMIN-2019-13-10
SCHMIDT HENRY-2015-65-16
SCHMIDT JAMES-2014-80-22
SCHOFIELD LEWIS-2015-66-54
SCHOFIELD MELODY-2017-36-14
SCUTELLA SAMUEL-2009-220-210
SEABOURNE HARRY-2018-26-45
SEIVER ZACK-2015-77-3
SEIVER ZOE-2017-38-0
SENIOR FINN-2017-41-21
SEYMOUR LIAM-2015-58-63
SHARP GRETA-2017-21-3
SHARP OSCAR-2014-58-6
SHAWCROSS JOSEPH-2016-46-3
SHIELDS CONNOR-2019-14-0
SHIELDS DYLAN-2018-27-8

THAI ZACHARY-2017-26-1
THOMAS AVERY-2019-14-13
THOMAS CALLEN-2015-66-39
THOMAS PATRICK-2012-105-24
THOMPSON HUGH-2018-26-34
THOMSEN ARCHIE-2012-103-31
THOMSEN LUCY-2017-41-13
TITMUSS IOANNI-2015-54-73
TITMUSS LEON-2015-63-44
TOOGOOD ARCHIE-2019-12-5
TOOHER ABIGAIL-2019-13-0
TOOULI ALANNAH-2019-12-10
TOSI MAXWELL-2018-19-9
TOWNLEY JACKSON-2017-47-17
TOWZELL CLAUDE-2019-15-4
TOWZELL EDWARD-2018-28-29
TRACEY FERGUS-2015-67-63
TRACEY IDE-2018-25-36
TRAJKOVSKI CHRISTIAN-2019-9-3
TRENT LUCA-2016-49-0
TRETHEWEY FELIX-2015-72-30
UPCROFT AUSTIN-2018-27-57
UPCROFT HUNTER-2015-62-25
UTUMAPU ELLA-2018-24-11
VALENTA LUKAS-2019-10-12
VALENTA TOMAS-2019-9-12
VAN DER STAP OTIS-2019-12-2
VAN DER WATER ELIJAH-2018-21-17
VERVERIS JIMMY-2018-23-16
VINCENT-DELGADO ISABELLA-2019-13-0
WAKELIN Leni BELLE-2018-25-15
WAKELIN LOLA-2018-23-4
WAKELIN THEODORE-2018-27-12
WALKER AMELIA-2018-24-8
WALKER HAMISH-2019-12-8
WALKER SAMUEL-2019-11-17
WALSH EMMA-2010-58-53
WALSH FRANCES-2017-52-47
WALSH LACHLAN-2010-138-64

WALSH LUELLA-2018-27-4
WANG XINGCHEN (TIM)-2018-26-3
WATSON ANABEL-2019-11-0
WATTERS LILY-2017-40-11
WATTS TAITUM-2019-11-2
WATTS WOLFE-2017-31-5
WAUCHOPE ELLE-2018-29-3
WAUCHOPE EZRA-2017-44-12
WAUCHOPE OLIVIA-2018-29-11
WEBB EMILY-2019-11-8
WEBB NAOMI-2019-14-4
WEBSTER CAMERON-2017-39-21
WEBSTER JEREMY-2016-53-13
WELDON MAX-2019-12-9
WEST ASHTON-2018-20-1
WHITE BENJAMIN-2019-12-0
WHITE THOMAS-2017-42-12
WIGNALL MAXIMUS-2018-32-6
WIJETUNGA ASHER-2017-41-32
WILD KYNA-2018-28-23
WILLIAMS BRODI-2016-54-97
WILLIAMS CHAZ-2015-63-19
WILLIAMS LACHLAN-2014-75-13
WILLSON GEORGE-2018-29-43
WINTER ZACHARY-2017-42-3
WONG CHARLOTTE-2016-35-2
WONG LORIEN-2015-38-8
WOOD ELLIOT-2016-56-20
WOOD SAMUEL-2016-52-31
WOODALL CHARLIE-2016-52-6
WOODALL FRED-2018-27-11
WOODS CHARLES-2018-24-10
WOTTON HENRY-2019-15-7
WRIGHT ADELENA-2019-14-2
WRIGHT HUON-2018-29-23
WRIGLEY GEORGIA-2019-13-0
WYNNE VELAYUS-2011-118-33
YIN BENJAMIN-2018-23-11
ZYLMANS HARRISON-2014-76-52

CURRENT 
CLUB LIST

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
FOR THE FULL GLEBE GREYHOUNDS 

RETIRED LIST FROM 1980 PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 
WWW.GLEBEJAFC.ORG.AU/PLAYER-RECORD/

PLAYER-Debut-Games-Goals

“For the glory of the Greyhounds name”
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CLUB 
OFFICIALS
2019 – 1980

2018
PRESIDENT Simon Tracy
SECRETARY Belinda Davies
COMMITTEE Guy Fitzroy,  Peter Clark, 
Mike Cooney, Bev Walsh, Julie-
Anne Burnicle, Mike Schofield, 
Brad Scutella, Susie Mulveney, 
Luke MacDougall, Lynn Clift, Jason 
Howard, Jen Richardson, Kirsty Bass

2017
PRESIDENT Simon Tracy
SECRETARY Bev Walsh
COMMITTEE Don Chudleigh, Guy Fitzroy, 
Peter Clark, Mike Cooney, Claudia 
Kearns, Jason Howard, Brad Scutella, 
Kirsty Bass, Mike Schofield, Susie 
Mulveney, Jason Howard, Lynn Clift, 
Gareth Butler, Dan Hennessy, Luke 
Macdougall

2016
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Jason Howard
COMMITTEE Simon Tracy, Don Chudleigh, 
Kirsty Bass, Gabrielle Brown, Claudia 
Kearns, Luke Macdougall, Dan 
Hennessey, Joe Britton, Lynn Clift. 

2015
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Claudia Kearns
COMMITTEE Gabrielle Brown, Maxine 
Bartlett, Don Chudleigh, Jason 
Howard, Luke MacDougall, Michael 
Dunlop, Kirsty Bass, Dan Hennessy, 
Peter Read, Brad Scutella, Frazer 
Adams, Mark Gibbins, Joe Britton 

2014
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE Jeff Wright, Maxine Bartlett, 
Joe Britton, Don Chudleigh, Jason 
Howard, Luke MacDougall, Michael 
Dunlop, Kirsty Bass, Dan Hennessy, 
Peter Read, Brad Scutella, Frazer 
Adams, Jamie Lamshed, Winston 
Sammut, Mark Gibbins 

2013
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE Maxine Bartlett, Joe 
Britton, Michelle Chantrill, Don 
Chudleigh, Margaret Dessent, 
Michael Donaldson, Michael Dunlop, 
Malcolm France, Mark Gibbins, 
Ed Greenaway, Jamie Lamshed, 
Luke Macdougall, Peter Read, Brad 
Scutella, Simon Tracy, Jeff Wright 

2012
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE David Alais, Don Chudleigh, 
Michelle Chantrill, Peter Read, Jeff 
Wright, Maxine Bartlett, Margaret 
Dessent, Max Friend, Jamie Lamshed, 
Paul Kitchin, Malcolm France, Mark 
Gibbins, Winston Sammut, Joe 
Britton, Brendan Dessent, Michael 
Dunlop, Brad Scutella

2011
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE Maxine Bartlett, Michelle 
Chantrill, Don Chudleigh, Michael 
Dunlop, Malcolm France, Mark 
Gibbins, Jamie Lamshed, Ross 
McInnes, Treesa McInness, Winston 
Sammut, Brad Scutella, Jeff Wright

2010
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE David Alais, Maxine 
Bartlett, Dave Britton, Joe Britton, 
Don Chudleigh, Michelle Chantrill, 
Brendan Dessent, Michael Dunlop, 
Malcolm France, Max Friend,  
Mark Gibbins, Jamie Lamshed, Ross 
McInnes, Jeff Wright, Treesa McInnes, 
Chris Osborne, Winston Sammut, 
Andrew Scanlan, Brad Scutella

2009
PRESIDENT Peter Gowers
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE David Alais, Dave Britton, 
Joe Britton, Michelle Chantrill, 
Don Chudleigh, Brendan Dessent, 
Michael Dunlop, Chris Hancock, 
Ross McInnes, Brad Scutella, Penny 
Waters, Jeff Wright

2008
PRESIDENT Ian Trent
SECRETARY Margaret Sammut
COMMITTEE Dave Britton, Joe Britton, 
Michelle Chantrill, Don Chudleigh, 
Michael Dunlop, Tony Falkner, 
Peter Gowers, Chris Hancock, Ross 
McInnes, Brad Scutella, Penny 
Waters, Jeff Wright

2007
PRESIDENT Ian Trent
COMMITTEE Dave Britton, Tony Falkner, 
Chris Hancock, Mark Whitehead, 
Michelle Chantrill, Peter Gowers, 
Ross McInnes, Jeff Wright, Michael 
Dunlop, Ben Grant, Brad Scutella

2006
PRESIDENT Dave Britton
COMMITTEE Michelle Chantrill, Peter 
Gowers, Noeline Sappey, Mark 
Whitehead, Michael Dunlop, Chris 
Hancock, Brad Scutella, Jeff Wright, 
Tony Falkner, Ross McInnes, Ian 
Trent

2005
PRESIDENT Dave Britton
SECRETARY Lee Hancock
COMMITTEE Sue Trent, Michael Dunlop, 
Ross McInnes, Chris Hancock, Jeff 
Wright, Bruce Armitage, Stephen 
Beard, Tony Falkner

2004
PRESIDENT Dave Britton
SECRETARY Joanne Buckley
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Chris Hancock, 
Phil Winwood, Tony Fisher, Sue 
Trent, Lee Hancock, Dean Roworth, 
Dave Lucas, John Lindsay, John 
Whiley, Malcolm France, Bruce 
Armitage 

2003
PRESIDENT Dave Britton
SECRETARY Joanne Buckley
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Chris Hancock, 
Sian Williams, Tom Daunt, Phil 
Winwood, Sue Trent, Lee Hancock, 
Dave Lucas, Roger Faulkner, Dean 
Roworth, John Lindsay, Tony Fisher, 
John Whiley, Malcolm France, 
Bruce Armitage

2002
PRESIDENT Dave Britton
SECRETARY Dave Britton
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Chris Hancock, 
Susan Parker, P Hall, John Lindsay

2001
PRESIDENT Lee Hancock
SECRETARY Dave Britton
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Chris Hancock, 
Susan Parker, P Hall, John Lindsay, 
M Ratliff

2019
PRESIDENT Simon Tracy SECRETARY Belinda Davies
COMMITTEE Bev Walsh, Jason Howard, Mike Schofield, Susie Mulveney, Brad Scutella, 
Shona Tarrant, Cris Townley, Kirsty Bass, Luke MacDougall, Lynn Clift,  
Megan Senior, Mike Cooney, Keith Tracey, Fiona McGrath
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2000
PRESIDENT Lee & Chris Hancock
SECRETARY Lee & Chris Hancock
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Dave Britton, 
Susan Parker, John Lindsay

1999
PRESIDENT Rob Parker
SECRETARY Steve Lewis
COMMITTEE Liz Lucas, Robert Mosley, 
Bill Bullock, Susan Parker, Angela 
Mosley, John Evans, Robin Funston, 
John Lindsay

1998
PRESIDENT Susan Kirby
SECRETARY Robert Kirby
COMMITTEE Rob Parker, Kerry Bennell, 
Gary Bennell, Steve Lewis

1997
PRESIDENT Susan Kirby
SECRETARY Robert Kirby
COMMITTEE Gary Bennell, Donna 
Fowler, Steve Lewis, John Evans, 
Kerry Bennell, Mary Anderson, 
John Prentice, Robert Parker, Peter 
Cameron 

1996
PRESIDENT Phil Dixon
SECRETARY Robert Kirby
COMMITTEE Steve Lewis, Robin Solling, 
Paul Feain, Susan Kirby, Gary 
Bennell, John Prentice, John Evans, 
Kerry Bennell, Robert Parker

1995
PRESIDENT Paul Feain
SECRETARY Lindsay Foyle
COMMITTEE Mark Ward, Bob Kirby, James 
Caithness, Gabrielle Feain, Susan 
Kirby, Phil Dixon, Robin Solling, 
Terry Watson, Steve Lewis

1994
PRESIDENT John Coles
SECRETARY Vicky Fretwell
COMMITTEE Mark Ward, Robin Solling, 
Paul Feain, Gabrielle Feain

1993
PRESIDENT John Coles
SECRETARY C Flood
COMMITTEE Mark Ward, K Flood, Vicky 
Fretwell, Bob Kirby, Robin Solling, 
Gabrielle Feain, Paul Feain, Terry 
Watson

1992
PRESIDENT Dick Dare
SECRETARY Colin Williams
COMMITTEE John Coles, Terry Watson, 
Vicky Fretwell, Colin Williams, Bob 
Kirby, Matthew Coles, Kerry Jones, 
John Prentice, Paul Feain, Mark Ward

1991
PRESIDENT Dick Dare
SECRETARY Colin Williams
COMMITTEE John Coles, Terry Watson, 
Vicky Fretwell, John Prentice, Paul 
Feain, Mark Ward, Kerry Jones

1990
PRESIDENT Paul Feain
SECRETARY Colin Williams
COMMITTEE John Coles, Luke Daley, Kerry 
Jones, S Brady, Peter Fretwell, John 
Prentice

1989
PRESIDENT Tony Hughes
SECRETARY Noreen Wellfare
COMMITTEE Dennis White, Colin 
Williams, Rod Pugh, Paul Feain, John 
Coles, Brian Wellfare, Arie Plug

1988
PRESIDENT Tony Hughes
SECRETARY Noreen Wellfare
COMMITTEE Brian Wellfare, Arie Plug, 
Paul Feain, Colin Williams, Rod 
Pugh, John Coles, Dennis White

1987
PRESIDENT Tony Hughes
SECRETARY Noreen Wellfare
COMMITTEE Brian Wellfare, Paul Feain, 
Rod Pugh, John Coles

1986
PRESIDENT Tony Hughes
SECRETARY Noreen Wellfare
COMMITTEE Brian Wellfare, P Graham, J 
Osterman, Paul Feain, G Lawford

1985
PRESIDENT Tony Hughes
SECRETARY Noreen Wellfare
COMMITTEE Brian Wellfare, G Lawford, J 
Osterman, P Graham, Paul Feain, M 
Petrolo

1984
PRESIDENT Simon Kelly
SECRETARY D Radford
COMMITTEE Noreen Wellfare, A Williams, 
Dennis Guppy, Brian Wellfare

1983
PRESIDENT Simon Kelly
SECRETARY D Radford
COMMITTEE Noreen Wellfare, W Sharpe, 
A Hughes, Gary Isherwood, Brian 
Wellfare

1982
PRESIDENT Simon Kelly
SECRETARY D Radford
COMMITTEE Noreen Wellfare, Brian 
Wellfare, A Williams, P Hicks, A Hughes

1981
PRESIDENT John Muggridge
SECRETARY D Radford
COMMITTEE A Williams, Noreen Wellfare, P 
Hicks, Brian Wellfare, Simon Kelly, B Gill

1980
PRESIDENT John Muggridge
SECRETARY D Radford
COMMITTEE G Campbell, John Muggridge, 
B Gill, E Owens, Simon Kelly, John 
Prentice
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